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Jer 23:29 CEV My words are a powerful fire; they are a hammer
that shatters rocks.
Mic 3:8 CEV But the LORD has filled me with power and his Spirit.
I have been given the courage to speak about justice and to tell
you people of Israel that you have sinned.
Mic 3:9 So listen to my message, you rulers of Israel! You hate
justice and twist the truth.
Mic 3:10 You make cruelty and murder a way of life in Jerusalem.
Mic 3:11 You leaders accept bribes for dishonest decisions. You
priests and prophets teach and preach, but only for money. Then
you say, "The LORD is on our side. No harm will come to us."
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DEDICATION

Albert G., who was the one who originally introduced to me the deceptions of the
teachings of the Roman Catholic Church, the illuminati, Monsanto, chemtrails, and
more; and was highly instrumental in my education on those issues. He has been a great
friend, and if I had only heeded his counsel, I would have experienced much less pain
and many less detours in my service with my mission. His wise counsel, his knowledge
of the Bible, and his attitude of nonconformity to the ways of evil in the world, make him
a most important ally. In addition, I could not have made it through all that I
experienced without the love he showed, from bailing me out of jail, to donating towards
the funding for my ministry, to food packages brought to me in my poverty. He is a man
of God who sustained my opinion in the goodness of god through it all, and in the
existence of righteousness in people. With a quiet reserved manner, he is a wise teacher
who shows the goodness that we all should have. When I first explained to Albert my
reasons for not trusting in the whole Bible, and thinking that it had been tampered with,
he told me that I was a “trouble-maker.” At first I was angry at him, then I thought
again. This was not an insult. He was telling me that I was like Jesus and Paul. These
scriptures were people’s opinions of them.
 Luk 23:2 CEV They started accusing him and said, "We caught this man trying to
get our people to riot and to stop paying taxes to the Emperor. He also claims that
he is the Messiah, our king." Luk 23:3 Pilate asked Jesus, "Are you the king of
the Jews?" "Those are your words," Jesus answered. Luk 23:4 Pilate told the
chief priests and the crowd, "I don't find him guilty of anything." Luk 23:5 But
they all kept on saying, "He has been teaching and causing trouble all over Judea.
He started in Galilee and has now come all the way here."
 Acts 24:5-6 KJV For we have found this man a pestilent fellow, and a mover of
sedition among all the Jews throughout the world, and a ringleader of the sect of
the Nazarenes: (6) who also hath gone about to profane the temple: whom we
took, and would have judged according to our law.
That said, I started this book in early 2016, and as soon as I sent previews of it in
progress to all my former Christian family, there was silence. As I finish it now in early
2019, it has been three years since I have seen my former Christian family, they want
nothing to do with me. I can only hope that their resistance to assisting me in my times
of need; homelessness, prison, and further troubles during which only one would
answer my phone calls, and none my emails requesting help; was due to the leaders
slandering my good name. Time will tell if any had good intentions or not, if they are
righteous or evil. The witness in this book regarding the nature of scripture and the
effect Christianity has had on the planet will speak for itself. The pages of this book
reveal truth as never seen before, and I have risked my life and freedom to warn people
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of the dangers of wrong mindsets and worldviews, as well as misled values. It has made
me unpopular with those who are deceivers, and with those who have no interest in the
truth.
“But I suppose the most revolutionary act one can engage in is... to tell the truth.”
― Howard Zinn, Marx in Soho: A Play on History
“Proclaim the truth and do not be silent through fear.”
― St. Catherine of Siena
“Never be afraid to raise your voice for honesty and truth and compassion against
injustice and lying and greed. If people all over the world...would do this, it would
change the earth.”
― William Faulkner
“Truth never damages a cause that is just.”
― Mahatma Gandhi

Speaking the truth in times of universal deceit is a revolutionary act.
Finally, thanks to TPH for giving me training in the wiles and schemes of the evil one(s),
and how to oppose them. It was a battle, every moment there, but the most difficult
circumstances are the ones that we can benefit most from. I will take it all as a learning
experience that facilitated my current status with spiritual warfare, and with my newfound confidence to trust in myself before all other people; who are usually deceived,
and are also deceivers.
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INTRODUCTION

This book is the product of somebody who served the community tirelessly for decades
in humble unpaid labor, then was sent out to the city of Paterson, NJ as an apostle, who
was jailed for his revolutionary teachings, who authored several books, who had vision,
then who overhauled his belief system to bring to the world a totally radical mission.
Do you consider people to be perfect? I know that I don’t, but I do see them display
deception, violence, greed, and more; as well as sacrificial works, love to help others
despite all kinds of returned aggression, and great patience. Funny, but much of these
characteristics could be seen in what we can glean about God. You may say that God is
only good, that he is perfect and loving only. You may say that, but where did you come
up with that? I will tell you. From pastors and teachers, possibly from your parents, and
from an unquestioning reading of the Bible. Taken at face value, you might come to that
conclusion. We all use our mind and have beliefs according to our experiences of what
and whom we have been exposed to. But I have come to a totally different knowledge
after years of study.
My name is Michael Kahn. I was an atheist all my childhood and youth, into my twenties
before I was exposed to a “fire and brimstone” teaching of Jonathan Edwards (a sermon
by that very famous preacher of America more than two centuries ago, called “Sinners in
the Hands of an Angry God”). I was frightened of the concept of hell as introduced to
me, and started going to churches and Bible studies, but the messages and words never
sunk in or affected me in any way. I went to many altar calls, confessing love for, and
obedience to, Christ. Then, a year or so later, I was homeless, and lost my enthusiasm
for the faith, not thinking about it again until conversion in 2004. I would like to
establish here the fact that starting about the time of my first hearing of a sermon, my
attitude changed, over time, to being somebody who put himself in other’s shoes,
showed compassion and mercy, went to great lengths to help others, and who showed
forgiveness and many characteristics found in the teachings of Jesus. It could have been
the result of a heart change, or of being exposed to the suffering of others, as I
experienced myself; in mental illness, jail, and homelessness. Anyway, after my later
conversion in 2004, I started studying the Bible for two hours a day, and being obedient
to it. I was soon freed from the delusions of my schizophrenia (which I mistakenly
assumed was a result of using the bible as a “frame of reference”), which I had suffered
with for almost thirty years at that point. I understood much of the Bible, and quickly
began witnessing to friends and acquaintances about Jesus. My knowledge increased,
and I was soon asked to lead Bible studies for mentally ill people. I then was reading the
Bible fifteen hours a week, and in addition, I prepared a message straight from the Bible
every week for another half a dozen hours. I embraced the faith, believing with all my
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heart, and being obedient to the best of my ability. I have read the Bible from Genesis to
Revelation about twenty times. And I created about 350 Bible studies, including a
couple of revolutionary ones that prove the fallacy of the doctrine known as “eternal
security,” and another that proved that every version of every Bible translated into
English has a huge flaw, a wrong interpretation in the whole concept of the first five
verses of Genesis. Upon thinking of the idea, that means that the interpretation of the
entire Bible could be off. In addition, I was given an assignment to preach by some of
the people of my church, some who considered me to be an apostle. Finally, I have been
given visions, all of those factors which were discarded by me as I turned away from my
faith in its traditional form, just four months before the present writing of this book. As
a result of having spent so much time and devotion to a book (the bible), believing its
claim to be the inerrant word of god, you can perhaps understand my anger and
indignation, as I do not like being deceived, nor do I respect deceivers. I do hold the
truths stated in my book as being self-evident and correct as you should perceive for
yourself, I can only present the evidence and let you decide for yourself. As well as the
truth of my other book named “Exposing the Money Machine. I composed much of this
book while incarcerated, as my work has been detoured by the law for a while. I am
qualified to write this book, having defeated seminary professors in every one of the
several debates I had with them, written three previous books, been a Bible scholar, and
one who is not afraid to voice unpopular, yet true statements and revelations. I am now
able to prove the falsehood of the dispensation of grace, and of the inerrancy and
infallibility of the Bible.
Upon conversion in 2004, I distanced myself from all my old friends and coworkers, and
started to live a new life. For the next ten years I had associated only with devout
Christians as being my sole brotherhood. In addition, I had not watched any media or
read any book or magazine that was not Christian for those years. I was immersed in the
teachings therein for years, and had no other point of view or understanding outside the
narrow confines of my kind of biblical faith. But the good thing was that I did study for
the first time in my life, and gained intelligence and analytical thinking. But we are all
products of our environment and the choices we make, so I was molded and made into
what I am by the teachings of Christ, much as I discard some of those very teachings. I
had a childhood that gave me a certain perspective and the habit of discovering things
for myself, not questioning others for advice. I did not rely on others to tell me what
attitude or course of action to take, I learned for myself, often the hard way. Now I am
not a “follower” or one who believes anything that anybody says without challenging it,
no matter how trustworthy it appears. Upon researching, I discovered that many of the
teachings of my pastors and those of television personalities and famous teachers was
flawed to a great extent. My most powerful qualification of authority is that I studied the
Bible 10,000 hours, some in the original Greek and Hebrew using tools such as lexicons,
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and taught it for eight years. I was not educated from mankind’s schools of doctrines,
but educated myself.
The information given here will not be discovered by anybody who spends their life in a
little bubble, as I was in my whole life until several years ago. It was only upon being
separated from my church, my Bible studies, and even the Bible for a while, that I was
able to put all into perspective. A little analytical thinking, a serious look at the “fruits”
of faith and of the life I was undergoing, coupled with what I know the Bible teaches,
and the reality of spiritual deception, and its consequences; together with the whole big
picture of the Bible, led me to discard it all. Spiritual battle against forces of evil also was
instrumental in this change. Over the past four months, the decision to separate myself
from treating the bible all as fact, and from the faith; has been cemented in my mind as
being a good decision, actually a life-saving one. I acknowledge that these pages will
betray my “attitude.” Yes, I am angry. I resent being deceived, and the effect the bible
and faiths have had on this planet. I ask that you consider that a little anger is a good
thing, it can be an impetus for change, and I advocate positive change. I am aware that it
is a taboo in today’s culture to express, or even to feel anger. Could that not be a
symptom of a faulty mindset, that we are supposed to accept anything, even evil, with
complacency? It is remarkable that the promotion of “tolerance” has been entertained
and accepted by so many people. When hate, lies, and war and the evil ways are allowed
to prosper, and we do not accept anyone who reacts with a note of anything but gentle
apathy to any sort of evil, that is a “conditioning,” and an avenue to allow the worst evils
to thrive. The possibility that I can make a difference in the way the world systems
function, in the removal of deception and control over people, and promote an orderly
and harmonious code of ethics and new modes of living life on the planet, free of any
gods and/or other reasons to promote a self-interest lifestyle over another, ridding us of
hate, evil, deception, oppression, manipulation, and exploitation. The proper
motivation of a visionary is not to give people a story that they are clamoring to read.
The ideal purpose is to tell them the truths that need to be illuminated.
For those people reading this book who are set in their ways of unwavering faith in the
bible as fact, especially the fundamentalists; I urge you to consider the benefits of
hearing all sides of an issue, and of having educated opinions and beliefs; not just those
accepted and embraced without any questioning or challenging. My great hope is that
those who deceive will be exposed, and that there will not be a vacuum of one-sided and
tunnel-visioned sources of information in any field; that people will have the wisdom to
seek all sides of every mindset and worldview, in order that they can have a wellinformed knowledge in all things. That is beneficial not only to educate yourself and to
be exposed to concepts that may be more reasonable than what you previously accepted,
but also to glean information suitable for debate in the public forum. This cannot be
forced, but it is something as being so very important to learn, that if we are to be able to
make intelligent, informed decisions, we have to assure that we are diligent to research
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everything carefully to make wise decisions and have a proper mode of thought
processing. Do not allow yourself to be deceived by not seeking ultimate truth.
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REGARDING THE NATURE OF THE GOD OF THE OLD TESTAMENT

It was sometime around early September of 2015 that I finally discarded my sword, the
Bible; as a result of much spiritual warfare, at which point I had victory. Did I abandon
my belief in God? I cannot deny overwhelming evidence that a greater spiritual power
than I exists. And I cannot dismiss great goodness that has been done on my behalf. Evil
also. Yet all the evidence points very clearly to the Bible as a whole as not reflecting truth
and not including systematic statements that are grounded in fact and knowledge of the
truth. I will use the paper and ink in this book to show you the fallacy of the Bible solely
by referencing scripture, many explanations as to how and why, and that it is actually, in
direct opposition of all the words of teachers and expositors, it is a tool of Satan’s to
bring spiritual slavery to the planet. I will also prove the true nature of the real teachings
of Jesus and his apostles. Many people will be tempted to discard this book right now. I
may have also a few years ago, when I was a believer. But I urge you to continue, as all
statements are backed with scripture.
We read in Genesis that God is the creator, he gives man dominion. The word used for
“God” in creation, Elohim, denotes plural God(s) but in single form, much like one
bunch of grape(s). He says “let us make man in our image” This is about a physical
image, as well as an image of the character of God. Both man and God can love
altruistically, be jealous, be selfish, be angry, want vengeance, and forgive unbelievably
mercifully. And God looks like humankind (see Revelation 1: 13-15 and Genesis 32:2430).
Throughout the Old Testament there are murders, wars, prostitution, polygamy,
adultery, and more, all of these done by God’s people, and some are done by his most
favored characters, often without any punishment, and often condoned. The God of the
Old Testament was worshipped as a god of war (1Samuel 4:3-8; Leviticus 26:3-8;
Numbers 21: 2,3; Psalm 144: 1,2; etc.). In many cases of the Old Testament, God
commands the Hebrews to fight and to kill, sometimes they are commanded to leave no
survivors, not even children, not even animals. Let me give you a very few of the
examples:
 Exodus 17:14 Then the LORD said to Moses, "Write this as a memorial in a book
and recite it in the ears of Joshua, that I will utterly blot out the memory of
Amalek from under heaven."
 1 Samuel 15:1-3 And Samuel said to Saul, "The LORD sent me to anoint you king
over his people Israel; now therefore listen to the words of the LORD. (2) Thus
says the LORD of hosts, 'I have noted what Amalek did to Israel in opposing them
on the way when they came up out of Egypt. (3) Now go and strike Amalek and
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devote to destruction all that they have. Do not spare them, but kill both man and
woman, child and infant, ox and sheep, camel and donkey.'"
 Numbers 31:1-3 The LORD spoke to Moses, saying, (2) "Avenge the people of
Israel on the Midianites. Afterward you shall be gathered to your people." (3) So
Moses spoke to the people, saying, "Arm men from among you for the war, that
they may go against Midian to execute the LORD's vengeance on Midian.
 Deuteronomy 7:1-2 "When the LORD your God brings you into the land that you
are entering to take possession of it, and clears away many nations before you,
the Hittites, the Girgashites, the Amorites, the Canaanites, the Perizzites, the
Hivites, and the Jebusites, seven nations more numerous and mightier than you,
(2) and when the LORD your God gives them over to you, and you defeat them,
then you must devote them to complete destruction. You shall make no covenant
with them and show no mercy to them.
Understand something. While many times the Hebrews were ordered to go to war, their
enemies were evil, or had attacked them first; but sometimes the Hebrews waged war
for profit or to clear the land for Hebrews to occupy it. Of course God ordered them to
do such, and gave them victory. When a Christian sees a Muslim killing for Allah, there
is an uproar. But the Jews did this for centuries. Where is the disagreement with the
fundamentals of that faith? Why is there affiliation between Christians and Judaism;
and not with Muslims or Hindus or atheists or agnostics?
The Old Testament’s Hebrews’ worship of God was nothing less than an avenue to
military victory and monetary wealth. It also paved the way to world dominance; and if
you continue studying it, and the symbolism that it promotes, you begin to understand
occult mysteries; and can be drawn into a great evil of slavery far worse than you can
imagine. The world of slavery and oppression and exploitation and deception is all
released by adherence to the kind of evil manipulation through the lies in the Bible,
which are harmless unless one believes that the words of the Bible are true. This is not
seen upon a quick glance or a scanning of the bible, it is perceived only by delving deeply
into the word, by trying to understand it’s deep secrets, opening the door to another
reality and deeper levels by study and revelation. But be very careful about what you
believe, before you accept any teaching. Make sure that you can get reliable truth from
it.
If you want to believe that the world was created by an invisible power(s) by merely
speaking, that an ocean was separated for a day so that it could be crossed by millions,
that there was a flood on the entire earth covering even mountains, which dried in a
couple of months, that one angel slew a hundred and eighty-five thousand troops in one
night, that a man can control the weather, that miracles happen as a result of prayer,
then you can live all your life in deception. You have allowed yourself to be gullible and
open to any kind of belief; and perhaps you are innocent, and do not perceive the evil in
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people who devise such schemes and stories. It is all designed to bring you into hell of
slavery to all kinds of spiritual and physical addictions, into hell on this earth, as
promoted by evil rulers of this dark age. There is real spiritual warfare going on, and you
need to be aware and to fight.
Eph 6:10 Finally, be strong in the Lord and in the strength of his might.
Eph 6:11 Put on the whole armor of God, that you may be able to stand against the
schemes of the devil.
Eph 6:12 For we do not wrestle against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against
the authorities, against the cosmic powers over this present darkness, against the
spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly places.
Eph 6:13 Therefore take up the whole armor of God, that you may be able to withstand
in the evil day, and having done all, to stand firm.
Eph 6:14 Stand therefore, having fastened on the belt of truth, and having put on the
breastplate of righteousness,
Eph 6:15 and, as shoes for your feet, having put on the readiness given by the gospel of
peace.
Eph 6:16 In all circumstances take up the shield of faith, with which you can extinguish
all the flaming darts of the evil one;
Eph 6:17 and take the helmet of salvation, and the sword of the Spirit, which is the word
of God,
Eph 6:18 praying at all times in the Spirit, with all prayer and supplication. To that end,
keep alert with all perseverance, making supplication for all the saints,
Eph 6:19 and also for me, that words may be given to me in opening my mouth boldly to
proclaim the mystery of the gospel,
Notice that I use the Bible to defeat the Bible. But I do not accept all of this teaching, nor
most other ones of the Bible. Yes, we need strength for the fight, but getting it through
union with the Lord (of the Bible’s description) is self-defeating. The true Lord may be
good, but do not expect to find truth in the Bible. Get your strength from understanding
Satan and his tricks, one of which is the statement that faith in the Bible as being
truthful. The evil spiritual forces do manifest themselves through humans. As well as
good ones also. Your shield of faith needs to be exchanged for a shield of truth, and
wisdom to question everything, especially authorities. The Bible is a double-edged
sword, and if not wielded correctly, can cause as much trouble to you as it does to your
adversary. There is a scripture that seems to link the God of the Old Testament with the
one of the New Testament:
 KJV Heb 13:8 Jesus Christ the same yesterday, and today, and forever.
However, anybody with any knowledge of the New Testament knows that many things
had changed in the transformation. The teachings of Jesus, Paul, Peter, and James
differed greatly from what was shown in the OT.
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1Sa 15:29 CEV Besides, the eternal God of Israel isn't a human being. He doesn't tell lies
or change his mind."
Is this the same God, who doesn’t change, and decides that he will one day war against
his enemies, kill, reward obedience with prosperity, and punish, in the Old Testament;
then the next day, that he will forgive, love his enemies, and add persecution to those
who are obedient, in the New Testament? This is incongruent.
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LET US ADDRESS THE CHARACTER OF GOD

In ancient Greek and Roman mythology, there are several gods which were worshipped
as even named and described in the New Testament, in the book of Acts. These gods
supposedly had supernatural power, and somewhat affected the lives of the planet’s
citizens. Miracles did not necessarily happen, but “gifts” were given to their favorite
mortals, and while they were mostly separate from them, they had occasional influence
on them. These gods, unlike the God of the Bible claimed, had both good and bad
qualities, and often made mistakes and fell to human type emotions; such as jealousy,
greed, love, lust, restlessness, pride, generosity, sacrificial, compassion, and selfishness;
they had a variety of traits and character that mirrored those of humans.
I find them to be more believable than Elohim (that would be Yahveh, or Jehovah). He
is stated to be perfect and good. He is declared to be all-powerful and the creator and
the one that gives life. The Bible portrays him as being totally in control of everything,
and knowing the future as well as the past, and all things in the present. Here are some
quotes from the Bible displaying that teaching:
 Act 2:23 this Jesus, delivered up according to the definite plan and
foreknowledge of God, you crucified and killed by the hands of lawless men.
 Eph 1:4-5 even as he chose us in him before the foundation of the world, that
we should be holy and blameless before him. In love he predestined us for
adoption to himself as sons through Jesus Christ, according to the purpose of his
will,
 1Co 2:7 CEV We speak of God's hidden and mysterious wisdom that God
decided to use for our glory long before the world began.
 Act 4:27 for truly in this city there were gathered together against your holy
servant Jesus, whom you anointed, both Herod and Pontius Pilate, along with the
Gentiles and the peoples of Israel, Act 4:28 to do whatever your hand and your
plan had predestined to take place.
 Isa 45:18 KJV For thus saith the LORD that created the heavens; God himself
that formed the earth and made it; he hath established it, he created it not in
vain, he formed it to be inhabited: I am the LORD; and there is none else. Isa
45:19 I have not spoken in secret, in a dark place of the earth: I said not unto the
seed of Jacob, Seek ye me in vain: I the LORD speak righteousness, I declare
things that are right. Isa 45:20 Assemble yourselves and come; draw near
together, ye that are escaped of the nations: they have no knowledge that set up
the wood of their graven image, and pray unto a god that cannot save. Isa
45:21 Tell ye, and bring them near; yea, let them take counsel together: who hath
declared this from ancient time? who hath told it from that time? have not I the
LORD? and there is no God else
 Joh 1:1 YLT In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and
the Word was God; Joh 1:2 this one was in the beginning with God; Joh 1:3 all
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things through him did happen, and without him happened not even one thing
that hath happened
 Ephesians 2:10 For we are his workmanship, created in Christ Jesus for good
works, which God prepared beforehand, that we should walk in them.

Those scriptures, and several others very much like them, are the basis for the teaching
that God both has preordained, and had foreknowledge of everything. He made things
happen as they have, in full knowledge as to what would be.
Reader:
According to the Bible, God created hell. Originally it was meant for the devil and his
fallen angel comrades; now most people go there.
 Mat 25:41 KJV Then shall he say also unto them on the left hand, Depart from
me, ye cursed, into everlasting fire, prepared for the devil and his angels:
Now, most Christians I know think that they will go to heaven. They believe that they are
going there as a reward for believing in Jesus. They carry on their lives much in
ignorance, not even desiring to be educated as to what is truth. They get their education
from television and the conventional modes of education, the high schools and colleges.
Most Christians, in all appearances, go to church some Sundays, hear a sermon, donate
some money, and live their lives without further consideration. Most people go to hell
according to the Bible, all who do not believe in Jesus, go to hell; all four billion of them.
But very few show concern enough to do anything about it. Why should they, their
destination is heaven, so there are no worries. Live and let live. Or, to put it more
accurately, live and let die. Let us take it another step towards plain dam truth. Live and
let go to extremely terrible torture and pain forever and ever, for century after century,
without hope of ever getting any relief.
Do not for a moment think that hell is not real, or that not many people go there. Hell is
on earth, as is heaven. I have heard people tell me of extreme pain and torture that
sounds unbearable. Because it is on earth, do not think that by the word “hell” they are
talking of a nagging wife, or of hard employment, or of sickness. It is similar to the
Bible’s description, only far worse. Heat, like your flesh burning off of your bones being
incinerated, daily. Noise extremely loud, deafening, but you can’t stop hearing it. Tastes
unpleasant. Intoxication from words. Assault as with gunshots and stabbing wounds
from those people who are angry at you. Addictions to many things such as sex and the
“wine” of sadness. Much more. If God really did create it, and people go there as a result
of a sin, such as adultery, I think that the punishment far overrides the sin, don’t you?
And according to the Bible, even lying can get you there, even white lies. Is this
indicative of a good God, or of an evil entity such as described as Satan?
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Rev 21:8 CEV But I will tell you what will happen to cowards and to everyone who is
unfaithful or dirty-minded or who murders or is sexually immoral or uses witchcraft or
worships idols or tells lies. They will be thrown into that lake of fire and burning sulfur.
This is the second death.
Now, listen to the implications. A good, all powerful, and all-knowing god, created
everybody and everything, planning out how everything would progress forever for
millenniums, sent billions of people, as well as is going to send billions more, to
everlasting torment. What is more, this wonderful entity allows great evil, such as the
holocaust, tsunamis, war, drugs, starvation, and all the evil in the world, as he is in
control of everything. According to the Bible, nothing happens without his knowledge
and approval. And those he does not send to hell, but who remain in their natural state
of heaven, worship him and praise this being, whom they give glory to. Do you possibly
see something wrong with this picture?
Luk 12:5 CEV God is the one you must fear. Not only can he take your life, but he can
throw you into hell. God is certainly the one you should fear!
Hallelujah!! God has been watching me go to jail unjustly, be assaulted over and over
again, suffer disease; watched as our planes brought down the twin towers, he has been
in control as the world is being readied for tribulation, and he teaches in Revelation how
wonderful it will be when Jesus (also God) comes and destroys all the unbelieving
nations (in Armageddon) and saves the few Christians. Oh, Hallelujah I sing with all the
other Christians that the unbelievers are all going to hell eternal!!! Hallelujah!!!! Excuse
my excessive sarcasm, but it is well deserved.
Why do they do that? I am not sure, but back in 1983, I had a nightmare that wolves
were fixing their teeth on a grip on my arms, legs, and testicles, and pulling me every
which way. Even in my dream, it was certainly not comfortable. I started to praise God,
and stretching my arms out as I circled around, and the wolves disappeared. Could it be
that these Christians are in hell, tortured by wolves of Satan; and by praising him, he
releases some of their pain?
Is god totally evil, is the Bible a book of the dead? Is the Bible true? If it isn’t, how do we
know God? Would a good God express himself through an evil book of lies? Or is God a
little like Greek and Roman Gods, having some bad, but does he also have good points to
him? Let us explore this a little. As I explained before about the Greek and Roman
mythology, a god can be seen as having good and bad qualities, just like humans. Do you
know any truly evil people, those who have no redeeming qualities? I don’t. Is life total
pain for everyone, and total chaos, a life of no hope or love? I don’t perceive it that way.
From my observations, the darkest pit of hell is where there is no love; and I came
closest to hell when I lost my love of people temporarily in my unforgiveness. This is not
hidden from those who are there. They find some relief and hope when they are able to
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sacrifice their lives and endure much pain for another’s benefit. The residents of Hades
can display the greatest acts of heroism conceivable. But do not let these acts go
unrewarded, and let no moment of your life be wasted in vain and useless activity. The
fact that I am not experiencing hell makes me exceedingly grateful; and instills the
motivation to do something in response for the privilege to be in heaven. The best way I
know how, is by showing people the truth; and this book gives a no-nonsense truth
about the Bible, about god, about heaven and hell, and about proper living. Pass the
knowledge on, and be useful.
At this point you may not yet be persuaded that the Bible is not an accurate description
of a good, truthful, and all powerful being. So I will continue with more points until
everyone’s disagreement has enough evidence to bury any faith of the Bible’s
truthfulness. There will be few, if any fundamentalist or any other kind of Christians not
persuaded by this book as to their error.
Let us assume that the Bible is true when it declares that God is the creator, and that he
is good. Let me pose some questions:
 Why did he create carnivores: animals that kill other animals, such as lions,
tigers, alligators, rattlesnakes, vipers, scorpions; and parasites, mosquitos, and
plants such as poison ivy?
 Why are some people born blind, or deaf, or with Down’s syndrome, or other
maladies?
 Why does God allow evil people to be evil and to prosper, killers, rich and selfish,
etc.? Why does he allow war, poverty, injustice, hate, etc.?
My conclusions to these questions are:
God is really evil, but either not all—powerful, or not all evil.
Another possible conclusion is: There may be a good God, but he is not allpowerful. I reject this conclusion as evidence proves that the Bible is a
deliberately deceptive and misguiding book.
This is what I have come to conceive: The Old Testament is a book of Satan’s on
how to war, and how to acquire slaves and wealth, and the New Testament is a
book of instructions on how to be a good slave, or finding a path of personal
salvation to hell on earth. Both are books of sorcery. There is an exceedingly evil
entity ruling, and a cosmic consciousness of believers, some who work against
the evil ruling power. This concept explains the circumstances the planet faces
now. Read the evidence supporting these conclusions.
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The Bible, being full of lies, is deceiving us when it says that God is controlling
everything, and is telling a real whopper when it declares itself to be a book of truth, and
that it is impossible for God to lie. If you insist on reading the Bible, I suggest that you
read it as you would eat a fish. Eating a fish whole, with head, scales, fins, bones and
guts; would make you sick. So we scale the fish, cut off the head and fins, debone it, and
remove the guts. Then you have a fillet, which you flavor with spices and cook it. The
fish is then not only healthy, but also palatable. The same is true of the Bible. Get rid of
the false teachings by using common sense. Some concepts have to be “weighed out” in
reason and gleaned to get to the “good meat” of the truth. Spice it with your examples
from life, and real people and situations.
The Bible has been tainted with many lies. The purpose to me is clear: It is all about
control. According to the Bible, it is favorable to be a sheep. One who is humble, who
turns the other cheek, who trusts in the Bible, and in an invisible being with false
promises unquestioningly, not using your brains and common sense to make wise
decisions, are qualities that are promoted for that reason.
 Pro 3:5 CEV With all your heart you must trust the LORD and not your own
judgment. Pro 3:6 Always let him lead you, and he will clear the road for you to
follow. Pro 3:7 Don't ever think that you are wise enough, but respect the LORD
and stay away from evil.
This invisible being, who employs deception, who in the OT, displays qualities of
mythological religions; such as playing with people, appearing to find entertainment in
the troubles inflicted on mere mortals, and takes pleasure in their trials and tribulations.
How can I make such a statement about our holy God? If indeed God is the god of the
Old Testament, one can come up with such a statement easily, and in truth. Here is
some evidence:
 Job 12:16 CEV just as he rules over liars and those they lie to. Job 12:17 God
destroys counselors, turns judges into fools, Job 12:18 and makes slaves of
kings. Job 12:19 God removes priests and others who have great power— Job
12:20 he confuses wise, experienced advisors, Job 12:21 puts mighty kings to
shame, and takes away their power.
I don’t know about you, but those actions do not spell g-o-o-d to me.
 Dan 4:17 KJV This matter is by the decree of the watchers, and the demand by
the word of the holy ones: to the intent that the living may know that the most
High ruleth in the kingdom of men, and giveth it to whomsoever he will, and
setteth up over it the basest of men.
What do you think? Does a good God set up a kingdom under a “base” person?
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 Pro 16:4 KJV The LORD hath made all things for himself: yea, even the wicked
for the day of evil.
So, people are created to be evil, and then to be destroyed. Hmmm. Is that good? And it
is all for himself; I guess he is entertained by our misery.
 Amo 3:5 Does a bird fall in a snare on the earth, when there is no trap for it?
Does a snare spring up from the ground, when it has taken nothing? 3:6 Is a
trumpet blown in a city, and the people are not afraid? Does disaster come to a
city, unless the LORD has done it? 3:7 “For the Lord GOD does nothing without
revealing his secret to his servants the prophets.
There is evil in a city (which he caused), and the Lord reveals it to his servants, and that
makes it good?
 Isa 54:16 CEV Don't forget that I created metalworkers who make weapons over
burning coals. I also created armies that can bring destruction.
Now he creates the armies who will destroy. But let us not judge God, because he is
much wiser and better than us. We know that because the Bible tells us so. Because the
Bible tells you that you should not trust in your own wisdom, you don’t. If that is what
you consider wise, then I wouldn’t trust in your wisdom either.
 Isaiah 45:7-10 I form light and create darkness, I make well-being and create
calamity, I am the LORD, who does all these things. (8) "Shower, O heavens,
from above, and let the clouds rain down righteousness; let the earth open, that
salvation and righteousness may bear fruit; let the earth cause them both to
sprout; I the LORD have created it. (9) "Woe to him who strives with him who
formed him, a pot among earthen pots! Does the clay say to him who forms it,
'What are you making?' or 'Your work has no handles'? (10) Woe to him who
says to a father, 'What are you begetting?' or to a woman, 'With what are you in
labor?'"
He makes great calamity, but we are not allowed to protest, or to disagree. He seems a
little like a not-so-benevolent tyrant to me.
 Rom 9:18 ISV Therefore, God has mercy on whomever he chooses, and he
hardens the heart of whomever he chooses. Rom 9:19 You may ask me, "Then
why does God still find fault with anybody? For who can resist his will?" Rom
9:20 On the contrary, who are you—mere man that you are—to talk back to God?
Can an object that was molded say to the one who molded it, "Why did you make
me like this?" Rom 9:21 A potter has the right to do what he wants to with his
clay, doesn't he? He can make something for a special occasion or something for
ordinary use from the same lump of clay.
I understand the modus operandi> God has his entertainment. He creates all things
and all people, they have no will compared to what God has them do, and some he
has created to have good lives, and others not. But God forbids that you protest. I
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think the Bible was written by some people who were “ special creations” to silence
the “dishonorable” creations who may not like their situation in life. Be a good slave,
and shut up.
Reader: Do you not see some connection in the following? Some people are either
insecure or are actually quite evil. When they are told that they are evil, they believe it.
 Jeremiah 17:9 KJV The heart is deceitful above all things, and desperately
wicked: who can know it?
 Romans 3:9-18 KJV What then? are we better than they? No, in no wise: for we
have before proved both Jews and Gentiles, that they are all under sin; (10) As it
is written, There is none righteous, no, not one: (11) There is none that
understandeth, there is none that seeketh after God. (12) They are all gone out of
the way, they are together become unprofitable; there is none that doeth good,
no, not one. (13) Their throat is an open sepulchre; with their tongues they have
used deceit; the poison of asps is under their lips: (14) Whose mouth is full of
cursing and bitterness: (15) Their feet are swift to shed blood: (16) Destruction
and misery are in their ways: (17) And the way of peace have they not known:
(18) There is no fear of God before their eyes.
If you believe that, either you are incredibly evil yourself; or you have absolutely no
confidence in yourself; or you will believe anybody whatever they say, if they come
under the name of God or tell you that they are not deceiving you. Whatever the case,
just be a good sheep, give me your tithes, and don’t question anything I tell you. This is a
God who wants you to accept anything he does, and to obey him. You will be rewarded if
you do so, with wealth in the OT, and with heaven after you die, in the NT. Try
validating that claim. Listen, don’t question, don’t resist, and obey, and you will get your
reward. Remember how Abraham was commended for being willing to sacrifice his one
and only son at the command of God. Now that is something to admire. Not.
I had a friend who put on an appearance of intelligence (he is a teacher), and seemed to
be a pretty good Christian. He applied for a job, and in the attitude assessment, he was
asked if he considered himself to be a good person. He is extremely godly, and being
honestly obedient, he wrote that he was not. What has he done that was evil? Nothing.
But he believes the Bible, which says that none are good.
For what purpose would God want to control us, and while he may create evil people, is
there any evidence that it is for evil; not for the overall good in the big picture, which we
cannot see? Let us entertain the thought that God will work it all out for good. The book
of Revelation as penned by the apostle John, shows a cryptic description of the end
times. The beginning, which describes clearly seven churches, actually describes fairly
accurately some types of failures in today’s Christians. But understand something. Just
about every part of the New Testament relates to today’s people. The human race has
not changed significantly in the past two thousand years. Words by Plato and other
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philosophers of antiquity also describe the human condition as we know it to be today.
But the rest of Revelation is symbolic, and there are many interpretations, and much as
the Christians claim that the Jews had absolutely no clue as to the reality of Jesus’ being
the Messiah, as a result of not understanding prophetic scriptures correctly; perhaps the
Christians do not perceive the reality of what he, or scripture, was really about either.
What I see in the good old USA churches and synagogues is deception and greed. And
have things truly improved due to our religions? Have they affected the peoples truly
positively as a whole? I think not.
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IT IS ALL ABOUT CONTROL AND OPPRESSION

Does it not make sense that a book that talks of rewards for blind obedience, the
representatives of which constantly tells you that you are to worship and give money to
its leaders, and get in return great rewards (after you die), could be seen as
manipulative? A god that ensures military victories and wealth for obedience to, and
worship and honor given to its leaders, who follow blindly the guidance of a spiritual
being. In the OT, kings were lifted up by prophets and warriors who obeyed and listened
to God’s directions. The welfare of kingdoms and whole nations rested on the obedience
of the leaders to this controlling God. Listen to me, and you have victory and wealth.
Could this not be a way to wield evil plans? Does it not wreak of manipulation and
exploitation? Could not some teachings in the New Testament be taken as directions to
make a faith of people who are following it to be good slaves, a people who obey as a
result of following a prophet who they are told is god, and who it is shown to have
teachings that lead towards a people who are easily controlled and oppressed? Just
entertain the possibility as I make the concept more visible and unfold as you read the
pages. First, let me show some scriptures that were possibly inserted to make a
population manageable. POSSIBLY??!!??!!??
 Rom 13:1 ISV Every person must be subject to the governing authorities, for no
authority exists except by God's permission. The existing authorities have been
established by God, 13:2 so that whoever resists the authorities opposes what
God has established, and those who resist will bring judgment on
themselves. 13:3 For the authorities are not a terror to good conduct, but to bad.
Would you like to live without being afraid of the authorities? Then do what is
right, and you will receive their approval. 13:4 For they are God's servants,
working for your good. But if you do what is wrong, you should be afraid, for it is
not without reason that they bear the sword. Indeed, they are God's servants to
administer punishment to anyone who does wrong. 13:5 Therefore, it is
necessary for you to be acquiescent to the authorities, not only for the sake of
God's punishment, but also for the sake of your own conscience. 13:6 This is also
why you pay taxes. For rulers are God's servants faithfully devoting themselves to
their work. 13:7 Pay everyone whatever you owe them—taxes to whom taxes are
due, tolls to whom tolls are due, fear to whom fear is due, honor to whom honor
is due.
There are some very suspicious characteristics here that need to be addressed. The
Apostle Paul supposedly wrote this. He spent literally years incarcerated by the Romans.
Yes, they did protect him from the Jews to some extent. But if his god was so powerful,
why did he need the protection of unbelievers? The truth of the matter is that the ruling
powers are not good, are not out for the good of people, and do indeed enforce evil laws,
and don’t often enforce the good laws. Powers and rulers in this world are put in place
for the sole purpose of protecting the interests of those who are really in power and who
are wealthy. If the law was really so good, why was Jesus executed? Why does the New
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Testament recall for us the beheading of John the baptizer and the execution of James?
Why then, was Peter put in chains? The Bible records that they were all imprisoned for
their faith. In the Old Testament, Daniel, Joseph, and Jeremiah were all imprisoned
unjustly. Since when have rulers been good? Should we really think it to be a positive
thing that we are forced to pay taxes for an evil government to be able to exercise evil
doings? If these government employees serve God, I don’t want to be associated with
that god. If our legal system is an avenger to punish those who do wrong, I am confused.
I was punished for teaching about God to mentally ill people, and for blogging Christian
sites with scriptures showing what the Word of God says. The government basically said
that teaching about God is wrong. I am supposed to be afraid to do wrong. With the kind
of reasoning in this scripture, I should be afraid to teach about God. Well, I defy the god
that declares this ridiculous nonsense. And guess what? I do not fear. God may punish
me, but my conscience is clear. But I do not think that God will punish me, although the
government might. If by God, you mean Satan, I still will continue to preach truth,
despite his threats coming via means of our government and the Bible. In truth, I am a
servant of righteousness, not our politicians. Whoever would think for a moment that
those bloodsucking, deceiving, exploiters of the law are serving God, is a complete fool,
unless that God is evil. We can, I think, see that our politicians all lie and collect bribes.
They are placed there by God? What does that say about the character of God? These
verses have no connection with truth, and stink of deception used to promote cowardly
ignorant obedience to evil, using the name of God to enforce it. May they rot in hell for
promoting a book that billions of people have regarded as the word of God into a means
of controlling people into blind obedient servitude to evil. Here is another scripture:
 1Pe 2:13 Be subject for the Lord's sake to every human institution, whether it be
to the emperor as supreme, 2:14 or to governors as sent by him to punish those
who do evil and to praise those who do good. 2:15 For this is the will of God, that
by doing good you should put to silence the ignorance of foolish
people. 2:16 Live as people who are free, not using your freedom as a cover-up
for evil, but living as servants of God. 2:17 Honor everyone. Love the
brotherhood. Fear God. Honor the emperor. 2:18 Servants, be subject to your
masters with all respect, not only to the good and gentle but also to the unjust.
2:19 For this is a gracious thing, when, mindful of God, one endures sorrows
while suffering unjustly. 2:20 For what credit is it if, when you sin and are
beaten for it, you endure? But if when you do good and suffer for it you endure,
this is a gracious thing in the sight of God.
Well, I will be blessed for being punished and for enduring suffering when I have
done right. Why couldn’t God have just protected me from punishment? Just a
rebellious thought. Another thought is that recently, I read of a man who spent fortyeight years in prison, and then they found that he was innocent. Sorry, you can go
home now. The ex-con thanked the government and was not vengeful. I don’t know
about you, but there would have to be some kind of totally huge blessing to make me
satisfied with that situation, were it me. I have too much to contribute to society to
let all that valuable time wasted be a trifling matter. My life is important. I feel sorry
for that man that he did not value his life enough to protest more.
Honor those masters who are harsh and evil? Should I promote praise of evil people?
Is this not ridiculous? They don’t even recognize that they have done wrong. How
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then, can they be corrected? Look at verse eighteen. It basically condones slavery and
tells us to be good slaves. Get rid of any backbone that might impede their
imposition of slavery on you. Does it not sound like Islam? Submit. At least in Islam
it is their god you are supposed to submit to, not to mere slave-masters. Live as free
people, it instructs us. What if your slavery is one of parole, with a curfew of noon on
weekdays, and restriction to your house all weekend, and not having the right of free
speech to get on the internet, and to preach and teach what I have found? What if
you were not guilty of the original crime that you are on parole for? (This is my
circumstances)What do you consider freedom here in the USA, when they prohibit
us from expressing the truth in love? What if there is no feasible justification for
their imprisonment of me, and they know it, but refuse to acknowledge it by
releasing me? Will you tell me to turn the other cheek? Will that do anybody any
good? Will that promote justice? Will that protect anybody (other than an evil legal
system?)? But I am taught to submit, and let them inhibit truth from being
distributed. To me, that wreaks of silencing the truth. Someday I will be rewarded,
until then I can sit and rot. When will we be free? Tomorrow, tomorrow, it’s always a
day away. Now for the piece de resistance: Satan rules this world, according to the
Bible, and he uses the systems (principalities) to do so:
 2Co 4:1 Therefore, having this ministry by the mercy of God, we do not lose
heart. 4:2 But we have renounced disgraceful, underhanded ways. We refuse to
practice cunning or to tamper with God's word, but by the open statement of the
truth we would commend ourselves to everyone's conscience in the sight of
God. 4:3 And even if our gospel is veiled, it is veiled to those who are
perishing. 4:4 In their case the god of this world has blinded the minds of
the unbelievers, to keep them from seeing the light of the gospel of the glory of
Christ, who is the image of God.
So the god of predestination has made people to perish (go to hell), and has veiled the
way to “salvation” from them, and furthermore, has blinded their minds. In other words,
they are doomed from the beginning of time by god using deception.
 Ephesians 6:12 For we do not wrestle against flesh and blood, but against the
rulers, against the authorities, against the cosmic powers over this present
darkness, against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly places.
The powers in control, I don’t care what color their skin is, they are evil and wicked
puppets of exploitation and manipulation, knowing full well their employer’s evil
intentions, and willingly adhering to the instructions as given them. Their destruction is
deserved. Our leaders are not governors of a good god. They are all revealed in
“Exposing the Money Machine,” a book I wrote a few months back.
The point of the matter is that, according to my theory, the Bible has been promoted to
enable the spiritual slavery of citizens of the planet. The evidence that I have not yet
brought to view is the teachings of Jesus, including the gospel of John, especially
featuring the Sermon on the Mount, the doctrines of Jesus. The three synoptic gospels,
Matthew, Mark, and Luke, are in much agreement, and John’s has some scripture that
opposes the concepts displayed in the first three. The gospel of John itself states that
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the purpose of this writing is to prove that Jesus is God (John 20:31). Why did the
author feel the need to do so, and why did it promote words that the other gospels did
not record? Why was this concept so much in the background (pretty much nonexistent) in the first gospels? What does this imply? How do we decipher truth from
deception and error? Like a brother of mine exhorted: by comparing scripture to
scripture, building my concepts using precept upon precept; being a Berean and
checking the scriptures to see if this is not so. I have made it easy for you to do so also,
by providing the verses for you. You may find a few that oppose my theories, but that
does not negate the possibility that the scriptures are perverted, as one scripture should
be sufficient to topple the blind faith, and I give a multitude of them. Proof of just one
faulty scripture proves the Bible, and thus god, to be a liar. Now regarding the fact that
the Bible promotes obedient slavery, I will give you the sad truth. But first the good
news. When the Bible refers to slavery, when compared to modern times, you can call
them “unskilled labor” employees, people who work with great exhaustion in factories,
or in warehouses for minimum wage, or in other such positions, compensated with
pennies while their slave-masters (oops, I mean employers) sit in offices earning
millions, with their mansions, luxury cars, executive suites, catered luncheons and
business affairs. So, do not be angry, it doesn’t really mean slaves when it mentions
slave or servant. It ain’t really so bad (unless of course, you are one of those laborers).
 Luk 17:10 KJV So likewise ye, when ye shall have done all those things which
are commanded you, say, We are unprofitable servants: we have done that which
was our duty to do.
I love that scripture, it shows us the proper attitude. Be grateful that you are allowed to
live, have an attitude of gratitude for your slavery, because you are unworthy. Funny
how the Bible has no similar instructions for their masters. The masters are not
considered unworthy to that God, I guess. Some people are more favored by the God
that claims to be extremely fair and “shows no partiality” (Acts 10:34) in another
scripture. Is the Bible full of hypocrisy? No, that is impossible, the Bible is the word of a
perfect God.
 Eph 6:5 ISV Slaves, obey your earthly masters with fear, trembling, and
sincerity, as when you obey the Messiah. 6:6 Do not do this only while you're
being watched in order to please them, but be like slaves of the Messiah, who are
determined to obey God's will. 6:7 Serve willingly, as if you were serving the
Lord and not merely people, 6:8 because you know that everyone will receive a
reward from the Lord for whatever good he has done, whether he is a slave or
free.
Hmmm. Is your boss perfect like God is supposed to be? Well, as much as there may be
no resemblance to goodness, you must obey in every way, and do it cheerfully no matter
how terribly you are treated, because God is watching. Consider your boss as the Lord.
He is to be your God to be obedient to. I hope we are not supposed to worship him. Now
I will give credit to the Apostle Paul, who supposedly wrote this, that he included the
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following verse, the only one in the Bible that I recall addressing wrong treatment of the
slaves:
 Ephesians 6:9 Masters, do the same to them, and stop your threatening, knowing
that he who is both their Master and yours is in heaven, and that there is no
partiality with him.
Okay, there it is, the iron hand of God, making his ruling onto all the injustice of slavery.
Stop threatening. And you will take this commandment very seriously, I am sure
(sarcasm, as is much of this book, as I am angry at the deceptions and oppression). After
all, you are created to be masters, and they were predestined to be slaves. There is much
scripture addressing them to be obedient in every way. I am sure that masters endorse
the faith, and probably put Bibles where they can be found easily, it would be in their
own self-interest. Well, they would have if they had bothered reading it for themselves.
Here is another:
 Colossians 3:22 Bondservants, obey in everything those who are your earthly
masters, not by way of eye-service, as people-pleasers, but with sincerity of heart,
fearing the Lord.
You must be subservient from the heart, or you probably are not truly saved. By the way,
never tell your boss anything like that. He is a devout Christian, and we all know that
because he has been rewarded with riches, which, as we all know, is a sign of God’s
favor. The tv evangelists who preach the unbiblical doctrines that god wants you to be
rich, that money is a blessing reserved for obedience to faith, and that god will give you
riches if you plant “seeds of faith’ by giving the preacher large donations is, of course, a
source of wealth for deceiving men posing as “men of God.”
 1Ti 6:1 ISV All who are under the yoke of slavery should regard their own
masters as deserving of the highest respect, so that the name of God and our
teaching may not be discredited. 6:2 Moreover, those who have believing
masters should be respectful to them, because they are fellow believers. In fact,
they must serve them even better, because those who benefit from their service
are believers and dear to them. These are the things you must teach and exhort.
There are so many scriptures telling us to be good slaves. Honor the dam boss, no
matter how evil and money grubbing and stingy and abusive he may be. The only way
that you can convince them that God is good, is if his servants kiss boss’ ass no matter
what. And if the boss is a dam hypocritical Christian, make him rich and let him
understand that you will be a good slave, no matter how he treats you. We all know that
God does not care how you behave, it is all about that belief in Jesus. Confess that you
love Jesus and you go to heaven, no matter what. Engrave that in his heart. (Please
excuse all my sharp sarcasm, I am resentful of all this, and I feel very passionate about
it). Oh, and notice that there are no instructions for the masters to treat slaves
humanely, and further, there is no scripture condemning slavery, only promoting it.
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Tit 2:9 ISV Slaves are to submit to their masters in everything, aiming to please them
and not argue with them 2:10 or steal from them. Instead, they are to show complete
and perfect loyalty, so that in every way they may make the teaching about God our
Savior more attractive.
Now, this teaching is not so repulsive, and minus the submissive part, it has a portion of
truth and good sense. Don’t steal (Gee, I sure am glad they have placed that there, I
would have stolen if it wasn’t, I need reminders about every sin), all to make Jesus look
good. Why do all these teachings to make you a plastic fantastic phony Christian always
tell you to kiss ass to promote Christianity? People will soon look at Christians as buttwipes who let you walk all over them, trying to impress you. Be a good, submissive slave.
You get the picture of how good some of these teachings really aren’t. Did they come
from a holy God, or from an alien idiot? Neither, they came from the ultimate master of
all. God, who created evil, and sends the evil ones that he has made so, to hell. Look at
whom the teachings are addressed to. I don’t see any such attention addressed to slavemasters, but only to slaves. While all these scriptures deal very forthrightly with slavery;
there are a half dozen more in the gospels that infer such attitudes and parables that
show the subordination of slaves. Slaves are called “servants” in most Bible versions,
and are called “employees” in the everyday world.
The New Testament is, I believe, contrived for the purpose of promoting the “slave
mentality,” and that is why it is somewhat congruent with the Old Testament, which
promotes the establishment of using slaves for monetary and power gain. It includes
using the “psychology of control,” making the enemy believe that there is no hope.
 Ecc 4:1 Again I saw all the oppressions that are done under the sun. And behold,
the tears of the oppressed, and they had no one to comfort them! On the side of
their oppressors there was power, and there was no one to comfort them.
I include all this to show you that the purpose of many Bible scriptures, which I have
concluded were not spoken by any Jesus or Paul, but were fabricated by the Romans, are
included to promote control over the people that they have in subjection. Unfortunately,
the sad truth is that it was designed to be this way since its inception, not tampered with
by Christians as the imams would have you believe. At first I did not want to believe that
the faith which I had so embraced was so evil. Now, I love to sit back and ridicule the
religion that I once was obedient and submissive to.
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THE OLD TESTAMENT’S EVIL PRECEPTS

Ask just about any evangelical Christian, especially those who have just a little
understanding of the Quran, and they will tell you that it is an evil book. Yet there is no
denying that much of it mirrors the OT. Let me make some illuminations as to some of
the more blatantly evil concepts taught in the OT, all of which are explained away
hurriedly by the “scholars.” However, an all-powerful god should be able to explain
himself clearly so that anybody could understand him, not just those who bury
themselves in books for years and have an interest in perpetuating the myth. More can
be taught by life and experience than can be in books, though education is not to be
dismissed. But sometimes we need to step back and take a reality check. Most likely,
those of you who are reading this book either have not studied the bible, or are not
aware of its outright evil concepts and rules. If you are Jewish or Christian and are
aware of the teachings, and have not denounced the faith, then you are blatantly evil, or
are in a trap you cannot escape. I believe the latter to be true, as Satanic principles are
not natural to mankind. That Satan rules the world is boldly proclaimed in 2
Corinthians 4:4, and he does not let his captives go easily. His kingdom is filled with
pain, and its citizens are deceived, and captive in hellish eternity. If there is anybody
who is interested in joining the faith, may I strongly proclaim to you: BEWARE, AND
THINK BEFORE YOU GET INTO AN INESCAPABLE TRAP. The Bible is full of clear
warnings, such as in the following scriptures:
 2Co 11:13 ISV Such people are false apostles, dishonest workers who are
masquerading as apostles of the Messiah. 11:14 And no wonder, since Satan
himself masquerades as an angel of light. 11:15 So it is not surprising if his
servants also masquerade as servants of righteousness. Their doom will match
their deeds!
This way, Satan can tell you that you were warned, as he with his wiles craftily finds
ways to make you feel guilty, as if what he has done to you is your fault. He tells you
to be humble, and makes you feel guilty, these are some of his tools to undermine
and control you. This was in the New Testament, of course, but it is the same evil
entity. Now for the despicable rules of the OT>
My first point is pretty darn condemning. God condones genocide.
 1Sa 15:2 CEV "When the Israelites were on their way out of Egypt, the nation of
Amalek attacked them. I am the LORD All-Powerful, and now I am going to make
Amalek pay! 15:3 "Go and attack the Amalekites! Destroy them and all their
possessions. Don't have any pity. Kill their men, women, children, and even their
babies. Slaughter their cattle, sheep, camels, and donkeys."
 Jer 13:13 ISV then say to them, 'This is what the LORD says: "I'm about to make all
the inhabitants of this land drunk—the kings who sit on David's throne, the priests,
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the prophets, and all the residents of Jerusalem. 13:14 I'll smash them against each
other, even fathers against their sons," declares the LORD. "I'll have no pity, mercy,
or compassion when I destroy them."'
Obeying God is a path to destroying nations. Not being obedient to him will cause
calamity, even to his own people. No wonder there is such fear of god. Perhaps that
explains the militarism and power wielded by the United States and Israel, the Christian
and Jewish nations.
 Exo 23:22 “But if you carefully obey his voice and do all that I say, then I will be an
enemy to your enemies and an adversary to your adversaries. 23:23 "When my angel
goes before you and brings you to the Amorites and the Hittites and the Perizzites
and the Canaanites, the Hivites and the Jebusites, and I blot them out, 23:24 you
shall not bow down to their gods nor serve them, nor do as they do, but you shall
utterly overthrow them and break their pillars in pieces. 23:25 You shall serve the
LORD your God, and he will bless your bread and your water, and I will take sickness
away from among you. 23:26 None shall miscarry or be barren in your land; I will
fulfill the number of your days. 23:27 I will send my terror before you and will throw
into confusion all the people against whom you shall come, and I will make all your
enemies turn their backs to you. 23:28 And I will send hornets before you, which
shall drive out the Hivites, the Canaanites, and the Hittites from before you.
But there are good points to god. He is not prejudice, he kills even Hebrews, and doesn’t
value the life of children more than others, and makes commands to slaughter them
as well. No pity, even for children. Just imagine that the scholars are correct, that the
nations were evil, and god felt that they deserved punishment, say to set an example
of them. What kind of an example is he really displaying? Basically that murdering
whole nations, even their children, is okay; if you don’t like their behavior, even if
you do the same immoral things that they do. Many students of scriptures tell you
that these nations were sacrificing children, were homosexual, and were prostituting
themselves. Do you not see abortion in our land and others, and do you not know
that Tel Aviv is the homosexual capital of the world, and that prostitution is legal in
Israel?
 Isa 13:13 CEV I, the LORD All-Powerful, am terribly angry— I will make the sky
tremble and the earth shake loose. 13:14 Everyone will run to their homelands,
just as hunted deer run, and sheep scatter when they have no
shepherd. 13:15 Those who are captured will be killed by a sword. 13:16 They
will see their children beaten against rocks, their homes robbed, and their wives
abused. 13:17 The Medes can't be bought off with silver or gold, and I'm sending
them to attack Babylonia. 13:18 Their arrows will slaughter the young men; no
pity will be shown to babies and children. 13:19 The city of Babylon is glorious
and powerful, the pride of the nation. But it will be like the cities of Sodom and
Gomorrah after I, the Lord, destroyed them.
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Even his chosen people are not safe from the god who “loves” them. Do they obey him
because they love him, or because they fear this “god” who teaches us to fear him?
Being subject to murder is a little frightening, and is an avenue to make people
subject to you. No wonder that there is so much talk about “fearing god.”
 Jer 15:3 ISV "I'll appoint four kinds of judgment for them," declares the LORD:
"the sword to kill, the dogs to drag off, the birds of the sky to devour, and the
animals of the land to destroy. 15:4 I'll make them a horrifying sight to all the
kingdoms of the earth because of what Hezekiah's son Manasseh, king of Judah,
did in Jerusalem. 15:5 "Who will have pity on you, Jerusalem, and who will
grieve for you? Who will go out of his way to ask about your welfare? 15:6 You
have deserted me," declares the LORD. "You keep going backward. I'll reach out
my hand and destroy you. I'm tired of showing compassion. 15:7 I'll winnow
them with a winnowing fork in the gates of the land. I'll make them childless. I'll
destroy my people, for they didn't change their ways.
Now here are the rules that God gave to Moses for conquering nations. This should be
very revealing of the depth of evil of this warrior god, and is a good explanation of
the behavior of Israel, the Jewish nation; and the United States, the Christian nation
(of course Christians embrace the OT also).
 Deu 20:10 "When you draw near to a city to fight against it, offer terms of peace to
it. 20:11 And if it responds to you peaceably and it opens to you, then all the people
who are found in it shall do forced labor for you and shall serve you. 20:12 But if it
makes no peace with you, but makes war against you, then you shall besiege it. 20:13
And when the LORD your God gives it into your hand, you shall put all its males to
the sword, 20:14 but the women and the little ones, the livestock, and everything
else in the city, all its spoil, you shall take as plunder for yourselves. And you shall
enjoy the spoil of your enemies, which the LORD your God has given you. 20:15
Thus you shall do to all the cities that are very far from you, which are not cities of
the nations here. 20:16 But in the cities of these peoples that the LORD your God is
giving you for an inheritance, you shall save alive nothing that breathes, 20:17 but
you shall devote them to complete destruction, the Hittites and the Amorites, the
Canaanites and the Perizzites, the Hivites and the Jebusites, as the LORD your God
has commanded,
Now, all the scholars will try to tell you that this is for specific nations to be allotted to
destruction, because they were exceedingly wicked. The nations named here are
deemed worthy for destruction, and must be annihilated. The rabbis and pastors will
claim that god hated them for their evil practices. What is the real reason? They
inhabited the land that god said was going to belong to the Hebrews. That explains
why the Jewish people slaughter the Palestinians to this day. Their excuse, and many
Christians agree, is that they were given the land by God, and are willing to murder
for the real estate. It is important to note that the United States supports Israel with
military weapons, with finances, and with voiced agreement with their agenda. It is a
fact that the United States gives just as much money and sells just as many weapons
to Israel as it does to all other nations combined. And certainly Israel is not
impoverished. Perhaps we show them a little favoritism, or is it fear?
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Now, in a later chapter of this book, I reveal that an Israeli general and his son were
supporting the Palestinians. They stand alone amidst the lies and deceptions of
Israel’s leaders. Why haven’t others expressed more compassion to the original
inhabitants of the land? It could be a religious fear of God, who commands the death
of those who do not swear to serve him. They are probably surprised that the
general’s son is still alive, but the others are still unwilling to join in righteousness.
 2Ch 15:12 CEV They made a solemn promise to faithfully worship the LORD
God their ancestors had worshiped, 15:13 and to put to death anyone who
refused to obey him.
Now, if anyone tells you that the OT does not command and/or condone slavery, here
are some scriptures to refute him with. Here are some scriptures that explicitly
condone slavery, and even make commands about how to procure slaves. They were
considered as property to be bequeathed to their children.
 Lev 25:44 CEV If you want slaves, buy them from other nations 25:45 or from
the foreigners who live in your own country, and make them your
property. 25:46 You can own them, and even leave them to your children when
you die, but do not make slaves of your own people or be cruel to them.
Now I find the next group of scriptures that lay laws regarding proper selling of one’s
daughters as slaves and the permission to force marriage and/or sex on them, as well
as the laws regarding giving the female slaves to others; to be particularly
abominable. What kind of parent does this? Answer: those who obey this god
dutifully.
 Exo 21:7 CEV A young woman who was sold by her father doesn't gain her freedom
in the same way that a man does. 21:8 If she doesn't please the man who bought her
to be his wife, he must let her be bought back. He cannot sell her to foreigners; this
would break the contract he made with her. 21:9 If he selects her as a wife for his
son, he must treat her as his own daughter. 21:10 If the man later marries another
woman, he must continue to provide food and clothing for the one he bought and to
treat her as a wife. 21:11 If he fails to do any of these things, she must be given her
freedom without cost.
It is funny (not really) that Jesus taught, and I agree, that the love of money is the root
of evil. Many people declare that Jesus is god, which I disagree with, and later in this
book, you will see why. But this same “god” also deliberately encourages not only the
love of money, but loving money so much, that his followers consider slaves so much as
being property, that when one dies, it is like losing money, not a person. What I find just
as abominable, is that it is okay if your slave dies a couple of days after you strike him;
except for the money that is lost.
Exo 21:20 ISV "If a man strikes his male or female servant with a stick and he or she
dies as a direct result, the master must be punished. 21:21 But if the servant survives a
day or two, the master is not to be punished because the servant is his property.
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Now one of the bible heroes is King David, who is famous for slaying Goliath, and for
being “a man after god’s own heart.” He is known as a warrior. Two sins we all know
that he did were the adultery with Bathsheba and the murder of her husband Uriah.
But not every Christian (I never heard one of the faith call out David for all his
murdering in war, taking prisoners to be slaves, and sometimes even murdering the
prisoners) knows that he also made many slaves. The rest do not protest, and seem
to think it admirable or not unusually wicked. What kind of protests would there be
heard if that happened here now? Here is just one example of many. I find it typical
of the Judeo-Christian god to call this man his favorite.
 2Sa 12:29 CEV So David mustered his entire army and marched on Rabbah,
attacked it, and captured it. 12:30 He confiscated the crown of their king from his
head—it weighed 75 pounds in gold and was set with precious stones—and it was
placed on David's head. He confiscated a great amount of war booty that had been
plundered from the city, 12:31 brought back the people who had lived in it, placing
them under conscripted labor with saws, iron picks, and axes. He did this to every
Ammonite city, and then David and his entire army returned to Jerusalem.
. Ask any politician, and he will tell you that war is good business. Like the hippies in the
sixties said “war is good business, invest your son.” Surely those who want to have
young virgins as sex mates must love the Lord our god. He accommodates their
pleasures.
 Num 31:17 CEV You must put to death every boy and all the women who have ever
had sex. 31:18 But do not kill the young women who have never had sex. You may
keep them for yourselves."
The following is an account of behavior of some Hebrews in ancient times. This does not
insinuate that the Hebrews of today behave thusly, but is an example of the kind of
stories to be found in the OT, they are not at all like what is recounted in Sunday
school that we attended as children. That this bible is given to children to read
independently, may give them wrong ideas about proper orientation. I don’t wonder
why there are so many “lifestyles” of unnatural sexual “orientation.” The “holy” bible
is a widely read book.
 Jdg 19:22 They were having a good time, when some worthless men of that town
surrounded the house and started banging on the door and shouting, "A man came
to your house tonight. Send him out, so we can have sex with him!" 19:23 The old
man went outside and said, "My friends, please don't commit such a horrible crime
against a man who is a guest in my house. 19:24 Let me send out my daughter
instead. She's a virgin. And I'll even send out the man's wife. You can rape them or
do whatever else you want, but please don't do such a horrible thing to this
man." 19:25 The men refused to listen, so the Levite grabbed his wife and shoved
her outside. The men raped her and abused her all night long. Finally, they let her go
just before sunrise, 19:26 and it was almost daybreak when she went back to the
house where her husband was staying. She collapsed at the door and lay there until
sunrise.
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Notice the cowardly and chauvinist thing the man did. He was willing to sacrifice both
his daughter (a young girl) and his guest’s concubine to save the guest, whom he had
only known for a couple of hours, from homosexual rape. The concubine died. And
notice what it called the homosexual rapists who murdered (by continuous abuse for
many hours) the woman: worthless. Now I think we could come up with stronger
words for such behavior. But I don’t think that this god really considers such
behavior to be all that bad.
Now regarding slavery. Some people might say, and actually I have heard many repeat
this common argument: At the time that the bible was written, slavery had been in
practice for thousands of years as a common practice. God could not change people
quickly like that, it is part of human nature. Is mankind naturally a being of
monogamous nature, or do you think that without rules and laws, he would have
many sexual partners, much as most people do at this modern age, and have for
millenniums? However, God did think it appropriate to make illegal, and punishable
by death, the practice of adultery. As futile as the law is, why did god make adultery a
capital crime, and not only refuse to prohibit slavery, but to condone it and
encourage it by making rules on how to do it acceptably?
About Abraham, the father of the Jewish faith. He told two kings that his wife was his
sister (and commanded his wife to attest to the same lie), so that the king could have
sex with his wife and not feel the need to kill Abraham to do so. There was no real
such danger, but this “brave” model of the Jewish faith, Abraham did this as a
precautionary measure. And Abraham did this twice, not having learned or
conceived that this was dishonorable the first time. Both times, each of the kings did
indeed enjoy himself with Abraham’s wife, and both kings showed themselves to be
more honorable than Abraham, and had not conceived of killing him. Oh yes, he also
was very willing to sacrifice his own son, because God told him to. Such an obedience
to such an admirable god is noteworthy. This is whom the Jews model, and he is
always regarded as a “man of god.” Christians also honor his memory. May I make a
qualifier? Most Christians that I know have probably not thought deeply about all
these scriptures in the light of the “big picture.” They most certainly have had
questions on many of these scriptures, but when they look for answers, the teachers
have made excuses for these scriptures, and intentionally so. You might think that
pastors are deceived themselves, but I have heard from seminary graduates that
seminary teaches of the deceptive nature of the bible. The following chapter is very
revealing.
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WHY THE SCRIPTURES INTENDING TO CONTROL US WERE ADDED

I will insert here some teaching from another book that I penned, by the name
“Exposing the Money Machine.” Here is an excerpt from chapter seventeen, which was
titled “Church and Its Priorities”
It is my opinion that the two greatest sins are selfishness and the desire to have power
over others. A major tool and accomplice of these sins is money, and the love of it. I
believe in a sovereign evil, that is Satan, and God, a higher power, a collection of
believers, with good and bad qualities. I do NOT consider most of the Bible to be
true, although I do agree with most of the teachings of Jesus, and have benefited
from the writings of Paul. But I did not, and do not, benefit from faith (although I
had it for ten years), it is basically superstition, which is defined as “believing in
things that you don’t understand.” We do not need the Bible to teach us the truths of
proper living. I had internalized them long before conversion. Unfortunately, our
planet, especially the United States, a Christian nation, is saturated with powerhungry, greedy, selfish, and carnally sexual and sensual pleasure seeking. The vast
majority are caught in a vice-grip of immoral attitudes, mindsets, and worldviews;
and cannot even perceive it, never mind conceive of a different way. Where did it
start? I don’t know. But I do know that the present state of decadence was created
by the media. But the original source of evil, as passed down for centuries, offset by
forces of good, probably (just my theory) is who we call Satan, and by means of his
intelligence, guiles people into his ways through religion. Just a theory.
We don’t find fault with the system because it is all that we are familiar with. Let me
explain how the world is carrying on, by relating the USA to the bible, and its
implications. In the time of Jesus and Paul, the Sanhedrin was the government of
Israel. They were the chief religious leaders of Judaism that ruled the Hebrews.
They had two factions, the Pharisees and Saduccees (much like Republicans and
Democrats) whose difference was a minor theological one. They governed, judged,
and shepherded Israel at that time, which was occupied by the Romans, who had
soldiers everywhere. A close look at the New Testament, particularly near the trial
and crucifixion of Jesus, we find it difficult to discern who is really in charge, the
Romans or the Jews. Such it is today. Who is running the nations? The religious
leaders, (the pope), or the politicians? Who are the puppeteers and who are the
puppets? What figurehead is reverenced and never criticized? Who do all the
leaders bow down to? And whose ring do all other leaders kiss?
In the twenty third chapter of Matthew, Jesus refers to the Pharisees as hypocrites,
blind guides, fools, whitewashed tombs, and serpents. But he didn’t cuss them? He
yelled at, chastised, and was enraged at the false teachers and wicked rulers of his
time. Look at what happened to him. The crowds loved him, but the leaders had to
silence him. Why? Let us look at the bible. In Luke 23:5 we find a true accusation
against Jesus. The Jews who wished him dead said he was “stirring up” the people,
spreading his teachings all over Israel. He was causing an uprising, like a
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revolutionary. And so he was. But not a military rebellion, no, he was promoting a
change in heart and behavior, a different mindset and way of life. He was
dangerous to the power structure of the Jews and Romans. Jesus was antiestablishment. In my lifetime, there have been martyrs, not as big as Jesus, but
important people who were driven to change things. Like Malcolm X, like Martin
Luther King, and one within the system who was dangerously close to revealing the
truth, and was in a high place: Kennedy. Musicians also spoke up and expressed a
different mentality. John Lennon and Bob Marley. Is it coincidence that they all
met an early end? Why do mere single people who are not wealthy, have such
power that they must be stopped by any means necessary? Because the rulers know
that they can control everything with money and military? The human heart has a
way to bring about great courage and great strength, and great deeds. Somebody
who can capture the hearts of the people has much more power than he who can
bankrupt or kill people. And the powers know that.
We know from history, and indeed by just looking around us, what the power of the
heart can do. In every town here in this country, we have a building for people to
meet who love this man of two thousand years ago. As perverted as the preachers
have made his message, those who have read of his doings and teachings follow
him, even unseen and not on this earth, nobody can be more popular than this man
who died for his cause. The first followers of “the way,” the first Christians, were
the ones who knew him, and they did not practice the teachings the way we do in
America. Now THIS is Christianity:
Good News Bible:
Act 2:42 They spent their time in learning from the apostles, taking part in the
fellowship, and sharing in the fellowship meals and the prayers.
Act 2:43 Many miracles and wonders were being done through the apostles, and
everyone was filled with awe.
Act 2:44 All the believers continued together in close fellowship and shared their
belongings with one another.
Act 2:45 They would sell their property and possessions, and distribute the money
among all, according to what each one needed.
Act 2:46 Day after day they met as a group in the Temple, and they had their meals
together in their homes, eating with glad and humble hearts,
Act 2:47 praising God, and enjoying the good will of all the people. And every day the
Lord added to their group those who were being saved.
THAT was the result of Jesus’ teachings before they were all perverted and
misconstrued and watered down and changed. Before the system did everything it
could to stop the movement, because it is dangerous to their hold on the money and
power that evil principalities control the world with. And they mostly succeeded.
Jesus’ teachings were not about life after death; Jesus himself said that God is the
god of the living, not of the dead. Yes, in Mark 12 and Luke 20, Jesus utters those
words; but yes, he did talk of rising to life from the dead. The word used here in
Greek for “rise” (as from the dead) is more accurately translated as “awaken.”
Indeed, that does not necessarily mean going to the sky above the clouds. Other
religions talk of “awakening,” and of enlightenment, of heaven, and of paradise.
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Mar 12:25 for when the dead rise to life, they will be like the angels in heaven and will
not marry.
Mar 12:26 now, as for the dead being rose: haven't you ever read in the Book of Moses
the passage about the burning bush? There it is written that God said to Moses, 'I
am the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob.'
Mar 12:27 He is the God of the living, not of the dead. You are completely wrong!"
The teachings of Jesus are not about the blood, not about the cross (a method of
execution), or of heaven after death, or at the end of the age; it referred to a very
alive and well “heaven on earth,” a state of mind and heart. The teachings referring
to faith in the gospel of John, and those in other places in the Bible, were, I believe,
added to the original manuscripts later, possibly by Constantine and the Romans.
The teachings of Jesus involved loving mankind and losing selfish attitudes. They
dealt with attitude, behavior, and actions of selfless love. Stating that it is all about
“believing in his name” and all about miracles as described (how many truly
supernatural miracles have you seen?), is in direct opposition from the meat of his
gospel, and of most of Paul’s teachings. That conflicts ideologically and
conceptually with many of the teachings of the synoptic gospels.
I see that very clearly Jesus and the apostles did not believe in capitalist materialism.
They were embracing a concept that our propaganda calls “socialism.” Our
country, part of a system that preys on the world in deception, manipulation, and
extortion; calls loving and sharing as being “evil.” Our conservative “Christian”
leaders espouse the evil of socialism and communism. Indeed, the model of the
USSR and Cuba and even China are not very positive, but these are dictatorships of
economy and military, with leaders and government put in place by evil and power
hungry revolutionaries, who in the guise of being “for the people,” as indeed, our
leaders claim to be, are also puppets of the super wealthy and powerful families.
The idea of equality has long been twisted to anything but equal. And I find it ironic
that the leaders of the nondenominational congregations, radio and television
personalities, who are supposed to represent God, so-called born-again preachers,
promote the conservative republican agenda, a political party that favors the
wealthy, going to war often, and the constitution. It is no coincidence that these are
mostly wealthy and powerful men who tout the Bible and expect people to listen to
their hot air, dressed in suits and having large followings, and of course, selling
books and audio video teachings, for a price. They are not late in supporting
political candidates that will be conservative in economic issues (no taxes for the
wealthy).
Let me now go a little into the history of the Catholic Church to illustrate the point of
this book and the relationship with power and religion. History has been rewritten,
so I cannot say that the following passage is definitely factual, but to me, it has the
ring of truth, despite being no more than theory:
Many people portray military leaders as stupid. No, they are crafty, and dwell much
on strategy and “outwitting” the enemy. The Romans had conquered most of Europe
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and the “civilized” world, but were vexed by the growth of Christianity, which was
spreading like wildfire, despite much persecution and oppression. The Romans, who
wanted to maintain military control of the world, feared the potential power of the
movement. The emperor-general Constantine decided to conglomerate Christianity
into the Roman empire, to add more power and to consolidate the Christians into his
empire. The Christians were more courageous than his soldiers, faced death
courageously, and the hearts and souls that they were winning were beginning to
overtake the Romans, even many Roman soldiers were being overcome and
converting. Constantine saw the opportunity to manipulate this force to his own
purposes. He perceived that he could utilize the teachings, if modified craftily; into
emotionalizing and brainwashing the nations into following and obeying the emperor
like sheep. Under the guise of a revelatory dream preceding a military victory, he
declared Christianity to be a “state religion.” Under that declaration, all Roman
citizens were required to embrace the faith, thus transforming the faith from having its
members change from being exclusively a heartfelt conversion of heart and mind, to a
ritual and belief as imposed by the government. Over time, the scriptures were altered,
much added to them; changing their character, intent, and purpose radically. The
name of the faith was changed from “the way” to “Christianity” to “Roman
Catholicism.” Catholic means “universal.” Understand the implications of this name
change. “The way”-first it was a road to travel, a code to live by. Then it was
“Christianity”– be like the initiator, little messiahs. Finally “Roman Catholic”-It took on
the name of the rulers, the Romans, who define universally what we must believe. It is
their religion, and it is required.
Jesus hated religious pomp, ritual, and reverence of leaders. Matthew 6 and 23 and
James 2. Why then, did the Romans adopt the kind of ritual that the Jews practiced,
even calling the teachers as “priests,” as did the Jews? Why not call them pastors,
elders, and deacons as Paul taught? Why did it become all about the cross, the blood,
and faith? What happened to loving enemies? What happened to denying self? Love is
best practiced as a verb, not a noun. It is not just a belief or a feeling. It is an action. It
was called “the way” because it was traveled on; it was practiced, not just believed.
The first Christians did not go to church on Sunday, and live their lives “in the world”
the rest of the week. No, they broke bread together, from house to house, sharing all
things, distributing to the poor what they needed. THAT IS WHY THE FAITH GREW
STRONG AND SPREAD. THAT IS WHY THEY WERE POPULAR.
The number of Christians did not multiply because of “testimonies” of better lives or
miracles performed. It was not based on selfish motives, to be prosperous, or to be
happy, it was spread because people saw the love shown (not talked about) by the
believers.
This was the genius of the Romans and Jews. They neutralized the power of the faith
by perverting the scriptures, changing the whole concept and purpose, and using it to
subjugate those who joined the religion. They then glamorized “sheep,” as if it is model
to be dum and follow a shepherd, dependent on them to teach you and lead you. They
even “represent” God to many people. Funny how going to college makes you a
representative of God. That is the beauty of Christianity in America. To become a
pastor, you have to graduate seminary. It is funny that Jesus never mentioned college.
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Paul relied on his love, knowledge, and teachings to be better than the “letters of
recommendation” (diplomas) that his rivals displayed. It is funny that learning at
seminary, from dusty books and fussy professors; qualifies you more than being
assigned as an apostle, and serving, teaching, and mentoring for years, as I was and
as I did. In those dusty halls of academia, you learn from man’s perspective what is
considered a divine infallible book, and learn how to perpetuate an evil system of
money and power. Once again, it is all about universities, professor’s salaries, books,
CDs, videos, jewelry, candles, art, tourism, and most of all, tithes. Funny how I am
able to defeat seminary professors in debates, write books, and lead, without going to
seminary to make me a representative of God (I claim no such thing, but am making a
point).
The idea is to incorporate a faith that believes in love and sharing, and convincing the
believers that they are showing that love while they are participating in, and
contributing to, the principalities (systems and powers) that keep the world in a vicegrip of selfish competition and power plays. The truth of the matter is, you are making
a few pastors rich by buying their teachings, when all you need to know is “love your
neighbor as you do yourself, and treat him as you want to be treated.” All those books
and paraphernalia are unnecessary distractions- diversions and subversions. The
money would be better spent other ways.
It is funny (not really) that Italy (Rome) as a nation, is insignificant. But there is a
country (or, that is, at least one) that resembles what we know about the ancient
Roman super power. The power rests on its wealth, military strength, and world
imperialism, corruption, inebriation, homosexuality, welfare, slavery, gladiator
games… does this sound familiar? Like my country?
There it Was. My former belief that Jesus did indeed live has matured and evolved since
I wrote that. I no longer entertain any beliefs of any kind. I now have knowledge or lack
of knowledge. I do not believe Jesus ever existed. I now have knowledge that he did not.
What miracles are mentioned in the New Testament, when using symbolism, are not
supernatural, they are just character adjustments. It is belief in that symbolism that
brings you to a different reality, and I strongly implore you to not involve yourself with
any symbolism, or to dwell on the “deep” teachings of the Bible; but I do highly
recommend that you practice some of the teachings addressing the heart and attitude
and behavior that Jesus supposedly taught. The Romans had ulterior motives to create
the Bible, and they created the Bible by composing some books, and my theory has it
that they also inserted a few authentically proper teachings in some scriptures to
enhance its credibility without altering the Roman’s message significantly. Now, it is all
about faith, the cross, and the blood. All supernatural, all superstition, and all leading to
“anything goes” blind faith and wrong mindsets. They basically neutralize and
compromise the radical teachings credited to Jesus and John the baptizer into serving
their own ends. By promoting the idea of Christians as sheep, by telling the Christians
(the title means that you are a little messiah- but how many Christians act like
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“reflections of Jesus” as their title claims?) to be followers who trust the book and the
college-educated leaders (and the colleges teach man’s doctrines which perpetuate the
evil system and money-making) who are clearly most interested in “earning” monetary
reward, and who clearly refuse to obey some of the most important concepts of true
Christian teachings from the Bible; they have developed the faith from supposedly being
a change of heart, to being a mode of perpetuating an evil system. The evil of the current
system, as well as the world system for centuries, is described in “Exposing the Money
Machine”, as well as the methods the evil powers use. That book also provides a solution
and a proper mode (system) of living. I strongly recommend that you read it. Even
better is “ANGRY, LOUD AND CLEAR TRUTH.”
Just a note. I founded a Christian organization by the name of TTC (Time To Care)
Ministries back in 2005. When I needed to get some kind of accounting established, I
sought out a large organization which focuses on accounting for Christian churches and
nonprofits. They held a conference for potential clients, including a free lunch, so I went
to it. Unbelievable as it is, at one point, the conference hosts asked the church leaders
who were present to stand up and repeat after them some words as loud as they could.
We all stood up. After a few sentences of introduction, they started to shout, and the
attendees were expected to follow, after they said “What do you want?” We were
expected to shout: “MONEY” “MONEY” “MONEY” I couldn’t believe it. All these
pastors screaming their allegiance to money. So I started to join them to make a point. I
yelled “MAMMON” “MAMMON” “MAMMON” That is the character of our current
pastors, the shepherds of today’s churches. To get paid, you must prove your priorities.
The religious establishment rewards sell-outs.
 Mat 6:24 KJV No man can serve two masters: for either he will hate the
one, and love the other; or else he will hold to the one, and despise the
other. Ye cannot serve God and mammon.
If you are a thinking person, you know that most people in power do not get there by
being selfless. They have power because that is what they crave, much like people don’t
acquire wealth unless they love money. Your priorities shape what you are and how you
behave. If you crave sensual thrills, you become a drug, alcohol, or sex addict. Likewise,
if you crave righteousness, you try to do good in everything. Many people in this mode of
attitude seek religions, philosophies, or social work, in order to be a benefit to others, or
to benefit the community. Many people in the services field- medicine, psychology,
social work, legal system, philosophy, divinity, etc.; do so to help others. Unfortunately,
most do not think beyond the boxes that have been placed there that the colleges and
system teaches people to fit into, to further the agenda of our wicked rulers. The fields of
medicine and psychiatry do not cure, but create a dependence on the medicines and
treatments that do nothing more than promote a continued reliance on them, with
payments for the continued treatment being costly and very profitable for the
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pharmaceuticals and medical system. Social workers must conform to assisting
individuals in the modes that government bureaucracy commands them to, in order to
receive funding from the government. A quick perusal of the “beneficiaries” of the
system shows welfare recipients staying on welfare, drug abusers taking alternative
drugs that are legal (methadone), for decades; and convicts who almost always are
repeatedly imprisoned. It is close to impossible to graduate from the system. The police
are not so interested in justice, that is, in ensuring the protection of society from
criminals, and of upholding the rights of the innocent, as much as they are in achieving
their quota of arrests. Philosophers no longer try to improve the way people think and
reason, but now fall into the habit of proving their intelligence in books and speaking
engagements. The worst of all these fields is divinity, which produces people who claim
to represent God, and are the worst bunch of hypocrites in the world, chasing after
money and fame, ignoring the very teachings that their holy books declare, in favor of
preaching what their instructors tell them to. This is all controlled and manipulated to
exploit all the “clients” of these fields as the rulers of the systems have contrived, with
the intent to continue and to increase their own grip and power of control. The Christian
religion, under the guise of following the Bible, has perverted the source, and the leaders
blatantly defy the teachings of every part of it, both of the original teachings, and added
man’s doctrines; with many public endorsements of the most evil nature, and because
nobody speaks up and exposes them, they continue to distort the Word of God and the
nature of attitude and behavior that the Bible says that Jesus taught and displayed.
Well, here I am to declare very publicly and very boldly that “THE EMPORER HAS NO
CLOTHES” and I will expose the deception, manipulation, and exploitation of the
populace by our rulers and leaders. Paul himself said:
 2Co 11:13 CEV Anyway, they are no more than false apostles and dishonest
workers. They only pretend to be apostles of Christ. 11:14 And it is no wonder. Even
Satan tries to make himself look like an angel of light. 11:15 So why does it seem
strange for Satan's servants to pretend to do what is right? Someday they will get
exactly what they deserve.
Let me repeat myself on a matter of our evangelical leaders and other religious
“authorities” who support the military of our most militaristic nation in the world. How
many “faith” leaders tell us to rebuke military personnel, the soldiers or generals who
murder foreigners for the agenda of our economic exploitation of other nations? None.
Our military is the most oppressive and aggressive force in the world, destroying nations
and their innocent citizens for the sake of large profits for the powers who rule our
nation. And our “faith” (called faith because there is no rational reason to agree with
them unless it is done blindly for no reason) leaders tell us to thank our veterans and to
praise them. My response? No thank you, I do not endorse your murdering of people
who have not done me or anybody else any harm for my sake, thank you. I request that
you take yourself, your weapons, and kindly go to the deepest pit of hell, and stay there.
I have no respect for our veterans who have gone to murder other peoples without
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questioning and inquiring as to the real reason for the slaughter. Are the lives of those
that they are murdering so worthless that our soldiers go off to kill them for such little
reward, and obeying the military leaders blindly? The only war we had any business
involving ourselves in was World War 2, and we did not attack the enemy to protect the
Jewish people, the British, or anybody else. We entered the war only after it came to our
soil. The United States has never taken any military action that had no self-interest.
Every military action taken by our forces (called “defense” when it has clearly been very
offensive and without any provocation by the “enemy”) has been in economic selfinterest.
In addition, our religious famous plastic fantastic phony Christian leaders get involved
with all kinds of political agendas and support candidates and political controversies,
urging us to vote on chosen issues. Here is where I endorse the separation of church and
state. Not for the usual stated reason that religion should not influence our decisions as
it is wrong or prejudicial (although it certainly is). I make this statement because true
religion, as stated by the book of James (“remaining unsoiled by the world”) and the
biblical call of the bible to be “holy,” which means to be separate from worldliness.
Authentic people of faith and (and common sense decrees )those who are righteous
should separate from worldly affairs of economic relations which attempt to profit from
others by manipulation and exploitation, from imposing sanctions or oppression of
other peoples by militaristic (murder) for economic or modes of government, or for
ideologies (capitalism, materialism, imposition of American consumeristic lifestyles,
sexual preferences, etc..), which is all defined in the three worldly sins so clearly
opposed in the rare spiritual and authentically ethical teachings of the bible; to avoid the
lust of the eyes, the lust of the flesh, and the pride of life. Jesus and other biblical
characters clearly taught to avoid the love of money, the maltreatment of others (love
those who hate you, pray for those who hurt you), and to deny oneself.
Anytime that religion has involved itself with politics, the ethics of the teachings have
been compromised, and the government’s involvement has led to the impediment to the
righteous practice of the faith. Government is by nature, a controlling force to promote
the interest of the most influential people, and by history’s example by virtually every
instance, has benefited the richest and most powerful entities above all other peoples’.
For instance, the ability of religious organizations to be free of taxation has led it to be
restricted from being able to endorse politicians or to have any voice regarding such. Yet
we see many religious leaders involving themselves in the political sphere, endorsing
issues, and thus indirectly, those candidates who say they support those issues. It is
interesting to note that certain influential leaders are able to be very vocal, when this is
prohibited officially. But not all voices are allowed to be heard. It is always a very telling
statement on whose side these leaders really are. No real spiritually righteous and
authentically truthful and informed individual has any say in important and/or
pertinent issues permitted by worldly authorities. A vocal and visible voice in the
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political and social agenda on the conventional airwaves can be dismissed from the
realm of being truly righteous on this measuring rod of godliness, which is accurate to
the letter. Any hint of the appearance of righteousness on the part of a highly visible and
recognized (by the establishment) voice can thus be accurately assumed to be serving
self-interest and to be taking sides on the part of the rich and powerful, even if it
appears he (or she) is speaking truth or spiritually righteous agendas. These preachers
are cleverly misleading and crafty. You cannot assume any one of them to be speaking
truth, as our mainstream media has skewed the truth, reporting partially investigated
and representing only one side of the story. A close look at their personal bank accounts
is very revelatory. While the masses of people in every nation rightly mistrust
politicians, religious leaders remain influential, as many people place more faith in these
charlatans than in their own family. As it was in the Bible’s recounting, it is difficult to
discern who truly rules, the religious leaders, or the politicians.
I suggest that you look at the overall agenda of any and all high-profile voices, and you
can be sure that you will uncover a favoritism to either Israel over the Arab nations,
support to our military, a high emphasis on “moral” issues that do nothing about the
practice of sins (real or perceived) but which legalize or make illegal certain aspects
without affecting if they are practiced (such as legislation on gay marriage, when it is
just paper making the practice official, and has no real bearing on whether gays will
have sex with each other), or in diverting attention away from the masses to less
important issues (like great attention to one American persecuted Christian imprisoned
in Iran, when hundreds of thousands of Sudanese are being killed and displaced without
any significant media attention being paid to it). Another telling sign is the way that
many support capitalism under the guise of democracy, and who tout the evils of
communism, because it does not support faith. What they avoid relating is that
materialistic capitalism endorses the love of money, and that the first nations that
Christianity thrived in were also against the faith (like Rome and Israel), and that there
are many authentic practicing Christians in China, Cuba, Korea, etc., and that they are
more doctrinally correct, and practice the true faith more closely than American
Christians. This is no coincidence. Why? The bankers control the conventional media,
and if you stray from the policies that they have instated, you can lose your broadcasting
license, and lose your voice, your popularity, and your income. I have called in to
Christian radio talk shows half a dozen times. In four of them, I was disconnected before
I was finished talking, due to my exposing certain subjects that the bankers don’t want
known, namely regarding the illuminati, and the fact that the media (including radio)
also is censored by corporate interests. I found (my radio was on while we talked) that
there was a twenty second interval between my real conversation and what was
broadcast, so they were able to cut me off and insert some commercials to keep the
public unawares of the information that I attempted to disclose. To the popular voices in
those media; their fame and money is more important than truth and righteousness
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coming out of their mouth. Their jobs and lifestyles are more important to them than
truly changing the ways of the establishment, and they have conformed to the ways of
the world. They refuse to resist the evil powers and to be a force of righteousness. They
are not “soldiers” for Christ.
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WHAT IS THE TRUE NATURE OF JESUS’ TEACHINGS?

Wherever a Christian goes, he hears of the most popular teachings that are credited to
Jesus, and they are always a little perverted from the original intentions. We are
constantly reminded of the good Samaritan, of Jesus forgiving the woman caught in
adultery, of Jesus talking of “the lilies of the field,” and the like. Do you really think this
is why he was executed? The character Paul addressed these kinds of selective teachings,
ones that totally ignore the entirety of scripture, that manipulate the words of truth to
come to conclusions that the deliverers of the messages want you to come to, with no
desire to promote truth. Today’s teachers want to comfort and encourage you, not
imitating the description of Jesus, whose purpose was to change your heart and
transform you. Not one of the famous pastors fully obeys the commissions of Jesus and
Paul, teaching what they should. According to the bible, Paul taught his protégé,
Timothy the following for us to hear:
 2Ti 4:3 CEV The time is coming when people won't listen to good teaching. Instead,
they will look for teachers who will please them by telling them only what they are
itching to hear. 4:4 They will turn from the truth and eagerly listen to senseless
stories.
The preachers of today do just that, they have given the people what they think the
people want to hear, not the gospel as taught by the one who represented the name of
the faith. Jesus supposedly started his ministry around the age of thirty, and lived only
three years of it, his teachings had such power, and his character was so admirable, and
his ideas were so radical that he had to be silenced by the ones who he opposed and who
knew that he could bring them down. The first message given by his predecessor, the
one it is said in the Bible was the one to prepare the people for Jesus, a famous preacher
who was also unconventional; was exactly the same as Jesus first teachings.
 Mat 3:1-2 In those days John the Baptist came preaching in the wilderness of
Judea, (2) "Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand."
He was not going around in a suit and tie, he was wearing the equivalent of jeans and
sweatshirt, and ate what would now be healthy fast-food and granola bars.
 Matthew 3:4 Now John wore a garment of camel's hair and a leather belt around
his waist, and his food was locusts and wild honey.
He was exceedingly popular with the people, but had this to say to the leading pastors
and rulers of his time, one of the reasons that he was arrested and eventually beheaded:
 Matthew 3:7 But when he saw many of the Pharisees and Sadducees coming to
his baptism, he said to them, "You brood of vipers! Who warned you to flee from
the wrath to come?
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Jesus and he became familiar and comrades quite quickly. Jesus had this to say about
John:
 Mat 11:7 As they went away, Jesus began to speak to the crowds concerning
John: “What did you go out into the wilderness to see? A reed shaken by the
wind? 11:8 What then did you go out to see? A man dressed in soft clothing?
Behold, those who wear soft clothing are in kings' houses. 11:9 What then did
you go out to see? A prophet? Yes, I tell you, and more than a prophet. 11:10 This
is he of whom it is written, “‘Behold, I send my messenger before your face, who
will prepare your way before you.’ 11:11 Truly, I say to you, among those born of
women there has arisen no one greater than John the Baptist. Yet the one who is
least in the kingdom of heaven is greater than he. 11:12 From the days of John
the Baptist until now the kingdom of heaven has suffered violence, and the
violent take it by force. 11:13 For all the Prophets and the Law prophesied until
John, 11:14 and if you are willing to accept it, he is Elijah who is to come.
Coming from Jesus, that is a rave. Jesus obviously loved John the baptizer, and his
teachings. He commended John for not dressing to impress, but being simple and
powerful (not in the world’s mode of power over others, but power in preaching). Notice
what Jesus said about the kingdom of heaven being attained by force. This is often
misinterpreted. Let me tell you something that most people do not speak of. Heaven is
not for wimps. You cannot get there if you harbor fear, even fear of Satan. Overcoming
the world and its temptations, manipulations, and exploitations takes courage,
discipline, and strength. Revelation chapter 21 verse eight says that you can’t get to
heaven if you lie, fornicate, practice sorcery, and even if you have fear, among other
shortcomings. Jesus went to the cross resolutely, not with fear. When they came with
Judas to arrest him, Jesus did not shrink back, but was a forceful presence even with a
large company of soldiers coming to execute him. Paul was yearning to go into a
coliseum full of antagonistic worshipers of a different god who were in crowd mentality,
ready to lynch him. Get rid of that fear.
 Luk 3:10 And the crowds asked him, “What then shall we do?” 3:11 And he
answered them, “Whoever has two tunics is to share with him who has none, and
whoever has food is to do likewise.” 3:12 Tax collectors also came to be baptized
and said to him, “Teacher, what shall we do?” 3:13 And he said to them, “Collect
no more than you are authorized to do.” Luk 3:14 Soldiers also asked him, “And
we, what shall we do?” And he said to them, “Do not extort money from anyone
by threats or by false accusation, and be content with your wages.”
I personally love John as the Bible portrays him. He didn’t dress to impress, he taught
simple and plain truth simply and plainly, and he had courage to oppose the most
powerful people of his time. He didn’t conform to the evil system, he tried to change it.
That is my kind of man.
In the New Testament, Jesus, and John, his forerunner, the one who it says prepared
the way for Jesus’ ministry, had a message that was far from the teachings of the rabbis,
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and the way of life of the people. They showed a different face of God. Funny but it was
different from the way of life of our country, and our government also. We may claim to
be a Christian nation, and we may think that we are the good guys, but reading the Bible
carefully will tell another story. Even the populace of Israel of two thousand years ago
could discern the voice of righteousness; and credited that kind of thinking as being one
that frees the mind and heart to a new freedom to love, and to establish a better life for
all. The words of John the Baptizer earned him a place in jail, and eventually he was
martyred. Mary, the mother of Jesus, had a prophecy not shown by most Bible
expositors. They all dwell on the virgin birth, death, proof he is god, etc. But Mary’s song
is also a bit of prophecy, and it is one which touches on the mission of Jesus, not on his
death and crucifixion.
 Luk 1:47 CEV and I am glad because of God my Savior. 1:48 He cares for me,
his humble servant. From now on, all people will say God has blessed
me. 1:49 God All-Powerful has done great things for me, and his name is
holy. 1:50 He always shows mercy to everyone who worships him. 1:51 The
Lord has used his powerful arm to scatter those who are proud. 1:52 He drags
strong rulers from their thrones and puts humble people in places of
power. 1:53 God gives the hungry good things to eat, and sends the rich away
with nothing. 1:54 He helps his servant Israel and is always merciful to his
people. 1:55 The Lord made this promise to our ancestors, to Abraham and his
family forever!
Have you ever seen, or heard of God doing that? Jesus was in a similar mind-frame and
of similar character to John, as I will soon show you. What was the first teachings
coming from Jesus? You should have guessed it:
 Matthew 4:17 From that time Jesus began to preach, saying, "Repent, for the
kingdom of heaven is at hand."
Jesus was not necessarily a comforter, that is not why he was killed. He wanted to
change how the world runs; he was a revolutionary who did not like all the evil around
him, particularly the slavery (it was writings accredited to Paul that promoted slavery);
and had the guts to take on the rulers and the power system that they had created to
control the world of that time. He soon explained what his mission was.
Luk 4:16 ISV Then Jesus came to Nazareth, where he had been raised. As was his
custom, he went into the synagogue on the Sabbath day. When he stood up to read,
 Luk 4:17 the scroll of the prophet Isaiah was handed to him. Unrolling the scroll,
he found the place where it was written, 4:18 "The Spirit of the Lord is upon me;
he has anointed me to tell the good news to the poor. He has sent me to announce
release to the prisoners and recovery of sight to the blind, to set oppressed people
free, 4:19 and to announce the year of the Lord's favor." 4:20 Then he rolled up
the scroll, gave it back to the attendant, and sat down. While the eyes of everyone
in the synagogue were fixed on him, 4:21 he began to say to them, "Today this
Scripture has been fulfilled, as you've heard it read aloud."
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Now, that is just fine, and you can read it in your Bible, and depending on what
translation you use, it will basically say the same thing. Many people are aware of
Biblical prophecy regarding Jesus. The proof of his messiah-ship is well documented (in
the bible) and taught, but how many teachers make this obvious conclusion and
understand what simple truth we can get from the Bible: Jesus came to establish a
kingdom of heaven on earth. His mission as he saw it, and as I also perceive it, was to
influence the nation, changing their hearts, and to open their eyes as to how it should
be. He did not say that he came to have our sins forgiven, but that his purpose was to
free the oppressed. That is my mission also, as I see it. He made that exceedingly clear as
time went on, and his execution followed, as we are taught in our books. In reality, Jesus
was a failure. When were the oppressed set free? Not then, and not now. Furthermore,
the pastors all tell us that Jesus defeated Satan on the cross. Hmmm. No more evil is
going on? Come on, where is the truth? Now, all those books and teachings from the
pastors tell us that it was all planned to happen as such by our god, who is also Jesus
who went to the cross and died. They tell us that it was all about a future kingdom of
heaven, a heavenly home in the clouds for people who say the words in their mouth: “I
love Jesus and will obey him”, or “I accept Jesus into my heart,” and that basically being
the only requirement to get your ticket to this heaven. They pick the same particular
scriptures to address over and over again, sometimes making it all about monetary
prosperity, other times about forgiveness, other times about comfort, other times about
leadership; but always it has to do with the same little boxes. All those pastors find
hundreds of ways to say the same worthless drivel and intellectual explanations
manipulating scriptures to persuade the mindless readers of the premises of their
teachings.
The sermon on the mount as placed in Matthew chapters five through seven, began with
the beatitudes. They prepared people for indoctrination to propaganda. This is like
making a person open to hypnosis. The beatitudes promoted humility, meekness,
sadness, mercy; basically open pacifism to evil, and eagerness to learn and accept
misleading teachings. I took on all the required attitude and work, and it slowly
transformed my mind into being brainwashed. However, I had that attitude for twenty
years before I found faith, or that faith found me.
Christians are taught today by pastors who have to say “do as I say, not as I do” because
of their lifestyles, and lack of applying to themselves what they impose on their clients
(oops, I mean sheep). Now could the chastisement in Matthew 23 directed at the rabbis
possibly be true of the teachers of today? Oh, heaven forbid, we wouldn’t want to upset
those pastors who do so much chastising of homosexuals and of abortion and of
democrats. The pastors will tell you that those subjects need chastisement; not the false
teaching, deception, bad leadership and the leading of the world into a pit of hell; being
imposters of representing a good God, while being servants of Satan in reality.
 Mat 23:3 so do and observe whatever they tell you, but not the works they do.
For they preach, but do not practice. 23:4 They tie up heavy burdens, hard to
bear, and lay them on people's shoulders, but they themselves are not willing to
move them with their finger.
With that in mind, I want to introduce to you (for those of you who have not studied the
book) the Sermon on the Mount. First, he taught us to do what he did: to be a light to
the nations, to do good works as an example for others to follow. Then he made very
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clear that rules are needed, and that they are to be upheld. So much for grace and the
ridicule of “legalism”.
 Mat 5:17 CEV Don't suppose that I came to do away with the Law and the
Prophets. I did not come to do away with them, but to give them their full
meaning. 5:18 Heaven and earth may disappear. But I promise you that not even
a period or comma will ever disappear from the Law. Everything written in it
must happen. 5:19 If you reject even the least important command in the Law
and teach others to do the same, you will be the least important person in the
kingdom of heaven. But if you obey and teach others its commands, you will have
an important place in the kingdom. Mat 5:20 You must obey God's commands
better than the Pharisees and the teachers of the Law obey them. If you don't, I
promise you that you will never get into the kingdom of heaven.
Being better than the Pharisees and teachers is not a difficult task. The pastors are
phony money-loving prestige-seeking hypocrites whose righteousness (despite
appearances) is easily surpassed.
In opposition of our modern-day high-profile teachers whose doctrine allows any kind
of behavior (that is, except for disagreement), instead of self-control and self-discipline
they condone any sin and failure, and hate “intolerance” (those who do not approve of
every kind of behavior as being acceptable). I understand that on earth, people who live
in hell on earth, are caught in addictions, and are tempted by the least provocation and
most innocent behaviors and words as an excuse to sin and to harm themselves and
others. The liberal preachers concentrate on allowing those citizens of hell-on-earth to
do as their wayward characters and addictions lead them to do; contending that they
can’t help themselves, that their behavior cannot be changed, to have compassion on
them and not punish them, as we are told by Jesus in the Bible to forgive sins seventy
times seven times. Whereas I certainly stand by forgiveness, behaviors that hurt self or
others do need to be stopped or isolated. If somebody cannot do other than cause harm
to others, he should be removed from the presence of innocent people who could be
affected. That is one reason why I am a black separatist. I want to be with the brothers
away from the evil of the white establishment promoted by Rome. In addition, I support
the concept of developing a strong set of morals and ethics. That does not necessarily
entail a list of rules to follow, but does include seeking righteousness and doing what is
correct and good at all times.
First of all, I want to let you know that there were over five hundred laws in the OT.
They included kosher laws for eating, laws for leprosy, laws for sex, laws for Sabbath,
laws for cleaning, laws for picking your nose (last law was a fictitious sarcasm), laws for
every conceivable occasion. The New Testament clearly states that breaking one law
constitutes good qualification for death, thus hell. Nobody, including Jesus, could live a
year without breaking laws. The NT claims that Jesus was sinless, but in reality it is
recorded that he and his disciples picked corn that wasn’t theirs on a Sabbath. That
earned them a place in hell. This is completely overdoing the rules. Lighten up, God. We
are not going to be perfect, so don’t ask us to be. Certain rules are needed for order, but
don’t be oppressive about it, thank you.
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Indeed, Jesus said:
 Matthew 5:48 You therefore must be perfect, as your heavenly Father is perfect.
Bullshit. Our heavenly father, whoever that is, is not perfect. If you mean God, prove it.
Would a perfect God create needless rules impossible to follow, and then put his
children in eternal torment for breaking them? Refer back to Matthew 23:3,4. We are all
shaped by our parents, peers, teachers, and our greatest influence- television, and our
environment. What choices we are given (and not all people have the same or equal
exposure) and the decisions we make, which is also based on our past experiences- what
has gone into our eyes and ears- all that is what molds us and produces our characternot God. Jesus looked at the leaders of faith and government of his time, the people who
were most elevated in society, and said that you have to be better than them. Not a
difficult task... The Old Testament had hundreds of laws, but the New Testament, which
the teachers say is full of grace and forgiveness, in reality has a higher standard of
calling to perfection.
 Mat 5:21 CEV You know that our ancestors were told, "Do not murder" and "A
murderer must be brought to trial." 5:22 But I promise you that if you are angry
with someone, you will have to stand trial. If you call someone a fool, you will be
taken to court. And if you say that someone is worthless, you will be in danger of
the fires of hell.
Now that does seem just a bit extreme (get real, Jesus). But it is also an exaggeration. I
have called people much worse many times, and am not in danger of hell fire. Taking it
literally is not the answer, that misses the whole point. The destructive actions that we
take, follow the seeds of anger and bitterness in our hearts. When we allow and harbor
hate in our minds and hearts, the behaviors we display reflect that. Jesus was addressing
what is in our hearts, to nip the evil in the bud, not allowing it to take fruit and manifest
in bad and hurtful things done and/or said. But there is possibly here an ulterior motive
for the placement of this teaching here. At this point I would like to qualify “hate.” Anger
at evil is not only okay, I recommend it. Do not make excuses for, thus enabling, people
who continue great evil intentionally. That must be met with strong opposition. We need
to be careful what rules and the insinuations and implications that accompany them
that we follow, and consider all consequences. If you do not allow yourself to get angry
at evil that affects many people adversely to a great degree, and allow it to prosper, you
lose your effectiveness for righteousness. Anger at evil is appropriate and beneficial, and
so is anger at evil people in power. That could also have been an intentional purpose to
the bible, as you will soon perceive many facets of, and the depths of, the bible’s
deception and deliberate subversion.
It is recorded that Jesus said something resembling that later:
 Mat 5:27 ISV "You have heard that it was said, 'You must not commit
adultery.' 5:28 But I say to you, anyone who stares at a woman with lust for her
has already committed adultery with her in his heart. 5:29 So if your right eye
causes you to sin, tear it out and throw it away. It is better for you to lose one of
your body parts than to have your whole body thrown into hell. 5:30 And if your
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right hand causes you to sin, cut it off and throw it away from you. It is better for
you to lose one of your body parts than to have your whole body go into hell."
At that time, adultery was punished with the command as given by Moses: death by
stoning. The preceding made an important impact on people. Most likely every one of
the people had committed this crime of lust. This basically insinuated that all of them
deserved hell. But Jesus made it very clear. It starts in the heart. When we harbor lust, it
can lead to sexual promiscuity and sin. And when we sin, it can lead to hell on earth. Not
to mention STDs, lawyer’s fees, divorce, disengaging influence on your children, and
having the responsibility of paying child support and alimony; and then the ultimate
consequence. Life in hell on earth. You don’t want to be there, trust me. I have heard
people who have revealed what it really means, and have stood on the precipice myself.
Be very careful on what you entertain in your heart. Stay far away from temptations
towards sex. Of course, you should not tear out your eye, nor cut off your hand; but this
is just to stress the seriousness of the consequences, and the necessity of keeping away
from lust, and to “guard your heart” (not allow yourself to entertain lust, look at bodies
lustfully, fantasize, etc..).
What I glean from this is that Jesus takes sin very seriously. He also takes hell seriously,
and so do I. It is so very imperative that you stay on the straight and narrow path (more
on this later). If you want to enjoy a purposeful life, not in hell, and be able to do that
which is right, then be very careful to not sin. Jesus mentioned and described hell ten
times more than heaven. He described it as “outer darkness,” as “gnashing of teeth,” as
“brimstone (smell of sulfur),” as “where the worm doesn’t die,” and as “fire (sometimes
calling it a fiery furnace).” I think it was important to him. And it should be important
to you also. Do you think this was important to him? Best yet is not to believe, not even
confess to love or believe in the Jesus that is described in the Bible.
 Matthew 5:37 GW Simply say yes or no. Anything more than that comes from the
evil one.
One primary lesson that Jesus taught was to have perfect integrity. Do not let one little
lie out of your mouth. That obeyed, leads to righteous living, and no need to “swear to
God it is true,” as a person with great integrity has no need to do. If only nobody
deceived in their words or minds (self-deception), the planet would be much improved.
Now, one reason for this book is to convince you that the New Testament has been
created in deception, with some truths installed to give it credibility. In my educated
reasoning, while it has been made into a religion of faith and professed love of God, it
has evolved into a lukewarm pseudo-intellectual excuse to support opinions and
motivational speakers; and “miracle-selling” charlatans. I believe that it was originally
considered to be some great moral and ethical and revolutionary teachings by
revolutionaries; that is Jesus, John the baptizer, and James (and a couple of others);
who attempted to change the world by appealing to the people’s hearts to understand
that thinking “outside the box,” and having a change in their hearts was necessary to live
in a truly “other-worldly” existence of harmony; which they called “the kingdom of
heaven.” It is advertised to be more than a set of rules, as a “surgery of the heart” to
transform us into humans capable of great love and compassion, and even able to
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overturn the evil systems and principalities which hold this planet in chains of
oppression and deception and greed. However, I had a worldview and mindset similar to
the teachings of Jesus before my faith, and the idea that the teachings related by Jesus
agreed with my deepest instincts made it ring as true in my heart, and I accepted it as
truth and revelation. It is not any new and totally novel ideas expressed that cause us to
agree with the bible, it is its restating what we all know to be true and right instinctively,
that makes us love the character of Jesus as shown in the bible.
Now, the Old Testament had a rule of punishment that was essentially “punish him to
suffer the same thing he did to his neighbor.” Jesus refused to accept the old system’s
rule of fear over evil people. Instead, he invented a way to prevent people from being
evil, thus no need for punishment. Knowing Jesus from reading of him about ten
thousand hours, and by putting into practice his teachings to the best of my ability, I
would say that he did not want people to live in fear as a motivator to do right. Instead,
he wanted to change people’s hearts by having them put themselves in their neighbor’s
sandals. His idea was that there is something about “turning the other cheek” that
defuses aggression. However, as much as this teaching is attractive and sounds nice, it
does not stop aggression, and it does not earn respect. In addition, being a target is the
result; and it actually earns much more abuse to be received than if you defend yourself.
In theory, this method of passive resistance is good; but in practice, it is a path to
constant beatings. I have been assaulted twenty-five times, and I have started by being
passive. I have also defended myself, and am quite aware of the benefits of showing your
opponent that you will not take abuse lying down. The bible has a few proper values and
concepts, but this was not one of them. Evil is not discouraged by lack of resistance, that
just fuels it more. The bullies invariably stop bullying when they receive a blow or two.
Yes, fear does work. Evil does not always comprehend lovingkindness, it perceives it as
weakness. But does punishment change hearts? No. Love does. But love is NOT
expressed by allowing evil and abuse to yourself or others. I reject this teaching in the
Bible, it is not based on reality. In the perfect world, or in heaven on earth for all people,
perhaps it is the right method. But evil does not function in such a way as that would
have the desired effect. The Romans inserted this teaching, wanting greater power
without resistance to harsh treatment delivered to their subjects. Do not resist evil, be a
good slave.
 Mat 5:38 CEV You know that you have been taught, "An eye for an eye and a
tooth for a tooth." 5:39 But I tell you not to try to get even with a person who has
done something to you. When someone slaps your right cheek, turn and let that
person slap your other cheek.
In the following scripture, I agree with the concept totally, but in relationship to the
context, I would have to qualify that “loving neighbor” does not equate agreeing with his
immorality, in allowing his bad behavior and/or attitude or treatment of others that is
abusive. It also does not equal agreement. You can disagree with somebody, you may
chastise them assertively, and you can withhold gifts that enable decadent behavior; and
in doing so, you may be loving them more than their own parents. Love is a verb, an
action; not a feeling or emotion. Should we love evil, and those who do it? I do not
promote “shaking hands with the devil” By tolerating evil, we allow it to fester and
overcome us. Sometimes strong resistance is appropriately called for.
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 Mat 5:43 “You have heard that it was said, ‘You shall love your neighbor and
hate our enemy.’ 5:44 But I say to you, Love your enemies and pray for those
who persecute you,
 Mat 6:1 When you do good deeds, don't try to show off. If you do, you won't get
a reward from your Father in heaven. 6:2 When you give to the poor, don't blow
a loud horn. That's what show-offs do in the meeting places and on the street
corners, because they are always looking for praise. I can assure you that they
already have their reward. 6:3 When you give to the poor, don't let anyone know
about it. 6:4 Then your gift will be given in secret. Your Father knows what is
done in secret, and he will reward you.
This is a teaching for the heart. Doing good things to attract praise from people, to be
seen, is indeed worthless and self-seeking. Indeed, I internalized this attitude long
before I converted to Christianity; and practiced the concept for years as a believer as
well. But I have found that not telling anybody about what you do, can lead to
impediments to your good works. I do not wear a suit, and have no letters following my
name (MD, BA, MA, PHD, etc..), but have done a great deal for the community;
probably more than the vast majority of people carrying those qualifications. I am often
ignored, dismissed, or ridiculed for my radical agenda, and when I put people in their
place for doing so, I sometimes seem like the bad guy. I have found that to be an
effective worker who refuses to conform to the current system, I need to let some people
know who I am and what I have done, and what I am capable of. Not to brag or impress,
but to facilitate the cooperation to make things work. So much for common sense in the
Bible. But does that negate the truth of the teaching? NO. I basically slaved for decades
with no praise or recognition for my work, most of it unpaid for in any way. But now, I
have been “assigned” a huge mission, the privilege of the responsibility is immense, and
I have had a very supernatural training for that mission. As much as I would like to keep
in the realm of the natural, I do have to give credit to God as gifting me this as a reward
for the obedience and humble attitude that I had for years.
 Mat 6:14 For if you forgive others their trespasses, your heavenly Father will
also forgive you, 6:15 but if you do not forgive others their trespasses, neither
will your Father forgive your trespasses.
This is fear-harboring. But the concept works well. If you are unforgiving, you are the
one who suffers with hate and bitterness towards somebody who is not being punished
by that bitterness. Indeed, you are the one suffering in distress and wallowing in an
uncomfortable feeling of rage and it will eat away at you and can even cause total
emotional breakdown. You do not want to go this route. I can tell you from experience
that it can bring insanity, literally. What you need to do is to have compassion on your
enemies, for their sake, and for yours.
 Mat 6:19 KJV Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon earth, where moth and
rust doth corrupt, and where thieves break through and steal: 6:20 But lay up
for yourselves treasures in heaven, where neither moth nor rust doth corrupt, and
where thieves do not break through nor steal: 6:21 For where your treasure is,
there will your heart be also.
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Doing good for others; donating your income to help others, instead of spending on
comforts and luxuries for yourself; leads to being remembered in your time of need. I
am now in heaven (on earth), and am reaping the benefits. It hasn’t manifested itself in
monetary terms (thank goodness); but I am free of any addictions, any desires, my
necessities are provided; and I have the quiet confidence in the assurance that I have
led, and will continue to be able to live a life that is worthwhile and valuable to the
community. Millions couldn’t buy me that. Comforts and luxuries are what makes
people soft, and vulnerable to despair when difficult times come.
 1Ti 6:10 ISV For the love of money is a root of all kinds of evil. Some people, in
their eagerness to get rich, have wandered away from the faith and caused
themselves a lot of pain.
 Heb 13:5 ISV Keep your lives free from the love of money, and be content with
what you have, for God has said, "I will never leave you or abandon you."
Take this with a qualification. In my observance, this concept, as taught throughout the
New Testament, is true. However, many wealthy people do contribute to good causes
with generosity. But let us take another look. With the only exception being those who
are given wealth, the acquiring of wealth and riches is of necessity, selfish and greedy.
How can I make such a wide-sweeping condemning statement? Think about it. To make
money, you have to provide a product or service. If it is a product, you need to
manufacture it. The only way that people can get wealthy doing this (and how it is done
without exception in my observance), is by paying their employees less than they pay
themselves for the work performed. How many warehouse workers do you see making
even a small portion of the income that those sitting in the executive offices are
compensated? Who do you think really works harder? I have had office jobs, even CEO,
and have had labor jobs. I will tell you with no hesitation that working in a warehouse is
immeasurably more taxing than being employed for your brains and thinking ability. In
addition, the years spent in “higher” education is not more difficult, nor more
challenging; than the same time spent working a paid labor position and studying
independently at home doing research for yourself in the field you so desire to master.
In addition, in the latter, you get real knowledge, not the “knowledge” (often it is
misinformation that perpetuates an evil system) that universities pick and choose for
you to learn. Basically, the conclusion that I have come to in my exhaustive research, is
that any significant measure of wealth has been earned on the backs of others
performing hard labor, to bring about the fruits of high income for those individuals
who are following worldly deceptions and profit-making enterprises in extorting money
for that which is usually produced with the overwhelming intent of making a large
profit. There are exceptions to the initial intent of large profit, but money does have a
way of seducing the heart to love the dollar more than loving neighbor, even than loving
him enough to pay him fair wages. And do not carry the usual common assumption that
you are entitled to higher pay because you deserve it more than the employee in the
factory. If you think that your wealth is earned by your hard work, try working in the
warehouse a few months and then tell me that office workers wearing ties deserve more.
If you think your education is a ticket to high pay, were your studies really so much
more difficult than work? Was the information that you were spoon-fed really qualify
you to receive significantly more? I suggest that you revisit your perceptions of what
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qualifies higher income for individuals. Anybody who truly loves others as much as
himself, would not allow himself higher wages for lesser work than those whom he
professes love for. Think on that. Remember the scripture that says that the love of
money is the root of all kinds of evil. About how it changes people- do you notice that
those who have gained wealth who have come from poverty=very few give to the
community they came from. There is something devious going on there.
 Mat 22:37 CEV Jesus answered: Love the Lord your God with all your heart,
soul, and mind. 22:38 This is the first and most important
commandment. 22:39 The second most important commandment is like this
one. And it is, "Love others as much as you love yourself."
Going back to the revolutionary teachings of Jesus, you see his rebellion of the system,
what he thought of it, and how he expressed that, in his teachings.
As I referred to earlier, on the surface, Jesus’ teachings were revolutionary, actually
leaning towards socialism. But look deeper. As I alluded to before, the real god is an evil
entity, there will be a chapter or two on that later in this book. What kind of entity wants
you to love it more than even your own life? What kind of personage wants to be
worshiped and bowed down to? Total devotion to it, to avoid hell. I do agree with loving
others as much as self. Again, insert some truisms to appear valid.
Another scripture that is conspicuously ignored by today’s pastors is Matthew 16: 2427.:
 Mat 16:24 CEV Then Jesus said to his disciples: If any of you want to be my

followers, you must forget about yourself. You must take up your cross and follow
me. 16:25 If you want to save your life, you will destroy it. But if you give up your
life for me, you will find it. 16:26 What will you gain, if you own the whole world
but destroy yourself? What would you give to get back your soul? 16:27 The Son
of Man will soon come in the glory of his Father and with his angels to reward all
people for what they have done.
Denying self is not interpreted as refusing to have dessert. It is basically explained as
taking yourself off of the throne of your heart. The greatest commandments were to love
god and to love your neighbor as much as yourself. In a nation of consumerism and
selfish ways, this is a radical concept. If what he was saying here was, put away selfpreservation and self-interest, love others enough to be willing to die for their wellbeing.
Something is not worth living for if it isn’t worth dying for; then this would have been a
good teaching. Capitalism, with its idea of each person making as much money for
himself as he can, is in direct contradiction to the true concepts of authentic
Christianity. May I venture to say that America is not a Christian nation in the sense that
it does not follow biblical principles? Patriotic pastors are phonies. Socialist nations are
closer in nature to Christian doctrine than are capitalist ones. Was Jesus promoting or
living a life of luxury and ease? He was a carpenter, then a preacher for common and
poor folks. Rich “Christians” in their mansions are not really Christian, they are phonies.
And no mainstream pastors declare this obvious truism. Why not? It is not part of their
agenda.
Notice in verse 27, Jesus says that we will be judged by our works, not by our faith. This
is also reflected in Matthew 25 and Revelation 20, as well as other places. The famous
and popular and well-advertised words of John 3:16, as well as the whole seminary-
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enforced doctrine called “the dispensation of grace” are refuted in many places in the
Bible. But while that is a legitimate and good teaching, it does not go along with the
carefully devised wording. It says:” if you give up your life for me.” This is not truly
about living to help humanity. It is all about living to serve Jesus. It is about selling your
soul to an entity that is not good. More on this later.
 Mat 5:25 ISV Come to terms quickly with your opponent while you are on the
way to court, or your opponent may hand you over to the judge, and the judge to
the guard, and you will be thrown into prison. 5:26 I tell you with certainty, you
will not get out of there until you pay back the last dollar!"
The preceding scripture Jesus makes a comment on the court system, as it was then, so
it is now. Nowadays, if you get in an argument with somebody, whichever one calls the
police first is the one who wins in court. He looks like the wronged one, despite the
incidents in which the facts may speak differently. I have experienced this also, as have
some of my comrades. The judicial system is not one of true justice.
Make no mistake about it; the fabricated character Jesus was a revolutionary. In a time
of corruption, immorality, injustice, and decadence; he shined his light brightly. He
courageously voiced the truth as few people even perceived. The crowds loved him for
his frank honesty, his intelligence, his love for them, and the fact that he did not shrink
from chastising the most powerful rulers of his time. Here is a difficult teaching, but I
think my interpretation makes a good point:
 Matthew 6:21-23 KJV
(21) For where your treasure is, there will your heart be also.
(22) The light of the body is the eye: if therefore thine eye be single, thy whole
body shall be full of light.
(23) But if thine eye be evil, thy whole body shall be full of darkness. If therefore
the light that is in thee be darkness, how great is that darkness!
Other versions of the bible translate the word “single” as “good” and “healthy” and
“sound.” But I chose the King James Version for a reason. This teaching refers to your
perspective, your priorities, and your vision. If your life is focused on doing right, on
helping people, and on being a blessing, your eye is sound (single, proper), and you will
be a light and a good example for others to follow. However, if your focus is all about
making money for yourself, getting another sex partner quickly, or manipulating people,
you will be in darkness of hell quicker than you think. Be able to perceive (see) what is
beneficial and righteous, and do take action as you see fit to further the cause of
righteousness. Are your eyes sound (single-focused correctly)?
 Mat 7:1 ISV "Stop judging, so that you won't be judged, 7:2 because the way
that you judge others will be the way that you will be judged, and you will be
evaluated by the standard with which you evaluate others. 7:3 "Why do you see
the speck in your brother's eye but fail to notice the beam in your own
eye? 7:4 Or how can you say to your brother, 'Let me take the speck out of your
eye,' when the beam is in your own eye? Mat 7:5 You hypocrite! First remove the
beam from your own eye, and then you will see clearly enough to remove the
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speck from your brother's eye."
Contrary to popular opinion, this is not a command prohibiting judging and allowing for
“tolerance” of all kinds of sinful behavior that harm self and/or others. The passage is
meant to be read in its entirety. The gist is, that you should remove your own sins first,
and that qualifies you to judge others. Notice the word is “judge,” not to condemn.
Condemning is god’s job, we are to avoid that carefully. But it is of necessity that we
“judge,” a better word for that may be to “discern” right from wrong. Every day every
person makes several judgments, maybe unconsciously, but it is necessary. By making
judgments, I mean that we decide on courses of action to take, taking all factors into
consideration. We should judge, and look forward to being judged, if we have a clean
conscience. If we are doing wrong and don’t know it, it is good to learn how we have
transgressed, so that we can correct it. A righteous person seeks always to do good, and
welcomes correction when he has not done rightly. We try to judge falsehood from truth,
get it? Here is a scripture that makes it more clear.
 1 Corinthians 2:15 The spiritual person judges all things, but is himself to be
judged by no one.
Are we not to judge?
 Matthew 7:6 "Do not give dogs what is holy, and do not throw your pearls
before pigs, lest they trample them underfoot and turn to attack you.
How many times I have tried to correct people, and they refuse to be corrected, getting
angry with me? And how many times have I tried to make a new teaching, and people
refuse to even entertain it, as it is in opposition to what they were taught? Most people
are not open to new ideas or to change, and that is a shame. They arrogantly tell me that
it is a sin to judge them, not comprehending the real message of scriptures.
 Mat 7:12 Treat others as you want them to treat you. This is what the Law and
the Prophets are all about. 7:13 Go in through the narrow gate. The gate to
destruction is wide, and the road that leads there is easy to follow. A lot of people
go through that gate. 7:14 But the gate to life is very narrow. The road that leads
there is so hard to follow that only a few people find it. 7:15 Watch out for false
prophets! They dress up like sheep, but inside they are wolves who have come to
attack you. 7:16 You can tell what they are by what they do. No one picks grapes
or figs from thornbushes. 7:17 A good tree produces good fruit, and a bad tree
produces bad fruit. 7:18 A good tree cannot produce bad fruit, and a bad tree
cannot produce good fruit. 7:19 Every tree that produces bad fruit will be
chopped down and burned. 7:20 You can tell who the false prophets are by their
deeds. 7:21 Not everyone who calls me their Lord will get into the kingdom of
heaven. Only the ones who obey my Father in heaven will get in. 7:22 On the day
of judgment many will call me their Lord. They will say, "We preached in your
name, and in your name we forced out demons and worked many
miracles." 7:23 But I will tell them, "I will have nothing to do with you! Get out of
my sight, you evil people!"
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This passage starts with the golden rule, which is a code we should all live by. That is
one of the greatest rules to live by, and we all should follow it. Now about the gates and
paths. Taking the narrow path is what I have done, I am a nonconformist, as promoted
by Paul in Romans 12:1 and 2. If you want to get to heaven on earth, you need to follow
the golden rule, and literally do as you judge as righteous, which indeed I did to the best
of my ability. Any teachings that you desire to follow, you need to study, to get to know
it. You cannot know the path of righteousness if you don’t study the bible’s doctrines
critically and skeptically, challenging every aspect for validity. You can’t know the error
of the faith if you don’t study the word critically and skeptically, challenging its worth.
You cannot depend on pastors to teach you, as most if not all, are false teachers. You
cannot depend on representatives of the teaching to instruct you honestly, as many, if
not all, are false teachers. There are so many people with hidden self-interests. The bible
says, “Unless your righteousness exceeds that of the religious leaders, you ain’t going to
heaven.” So true. The meat of teachings attributed to Jesus are nothing like the
statements made in John 3. In this passage, the bible shows us that we must “bear fruits
of righteousness”, in other words, be perfect and holy. If somebody is not holy in all
aspects of his life, he is not a true Christian. It is not in what he says. Some fruits of sin
are not the obvious ones; alcohol, smoking, swearing, fornication, etc.; some are riches
and pride and the like. Some are sins of omission, not just sins of commission. The bible
says, and I agree with it, that many people who believe in him and who do miracles, yet
are not obedient in removing sin from their lives, and who do not lead holy lives loving
others, will not get into heaven= “you who commit iniquity” (evildoers). It is not really
about faith, it is about your walk. We need to take care of others, especially the hungry
and thirsty, naked, sick, and imprisoned, as related to in Matthew 25:31-46. That is a
loud and clear truism. But in discerning the righteousness in others: You often cannot
judge a book by its cover, it may appear exceedingly righteous, but those clothing can be
very misleading. Do not judge by appearance, investigate and judge by substance. Be
very careful.
I no longer judge people who sin against themselves (smoking, drinking, drugging), but
who show righteousness in the more important issues, such as loving others as
themselves, integrity, generosity.
Pastors of today would call Jesus a “legalist” if he were to come now to teach. They
would call him a “wolf in sheep’s clothing,” when indeed, that is what they are. These
pastors are all really wolves. They come looking like they want to comfort you and
encourage you, but in reality they are shepherds who are most interested in fleecing you.
These money hungry deceivers know the Bible well, but do not teach it. They teach
platitudes and doctrines of men, with no interest in the truth. Next is a teaching that
blows apart all of the teachings of Christians who claim that everything depends on, and
all that is necessary, is to believe in the name of Jesus. Those pastors who teach that it is
all about forgiveness and not about obedience, attitude, behavior, and action; need to
read their Bibles, and if you are a Christian, so do you.
The scribes and Pharisees generally represent the leading pastors of today, those you
see on cable tv and radio, and who you read teachings of. Jesus called the leading
preachers as hypocrites, and if he were here today, it would be the same, because that is
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what they are today also. Read on and you will see more why I say so. With them, they
do not even try to bring people to obedience and right living, they tell us that it is all
about loving Jesus, and they spend all their time comforting people who are in sin.
Others try to sell their “miracle making abilities.” But primarily it is all about making the
dollar. In reality, heaven is much harder to get to than all those preachers disclose. After
all, for them, it isn’t about shepherding you to lead a righteous life, it is all about
entertaining you and collecting your money. Almost a whole chapter of the Bible records
how Jesus addressed the religious leaders of his day, and it would be just as applicable
to our famous and even our lesser known preachers today.
 Mat 23:5 CEV Everything they do is just to show off in front of others. They even
make a big show of wearing Scripture verses on their foreheads and arms, and
they wear big tassels for everyone to see. 23:6 They love the best seats at
banquets and the front seats in the meeting places. 23:7 And when they are in
the market, they like to have people greet them as their teachers. 23:8 But none
of you should be called a teacher. You have only one teacher, and all of you are
like brothers and sisters. 23:9 Don't call anyone on earth your father. All of you
have the same Father in heaven. 23:10 None of you should be called the leader.
The Messiah is your only leader. 23:11 Whoever is the greatest should be the
servant of the others. 23:12 If you put yourself above others, you will be put
down. But if you humble yourself, you will be honored. 23:13 You Pharisees and
teachers of the Law of Moses are in for trouble! You're nothing but show-offs.
You lock people out of the kingdom of heaven. You won't go in yourselves, and
you keep others from going in.23:14 (SEE 23:13) 23:15 You Pharisees and
teachers of the Law of Moses are in for trouble! You're nothing but show-offs.
You travel over land and sea to win one follower. And when you have done so,
you make that person twice as fit for hell as you are.
 Mat 23:23 You Pharisees and teachers are show-offs, and you're in for trouble!
You give God a tenth of the spices from your garden, such as mint, dill, and
cumin. Yet you neglect the more important matters of the Law, such as justice,
mercy, and faithfulness. These are the important things you should have done,
though you should not have left the others undone either. 23:24 You blind
leaders! You strain out a small fly but swallow a camel. 23:25 You Pharisees and
teachers are show-offs, and you're in for trouble! You wash the outside of your
cups and dishes, while inside there is nothing but greed and
selfishness. 23:26 You blind Pharisee! First clean the inside of a cup, and then
the outside will also be clean. 23:27 You Pharisees and teachers are in for
trouble! You're nothing but show-offs. You're like tombs that have been
whitewashed. On the outside they are beautiful, but inside they are full of bones
and filth. 23:28 That's what you are like. Outside you look good, but inside you
are evil and only pretend to be good.
This is a righteous condemnation of the people who should have been speaking up when
all kinds of immorality were initiating on the planet’s airwaves. There are no pastors or
leaders of any kind who are addressing the sin and deception in the media, the
government, and the church. This also applies to our politicians, who focused all their
attention to economics and politics rather than on attitudes and education, to turn the
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populace to correct mindsets and worldviews. Indeed, we have allowed to fruition the
tyranny of the planet by the governments, the religious institutions, and the deceptions
of the media. My other book as mentioned before, “Exposing the Money Machine”
clearly shows the deception and the methods that the evil powers used, and are still
manipulating us with, to create this hellish world that is degenerating quickly.
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CONTRADICTIONS, PERVERSIONS, DECEPTIONS, AND EXPLOITATIONS
Now for a statement that will make most readers cuss or be surprised, or exclaim some
kind of sentiment, probably not a favorable one: The Bible’s most famous verse is a lie
and a deception, and makes a total farce of the Bible and of the religion. John 3:16-18
 John 3:16-18 "For God so loved the world, that he gave his only Son, that
whoever believes in him should not perish but have eternal life. (17) For God did
not send his Son into the world to condemn the world, but in order that the world
might be saved through him. (18) Whoever believes in him is not condemned,
but whoever does not believe is condemned already, because he has not believed
in the name of the only Son of God.
Now, this is all fine and dandy, it seems right that we need to believe in Jesus to be
“saved,” and when it says that he did not come to condemn the world, but to save us,
that all sounds fine; especially if you already believe, or if you have not read the Bible in
its entirety. But a further consideration and dwelling on what the ramifications of this
teaching are, brings some serious questions; and some open avenues to opposing
contradictory doctrines. Now we just read some of the Sermon on the Mount, the
recorded words (some of which are in more than two gospels, appearing to be with more
than one author) of Jesus himself, which are in direct opposition to that teaching. Now,
I know, I know, many of you will say that we have to take all scriptures in context, take
into account what the intentions were, and the original language. I agree, especially with
the part about context. But there is too much evidence showing that the truth is far from
being represented in this particular scripture, as well as most of the rest of them, at least
if you believe the Bible is the word of God and has some truth to it. If you don’t believe
in God, or if you think that the bible is only stories and fairy tales, then this portion of
this book is not for you. Remember that I believed in the Bible as infallible and inerrant
for ten years, and believed and obeyed God to the utmost, as well as studying his word
and making him the most overwhelmingly important object of my life. I take this all very
seriously, and when other very serious people read this, they are going to get seriously
angry (not at me). I am angry. For good reason. Read on.
These three verses irritate me and surpassingly vex me. Sixteen says that Jesus was put
in the world because God loves us. So far, so good. Seventeen says his intention was not
to condemn us. What a blatant whopping lie!! In the Old Testament, there is no mention
of hell, but with the introduction of Jesus, hell enters the picture. The very next verse
says if you don’t believe in him, or even if you don’t have his name right, he condemns
you to hell!!?? Why, Jesus, why? Because he loves you!?!?
There is some serious deception going on. I do not tolerate being deceived, or deceivers.
I have only come to this conclusion lately, and haven’t really considered the
ramifications until just recently.
Let me make a very serious allegation:
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Some very evil people have manufactured the Bible dramatically, for
whatever purpose, they have recorded teachings that a man teaching it
could bring heaven on earth, paradise, to the planet’s population; and
because of self-interest, have perverted it to bring teachings that lead to a
totally different destination. These actions, while preserving power and
wealth for the designers of this masterpiece, have been instrumental in
bringing multitudes of people to hell on earth, and prevented many more
from entering (or remaining in) heaven.
I have been taught since childhood to be honest, and have kept my integrity and
righteousness intact for almost thirty years. I just wish that my intelligence and wisdom
had caught up sooner. Whatever the reason, I have been foolish in the past, my future
will be one led with wisdom and being circumspect with all future decisions. I have some
scruples, and have passionate principles and the research that I have undertaken has
unveiled much evil, and I intend to do something about it. What about you? There are so
many lies out there, the deception wreaks of evil and oppression. There is so much evil
that I cannot perceive that it can be so blatantly overruling our lives, and that it has been
allowed to progress and to flourish. Let us be beacons of truth over the land. Let us hate
deception above all else.
John 8:44 GW You come from your father, the devil, and you desire to do
what your father wants you to do. The devil was a murderer from the
beginning. He has never been truthful. He doesn't know what the truth is.
Whenever he tells a lie, he's doing what comes naturally to him. He's a liar
and the father of lies.
To put the matter in a single phrase, the greatest deception of Satan is to prompt
you, me and everyone in the world to believe that he is not Satan. He manipulates
us to accept something quite opposite. Satan wants people to believe that he is a
righteous spirit being who has nothing but your interest (and the interest of all
human beings on earth) as his chief desire and that his ultimate goal is to
promote your welfare and prosperity. Truly, he wants you to succeed and be
prosperous if you will only do things his way. Using the vernacular of the present
day, though Satan is truly a bad guy (the worst of the worst), he projects himself to
the world and to you and me as a good guy (the best of the best) and Satan has
accomplished his task quite effectively. Truthfully, however, Christ Jesus
accurately called Satan a murderer from the beginning. He goes about as a roaring
lion to devour whom he might, but the impression that Satan wishes to give of
himself is utterly different. He wants to express to the world (and to you and me)
the very opposite characteristics. And believe me, Satan has managed to pull off
the grandest subterfuge ever conceived in the history of the world.
by Ernest L. Martin, Ph.D., 1995
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Indeed, if Satan showed up in a red suit with horns and a pitchfork, you would know
who he is, and you would run the other way. But he is deceitful above all else, and he is
extremely crafty. What kind of entity wants you to grovel and to worship him,
threatening to put you in torture for eternity if you don’t? He is a schemer, and loves to
outwit and to fool the dupes that he can manipulate so easily. His joy is in strategy, and
he delights in the jack-in-the-box surprise when you finally discover who he is, when
you have thought that he is somebody else. Usually it is too late, and you are defeated
into slavery and oppression forever and ever. But once in a while, you have captured the
hearts of the demons, who can work on your behalf.
Now let us get to the “meat” of the matter. The whole idea I am going to prove to any of
you who may still hold to the thought that the Bible has truth to it (it does, but it is
dispersed carefully and strategically among the falsehoods and deceptions intentionally
for the desired affect), I will show more of its true nature, the fallacies in it, that render
the words ineffective:
 Heb 6:18 CEV God cannot tell lies! And so his promises and vows are two
things that can never be changed. We have run to God for safety. Now his
promises should greatly encourage us to take hold of the hope that is right in
front of us.
 Romans 3:4 By no means! Let God be true though every one were a liar, as it is
written, "That you may be justified in your words, and prevail when you are
judged."
 2 Timothy 3:16-17 All Scripture is breathed out by God and profitable for
teaching, for reproof, for correction, and for training in righteousness, (17) that
the man of God may be complete, equipped for every good work.
 2 Peter 1:20-21 knowing this first of all, that no prophecy of Scripture comes
from someone's own interpretation. (21) For no prophecy was ever produced by
the will of man, but men spoke from God as they were carried along by the Holy
Spirit.
Okay, there you have it. God never lies, and he “wrote” the Bible. Are you interested in
purchasing a certain NY bridge at wholesale price, 95% off? What is this “perfect god”
trying to sell us?
You just read the gospel of John, third chapter, three verses that the first one is the most
famous. You also read earlier that Jesus said that the law still stands. I will take this a
step further. Look at the book of Romans, chapter two. The first eleven verses basically
urge good behavior with reward in heaven and more; and threaten disobedience with
trouble and hell. It is funny that God must think that people will not do good unless
bribed, and that they will do evil unless threatened with punishment. Is that the only
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kind of human nature that he is familiar with? To the pure, all things are pure. And the
opposite holds true for the worldly. Is God truly pure?
I have never had that kind of nature that can be bribed or threatened. I strive towards
righteousness always, expecting no return. I avoid doing evil always, not because of
consequences. Are other humans really so wicked as to be different? Do righteousness
for righteousness sake, it is its own reward.
But that is not what I wanted to show. The important verses follow. Romans two, verse
twelve says that unbelievers that sin, will be judged. Verse thirteen says that it is not in
knowing the law that justifies you, it is in obeying it that justifies you (not faith). Verses
fourteen through sixteen say that if unbelievers do what is contained in the law, then
that is evidence that the law is written in their hearts, and they are basically saved. The
concept taught in the rest of the chapter is summed up in these words: When an
unbeliever (gentile, or uncircumcision) follows righteousness, he is counted as a believer
(Jew, or circumcision). Verse 25 says that if you are a believer (circumcision) and sin,
you are in effect, an unbeliever (uncircumcision). It all depends on if your heart is right,
if you have had a heart change into being a servant of righteousness. People serve Satan
(sin) or God (righteousness). Romans 6:16,
 Romans 2:27-29 GNB And so you Jews will be condemned by the Gentiles
because you break the Law, even though you have it written down and are
circumcised; but they obey the Law, even though they are not physically
circumcised. (28) After all, who is a real Jew, truly circumcised? It is not the
man who is a Jew on the outside, whose circumcision is a physical thing. (29)
Rather, the real Jew is the person who is a Jew on the inside, that is, whose
heart has been circumcised, and this is the work of God's Spirit, not of the
written Law. Such a person receives praise from God, not from human beings.
The teachings of Paul seem to contradict themselves. But let us understand something.
The bible states that Paul never heard Jesus teach, and never listened to the teachings of
the apostles as explained by him in Galatians 1. According to him, he came to his
teachings in solitary meditation in Arabia in a few years, after his “vision” of Jesus. He
was the one to introduce the doctrine of grace, as well as other concepts he taught, like
eternal security. Supposedly, the apostle John wrote his gospel and other letters after
Paul had composed and distributed his teachings. He furthered the teachings of Paul,
and was the latest author of books of the New Testament. It appears that his gospel
could have differed from the teachings of the other three earlier gospels as a result of
Paul’s influence, and we should take that into account when deciding what to believe.
The bible is full of deceptive nuances, and reasons and excuses for its contradictions and
deceptions. Ask any teacher (liar) and he will explain away the discrepancy with a
similar excuse.
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Not one jot or tittle (smallest stroke of a letter) will pass from the law, which Jesus did
not destroy, but fulfilled. Jesus did not speak the words of John 3:16, they were John’s,
and he wrote them to prove that Jesus is God. I was a conforming devout and obedient
Christian who studied the Bible 10, 000 hours, believing as all my brethren did, the
trinity, the heaven and hell after death, the Bible as inerrant and infallible, because the
Bible said so, and the emotionalism, and the tunnel vision I had, and all the visual and
audio input into my brain. It was only after a couple of months away from the Bible, the
internet, churches, my Christian brothers, and all familiar faces, that I had time to dwell
on it all, to consider and ponder all things. In addition, I had half a dozen visions at that
time, and wrestled with Satan figuratively, and possibly literally. I trashed my Bible
three times in one month, recovering it twice. I battled with this over time, it was not a
haphazard decision, and it is not something I took lightly. There is without doubt a
spiritual world, and demons. People are aware that there is also good, and call that
“God.” But I do not believe that Jesus is God (or good) any longer. I believe that the
Bible has deceptions, the Bible says God is incapable of lying, that Satan is the father of
lies. The bible is full of deceptive nuances, and reasons and excuses for its contradictions
and deceptions. Ask any teacher (liar) and he will explain away the discrepancy with a
similar excuse. The Bible is just a book, indeed, the word “bible” is derived from Greek, a
word defined simply as “book.” We have all heard the saying “the greatest story ever
told” and I agree, it is a big story.
Going back to Romans. Chapter three has in its two first verses, the explanation of the
only true advantage that Christians have over nonbelievers. They have the “oracles”= the
Bible, the teachings that they learned from. Gentiles have as much chance to the
kingdom of heaven- by having righteousness engraved in their hearts to do righteously.
What is the kingdom of heaven, then? Jesus and John both preached it.
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ON THE “SACRIFICE” OF JESUS

Most Christians believe that belief in Jesus having died for our sins, is what gets them
into heaven. It doesn’t matter how they live, but they should try to be good. We have
touched on obedience to righteousness as commanded in the Bible from Jesus himself
(and he did not talk about it all being about belief in him for salvation, that came in the
letters of added authors). I will now show you what the Bible says about sacrifice in the
Old Testament, which is supposedly the origination of the concept of sacrificing
something else (animals) to pay for your sins. That reeks of unaccountability, that you
kill an animal (or God) to cover your punishment, so that you are not punished. Here
are scriptures from the OT:
 1Sa 15:22 And Samuel said, “Has the LORD as great delight in burnt
offerings and sacrifices, as in obeying the voice of the LORD? Behold, to obey
is better than sacrifice, and to listen than the fat of rams.
 Jer 7:22 For in the day that I brought them out of the land of Egypt, I did
not speak to your fathers or command them concerning burnt offerings and
sacrifices. 7:23 But this command I gave them: ‘Obey my voice, and I will be
your God, and you shall be my people. And walk in all the way that I
command you, that it may be well with you.’
 Hos 6:6 For I desire steadfast love and not sacrifice, the knowledge of God
rather than burnt offerings.
 Psa 40:6 ISV You take no delight in sacrifices and offerings—you have
prepared my ears to listen—you require no burnt offerings or sacrifices for
sin.
 Psa 50:8 ISV I do not rebuke you because of your sacrifices; indeed, your
burnt offerings are continually before me. 50:9 I will no longer accept a
sacrificial bull from your household; nor goats from your pens. 50:10 Indeed,
every animal of the forest is mine, even the cattle on a thousand hills. 50:11 I
know all the birds in the mountains; indeed, everything that moves in the field
is mine. 50:12 "If I were hungry, I would not tell you; for the world is mine
along with everything in it. 50:13 Why should I eat the flesh of oxen or drink
the blood of goats? 50:14 Offer to God a thanksgiving praise; pay your vows
to the Most High.
The major idea of modern mainline Christianity is the saving sacrifice of Jesus as the
lamb of god, whose sacrificial blood was shed for the forgiveness of our sins. But the
previous scriptures claim that sacrifices were not what pleased god, that he wanted
obedience. Can you figure this out? What is the explanation? According to Romans
chapter 3, we are all wicked sinners who don’t even attempt to be righteous, whose feet
are quick to shed blood. Excuse me, but that is not an accurate description of me. Is that
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your characteristic? Be honest, you wicked evil person who should be in hell. But believe
in Jesus, who loves you, the one who just claimed you are evil and deserve to go to
eternal torment. But don’t worry, just say you love him, and he will let you go to heaven.
Christians are told forgiveness is all about Jesus’ sacrifice, not about restitution. This is
about unaccountability, and it can lead to much wrong-doing. He died for you, (knowing
he would rise and go to heaven), he loves you so much. Now just sign your name in the
book of life (in blood, it is a contract), and you will have a destination when you die that
he wants you in.
Do you really think that believing in Jesus gets you into heaven, simple as that? Did
believing in the OT sacrifices deliver anyone into heaven? No, it simply got them
temporarily forgiven up to a point. And the Bible says god wanted obedience, not
sacrifice. Now, tell me how that works, please. Do you know how having faith delivers
you from hell? It is a mystery. That is a great answer. Once more, the definition of
superstition is= believing in things that you don’t understand. If you don’t buy that, then
I will have the Bible define faith for you, and we will see what the bible says about belief:
HEBREWS 11
KJV

ESV

GW

JUB

1 Now faith
is the
substance
of things
hoped for,
the
evidence of
things not
seen.

1 Now faith
is the
assurance
of things
hoped for,
the
conviction
of things
not seen.

1 Faith
assures us
of things
we expect
and
convinces
us of the
existence of
things we
cannot see.

1 Faith,
therefore,
is the
substance
of things
waited for,
the
evidence of
things not
seen.

We see here that faith has no connection with fact. It is all “hopes” and wishes. It doesn’t
say “faith makes things hoped for come to existence” or “faith brings to substance things
we cannot see.” No, it just basically says that faith is a hope and the only evidence, so
there is no proof or fact to the matter, it is just something believed. People try to put that
as proof of its validity, but analyzed, it is just a wish. Having a wish and a hope does
nothing, it is as valid as a superstition is. “Belief” in Jesus and his sacrifice is nothing
more than superstition, and to think that faith in him being God will bring you to
heaven, is like they say, “a great story,” but it has no solid rock foundation.
Is it all about the sacrifice of Jesus, and belief in him, or is it all about attitude and
behavior, or a combination of both? To me, it seems obvious that it should be all about
behavior and actions.
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But many verses of the Bible state things differently> There is sacrifice, and Jesus’ blood
needs to be shed, even though God is more interested in obedience than sacrifice. This is
a contradictory oxymoron.
Now here are some “proofs” of the forgiveness of sins through the faith in Jesus’
sacrifice:
 Eph 1:7 CEV Christ sacrificed his life's blood to set us free, which means that
our sins are now forgiven. Christ did this because God was so kind to us. God has
great wisdom and understanding,
 Lev 17:11 For the life of the flesh is in the blood, and I have given it for you on
the altar to make atonement for your souls, for it is the blood that makes
atonement by the life.
 Romans 1:16 For I am not ashamed of the gospel, for it is the power of God for
salvation to everyone who believes, to the Jew first and also to the Greek.
“Gospel” means “good news”, and the good news really is that there may not be
punishment after death for sins, but the true good news is that there is a way to find
ultimate truth, and it is not something mysterious and superstitious. I do not have all
the answers, and don’t pretend to know how the earth started, or how man and animal
were created, but I do know how to prove that the evolution hypothesis is not true, and I
do not believe that we were created by the words of an invisible being who was
supposedly the author of a book that is full of lies.
Now here is more proof that the sacrifice of Jesus means absolutely nothing, as recorded
in the New Testament:
Hebrews 10:25-27 not neglecting to meet together, as is the habit of some, but
encouraging one another, and all the more as you see the Day drawing near. (26) For if
we go on sinning deliberately after receiving the knowledge of the truth, there no longer
remains a sacrifice for sins, (27) but a fearful expectation of judgment, and a fury of fire
that will consume the adversaries.
Sacrifice or no sacrifice, the Bible says that if you sin, you go to hell. You may explain
that upon confessing Christ, and in belief in him, there is sanctification. There may very
well be such to those who continue in his word, and work towards greater holiness, as
was the case with me. But my observance shows me that there are a great many who will
become holy (separate from worldliness) without faith or the bible, who do it under
other faiths, or just from experience, as indeed I did before I turned to Christ. Faith in
Christ does not necessarily make you any purer than unbelievers. It just ensures hell for
believers I have seen many atheists who are more “godly” than many Christians. It is all
brainwashing, and falls under what I called in the previous book, the psychology of
control.
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The Old Testament spoke of a “new covenant.” The Christian scholars teach that this
prediction has to do with Jesus and his sacrifice on the cross. They contend that this is
that “new covenant.” The New Covenant here doesn’t say anything about faith in, or
believing in a messiah. It says that all will have the law in their minds and hearts, and
that nobody will say “know the Lord.” In my estimation, that means that everybody will
know the difference between right and wrong, and will do it, all people will be righteous,
being doers of the word. This has not happened, so there is not yet a “new covenant.”
Jesus is a fraud.
 Jer 31:31 CEV The LORD said: The time will surely come when I will make a
new agreement with the people of Israel and Judah. 31:32 It will be different
from the agreement I made with their ancestors when I led them out of Egypt.
Although I was their God, they broke that agreement. 31:33 Here is the new
agreement that I, the LORD, will make with the people of Israel: "I will write my
laws on their hearts and minds. I will be their God, and they will be my
people. 31:34 "No longer will they have to teach one another to obey me. I, the
LORD, promise that all of them will obey me, ordinary people and rulers alike. I
will forgive their sins and forget the evil things they have done."
Jesus’ death is considered as a sacrifice. He was the ultimate price to pay in blood for
our sins. But why did He have to be sacrificed, when these scriptures show God’s
heart on the practice? Not only that, but it was purposeless. Why did he have to die
(especially one so torturous?) when we still can be punished for sins, and we still do
sin, despite our so-called “sanctification.” Mind you, I no longer intentionally sin, but
I do get angry at times, and I have called my brethren “fools.” But I am not worried
about going to hell. And just because I no longer trust the bible, is not going to cause
me to no longer avoid error and sin. And those Christians are certainly not without
sin.
 2Pe 2:19 ISV Promising them freedom, they themselves are slaves to depravity,
for a person is a slave to whatever conquers him. 2:20 For if, after escaping the
world's corruptions through a full knowledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus, the
Messiah, they are again entangled and conquered by those corruptions, then their
last condition is worse than their former one. 2:21 It would have been better for
them not to have known the way of righteousness than to know it and turn their
backs on the holy commandment that was committed to them. 2:22 The proverb
is true that describes what has happened to them: "A dog returns to its vomit,"
and "A pig that is washed goes back to wallow in the mud."
If you believe that all it takes is belief in Jesus, then God is truly evil. He condones any
kind of destructive actions, as long as you worship him, you can go to heaven and have a
great reward. You could be Hitler and turn to Jesus as you die, and you go to heaven. I
know many people who are in sin, and tell me that they plan to turn at the end of their
life, and enjoy themselves until then. Very effective, isn’t the Bible? Not.
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One more thing. This chapter dwells on the premise that all who do not do certain holy
behaviors end up in hell. So much for righteousness imputed on us for faith:
 Matthew 25:41-46 "Then he will say to those on his left, 'Depart from me, you
cursed, into the eternal fire prepared for the devil and his angels. (42) For I was
hungry and you gave me no food, I was thirsty and you gave me no drink, (43) I
was a stranger and you did not welcome me, naked and you did not clothe me,
sick and in prison and you did not visit me.' (44) Then they also will answer,
saying, 'Lord, when did we see you hungry or thirsty or a stranger or naked or
sick or in prison, and did not minister to you?' (45) Then he will answer them,
saying, 'Truly, I say to you, as you did not do it to one of the least of these, you did
not do it to me.' (46) And these will go away into eternal punishment, but the
righteous into eternal life."
How many Christians follow the mandate of Matthew 25? They must have been
distracted from helping others by John 3:16, and pastors teaching grace and comfort.
Let me include a short list of more scriptures for you to research on your own. This is a
partial list of scriptures that are placed in the Bible to instruct the readers, regarding the
importance of our behaviors, and some including the threat of the eternal punishment
of hell. It is unfortunate that it appears that the author felt that the Christians would not
obey without punishment to deter them.
Matthew 7: 12-14; Galatians 5:19-21; Philippians 2:12; Revelation 20:11-15; Revelation
21:8; Hebrews 10:26-31; 2 Corinthians 5:10; Matthew 5:29-30
These scriptures all deal with the need for proper behavior, most declaring hell as
punishment if not adhered to. There are dozens more with instructions towards proper
attitudes, morals, and obedience. It is all summed up in Matthew 5:17-19, where Jesus
declares that the law stands, and it’s not to be changed, encouraging it to be enforced.
The whole concept of the dispensation of grace is a sham, a false teaching promoted by
today’s pastors, all products of seminaries, where they have been educated in how and
what to preach. They all manipulate scriptures like gymnasts, twisting and turning, with
allegories and taught explanations, distorting the “word of god” to fit into their
teachings, always explaining it away, as being their “interpretation” of scripture. Why do
they even bother to call themselves “Christian” when they are simply motivational
speakers, counselors, and fortune tellers; using the bible as the distorted and contorted
“authority” and the name of God, whom they claim to represent?
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ABOUT HEAVEN
First of all, let me show you the bad news. Don’t worry, good news will follow. Now, I
know that there is the blessed hope (wish). But don’t despair, there is that hope still. But
even though the Bible says that God does not change his mind, he is the same yesterday,
today, and tomorrow; and that he cannot lie, and that the Bible could not possibly have
been tampered with, think on the idea of the resurrection, and where people go when
they die. In the Old Testament, it does not teach of rising from the dead, or of heaven.
Here are a couple of scriptures proving my point:
 Psa 146:4 When his breath departs, he returns to the earth; on that very day his
plans perish.
 Ecc 9:1 But all this I laid to heart, examining it all, how the righteous and the
wise and their deeds are in the hand of God. Whether it is love or hate, man does
not know; both are before him. 9:2 It is the same for all, since the same event
happens to the righteous and the wicked, to the good and the evil, to the clean
and the unclean, to him who sacrifices and him who does not sacrifice. As the
good one is, so is the sinner, and he who swears is as he who shuns an
oath. 9:3 This is an evil in all that is done under the sun, that the same event
happens to all. Also, the hearts of the children of man are full of evil, and
madness is in their hearts while they live, and after that they go to the dead.
9:4 But he who is joined with all the living has hope, for a living dog is better
than a dead lion. 9:5 For the living know that they will die, but the dead know
nothing, and they have no more reward, for the memory of them is forgotten.
 Psa 6:5 ISV In death, there is no memory of you. Who will give you thanks
where the dead are?
Okay, the NT does mention it multiple times. But what did Jesus say? And John the
baptizer, in their own words as recorded by two or three gospels? They talked of the
kingdom of God and of the kingdom of heaven, and a little research shows that the two
are one and the same. I will give you just a few of many references to the kingdoms by
John and Jesus. In Matthew, Josephus called it the kingdom of heaven, and in Luke, he
called it the kingdom of God:
 Mat 11:11 Truly, I say to you, among those born of women there has arisen no
one greater than John the Baptist. Yet the one who is least in the kingdom of
heaven is greater than he. 11:12 From the days of John the Baptist until now the
kingdom of heaven has suffered violence, and the violent take it by force.
Does that seem a job for the meek? Or who are like children? Or who are sheep?
 Mat 19:23 And Jesus said to his disciples, “Truly, I say to you, only with
difficulty will a rich person enter the kingdom of heaven. 19:24 Again I tell you, it
is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than for a rich person to
enter the kingdom of God.”19:25 When the disciples heard this, they were greatly
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astonished, saying, “Who then can be saved?” 19:26 But Jesus looked at them
and said, “With man this is impossible, but with God all things are possible.”
It is possible to get into the kingdom of heaven only by putting aside all the assumptions
and baggage you have held, clinging onto that which you are familiar with is going to
impede you from taking the steps necessary to be free of all that keeps you bound to
worldliness. Yes, even your faith in conventional Christianity is an impediment in
achieving the kingdom of heaven. Thinking that the answer is found in a book that has
no anchor to stabilize it and to be the true rock, you need a firmer foundation than
superstitious beliefs passed down from leaders who are after mammon, and conscious of
it, are deceiving and manipulating for money. The Bible itself says in 2Timothy 3:12, 13
that the pastors deceive, and are deceived. Expect tribulation, and see it as a stepping
stone to a new perception of what you need and want. True holiness (separation from
the world) includes, believe it or not, transcending the worldly and conventional lives,
the conformist beliefs that imprison the mind, and to live a Spartan and wise mode of
life. There are spiritual battles daily, and deceits are everywhere. Let me give you
another quote from my other book:
Why are Christians told to be sheep? What is the motivation? Sheep are dum, helpless,
and need to be led to eat, to drink, to sleep, and need to be protected from wolves and
other predators. It should provoke thought as to why that is the model to be imitated.
Why aren’t strength, courage, wisdom, and discernment more valued? Who are the
wolves? Why does it mention that the wolves to be feared are in sheep’s clothing? If you
see somebody who opposes the faith openly, who blatantly defies it; perhaps he is a wolf,
but that is not sheep’s clothing. The ones who are intentionally deceiving with wrong
teachings, taking money as tithes, who are selling their words in videos, CDs, and books,
making money off teachings because they encourage you to be taught by them instead of
learning for yourself; who tell you to be a sheep and listen to them; could they possibly be
the real “wolves in sheep’s clothing?”. Funny how I studied the Bible on my own, and can
defeat any seminary professor in debate over the most accepted doctrines. Some call me a
wolf. But they have studied the Bible, are aware of the falsehood of their teaching, and
when they perceive a pastor blatantly teaching falsehood for monetary gain, they never
publicly rebuke them or point out the error to the sheep. Who are they protecting? The
sheep? Or their fellow wolves? From the Bible: 1 Timothy, chapter 5:
 Ti 5:19 Don't pay attention to an accusation against a spiritual leader unless it is
supported by two or three witnesses.
 1Ti 5:20 Reprimand those leaders who sin. Do it in front of everyone so that the
other leaders will also be afraid.
 1Ti 5:21 I solemnly call on you in the sight of God, Christ Jesus, and the chosen
angels to be impartial when you follow what I've told you. Never play favorites.
 1Ti 5:22 Don't be in a hurry to place your hands on anyone to ordain him. Don't
participate in the sins of others. Keep yourself morally pure.
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Is there one pastor in the entire planet who is making this plain for all to see, or are they
all hiding and protecting each other from the truth? This is a heavy allegation, but I give it
without any more thought now, because I have perceived this and seen it as plain as day for
two years, and have no doubt in me that it is a real and genuine concern for every Christian,
not addressed before by anyone, because of the ramification of the statement towards every
pastor alive on this earth that has disobeyed this command of God.
Good News Bible 1Timothy chapter 1:
 1Tmothyi 1:3 I want you to stay in Ephesus, just as I urged you when I was on my
way to Macedonia. Some people there are teaching false doctrines, and you must
order them to stop.
Another scripture telling them not to work for pay. How many pastors do you see
preaching for free, supporting their work by labor at a job to fund their ministry? Good
News Bible, Peter chapter 5:
 1Pe 5:2 to be shepherds of the flock that God gave you and to take care of it willingly,
as God wants you to, and not unwillingly. Do your work, not for mere pay, but from
a real desire to serve.
 1Pe 5:3 Do not try to rule over those who have been put in your care, but be examples
to the flock.
How many pastors do this? One? Where? Paul Washer comes close, as does Times Square
Church, but they also teach some bad doctrines, and deserve some rebuking also. I
opposed the pastor of my church quite publicly in love, but he refused to acknowledge
any wrong. It is probably futile to address any pastor and expect them to admit to
wrongdoing. I have never met a whole field of hypocrites, liars, and professionals so
greedy for money that they pretend to represent a god and tell you to give them money,
as if their so-called all-powerful God needs it. According to their book, their god owns the
cattle on a thousand hills; and the earth and all on it, belongs to this god that needs your
money. The pastor I referred to, is a millionaire, has publicly made false prophecies, and
is still unashamed to preach in public and take people’s money. Their blatant falsehoods
and greed knows no shame. Why should they? Their “sheep” buy into every bit of it, like
eager suckers ready to be fleeced. The Good News Bible says in the book of Matthew,
chapter 5:
 Matthew 5:15 No one lights a lamp and puts it under a bowl; instead it is put on
the lampstand, where it gives light for everyone in the house.
 Matthew 5:16 In the same way your light must shine before people, so that they
will see the good things you do and praise your Father in heaven.
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 Mathew 5:17 "Do not think that I have come to do away with the Law of Moses
and the teachings of the prophets. I have not come to do away with them, but to
make their teachings come true.
 Matthew 5:18 Remember that as long as heaven and earth last, not the least point
nor the smallest detail of the Law will be done away with---not until the end of all
things.
 Matthew 5:19 So then, whoever disobeys even the least important of the
commandments and teaches others to do the same, will be least in the Kingdom of
heaven. On the other hand, whoever obeys the Law and teaches others to do the
same, will be great in the Kingdom of heaven.
 Matthew 5:20 I tell you, then, that you will be able to enter the Kingdom of heaven
only if you are more faithful than the teachers of the Law and the Pharisees in doing
what God requires.
Our job is to expose sin in a similar fashion, to strip naked the deceits, and to bring about
a new revelation and awareness of the evil in the systems (principalities) and how to stop
them from oppressing, manipulating, and exploiting us.

End quote from “Exposing the Money Machine”
More about the kingdom of heaven. Like Jesus said, it is all about a change in how you
think and act. Of course it all starts in the heart. Part of the change is to remove “self”
from the picture, and put your neighbor in the same priority that was exclusively yours
before. Then start to question and challenge. Do not take any information as truth, not
the tv news, not your college textbooks, and not the Bible. Like the hippies of the sixties
declared, you must “question authority” because you don’t know where our leaders are
taking us, and they can all be deceitful, power-hungry and money-hungry actors. Notice
how the quality of life has not improved over the years, despite all the credit they take
for doing good. Perhaps they are pied pipers leading us like lemmings to be
exterminated.
 Mar 1:14 CEV After John was arrested, Jesus went to Galilee and told the good
news that comes from God. 1:15 He said, "The time has come! God's kingdom
will soon be here. Turn back to God and believe the good news!"
 Mar 9:1 And he said to them, “Truly, I say to you, there are some standing here
who will not taste death until they see the kingdom of God after it has come with
power.”
I have seen the kingdom of heaven myself, but most bible scholars teach that he was
referring to what is recorded as the transfiguration a few days later. Personally, I don’t
believe the transfiguration, and half of the teachings of the bible anyway.
 Mar 12:28 ISV Then one of the scribes came near and heard the Sadducees
arguing with one another. He saw how well Jesus answered them, so he asked
him, "Which commandment is the most important of them all?" 12:29 Jesus
answered, "The most important is, 'Hear, O Israel, the Lord our God is one
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Lord, 12:30 and you must love the Lord your God with all your heart, with all
your soul, with all your mind, and with all your strength.' 12:31 The second is
this: 'You must love your neighbor as yourself.' No other commandment is
greater than these." 12:32 Then the scribe told him, "Well said, Teacher! You
have told the truth that 'God is one, and there is no other besides him.' 12:33 To
love him with all your heart, with all your understanding, and with all your
strength, and to love your neighbor as yourself is more important than all the
burnt offerings and sacrifices." 12:34 When Jesus saw how wisely the man
answered, he told him, "You are not far from the kingdom of God." After that, no
one dared to ask him another question.
What was the assignment of Jesus? To testify to the truth, and to send the good news of
freedom and truth and love, to bring about a new kingdom of true godliness and love:
 Luk 4:43 but he said to them, “I must preach the good news of the kingdom of
God to the other towns as well; for I was sent for this purpose.”
Luk 8:1 ISV After this, Jesus traveled from one city and village to another,
preaching and spreading the good news about God's kingdom. The Twelve were
with him,
So where is it in the Bible that the reason Jesus came to earth was to die on the cross for
the forgiveness of sins? Jesus never said so. Now I will put all the reasoning and
rationalizations to rest. My point is proven here. This refers to the kingdom of God, as
well as its equivalent, the kingdom of heaven. So that verse in Thessalonians about
rising in the air, meeting of the alive and dead, and all those other scriptures regarding
the resurrected body and such, are in direct conflict with the words credited to Jesus,
which I agree with more.
 Luk 17:20 KJV And when he was demanded of the Pharisees, when
the kingdom of God should come, he answered them and said, The
kingdom of God cometh not with observation: 17:21 Neither shall
they say, Lo here! or, lo there! for, behold, the kingdom of God is
within you.
This may seem to be a destruction of “our blessed hope,” but in reality, it is much better.
The kingdom of heaven was close to the listeners of Jesus two thousand years ago, and
you are no closer or further due to the nearness of tribulation. It is all about the location
of your “lev” = the Hebrew word for your “essence” your character, your soul. It is called
your “heart” in the Bible. I have achieved the kingdom of heaven, and you can also. You
don’t have to wait until after you die. You can reach it by putting aside all that is worldly,
all that the world systems and conventional wisdom and sensual temptations and
immediate gratifications that seem to be the answer. As I stated in my previous book.
The truth cannot be found unless you put aside all your mindsets, worldviews,
preconceptions, assumptions, beliefs, concepts, and all the aspects of the prison and
“boxes” that you have been in, and understand that they may all be lies.
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The true way, is the Spartan way of denying self, and of serving others; and that does not
mean as the servant you read of earlier, somebody who slaves away to make another
man rich. Serving others merely means to put their wellbeing as important as yours.
That does not necessarily mean to provide for only their material and/ or physical
wellbeing, but to promote their general welfare. That also includes building their
emotional strength, their spiritual awareness, their analytical skills, their self-confidence
and self-reliance, and their willingness to think of others also. It all starts with learning
to “test the spirits” and to question all knowledge for truth; and that includes books that
declare that they are perfect, and expect you to believe them without any proof. But I am
just beginning to show you. There is more.
A scripture that has somehow been overlooked is tucked away in one of my favorite
books of the Bible, Timothy. Look at this lone verse, saying something not found
elsewhere in the holy book. But remember, all scripture is god-breathed.
 1 Timothy 4:10 For to this end we toil and strive, because we have our hope set
on the living God, who is the Savior of all people, especially of those who
believe.
This cannot be a lie, because god doesn’t lie. So explain it to me please, if I am to believe
that we must believe in Jesus to get to heaven. Could it possibly be that the Bible has a
multitude of contradictions, and that people have been believing a lie for millenniums?
It is time to put it away. The world tells you to conform, by believing in a god, having a
religion. But in Romans 12, Paul gives us good advice. Live sacrificially, and by not
conforming to the world, constantly renew your mind to be gradually and continuously
transformed towards perfection. People ask me “what is your religion?” The question is
skewed in nature from its foundation. Why do they assume everyone has a religion?
Because the world systems (principalities) have imposed on the planet the idea that we
must believe in a “god” to obey and trust in. But they do not tell us (yet) which god we
must believe in, we have a “choice” of which one we want to worship. We have a choice
of obeying Allah, who tells us to submit or die; or of Krishna, who tells us to stay in the
station of life we are born in, even if it is as an untouchable, not allowing us to advance
from begging; or to obey Jehovah and to conquer others in oppression as slaves; or
Jesus, and to be a good slave. I, for one, choose to not worship a god. Most people are so
brain-screwed that they cannot conceive of somebody with no religion. Some say that
atheism is a religion. Go figure.
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BELIEF DESPITE ALL EVIDENCE

We are told by many to not question God, to have faith, and do what the Bible says, to
trust in the Bible.
Does that mean to not think, but to rely on his word; or what we are told is his word
without thinking, without questioning? Are we so sure that the Bible is his will, told by
him alone? There is the Quran, the Baghadvagita, and other books which claim to be
written by God. When people trust them, what do we say? What about when our bible
contradicts itself, giving different messages conflicting with itself, what do we do then?
What about when different pastors who people claim are reliable and spirit-led, and
their doctrines differ, using scriptures to prove their point? Again, the definition of
superstition is: believing in things you do not understand. It seems that the bible’s
definition of faith means: the only proof you have of the objects that you hope for, and
don’t see, is faith. The Bible itself says that faith is not really surety of those things you
believe in.
Okay. Now if you consider yourself a believer, and you have been loving God with all
your heart, and trusting the Bible as His word, and you oppose everything I have written
here, and think I am foolish to have left the faith, and am in transgression, answer me
thusly please. I am sure that you spend much time in prayer, if you have met all the
qualities I have just mentioned. You most probably have at least one prayer a day, and at
least one request a day. Do yourself a favor, and list now all the prayers that have been
answered. If you have been a Christian for three years, you have had at least a thousand
requests. How many have you documented as having been answered as asked for? If you
have been a Christian for ten years, you should have had at least three thousand
answered prayers. Let us see how faithful your god is. Here are his promises to you.
How many of his promises has the god who never lies fulfilled?
 Isa 30:19 People of Jerusalem, you don't need to cry anymore. The Lord is kind,
and as soon as he hears your cries for help, he will come.
 Luke 18:7 And will not God give justice to his elect, who cry to him day and
night? Will he delay long over them?
 Mat 7:7 KJV Ask, and it shall be given you; seek, and ye shall find; knock, and it
shall be opened unto you: 7:8 For every one that asketh receiveth; and he that
seeketh findeth; and to him that knocketh it shall be opened.
Are you included as one of everyone? Have you asked, and always received? Don’t
deceive yourself. On the following one, I used to justify the lack of answered prayer by
saying I had no faith. I had great faith, such an amount of faith that I blamed myself
rather than god, who had promised me answered prayer, but because of my faith in the
bible and what it said about god, I would rather call myself faithless in error, than to
discredit my god.
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 Mat 21:21 CEV But Jesus said to them, "If you have faith and don't doubt, I
promise that you can do what I did to this tree. And you will be able to do even
more. You can tell this mountain to get up and jump into the sea, and it
will. 21:22 If you have faith when you pray, you will be given whatever you ask
for."
I remember somebody in our Bible class who was exceedingly sick for months. We
prayed desperately for him for months. He died.
 Jas 5:15 CEV If you have faith when you pray for sick people, they will get well.
The Lord will heal them, and if they have sinned, he will forgive them.
I suppose you all have all your prayers answered, or you are not really Christian>
 Joh 15:7 CEV Stay joined to me and let my teachings become part of you. Then
you can pray for whatever you want, and your prayer will be answered.
As it turns out, not much of what we are doing is his will. How righteous are you really?
As a Christian who believed the bible, I always thought that I was not in his will, or did
not have enough faith. Anything to excuse the lies that I credited as true of a perfect
God.
 1 John 5:14-15 And this is the confidence that we have toward him, that if we
ask anything according to his will he hears us. (15) And if we know that he hears
us in whatever we ask, we know that we have the requests that we have asked of
him.
I guess none of you are really asking in His name. Where are the true Christians? There
are none, because I don’t see anybody doing what Jesus did, never mind greater things.
Where are the dead being raised, where are the sick being healed, where are the lame
walking, where are the blind seeing, where are the storms being quieted?
 John 14:12-14 "Truly, truly, I say to you, whoever believes in me will also do
the works that I do; and greater works than these will he do, because I am going
to the Father. (13) Whatever you ask in my name, this I will do, that the Father
may be glorified in the Son. (14) If you ask me anything in my name, I will do it.
I guess that there are no true Christians alive, and never have been. Because I don’t see
this happening anywhere. I am sure that you will come to some justification and excuse
for god, as he cannot defend himself from his lies. Anything but call the bible deceptive,
because you have based your faith on that book, and refuse to let go of the deception,
and would rather live the lie; than to give up and lose face and be your own man. And
don’t give me the excuse that is all too common: He does answer. Sometimes he says
yes, sometimes no, and sometimes he says to wait.
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Bullshit. That response is nowhere even implied in the bible. It says you will receive, it
will be done for you, you will have, he will do it. Get real. Put aside your myths. I did,
and guess what? No wrath. No punishment. Only freedom.
According to Jesus, his kingdom should not last. It should have been nullified centuries
ago. No two pastors teach alike (except those who were in the same classes at the same
seminary, then their lies might agree), and the bible can be interpreted as you want it to
be. Does that truly sound like concrete teachings of truth and reality? Or is it a wellplanned deception with a purpose not revealed to most people? Could the intentions of
the book really be to deceive and to manipulate? Or is that just what all the teachers do;
all of them being deceitful wolves in sheep’s clothing?
 Mat 12:25 Knowing their thoughts, he said to them, “Every kingdom divided
against itself is laid waste, and no city or house divided against itself will stand.
Mat 12:26 And if Satan casts out Satan, he is divided against himself. How then
will his kingdom stand?
If the words of Jesus are correct, the lies (Satan is the father of lies) would defeat
themselves. I believe either that Jesus never stated that in reality, or that it was a
mistake (the kingdom has managed to last very well). Could it be that Jesus was a great
teacher and revolutionary, but sometimes mistaken? Or is he a child of Satan telling
lies? Or were the scriptures somehow changed over the years? Or was the New
Testament fabricated by the Romans to impose a submissive slave mentality to render
the populace easy to conquer and rule? Consider these possibilities. Another good idea
would be to research the recorded history of the Catholic Church and its possible
revision of scriptures and/or perversion of doctrines. A deep in-depth search might
unearth some diabolical deception on the part of what some people are aware of is an
evil and deceptive religion. The sad real truth is that Jesus never existed. If he had,
whether he was god or a prophet, he would not have taught such wrong values and
promoted such contradictions and deceptions
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THE TEACHINGS OF JOHN THE APOSTLE

Why do the Christian Bibles have the Old Testament with them? I am not sure, but it
could be as a reference, or as a comparison, or most likely, the craftiness of Satan to
bring wrong teachings to Christians. The Old Testament is a book with instructions to
kill, with instructions on how to acquire and keep slaves, it mentions (condoning)
polygamy and prostitution, and has mass killing of life (after the flood, Noah sacrifices
some animals to God, who finally figures out that it is hard to change people, so he won’t
kill the planet off again- in the flood, not only are almost the entire planet’s people
destroyed, but all the species of innocent animals also) by God himself. Is that the same
God who shares the name of Yeshua (Jesus), who, with the Father, teaches to love
enemies, to love neighbor as much as self, to turn the other cheek, to forgive 70x70
times, etc.. The OT God says to return eye for eye and tooth for tooth, to punish and
follow a law of strict rules with harsh punishments, etc... Is this the same God? Yes, in
the book of Revelation it does seem to be so. But I propose that the writings of Paul, the
apostle John, and other parts in the Bible are not in agreement with the “words of
Jesus”.
One of the first miracles done by Jesus as recorded in the “gospel” of John had Jesus
changing water to wine. That is a magic trick, not a miracle. It is not mentioned in the
other three (synoptic) gospels, and is not in the nature of all the other miracles as
recorded in the Bible. All of Jesus’ miracles as taught in the other three gospels
consisted basically of healings and removal of “evil spirits.” It is not a coincidence (in my
estimation) that John’s gospel is different from the other gospels, and that the book of
Revelation, also said to be penned by John, includes killing, all kinds of wacko miracles
and symbolism, vengeance, and hypnotic “deep” teachings open to all kinds of
interpretations and assumptions. I find it not totally surprising that it has the “taste” of
the Roman Catholic Church in it, the miracles that the RC church records and mentions,
in their bible and in their catechism and recordings are typically blood pouring out of
statues (idol worship as prohibited by God), visible appearances of saints and Mary to
children and others, and recently a pope claimed he turned dried blood to life by kissing
it. That is magic, nothing like the miracles recorded in Matthew, Luke, and Mark’s
gospels. So what am I inferring? Read on.
 Joh 2:1-11 On the third day there was a wedding at Cana in Galilee, and the
mother of Jesus was there. (2) Jesus also was invited to the wedding with his
disciples. (3) When the wine ran out, the mother of Jesus said to him, "They
have no wine." (4) And Jesus said to her, "Woman, what does this have to do
with me? My hour has not yet come." (5) His mother said to the servants, "Do
whatever he tells you." (6) Now there were six stone water jars there for the
Jewish rites of purification, each holding twenty or thirty gallons. (7) Jesus said
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to the servants, "Fill the jars with water." And they filled them up to the brim. (8)
And he said to them, "Now draw some out and take it to the master of the feast."
So they took it. (9) When the master of the feast tasted the water now become
wine, and did not know where it came from (though the servants who had drawn
the water knew), the master of the feast called the bridegroom (10) and said to
him, "Everyone serves the good wine first, and when people have drunk freely,
then the poor wine. But you have kept the good wine until now." (11) This, the
first of his signs, Jesus did at Cana in Galilee, and manifested his glory. And his
disciples believed in him.
John’s gospel also includes such teachings as his third chapter, which talks of salvation
via means of belief, and condemnation as a result of lack of that belief. This is in direct
contradiction of Jesus’ statements regarding the law, and Paul’s statements in chapter
two of Romans. But from what I glean from John’s gospel, there is much more deception
other than just the aforementioned.
Many expositors of the Bible assert the simplicity of the books attributed to the apostle
John, which are the gospel of John, 1John, 2John, 3John, and Revelation. Indeed, the
first four are simply put, especially the three epistles. These same expositors also declare
the “depth” of those teachings. Is that an oxymoron? By no means.
In his “simplicity,” John allows for generalizations. He does not use language that is
clear, concise, and specific; its simple words allow for many different interpretations,
which I believe to be craftily designed in an intentional confusing of the teachings of
Jesus. As a result, any teacher can interpret the doctrines in any way, saying “that is my
interpretation.” That lends an appearance of authenticity to a world of deceptions by
allowing for different interpretations. I believe this was an intentional deviation to lead
people away from a foundation of factual truth in their realm of reality, to hell of
confusion, not being able to discern fact from fiction.
I do not think that is the modus operandi of righteous non-fiction writers, nor that the
true messiah would allow that. He preached to fishermen and other uneducated
“common” people, in language that they could understand. An example of the few times
he spoke to the scholars and “pastors” of his time were documented in Matthew chapter
23. Jesus’ teachings in their original form were clear, concise, easily understood, and
had one clear message; and in context, they led to the intended conclusion. That is clear
in Matthew, chapters 5, 6, 7, and 23; and in various sections of the gospels, hidden
within the vast amount of deception, the rest being ambiguously worded to allow for
private interpretations, so that the word of so-called truth was so diluted and perverted
as to make it unrecognizable, and totally misconstrued. The result was that what was
originally supposedly the teachings of a visionary of love and righteousness introducing
a novel and inspired set of ethics and principles to live by, was deceptively transformed
into the appearance of a god to be worshiped. Were he real and alive today, upon
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observing what history and the church has changed his life into, he would regret ever
having lived. The only explanation that I would accept, is that everything in the Bible is
contrived falsehood, with a few good and true teachings to lend a perception of truth to
it, to give the deception an appearance of fact.
In the gospel of John, chapter three verses 16-18, we are told that all we need to do to
qualify for heaven is to believe, and say with our lips, that Jesus is god. If we don’t, we
go to hell. And according to John, the current four billion people or more of the planet’s
population that doesn’t (as well as the tens of billions in the past), are going to hell;
terrible torture for eternity. Why? Because god loves them!!??
The book of Revelation is full of cryptic fortune-telling, with the addition of a few
timeless truths of some churches to give credibility to the whopping symbolic deception.
That should make it very clear that the Bible as a whole, is basically a compilation of
inspired truths strategically placed to give credulity to all the vastly improbable and
sometimes impossible statements that has been proclaimed to be irrefutable, inerrant,
and infallible by men of learning. Of all the professors, teachers, evangelists, and doctors
that profess agreement to that, and thus deceive billions of people, there are only a few
statements that may possibly describe them. They may be totally and unbelievably
gullible and stupid, believing everything that they may have been taught, without
questioning. They may fully perceive the falsehoods, and deceive the public willingly and
knowingly, making a fine profit by using the name of god as an authority for their lies.
Or they may be trying to make clear and illuminate their listeners to the deception
subtly. Whichever one of those it is, why did they attend seminary to learn that
nonsense? It must have cost well over $100,000. All for the ability to be accepted
officially as being “learned.”
There is another reason. In seminary, they learn something that I could never, and
would never want to, learn how to do. They learn methods to convince. The concept
sounds harmless enough. If you listen carefully, most every pastor and evangelist and
expositor communicates in a similar fashion. If you are in a church, you will be
“prepped” with intentional musical choice, custom-chosen, preparing you for the day’s
particular sermon. Notice that they all use just one or a few scriptures in each message.
The whole premise of each sermon and teaching is introduced with very few verses, and
they sometimes concentrate on context, sometimes not. There is a reference to a story, a
(auto)biographical recounting, something relating to a “real” (true or not) story, always
promoting the intended emotion, always “backing” the intended message. There is a
little humor to “humanize” the pastor and to put you into a more relaxed mode (lightenup, don’t be on your guard). Sometimes, there is a quote or worldly-relating passage
which makes the “point.” Why is it that all pastors use the same methods, that if you had
the same person reading every pastor’s message himself, you would perhaps not be able
to realize that the messages were from different people? Because they have studied for
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years how to get people to “buy” the most indefensible and illogical and one-sided
opinions without being questioned or opposed by the listeners. Why don’t they give both
sides of all their arguments? Because the deception would be easy to discern. How do
they defend these nonsense claims to truth? Because they tell us that all unbelievers are
“deceived” and/or “lost.” Sheep don’t want to be lost, because they can’t find their way
home, that is why they need shepherds. And being deceived, well they have their pastors
to depend on to keep them from being deceived. The pastors know truth, they are men
of god, after all, because they got their “divinity” in college (I am terribly sarcastic). After
all, you can’t understand the bible if you don’t have professors to tell you what it means.
Thank god that we have professors and pastors to tell us how to think, what to believe,
who to vote for, which are the bad guys, what to eat (Rick Warren), who to hang out
with, which movies to watch, and which hand to wipe your butt with. No need to think
for yourself when you have god to obey, and their representatives to shepherd us sheep,
after all, we are totally incapable of doing this on our own, we are sheep. Now we must
give them ten percent of our income for the guidance, and buy only the recommended
teachers’ books, CDs, DVDs, and miracle holy water. I cannot count how many people
have said to me “let me ask my pastor about that” when I have given them truth of the
bible, doctrines that are different than they are accustomed to. They have put all their
trust in these college-educated shepherds, and have become mindless followers of
charlatans. They are either too lazy to research and think for themselves, or have put
their trust in the wrong people (or both).
One more thing. One of the righteous men in my life, who attended seminary, but is not
a pastor, who chooses to lead people to truth; told me that they teach pastors in
seminary how to discredit and to divert truth as related by opposition to their
deceptions. This is all a system that has been tried and true for centuries, yet Martin
Luther had a victory against it, and I will also. But the institution of religions that are
deceiving the world are just one major part of the hold on our imprisonment, two other
facets are media and government. In addition is the “education” system, which weeds
out those who are independent thinking and non-submissive, as they are useless to the
world systems. Also part of the evil empire is the injustice system, the judicial or legal
system of each nation, those criminals in blue and with law degrees (many become
politicians). Don’t forget the military, hired for mass murder for economic and power
reasons.
John’s epistles include the following statements which summarize in two sets of
scriptures in the same letter, separated by only two chapters, the whole Bible as making
all kinds of exaggerations, half-truths, statements that are so evasive that they can be
interpreted in a variety of definitions, and in many cases, totally opposing and
contradictory statements blatantly negating each other’s validity:
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 1Jn 3:4 ISV Everyone who keeps living in sin also practices disobedience. In
fact, sin is disobedience. 3:5 You know that the Messiah was revealed to take
away sins, and there is not any sin in him. 3:6 No one who remains in union with
him keeps on sinning. The one who keeps on sinning hasn't seen him or known
him. 3:7 Little children, don't let anyone deceive you. The person who practices
righteousness is righteous, just as the Messiah is righteous. 3:8 The person who
practices sin belongs to the evil one, because the devil has been sinning from the
beginning. The reason that the Son of God was revealed was to destroy what the
devil has been doing. 3:9 No one who has been born from God practices sin,
because God's seed abides in him. Indeed, he cannot go on sinning, because he
has been born from God.
 1Jn 1:8 CEV If we say that we have not sinned, we are fooling ourselves, and the
truth isn't in our hearts. 1:9 But if we confess our sins to God, he can always be
trusted to forgive us and take our sins away. 1:10 If we say that we have not
sinned, we make God a liar, and his message isn't in our hearts.
In the case that your belief in the infallibility and/or inerrancy of the Bible has blinded
your mind beyond the capacity to think independently of your pastors and teachers, the
first set of scriptures declare that real Christians do not sin or transgress the law; and
that anyone who sins is not Christian, but has Satan’s character. The second set of
scriptures state that if we confess our sins, we will be forgiven, and that if we say that we
haven’t sinned, then we are deceived, and are calling Jesus a liar.
So, tell me now. Which part of the Bible is true, and which part is a lie? It CANNOT all
be true.
I will not call Jesus a liar. I will call the very source a deception, - the Bible. And what
does the Bible itself credit lies and deception to? Jesus never existed. A good god would
not be the author of such lies, contradictions, and wrong concepts. The religious
teachers are well aware of that fact, and serve their god dutifully, from the pulpit and on
television.
 Joh 8:44 You belong to your father the devil, and you want to carry out the
desires of your father. He was a murderer from the beginning and has never
stood for truth, since there is no truth in him. Whenever he tells a lie he speaks in
character, because he is a liar and the father of lies.
You can be assured that the professors will come with an extra-biblical explanation,
trying to explain away the deception by telling you that the real reason for the
discrepancy has to do with circumstances outside what is clearly stated in the scriptures.
They will twist and manipulate the words to fit into their reasoning, adding descriptions
and human reasoning to explain the lies that they credit to be divinely inspired. Do not
be fooled, do not be deceived. Regarding the long-winded explanations that you will get
in response to your direct questions, here is scripture addressing the round-about
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hedging and hawing they will give you, as they will never admit their ignorance, or the
falsehood of the bible.
 1Ti 1:3 CEV When I was leaving for Macedonia, I asked you to stay on in
Ephesus and warn certain people there to stop spreading their false
teachings. 1:4 You needed to warn them to stop wasting their time on senseless
stories and endless lists of ancestors. Such things only cause arguments. They
don't help anyone to do God's work that can only be done by faith.
If the true god is sovereign and good, would he not be able to declare his words in such a
way that they would be understood by all, and preserved as such, if indeed he was as
powerful as the bible claims he is? Why would people need to go to college to
understand his teachings, and even then, the graduated students cannot agree. Do you
want to know truth?? Learn to question and challenge authority!! Especially when they
declare that they are never wrong!!
As we are expected to believe the deception of the Bible (as we know it) to be truly the
words of God, the lies have much truth infused to entice us and to give it legitimacy. I do
acknowledge that god exists and agree with some teachings of Jesus and Paul, but the
added infused symbolism and plain intentional deception transform the Bible into a tool
to conquer our souls. It is subtly used by Satan (god) to confuse and to conquer the
follower into believing that simply by believing in, and agreeing to the words of the
book, they are going to heaven. That is a lot like the get-rich-quick schemes that lead to
destruction, lying, and cheating in the reader who applies the lessons to his life. If you
believe that simply by agreeing that the bible is God’s word, and that Jesus is God, you
are forgiven of your sins, and you get to go to heaven. “I want to give you a million
dollars, just believe me, and give me ten thousand to ensure the delivery.” Be very
careful what you believe, you gullible sucker. I do believe in God, but not as the Bible
describes him.
In the fifth chapter of the gospel of John, Jesus supposedly talks of his relationship with
God the father, giving himself credit of equality with him, and of ability to do the same
and more, and that Jesus followed the will of God the father. Furthermore, in chapter
eight, Jesus supposedly makes statements, saying that he is sufficient witness to his
truth, that the Father agrees with him (prove that if you can, Jesus {the author knew
very well that this statement cannot be proven or disproven}), he also says he doesn’t
judge, but then that he does at times. This sounds like a slick salesman, not the son of
Almighty God. Part of the “convincing proof” were the recorded statements he
reportedly made concerning the “fact” that if you don’t believe in him, you are not of
God, you have no love (then why are many Christians identifying with Jews and the
OT?).
 Joh 8:12-19 Again Jesus spoke to them, saying, "I am the light of the world.
Whoever follows me will not walk in darkness, but will have the light of life." (13)
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So the Pharisees said to him, "You are bearing witness about yourself; your
testimony is not true." (14) Jesus answered, "Even if I do bear witness about
myself, my testimony is true, for I know where I came from and where I am
going, but you do not know where I come from or where I am going. (15) You
judge according to the flesh; I judge no one. (16) Yet even if I do judge, my
judgment is true, for it is not I alone who judge, but I and the Father who sent
me. (17) In your Law it is written that the testimony of two people is true. (18) I
am the one who bears witness about myself, and the Father who sent me bears
witness about me." (19) They said to him therefore, "Where is your Father?"
Jesus answered, "You know neither me nor my Father. If you knew me, you
would know my Father also."
Have you ever heard of “circular reasoning?”
 Joh 8:42-47 Jesus said to them, "If God were your Father, you would love me, for
I came from God and I am here. I came not of my own accord, but he sent me.
(43) Why do you not understand what I say? It is because you cannot bear to
hear my word. (44) You are of your father the devil, and your will is to do your
father's desires. He was a murderer from the beginning, and does not stand in the
truth, because there is no truth in him. When he lies, he speaks out of his own
character, for he is a liar and the father of lies. (45) But because I tell the truth,
you do not believe me. (46) Which one of you convicts me of sin? If I tell the
truth, why do you not believe me? (47) Whoever is of God hears the words of
God. The reason why you do not hear them is that you are not of God."
One good way to influence people with weak backbone is to tell them in public that if
they don’t agree with you, then they are of Satan. Nobody wants to be associated with an
evil entity. That puts fear in your heart: “What will people think of me if I don’t believe?
They will think that I am evil.” Or the totally gullible, who heard the statement and fall
for it. What do you think of somebody who says: “I am God because I am intelligent and
have good qualities and teachings? I call the phony leaders what they are, so believe
me.”
If you have half a brain, you would say “prove it.” But, because it is such a widespread
acceptance of this book as true, many people read it and believe it, in hope of the truth
of its heavenly promises. “Somebody showing the character that I do would never
deceive you.” If anyone other than the bible stated that, would you not question it, and
rightly so? That is the modus operandi of the Jesus that certain entities of this world
who are inventing these deceptions to manipulate and coerce the masses try to fool the
populace with. The Quran is of similar ilk.
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SEEKING TRUTH AND FREEDOM FROM IMPOSED SLAVERY

I will give credence to this concept. Truth is a valiant cause, and it is one that I share
with what is represented here as coming from the mouth of Jesus. But like I stated
before, it is often that a good liar will insert some truth to his lies to make it more
believable. But seeking truth and asserting it, is noble and righteous.
 Joh 18:37 "So you are a king," Pilate replied. "You are saying that I am a king,"
Jesus told him. "I was born into this world to tell about the truth. And everyone
who belongs to the truth knows my voice."
I do not claim royalty or to be God, but I do find truth to be of utmost importance to me,
and to disclose deceptions, manipulations, coercions, exploitations, and oppression; and
to set free the captives, are my goals as well. What is the alternative? According to the
bible, those people who haven’t sought out the truth, but give heed to deception, not
testing the spirits, or the accountability of them, nor the amount of provable fact that
anchors those statements as being true factual knowledge or not, will be deceived
terribly in the days ahead. Be awake, alert, and sober. Be a watchman, ready to warn the
populace of danger, test everything as to its truth, and let the truth be known.
2 Thessalonians 2
10 And with all deceivableness of unrighteousness in them that perish; because they
received not the love of the truth, that they might be saved.
11 And for
this cause
God shall
send them
strong
delusion,
that they
should
believe a
lie:

11
Therefore
God sends
them a
strong
delusion,
so that
they may
believe
what is
false,

11 That's
why God
will send
them a
powerful
delusion
so that
they will
believe a
lie.

11
Therefore,
for this
cause,
God shall
send the
operation
of error in
them, that
they
should
believe the
lie;

First of all, you see here four translations of the verse. They basically say the same thing.
Christians have been told that the King James Bible, an old translation hard to
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comprehend due to its language of antiquity, is superior to the others, the only
legitimate one of truth. BS. Just adds to the confusion.
So the all-powerful, all-good, all-loving god will lie to you, and if you believe the lies, you
will experience worse. I believed the lies, perceiving their real nature just in time. I have
learned to test everything for truth, thus avoiding the delusions. More delusions and
deceptions are on the way, according to prophecy. What is the lie? That believing in the
name of Jesus brings heaven to you, or you to heaven. John chapter three, and Acts 4:12
are two examples of many:
 Act 4:12 And there is salvation in no one else, for there is no other name under
heaven given among men by which we must be saved."
Now for some teachings you are not accustomed to. Everywhere we go, we see pictures
or statues or stained glass representations of Jesus. They all show a white man with long
light hair. The information we are given regarding his original race and culture have
been skewed in my opinion. He was a Hebrew, a descendant of the tribe of Judah. May I
remind you that Israel is found in the middle east. According to the OT, the original
Hebrews, Jacob and Joseph, did not need to travel far to arrive in Egypt. I believe that
they had further to go on the trip back than to arrive in Egypt. Egypt, of course is in the
north part of Africa. Whereas many Egyptians are light skinned, as are many Israelis,
back then, the pure race was likely quite dark. In the likenesses on engravings and art
that survived the centuries, Egyptian caricatures and representations of their people
looked like they were of the same facial characteristics as Africans of Negro race. Moses
was mistaken for an Egyptian by the Midianites (Exodus 2:17-19), so it could very well
be that the original Hebrews were dark-skinned. After all, they were slaves. In addition,
there is no description of any Hebrew being light-skinned in the Bible, but the Song of
Solomon describes a woman (whom many scholars testify represents the nation of
Hebrews), as being dark-skinned in chapter one, verses five and six. And in the book
Revelation, in chapter one, it is written that Jesus has hair like wool, and in chapters one
and two, he has feet like bronze. That all does not sound like a Caucasian to me. When
most people see a painting of Jesus that identifies him as being negro, the comment is
invariably, that they have painted him to look like African American by a black man, and
that it is race-motivated. These paintings are only found in churches whose majority are
black, and whites will never concede that Jesus may have been black without all kinds of
evidence; but will they ever feel the need to prove his whiteness?
Why did I include this teaching here in this book? As I stated before, it appears to me
that there is a connection between the bible and the practice of slavery in the modern
day world here in USA and everywhere else. As I also stated before, the word slavery
does not find itself to represent anyone here, but in truth, those who are jails, who are in
warehouses and factories, working for minimum wage, those who are the focus on
bigotry, can be seen as slaves. And it is not a coincidence that most of them are African
American, or Hispanic South American. Many are also of Arab nationality and race. Of
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course there are some Caucasians and Asians who also fit the mold (such as myself). But
slavery is alive and prospering in America and the rest of the world, as introduced by the
European civilized nations. Europeans and those Edomites who call themselves Jewish
have imposed this on many, and the real “Hebrews” in the ghettos (as it is stated
happened with the so-called Jews in the holocaust) of our cities are being oppressed,
much as it is recorded happened in Germany in the 1930s and 1940s. And as the
Hebrews were in Egypt. Now bring it on home when we look at the seal of the United
States as shown on the back of a one-dollar bill, and you see a pyramid, a representation
of Egypt, the first nation recorded in the bible as enslaving the Hebrews. Could our
nation be the one called “Babylon” in the book of Revelation, could the US be “Egypt”
symbolically? Could these be code words, much as the word “Jew” is a code word for the
exceedingly rich and powerful? Now let me take it all on home about slavery and the
United States. Above the pyramid, the symbol of slavery (and the US government) is an
eye. This is not just any eye, it is the eye of Horus, the ancient god of Egypt. He was later
known as Satan. Furthermore, notice that our nation’s motto is “one nation under god,”
with the eye above the pyramid. Under and above the pyramid are words in Latin, the
language of the Roman Catholic Church. Remember that when you read later chapters
in this book.
Now to the meat of my theory of how the Bible deviates from the true teachings of Jesus:
The Old Testament’s Hebrews worship of God was nothing less than an avenue to
military victory and monetary wealth. It is also paves the way to world dominance; and
if you continue studying it, and the symbolism that it promotes, you begin to understand
occult mysteries; and can be drawn into great evil of slavery far worse than you can
imagine. The world of slavery and oppression and exploitation and deception is all
released by adherence to the kind of evil manipulation through the lies in the Bible,
which are harmless unless one believes that the words of the Bible are true. But be very
careful about what you believe, before you accept any teaching. Make sure that you can
get reliable truth from it.
If you want to believe that the world was created by an invisible power(s) by merely
speaking, that an ocean was separated for a few hours so that it could be crossed by
millions, that there was a flood on the entire earth covering even mountains, which
dried in a couple of months, that an angel slew a hundred and eighty-five thousand
troops in one night, that somebody can control the weather, that miracles happen as a
result of prayer, then you can live all your life in deception. You have allowed yourself to
be gullible and open to any kind of belief; and perhaps you are innocent, and do not
perceive the evil in people who devise such schemes and stories. It is all designed to
bring you into hell of slavery to all kinds of spiritual and physical addictions, into hell on
this earth, as promoted by evil rulers of this dark age. There is real spiritual warfare
going on, and you need to be aware and to fight.
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Notice that I use the Bible to defeat the Bible. But I do not accept all of its teachings.
Yes, we need strength for the fight, but getting it through union with the Lord is selfdefeating. Get your strength from understanding Satan and his tricks, one of which is
the faith that the Bible only has truths. The evil spiritual forces do manifest themselves
through humans. Forces of good also. Your shield of faith needs to be exchanged for a
shield of truth, and wisdom to question everything, especially authorities. The Bible is a
double-edged sword, and if not wielded correctly, can cause as much trouble to you as it
does to your adversary.
 1Pe 5:8 CEV Be on your guard and stay awake. Your enemy, the devil, is like a
roaring lion, sneaking around to find someone to attack. 5:9 But you must resist
the devil and stay strong in your faith. You know that all over the world the Lord's
followers are suffering just as you are.
Now, more about the nature of the Bible as we know it, with the teachings of Paul. Why
is it that there are a few teachings of John the Baptist, Jesus, and James that represent a
kind of love-in-action, not just a warm feeling. They name the faults of worldliness, and
give a code of ethics; a poor-common-man’s perspective of equality, justice, and fairness
that appeals to everyone’s sense of truth and righteousness. They are principles worth
living for, and even worth dying for.
But somehow, they are lost in vague parables, pointless miracles, and later with words
about faith, the cross, and the blood. Who watered down the gospel, if Jesus and John
ever did really exist? The Bible speaks much of them, but of other sources giving
accounts of their existence, only one has a work that we can read today, and that only
mentions Jesus. He was briefly mentioned by Josephus, a historian who recorded events
of Judaism of that time. As important and popular as the Bible claims Jesus to be,
Josephus only gave him one or two sentences. Josephus was a Hebrew scholar who was
involved in leading the Jewish rebellion against Rome, but switched loyalties when
Rome was obviously going to have victory. The Hebrews were slaughtered, and the
temple totally destroyed. There are many scholars who question the validity of the few
words regarding Jesus in Josephus’ chronicles, believing that they were added later. A
Roman senator by the name Tacitus recorded the fire in Rome and the existence of
Christians at his time, but he had been born twenty-five years after Christ’s death. The
evidence points to the existence of Christians at the time of Paul’s recorded writings, but
proof of the Bible’s validity is not unquestionable.
According to the Bible’s history, Christians were persecuted by Jews and by Romans.
The Roman world power, ruled by emperors who declared themselves to be gods, ruled
for centuries. According to the bible, Paul, the Jew who persecuted Christians, had a
revelatory experience (a vision) of Jesus, and converted. It then relates that he never
met Jesus while the prophet lived, nor did Paul initially consult with the leaders of the
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faith even after conversion, (Galatians chapter 1) but spent three years in Arabia in
solitary meditation. What had been the inspiration of his teachings? He had never heard
Jesus, or his apostles teach, so who gave him his message? What were his motivations,
and the source of his radical message? How did he become the one to introduce this sect
of Judaism to the world? Previously, the story goes that both Judaism and Christianity
were almost exclusively for Hebrews, and worship included following many rules (as
reinforced by Jesus himself). These were the world’s most exclusive religions,
recognizing their god only. Paul not only introduced the faith to gentiles, he introduced
the concept of grace, the forgiveness of sins, the concept of the sole requirement being
faith, and many other doctrines opposing the teachings of Jesus. Could it be that Paul
was the originator of Christianity as we know it? The apostle John supposedly wrote his
contributions to the bible after Paul did, according to the historians who have dated the
original writings and documents. Could Paul have influenced John and others to initiate
the religion to be one of faith and superstition, rather than of proper ethics and lifestyle?
Was it all a concoction of the Romans, whom Paul may have been an agent of? Could it
be that I am correct, that the New Testament was fabricated by Josephus, who lived the
same time that the bible claims that Paul did?
According to Paul, everybody is a servant, and: “Therefore I take pleasure in infirmities,
in reproaches, in necessities, in persecutions, in distresses; for Christ’s sake: for when I
am weak, am I strong” – This leads to acceptance of abuse and slavery. By his teachings,
nobody feels wronged. If no man feels wronged, then there is no such thing as wrong,
and anything goes. “Hurt me, I don’t’ mind”, becomes “Hurt him, I don’t mind.” Could
this be the source of apathy, so rampant in America, and all of our complacency also?
Could it be the source of “live and let live” (“live and let die”)?
Paul (or, as I have concluded, Josephus) was not only a philosopher, he was not only a
missionary, he was also an organizer. Christianity was the only cult in the empire to
grow so speedily and to have such powerful an organization. Paul had ensured that the
churches that he founded were not left to organize autonomously, he retained strong
leadership through visits and letters distributed widely. He and his contemporaries
understood the necessity of central control. There were pastors, elders, and bishops
comprising leadership.
Between 217 and 253 A.D., there were twelve Roman emperors, all met their end
unnaturally. The Roman empire was lacking strong leadership. When Constantine’s
father the emperor died in 306, he had to fight to inherit his father’s title. On October
28th of 312, he defeated his rival for emperor, with “the heavenly sign of God (the cross)”
on his soldiers’ shields. He claimed to have seen a vision of a cross in the sky the
previous day, inscribed in Greek with the translated Greek words “in hoc signo vinces” =
“By this sign, conquer.” He later claimed that Jesus appeared to him that night, ordering
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him to put the sign on the shields. Perhaps Constantine concluded that the long-lasting
myth of Jesus was ripe to impose as the state religion.
A centralized religion, with god-ordained obedience to the ruler, endorsing nonresistance, slave mentality, persecution perceived as a reward for godliness (and to be
received with joy), was perhaps custom made for Roman rule; if indeed it had not been
conceived by, and initiated by Rome; and the deception of its origins hidden in history,
fabricated and lost over time.
Edward Gibbon, an eighteenth century historian of Rome, stated: “The clergy
successfully preached the doctrines of patience and pusillanimity, the active virtues of
society were discouraged; and the last remains of military spirit were buried in the
cloister.”
Nietzsche said: “Christianity was the triumph of a slave morality over the old Roman
warrior virtues”
There is no hope of a “slave’s rebellion” from an oppressive rule, if Christianity is the
norm of the populace. Could Christianity, as initiated in the bible, and more recently, as
promoted and influenced by its seminaries and the establishment, and furthered by the
current spokesmen, be intentionally leading its sheep to slavery and slaughter, a religion
designed by (Rome= Satan) to enslave an unsuspecting and willing world? Why is it that
our nation, which is an extension of the Roman empire, calling itself to be Christian, has
in its constitution the emphasis on the pursuit of happiness, and in the first amendment,
the right to free speech? In a quick glance, or in the repeatedly emphasized being
propagandized to its righteousness; they seem to be great statements, and proper rule.
But what have these freedoms led to? Have they not become legal allowances for
exploitation, deception, manipulation, and extortion; all done legally and condoned?
Has our freedom of speech not included the right to lie and to deceive, thus misleading
whole populations, and allowing forces of evil deception to not only thrive, but to rule?
And the pursuit of happiness has also allowed those whose happiness lies in power and
immense wealth to manipulate the law and to include legal and military might to subdue
whole nations, even its own. Was this result one of a good god and a true, righteous
bible?
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ON AMERICA, ROME, DOCTRINE, SEMINARY, AND PRINCIPALITIES

Egypt, a kingdom of evil, enslaved the Hebrews in bondage to sin and exploitation, who
are in oppression and toil for four hundred years. Egypt had many gods, and their chief
symbol was the phoenix, an eagle-like creature that represented Ra, the sun god, and
also was connected to the eye of Horus, another name for Lucifer. Later, the Greeks also
adopted the eagle/phoenix, as did the Romans, then the Catholics, as well as illuminati,
the freemasons, the Nazis, and oh, yes, the good old United States actually literally was
symbolized by the phoenix until 1871, when it was changed to the more subtle eagle,
same entity, slightly changed picture and title. Funny how not only is that flagrantly
displayed to all, but on our US one-dollar bill, there is the eagle opposite the pyramid.
This is no coincidence, and if you know your bible and the Christian faith, you are aware
that there are no coincidences. In its last days, Rome had welfare, homosexuality was
rampant and prolific, especially amongst its leaders, it had gladiator games in the arenas
(reminiscent of WWF and boxing, amongst other fun), it was a militarily superior
empire that practiced imperialism with great wealth, just like America. And if you have
done a little research into occult and the bible, you are aware of all the symbolism
therein. And if you know about the freemasons, you are taught that there are thirtythree degrees (levels) in it, and that when you reach the thirtieth degree, you are
informed that the being that they have taught you to worship, is Lucifer. To the best of
my knowledge, every single one of our presidents has been a freemason, as well as some
being in some clubs such as “hell raisers” and “skull and bones.” The former name of the
organization now known as the freemasons was the “Knights of Templar;” who were the
mercenaries paid by the Roman Catholic Church to engage in the crusades, later
publicly denounced by the church to protect its reputation. Very reputable places for
very reputable people.
Let us take a closer look. Satan (or god) has been worshiped in many names over the
history of the planet. Nimrod, Isis, Baal, etc., and in the New Testament we hear of just
about the whole city of Ephesus gathered in an arena chanting “great is Diana” in nearriot frenzy. It is reminiscent of “Great is Allah“(“Allahu Akbar”) chanted in raging frenzy
by Muslims.
Now I have been rambling a little, but please continue reading, it all connects in a few
pages.
We live in a world system that runs on power and control, and it forces everyone to
conform to its evil ways by oppression and exploitation by means of deception, money
and military. Here in USA, we have many protestant and “born-again” churches, which
consider themselves as being the only ones “saved.” The congregations go to church
every Sunday, usually from about 10 a.m. to 12 p.m., and are taught by the pastor, who
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has studied in seminary, about the faith. They are taught such widely accepted and
standard doctrines as “eternal security,” “pretrib rapture,” and of the “foolishness” of
“legalism.” They think that they know better than such mistaken doctrines, and ridicule
those who live by the wrong teachings as “legalism.” Our pastors have all studied in
seminaries for at least four years, delving into books written by the most respected
scholars, who show them proper doctrine. They are well qualified to teach us, so we go
to church to learn and to worship. Anybody who does not have a diploma from a
recognized college, is not deemed fit to lead a church. And to graduate, you must
conform to their teachings. I named three, and the inerrancy and the infallibility of the
bible as well as “solo scriptura” – all widely accepted and taught doctrines, as held by
98% of Christians. There are these and more that I can easily prove are taught in total
deception to a sleeping and unchallenging church, who do not perform their duty to be
Bereans, to search the scriptures to see if those things are so, as Paul taught to. We are
taught here in America that pastors need to know all kinds of difficult doctrines. I
introduce the concept that it is a sign of a wrong teaching to have to do all kinds of
scriptural “calisthenics,” – bending and twisting and explaining of scriptures to allow
the accommodation of their teaching to logic and your ideas of reality and common
sense.
But there is in this message a much more important theme and illumination that you
truly need to take heed of. The whole thing that I am attempting to impart to you is
vital, of utmost and pressing truth that needs to be strongly and forcefully expressed to
you. Hopefully you will see in another few paragraphs exactly what it is. I will now spell
it out, and bring it on home. I will explain how Roman Catholicism, the world system,
and Satan, also called the god of this world, ruled throughout history in evil; dominating
world kingdoms, indeed especially here in the good old USA.
 Jas 4:4 CEV You people aren't faithful to God! Don't you know that if you love
the world, you are God's enemies? And if you decide to be a friend of the world,
you make yourself an enemy of God.
We are told to be in the world, but not of it. The world is run by money, power, and sex.
But we are called to remove ourselves from that. These are two of the few scriptures that
I agree with.
 Romans 12:2- KJVAnd be not conformed to this world, but be ye transformed
by the renewing of your mind, that ye may prove what is good, and acceptable,
and perfect, will of God.
We are taught to live by the spirit, not by the flesh. To be truthful. We see that the rulers
of this world are liars, dealing in deception, and we are well aware that ALL of them pay
respect to one supreme entity, represented by a personage we all know. Every king,
every leader, of every religion bows down to this one person, who is now uniting them
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all together to form a union of deception and power unopposable (or so they scheme to
be). That would be a universal kingdom and a one world religion. Even our esteemed
Billy Graham (33rd degree freemason and advisor to numerous evil presidents) has
bowed down to, and kissed the ring of the pope.
And now think of all our seminaries, with men’s doctrines, all the ones I mentioned can
be proven to be false, and additional ones also. Why go to seminary? If you want to be
recognized as an official pastor, somebody the world esteems as qualified, then that is
the path you take. To put it bluntly, those who attend seminary are aligning themselves
with the world system.
Do you see yet? Is going to a human worldly institution, learning from men’s written
word, not the bible, a way to prepare service to a divine God? Do the dusty halls of
academia prepare you for service to God? Did the Jesus of the bible come to teach
rabbinical scholars steeped in books (parchments)? No, he taught fishermen and tax
collectors, and other average people. He did not use books, nor spend time in
classrooms. He was with a small group of twelve men for three years, 24/7. He also had
a large circle of 72 others, who also were taught, as well as many crowds as he traveled
about the land. He taught with custom made lessons of life, using familiar subjects, and
leading by example, not do-as-I-say, - not-as-I-do. He washed the feet, not taught from a
pulpit. He served, not being a self-assigned authority and dignitary of respect in worldly
eyes. “And who did he rail at, who did he call the worst sinners? Look at the 23rd chapter
of Matthew, you will see that he addressed the Pharisees: the religious and political
leaders of his time with the strongest words, not the homosexuals and abortion sinners.
His only violent actions were to take a whip and overturn tables in the church building.
Twice. Cleansed it of money dealings.
Now we see that the whole premise of our system of religious education, our “practice”
of faith of going to church for two hours a week and learning from men who learned
from men, that we have practiced for centuries, is in error. We see that the whole world
is in the clutches of Satan. Let us go just a little further. Do you need proof that Satan
rules this world? “A little research will show you how the message of Christianity has
transformed in about three score years from “fire and brimstone” to comfort and
tolerance. Why?
Now consider and cogitate a little on the nature of the teachings of the bible, and how
Christianity is presented here in the USA. Why are we told that it is all about faith, not
about attitude and behavior (opposing the teachings of Jesus)? Why is it preached that
to “accept Jesus into your heart” is the path to heaven? Why is the following of moral
codes and rules now ridiculed as “legalism”? Why are we told “once saved, always
saved,” that it is impossible to lose your “reservation” to heaven (acquired by saying with
your lips that “Jesus is lord”)? Why are we taught to “turn the other cheek”? Why does
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the bible teach us to obey “masters” and rulers with respect, no matter how evil they are;
even to honor them as we should god himself? Why does the bible not oppose the
concept of slavery in any scripture? And why are Christians taught that they are better
than nonbelievers (2Corinthians 6:14-18) and should isolate from them? Why do our
most vocal evangelists and religious leaders condemn abortion, some rebuke
homosexuality; but none address greed, the practice of military intimidation by our
government, police brutality, media and government deception, and the decadence
promoted by them, or false teachings of the church? Do you see the pattern of the
questions posed here? It is clear that the leaders of the Christian religion, in cooperation
with world governments, the principalities mentioned in Ephesians 6: 10-18; are
guiding the world’s people to decadence, immorality, money-worship, deception,
complacency, slavery, unquestioning obedience to unworthy “masters” and their
agendas, hopelessness, and the inability to think for themselves or to protest
intellectually or physically.
Now about the “secular Christianity” in our nation. Why is the commercialism of
holidays not berated? Why is Christmas (the supposed birth of the savior) celebrated by
a fat bearded man in red giving presents to children, with Frosty the snowman, Jack
Frost, and Rudolph the reindeer? What does rabbits laying eggs, chicks, and lilies have
to do with the tortuous death and the story of Christ’s physical ascension to heaven?
More importantly, why has Christianity changed from being initiated by a man who
believed in truth, fairness, sharing, and equality, and who was courageously antiestablishment; into a religion of stories, fables, a path to wealth, ignorant belief,
acceptance of tyrannical government and oppression by capitalists, apathetic loss of
values and the refusal to take a stand for anything; as all of these issues have been
drowned in such a sea of fallacies and meaninglessness, trite matters and the imposition
of mindsets and worldviews that have made consumerism and pleasing of self as the
only priorities?
Hopelessness, defined as the “blessed hope” of a mythical future in heaven at the end of
the age, has initiated our nation’s descent into decadence and it’s soon demise. As I
stated in my previous book “Exposing the Money Machine,” this has been the product of
intentional and deliberate planning as formulated and executed for centuries by an elite
few powerful entities; and the Roman empire, whose interests have been furthered by
the USA and its imperialism and military strength.
Since the 1970s Jesus movement, the vast majority of America’s youth have no longer
participated in action towards changing the corruption and injustice so rampant
throughout the world; but have been self-involved, solely striving to be equipped to earn
a substantial income. This could be credited to the lack of true investigative reporting or
comprehensive event coverage by the media, fear of a legal system which punishes
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dissent, or the lack of being concerned for others due to the direction towards
selfishness via psychology, and the idea of a “personal relationship with God,” and the
false hope of a destination of heaven after death. Whichever of these factors is most
responsible, you can be assured that all four of these motivators have been deliberately
planned by those who control the media, the education system, and our government, by
thus creating the mindsets and worldviews that they want us to have. Christians’
attentions are now involved (and are leading the nation to follow) with homosexuality,
abortion, economics, terrorism, and politics; no longer attentive to national (or
international) social injustice, rampant deception, lack of accountability everywhere
(including the church), and the destruction of society by the wealthy and powerful elite
who are tightening their web of control like a vice grip. And the ones in power are trying
to render us as helpless and willing victims steeped in inactive immorality, and not
willing or able to take a stand in righteous rebellion.
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RELATING TO THE WORLD SYSTEMS

When we have knowledge as taught to us, we are just perpetuating an evil system. Learn
to think for yourself.
“The whole educational and professional training system is a very elaborate filter, which
just weeds out people who are too independent, and who think for themselves, and who
don’t know how to be submissive, and so on- because they’re dysfunctional to the
institutions.” Quote of Noam Chomsky.
Don’t take my word for it. Be a Berean and find for yourself the truth. Do not be limited
by what you have been told by the establishment. They have created “boxes” to enforce
limitations. To you, I may seem like a wolf, like a lost blasphemer. But all of us have
perceptions of others. I don’t want to be a dum sheep. I have no interest in participating
in the religious system. Nor the political one, nor the medical one, nor the educational
one, nor the legal system. Why? Because they are all principalities whose main function
is to perpetuate their grip on money and power for the ones who already have an
overabundance of both. In reality, they have little or no regard or concern for others,
except in their usefulness as producers of comforts and pleasure for the elite.
Absolute power corrupts absolutely. The religious system, which requires a seminary
degree for the ability to be a pastor, teaches man’s doctrines and traditions, avenues to
perpetuate faulty concepts, and ways to discredit free thinkers. Just as the medical
system more often manages illnesses instead of curing them (providing profits for
pharmaceuticals), and the legal system provides protection for white collar criminals
(legally and illegally exploiting us), and the oppression of the poor. In the same way, our
two party system perpetuates the deception that we have a voice in how we are
governed, while at the same time, we are under the impression that we are voting for the
lesser of two evils, well aware that every politician lies by nature. Our government,
which now monitors all modes of communication in their advancement of total control
of the populace, has deceived us via its coordination with bankers by controlling the
media, and thus what kind of information we are exposed to. This book has shown you
that even our most respected leaders, men of faith; are all wolves in shepherds clothing.
Their concern is not for the sheep, but for the enlargement of their wallets by doing the
will of their evil god. In that pursuit, they have willfully and knowingly misled the
populace.
I agree with the teaching that the love of money is the root of all kinds of evil. Who are
the most evil and corrupt people? Those who get rich by deceiving people. Politicians
and government leaders are among the worst liars, and they promote legislation that
benefit special interests, namely the elite few who fill the statesmen’s wallets. And to
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which one person does each leader willingly bow down to, and kiss the ring on his
finger? And this one person, his words make him sound so good, as does the media’s
depiction of him. Yet what good deeds has he really done, or are his words just
platitudes? And why does this one powerful person bow down to a statue (Mary); and
represent an institution of lies, while being loved by half the planet?
 1Ti 4:1 CEV God's Spirit clearly says that in the last days many people will turn
from their faith. They will be fooled by evil spirits and by teachings that come
from demons. 4:2 They will also be fooled by the false claims of liars whose
consciences have lost all feeling. These liars
To avoid being deceived, exploited, oppressed, and manipulated, to break the chains of
slavery, we need to question and to challenge authority. Do not allow bullies disguised
as shepherds to rule your life and/or lead you astray. Educate yourself, speak up, and be
a whistle blower. We cannot rely on people within the institutional system to police
those who feed them. We must embrace the responsibility of discovering truth for
ourselves, and taking action in liberating ourselves from the clutches of the powers who
are exercising control over us in the name of God. We cannot assume any claim of liars
and deceivers that they have any interest in our wellbeing, as being true. I encourage
everyone to research, scrutinize, assess, and distribute information regarding deception
and manipulation by those in power who deceive and exploit the populace.
REGARDING CATHOLICISM
Knowledge is power. That may be why the possession of a bible by laymen was
prohibited for centuries by the Catholic church. In addition, the people were told that
they were unable to comprehend it. That’s funny, I thought that Jesus taught fishermen
and commoners, not scholars. “Indulgences” was a practice whereby wealthy people
could buy their way into heaven, by “donating” a large sum to the church. Is this moral?
We know of the crusades, the Knights Templar, the killing of protestant martyrs by
Catholics. But I will go a step further. My observation is that the Catholic (universal)
system includes ALL denominations, and that every so-called nondenominational
pastor who has graduated from seminary and upholds widely taught doctrines of devils,
such as pretrib rapture, dispensation of grace, eternal security, inerrancy and
infallibility of the bible; all doctrines that I can easily prove wrong by using scripture;
are instrumental in perpetuating and furthering the Roman Catholic Church. The
commentaries and other tools that they use are teachings of the “church fathers,” all
whom give their own worldly “spin” of the scriptures to enforce their opinions. In
addition, the pope and the church is now forming an ecumenical one-world religion,
conglomerating and merging of the faiths to be included.
The Catholic bible has deleted one of the ten commandments from their pages. That
would be this one: KJV
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 Exo 20:4 ISV "You are not to make for yourselves an idol, or any likeness of

what is in heaven above, or on earth below, or in the water under the
earth. 20:5 You are not to bow down to them in worship or serve them; because
I, the LORD your God, am a jealous God, punishing the children for the iniquity
of the parents, to the third and fourth generations of those who hate me,
Understand something. This is a reference to idol worship. The Roman Catholic Church
has all kinds of idols: crosses, stained glass windows, the practice of communion (wine
and bread as representative of Jesus’ body and blood=cannibalism), holy water, candles,
images (statues) of Mary and Jesus, etc... They state that these symbolic images and
idols aid in education towards proper worship and understanding. This goes against
several important bible doctrines. The first is the statement in two parts of the bible
saying that adding to, or subtracting scriptures from the bible calls on you many curses.
Think on this, however. Jesus taught much in his parables some representative
symbolism: body and bread, blood and wine, seeds and ideas, vine and belonging to the
faith, oil and Holy Spirit, waters and nations, etc... Is this all a way leading to confusion,
or to a different realm of reality? Why was idol worship prohibited, and why is it
promoted throughout scripture? Why is it prevalent in Judaism and Catholicism, and
even present in the bible as a whole? In my previous book, EXPOSING THE MONEY
MACHINE, I devote a chapter to idol worship here in the United States.
ABOUT TODAY’S CATHOLICISM AND PROPHECIES
Catholicism was formed centuries after it is recorded that Jesus walked the earth. But it
plays a key role in prophecy in both Old Testament and New Testament prophecy. The
beloved prophet Daniel foretold the Roman Catholic church as the last kingdom, one
which will be destroyed.
 Dan 2:31 “You saw, O king, and behold, a great image. This image, mighty and
of exceeding brightness, stood before you, and its appearance was
frightening. 2:32 The head of this image was of fine gold, its chest and arms of
silver, its middle and thighs of bronze, 2:33 its legs of iron, its feet partly of iron
and partly of clay. 2:34 As you looked, a stone was cut out by no human hand,
and it struck the image on its feet of iron and clay, and broke them in
pieces. 2:35 Then the iron, the clay, the bronze, the silver, and the gold, all
together were broken in pieces, and became like the chaff of the summer
threshing floors; and the wind carried them away, so that not a trace of them
could be found. But the stone that struck the image became a great mountain and
filled the whole earth. 2:36 “This was the dream. Now we will tell the king its
interpretation. 2:37 You, O king, the king of kings, to whom the God of heaven
has given the kingdom, the power, and the might, and the glory, 2:38 and into
whose hand he has given, wherever they dwell, the children of man, the beasts of
the field, and the birds of the heavens, making you rule over them all—you are the
head of gold. 2:39 Another kingdom inferior to you shall arise after you, and yet
a third kingdom of bronze, which shall rule over all the earth. 2:40 And there
shall be a fourth kingdom, strong as iron, because iron breaks to pieces and
shatters all things. And like iron that crushes, it shall break and crush all these.
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 Dan 2:41 And as you saw the feet and toes, partly of potter's clay and partly of
iron, it shall be a divided kingdom, but some of the firmness of iron shall be in it,
just as you saw iron mixed with the soft clay. 2:42 And as the toes of the feet
were partly iron and partly clay, so the kingdom shall be partly strong and partly
brittle. 2:43 As you saw the iron mixed with soft clay, so they will mix with one
another in marriage, but they will not hold together, just as iron does not mix
with clay. 2:44 And in the days of those kings the God of heaven will set up a
kingdom that shall never be destroyed, nor shall the kingdom be left to another
people. It shall break in pieces all these kingdoms and bring them to an end, and
it shall stand forever, 2:45 just as you saw that a stone was cut from a mountain
by no human hand, and that it broke in pieces the iron, the bronze, the clay, the
silver, and the gold. A great God has made known to the king what shall be after
this. The dream is certain, and its interpretation sure.”
Most scholars agree that the iron kingdom is the Roman Empire, which included
France, Spain, and England in their colonization, and was furthered by the United
States. It has been a power of deception and oppression, militarily and economically.
The wealth of Rome, of America, and the elite who rule the world, is a power-house. Will
you bow down to this image? Now Homeland Security keeps watch (big brother is
watching you) over all communications on the planet, to monitor any dissenting spirits
of truth and courage, in their scheme of control and to keep the world populace in a
vice-grip of power over us all.
The European Union started officially with ten nations. Could these be the ten toes? I
have also heard a theory that the ten toes signify the age of digital technology,
computers being key to today’s civilization. They are both possible, but my theory is with
Europe. But now a little portion of these pages to address the Roman Catholic church
mythology and Europe. Each and every eastern European country that contended for
European Union membership in May 2004 had to sign a key agreement on church-state
relations with the Vatican.
According to Greek mythology, the chief god named Zeus observed a beauty named
Europa on a beach. Transforming himself into an attractive white bull (with horns
shaped like a crescent moon), she climbed onto his back, and they went into the water,
where he ravished her. Europa conceived a son, and was given divine status, given the
title “queen of heaven.” The European national traditions are deeply rooted in
mythology and paganism, especially when linked with Catholicism. Indeed, the date we
celebrate “Christmas” is borrowed from the worship of Saturn, a similar mythological
concept. The original use of “Yule logs” were a tradition of Druids, and wreaths come
from pagan tradition.
The image of a lady riding a beast is common in European art. A euro coin issued by
Greece depicts a woman riding a beast, and outside the European Council building in
Brussels is a huge metallic sculpture depicting the same. Where am I going with this
train of thought? To people who have studied the bible, I am sure that it is obvious.
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 Rev 17:1 Then one of the seven angels who had the seven bowls came and said
to me, “Come, I will show you the judgment of the great prostitute who is seated
on many waters,
 Rev 17:15 And the angel said to me, “The waters that you saw, where the
prostitute is seated, are peoples and multitudes and nations and languages.
 Rev 17:2 with whom the kings of the earth have committed sexual immorality,
and with the wine of whose sexual immorality the dwellers on earth have become
drunk.” 17:3 And he carried me away in the Spirit into a wilderness, and I saw a
woman sitting on a scarlet beast that was full of blasphemous names, and it had
seven heads and ten horns. 17:4 The woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet,
and adorned with gold and jewels and pearls, holding in her hand a golden cup
full of abominations and the impurities of her sexual immorality. 17:5 And on her
forehead was written a name of mystery: “Babylon the great, mother of
prostitutes and of earth's abominations.” 17:6 And I saw the woman, drunk with
the blood of the saints, the blood of the martyrs of Jesus. When I saw her, I
marveled greatly.
 Rev 17:18 And the woman that you saw is the great city that has dominion over
the kings of the earth.”
 Rev 18:1 After this I saw another angel coming down from heaven, having great
authority, and the earth was made bright with his glory. 18:2 And he called out
with a mighty voice, “Fallen, fallen is Babylon the great! She has become a
dwelling place for demons, a haunt for every unclean spirit, a haunt for every
unclean bird, a haunt for every unclean and detestable beast. 18:3 For all nations
have drunk the wine of the passion of her sexual immorality, and the kings of the
earth have committed immorality with her, and the merchants of the earth have
grown rich from the power of her luxurious living.”18:4 Then I heard another
voice from heaven saying, “Come out of her, my people, lest you take part in her
sins, lest you share in her plagues;18:5 for her sins are heaped high as heaven,
and God has remembered her iniquities. 18:6 Pay her back as she herself has
paid back others, and repay her double for her deeds; mix a double portion for
her in the cup she mixed. 18:7 As she glorified herself and lived in luxury, so give
her a like measure of torment and mourning, since in her heart she says, ‘I sit as a
queen, I am no widow, and mourning I shall never see.’ 18:8 For this reason her
plagues will come in a single day, death and mourning and famine, and she will
be burned up with fire; for mighty is the Lord God who has judged
her.” 18:9 And the kings of the earth, who committed sexual immorality and
lived in luxury with her, will weep and wail over her when they see the smoke of
her burning. 18:10 They will stand far off, in fear of her torment, and say, “Alas!
Alas! You great city, you mighty city, Babylon! For in a single hour your judgment
has come.” 18:11 And the merchants of the earth weep and mourn for her, since
no one buys their cargo anymore, 18:12 cargo of gold, silver, jewels, pearls, fine
linen, purple cloth, silk, scarlet cloth, all kinds of scented wood, all kinds of
articles of ivory, all kinds of articles of costly wood, bronze, iron and marble,
 Rev 18:13 cinnamon, spice, incense, myrrh, frankincense, wine, oil, fine flour,
wheat, cattle and sheep, horses and chariots, and slaves, that is, human
souls. 18:14 “The fruit for which your soul longed has gone from you, and all your
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delicacies and your splendors are lost to you, never to be found again!” 18:15 The
merchants of these wares, who gained wealth from her, will stand far off, in fear
of her torment, weeping and mourning aloud, 18:16 “Alas, alas, for the great city
that was clothed in fine linen, in purple and scarlet, adorned with gold, with
jewels, and with pearls! 18:17 For in a single hour all this wealth has been laid
waste.” And all shipmasters and seafaring men, sailors and all whose trade is on
the sea, stood far off 18:18 and cried out as they saw the smoke of her burning,
“What city was like the great city?” 18:19 And they threw dust on their heads as
they wept and mourned, crying out, “Alas, alas, for the great city where all who
had ships at sea grew rich by her wealth! For in a single hour she has been laid
waste. 18:20 Rejoice over her, O heaven, and you saints and apostles and
prophets, for God has given judgment for you against her!” 18:21 Then a mighty
angel took up a stone like a great millstone and threw it into the sea, saying, “So
will Babylon the great city be thrown down with violence, and will be found no
more;
The woman is the Catholic Church, the richest elite of the world manipulating with
power through her. It also represents the world systems (principalities) which have
ruled for centuries with military and economic power, exploiting the multitudes in
slavery and deception, by the agency of Rome. In chapter 18, the merchants weep over
it. Had they been deceived by her, or were they dismayed that their wealth would be
diminished? If you have read the primary book that I wrote, “Exposing the Money
Machine,” you know that todays’ wealth and power is the result of centuries of plotting
and scheming. Are the middle class aware of how they are being played, and are
allowing it, being willing cogs in the machine? Or are they forced laborers? The book of
revelation is a glimpse of the soon coming confrontation between good and evil. The
elite have planned the extermination of most of the planet, with the few who remain
alive to be servants for them. The bible clearly speaks of these times. But take caution, as
I do. A book of contradictions, false teachings, deliberately evasive wording and vague
symbolism, is not to be trusted. “The Untold Nature of Christianity” exposes the true
character of the Bible, and of the people promoting it. Do not be deceived. When a
deceptive book foretells the destruction of its authors, showing some of their true
qualities, I tend to be very skeptical. Yes, some events are blatantly exposed, but these
authors are masters of deception, and are sure to have unseen motives and duplicity in
their revelations. Do not take any of the teachings of prophecies in the “Holy Bible” as
truth or as information given in “good faith.”
As for the words of the bible, if they are to be believed, as cryptic as they are in
Revelation, here are some words that have particular importance: KJV Rev 13:16 CEV All people were forced to put a mark on their right hand or forehead.
Whether they were powerful or weak, rich or poor, free people or slaves, 13:17 they
all had to have this mark, or else they could not buy or sell anything. This mark stood
for the name of the beast and for the number of its name. 13:18 You need wisdom to
understand the number of the beast! But if you are smart enough, you can figure this
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out. Its number is six hundred sixty-six, and it stands for a person.
Now about the number of the beast. Do you need further proof that this is relating
primarily to the workings of the Catholic Church? Here you go: The mitre on the
head of the pope has this inscribed on it (this was taken from another’s teachings, I
cannot find the original source, I hope he appears and takes credit):

VICARIVS FILII DEI
(Vicar of the Son of God)
V

5

I

1

C

100

A

0
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0
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1
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5
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F
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1

L
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I

1

I

1

D

500

E

0

I

1

TOTAL

666

VICARIVS FILII DEI
THE LITERAL MEANING:
VICARIVS - substituting for, or in place of
FILII - means son
DEI - means God
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Another title of the pope is:

DVX CLERI
(Captain of the Clergy)
D
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And another title for pope:

LVDOVICVS
(Vicar of the Court)
L

50

V

5

D

500

O

0

V

5

I

1

C

100

V

5

S

0

Total

666

Here is the ancient Greek for “the Latin Kingdom”
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HE LATINE BASILEIA
(The Latin kingdom)
H

0

E

8

L

30

A

1

T

300

I

10

N

50

E

8

B

2

A

1

S

200

I

10

L

30

E

5

I

10

A

1

Total

666

Next is the ancient Greek translation for “the Italian Church”

ITALIKA EKKLESIA
(Italian Church)
I

10

T

300

A

1

L

30

I

10
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K

20

A

1

E

5

K

20

K

20

L

30

E

8

S

200

I

10

A

1

Total

666

Greek for “apostates”

APOSTATES
A

1

P

80

O

70

ST

6

A

1

T

300

E

8

S

200

Total

666

Hebrew for “the Roman Kingdom”

ROMIITH
(Roman Kingdom)
R

200

O

6

M

40
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I

10

I

10

TH

400

Total

666

Hebrew for “Roman Man”

ROMITI
(Roman Man)
R

200

O

6

M

40

I

10

T

400

I

10

Total

666

Greek word for “Satan”

TEITAN
(Satan)
T

300

E

5

I

10

T

300

A

1

N

50

Total

666

The Vatican calls itself (Latin) the-

SANCTA LVX DEI
(Holy light of God)
S

0
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A

0

N

0

C

100

T

0

A

0

L

50

V

5

X

10

D

500

E

0

I

1

Total

666

Another Latin term for the pope:

REX LATINVS SACERDOS
(King of the Roman priests)
R

0

E

0

X

10

L

50

A

0

T

0

I

1

N

0

V

5

S

0

S

0
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A

0

C

100

E

0

R

0

D

500

O

0

S

0

Total

666

Now I think that makes my point. Time and time again this point is buried with proof
upon proof. Now the mark of the beast has been introduced to the world already. The
RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) chip, a computer module the size of a grain of
rice, has been, and will continue to be, injected into the right hand of thousands of
United States citizens, and will soon be legally required for everybody. It holds banking,
medical, and identity records; and will be “scanned” when being used to purchase
anything, or to get medical help. But this is a ruse, as current smartphones having a
similar chip, as well as all credit and debit cards, when purchasing anything, are
scanned, and the purchase price is deducted from the bank account. This chip is also in
family first cards, insurance cards, and I believe it is also in drivers licenses (not sure,
but it will be), so it may be from your hand. It will not be long until cash and checking
will be discontinued and outlawed, and all our transactions will be done with traceable
chips. Since it is radio frequency, the ruling powers will be able to coerce people to do
their dirty work for them, ratting on whomever they agree to, lest their purchasing
ability be cut off, and they starve. The government is not our friend. Soon, all purchases
will be done in such a manner, and thus the “mark of the beast” is very real and very
imminent.
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INSPIRATION TO FIGHT FOR FREEDOM

No human being can claim to be self-made. Each person is a product of their environment,
and not only of choices given, but also of decisions made. By environment, I mean the
neighborhood, parents, peers, tv (mostly), culture, teachers, etc.. And people are not given
equal choices, there are privileged classes. Therefore, we can give credit (or blame) for our
lot in life, partially to our environment, and partially to the decisions we make. Of course,
the choices we make are influenced by our experiences, but often we do not carefully
consider the consequences of each choice, and make impulsive, and often, uninformed or
uninvestigated choices. This behavior has shaped the world around us, for good, and for
bad. By a research of recorded history that has remained, as altered as it may be, we can
glean of the characteristics recorded of ancient religions and historians, that the nature of
the majority of mankind and society that has existed on this planet has not evolved to a
more utopian state. Much of mankind remains as selfish, slothly, as manipulators, as
murderers, as thieves, as deceivers, and as hedonists; while others practice integrity,
diligence, courage, protection, pursue knowledge and truth, righteousness, and purity.
After you have read this entire book, I offer you an opportunity to make a decision to
refuse to take part in the worship of this god, to no longer obey the ways this book
endorses. The practice of hypocrisy and to worship a most evil entity, along with ignorant
(or downright evil) and blind following of a deceptive religion is, I think, a wrong
choice to make. And I perceive that all other religions, with the possible exception of
Buddhism (which does not worship a god), is similar in character. So what is a realistic
and good option? To develop a code of ethics that surpasses what is taught in religion’s
books of falsehoods and wrong mindsets. This choice is now set before you, what will
you do?
Virtually all of wealthy and powerful people have gained position by deception,
manipulation, and/or oppression. For thousands of years, mankind has been a balance of
opposing forces of good and evil. It is only recently that the existence of all life on the
planet has been put in jeopardy, via means of pollution and /or weapons of mass
destruction. It is curious that the two most recently created religions, Christianity and
Islam, are the only ones that both relate an end-times purging of their enemies, and
scholars of both of these faiths declare that the end is indeed, near. The book that I
authored: The Untold Nature of Christianity” exposes Christianity. Any thinking person
can recognize that Islam is based on power and intimidation, intended to bring its
subjects to submission and to pursue the call to conquer the planet via military means.
This book proves Christianity to be spread by deception, and to be a destroyer of
humanity, a tool of the evil Roman Empire, with its force or imperialism and military
supremacy being the United States, the Christian nation. The main difference between
the two religions is that Islam is clearly used as a tool of imposing slavery by means of
force and rules, and Christianity encourages slavery by means of deception and
manipulation.
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It is interesting to note that the United States, declaring itself to be Christian, recently had
a Muslim president, funds and equips Muslim “terrorists,” and destroys its own economy
and citizens (9/11), blaming the Muslim terrorists, while being the predominant tool of
the military industrial complex.
Here in the United States, we can perceive the true nature of progress in civil rights. In
our past, Africans were kidnapped and brought to America to labor in the fields, being
owned by the wealthy “gentlemen.” After the civil war, they gained official freedom, then
subsequently working just as hard for their basic necessities. They still were separated,
were not able to vote, were treated with contempt, and sometimes were lynched. With the
civil rights movement of the 1960s and 70s, they gained official legal equal rights. Now
the majority of “slaves” work for minimum wage, are mostly in segregated neighborhoods,
are incarcerated unjustly and are murdered by police, while their white collar
counterparts remain free, In addition, drugs have been introduced to them, with much
evidence pointing to the government as the conspirator, through the CIA. The “war on
drugs” is in reality, a war on citizens of the planet, using the weapon of substances and
addictive drugs.
Now, many are “reimbursed” for the victimization of their ancestors by the allocation of
welfare. The result is a culture of purposeless vagrancy and unguided lives wasted on the
streets, as a reflection of their angry and rebellious reaction to the imposition of their
situation by the rich and powerful.
Who perceives the shortcomings of the system? Who can think outside the box? Has the
imposition of principalities as our world knows them currently, and in the past, been
beneficial for anybody other than the exceedingly rich and powerful? Is this the best we
can do?
Marx called religion “the opiate of the masses.” He considered it to be an initiator of
separation and opposition. In my book “Exposing the Money Machine,” it is included as
another category of “gangs.” Of course, quoting Marx here in America is like calling a
curse upon yourself. But please understand something. Communist countries on our
planet show very little resemblance to the teachings of Marx. I agree that they are evil, at
least as reflected by the actions of Stalin and Mao. They resemble authoritarian
dictatorships more than pure communism. The reason is that power-hungry,
manipulative, and scheming people used the tools of force and Marxist rhetoric, as a
vessel of placing themselves in power. Just as our leaders do, they claimed to have the
welfare of the populace of the nation as their primary concern. And just like our leaders,
they deceived them in declaring that. I propose that any government, a tool of control,
will lead to corruption and oppression. It has always led to being an avenue of control by
the wealthy over their servants (slaves, employees, subjects).
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Let us look at the history of civilization. In Europe, there was a feudal system. The
Roman empire and history going further back, in the Bible and elsewhere, mentions
slavery, nations conquering each other for profit and power, century after century. Why
does the nature of those human beings in power always seem to be one of selfconsidered superiority (calling themselves gods), and why does there always exist a large
quantity of other people who are willing to murder and enslave entire nations, when
ordered to by their rulers, sometimes being paid very little to do so? What kind of
character drives these soldiers, and what is the nature of greed that motivates some to
enslave populations for the sole purpose of accumulating wealth thousands times more
than necessary to purchase the most extravagant comforts and luxuries than any normal
person could desire? And now, please inform me, why is there complete surrender to,
and acceptance of, and lack of resistance to, this totally oppressive system that has been
allowed to fester for thousands of years?
Could it be a learned and conditioned response, a result of religions, and other factors,
and that so far, nobody in history has eradicated and brought down the power of Satan?
My guess is that it is because of failures in the past, the fear of consequences, and not
being able to conceive of an answer “outside the box,” that we are resigned to accept this
fate.
At this point, we are faced with a dilemma. The forces of evil have been scheming,
plotting, and manipulating the nations for centuries towards a closely approaching point
of annihilation. The “mystery of evil,” that deceives people to think that the powerful are
our benefactors, and that our welfare is their concern, has hypnotized the world into
submission. We are now approaching a climax of their plans, their goal is to eliminate
more than six billion people, with the surviving populace being engaged as their
“drones” to serve them, and to be engaged to supply the elite few with the paradise that
they have “secured” for themselves. A small force of slave masters will be the “middle
class.”
We can accept our fate, willing to be incarcerated, and have our children possibly
survive to be slaves, or we can resist. Is there really any question as to which avenue to
take? Admittedly, the enemy has overwhelming wealth and power. But the resistance
has the potential to wield greater number, and the wherewithal to muster greater
courage in the knowledge that we are on the side of righteousness, and also for our very
survival.
I am aware that there is much propaganda in the media. Some show that the “good
guys” always win. Not necessarily so in reality. Many newer videos show the forces of
evil fighting tenaciously, and without any trace of scruples. That also is not always
reflected in truth. What is needed at this point, is for us to ignore the propaganda, to
educate ourselves, to follow the highest principles, and to courageously, tenaciously,
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compassionately, and wisely engage in resistance. Correspondingly, let us also engage in
promoting and developing a novel form of society and a code of ethics to live by that is
worthy of the cause. This cause is, in my estimation, worthy to die for, and to live for. I
encourage everyone to participate. But let there be no misgivings. This is a very real
battle, and will have very real consequences. I am not asking you to donate a small
amount, or to engage in a little tweeting and blogging. We can only be victorious with an
enthusiastic and totally engaged commitment of many. We are currently far
outnumbered, far out-financed, and under-educated. The enemy has much of the
military, the majority of the legal system, the media, technology and communications,
and all the sources of power as schemed for centuries. But there is something about a
righteous cause that brings out the courageous sacrifice of the righteous. In this pursuit,
I have been incarcerated over thirty months, assaulted more than twenty times resulting
in fractured bones and a contusion of my nose, constantly intimidated and restrained by
the law, have experienced hunger and poverty, lost my house and vehicle, lost my
friends, and yet I still carry on.
Is history devoid of heroes? Look at Martin Luther who set back the Catholic church.
Look at Malcolm X, Martin Luther King Jr., Look at Nelson Mandela, Hugo Chavez,
Mahatma Gandhi, and others. Victory is possible, and there are people who do succeed
at being an impediment to the military industrial complex. Current heroes here in the
good old USA include Edward Snowden and Alex Jones. And there are many unsung
heroes, and many more will follow. You can be a hero also. Join me in the most
important mission in the history of mankind. What could possibly be more important,
or more worthwhile?
A resistance, a rock, is being organized to take down the establishment of dark power,
the power of god. Whether it is Satan or Romerica, an evil empire’s religion, or both, you
decide. Truthforce International has taken on that responsibility. For information on
how you can be part of the resistance against evil powers of deception and oppression on
the planet, refer to the website at www.truthforceinternational.com. Donations are
needed also, and are appreciated. We will be distributing information exposing the
powers. Please read “Exposing the Money Machine” and ‘Angry, Loud and Clear Truth’
Every person is valuable and can contribute their voice, their labor, their mind, and/or
their money. Do not be slack in your effort to contribute to the liberation of the planet.
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A FINAL WORD

I cannot end this without a final word. I was born with Jewish ethnicity, but not by
conventional parents. My father worked with the Black Panthers, giving free lunches to
urban ghetto youth. He also took me to see Martin Luther King Jr. in a march in Central
Park in NY city. My mother taught in the poorest neighborhood of Paterson, NJ; also
ghetto youth. I was raised as an atheist, and turned to Jesus in my five-day resort of jail
due to a false allegation which I pleaded guilty to, thus avoiding possible conviction that
would have resulted in three years in state prison. The cowardly compromise delivered
me from possible time, but was the start of overbearing and unreasonable parole
sentence, including the removal of my rights to practice of religion and free speech. I
have spent more than three years incarcerated as a result, and have been prevented
from communicating with the rest of the world of my research and conclusions, being
put in solitary confinement at home at times, or prohibited from using the internet for
long periods also, mostly as a result of my exposing the powers that be.
I practiced the faith of Christianity with total belief and obedience for more than ten
years, that being the reason for my sharp sarcasm, a deep anger. I had been deceived,
manipulated, and exploited for years, due to a lack of both intelligence and independent
research. I had trusted in and believed in the goodness of authorities, and when I
perceived their true nature, my angst was overwhelming, and still is. I suffered with
mental illness for over thirty years, the medication not relieving delusions, yet causing
anxiety and panic, dulled cognitive abilities, and a submissive character. I no longer
trust the health system, or any other principality of this world, and for good reason. My
nonconformity has done a wonderful job of giving me independence, strong will,
courage, and ability to analyze and think outside the box, but has also contributed to my
lack of freedom and of traditional and concretely measured success. But the most
important kind of freedom I do possess, my independent thinking, including sanity. I
also have a physically strong body.
As somebody who identifies mostly with the poor and oppressed, having worked as a
laborer and experienced imprisonment; I do have an aversion to those in power, and
secretly (not anymore- you are reading of it) dislike those who are in power or who are
rich, as you may have ascertained from reading this book. And you also know why. Yes, I
am aware that they will explain away their actions as “being for my good” and as
“shaking my hand.” That is how it works, “ministers of evil disguised as angels of light.”
All that I can say to that is: You have conformed to a mind-control, and please keep your
hands to yourself, I have no interest in being subservient to you, or in slavery or labor to
make you richer and more powerful. I understand that the middle class feels imprisoned
also, in a no-win situation, trapped by debt and conventionality. As far as I know,
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nobody forced you to go to college to make debt, with the hopes and goals of earning a
materially comfortable salary. There are many cheap apartments, you don’t need to
spend all that money on a big house. You don’t need to pay your employees so little to
make yourself a nice profit so you can live more comfortably (more like luxury to many),
and you don’t have to conform to an evil system to live well. Truly living well has no
relationship with monetary success, and all you can say is that your greed has caused
you imprisonment, and has caused your slaves poverty.
The love of money and material possessions, concepts like nationalism, and looking out
for number one, have all been the destroyers of humanity, and the seals of righteousness
and of evil have been chosen by the righteous and the selfish and deceived, as was
predicted by the apostle John:
 Rev 7:1 ISV After this I saw four angels standing at the four corners of the earth.
They were holding back the four winds of the earth so that no wind could blow on
the land, on the sea, or on any tree. 7:2 I saw another angel coming from the east
having the seal of the living God. He cried out in a loud voice to the four angels
who had been permitted to harm the land and sea, 7:3 "Don't harm the land, the
sea, or the trees until we have marked the servants of our God with a seal on their
foreheads." 7:4 I heard the number of those who were sealed: 144,000. Those
who were sealed were from every tribe of Israel:
 Rev 14:9 ISV And the third angel followed them, saying with a loud voice, If any
man worship the beast and his image, and receive his mark in his forehead, or in
his hand, 14:10 The same shall drink of the wine of the wrath of God, which is
poured out without mixture into the cup of his indignation; and he shall be
tormented with fire and brimstone in the presence of the holy angels, and in the
presence of the Lamb: 14:11 And the smoke of their torment ascendeth up for
ever and ever: and they have no rest day nor night, who worship the beast and his
image, and whosoever receiveth the mark of his name.
So what is the difference of these two marks? Could it be that the first, called the
“servants of god’ are in truth those who are lovers of humanity and of righteousness,
who have the proper character and works, who do not love money, but are more
concerned with love of brotherhood of mankind. Those with the seal (mark) of the beast,
are those who have conformed to the world system of collecting the most money
possible for themselves, and being deceived, have denied the poor from benefits of their
most basic rights and needs. They are basically Christians. The world leaders and most
powerful people are those who have chosen to follow the beast, and manipulate, exploit,
deceive, and oppress the inhabitants of planet earth. It is time for us all to choose sides,
to pick whose flag we fly: are we going to serve Satan, who fools us into thinking we are
saving ourselves, or to be concerned for the brotherhood of mankind?
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Now, I wanted to say something about Israel, a nation supported by many evangelical
and fundamental Christians. You know by now that I agree with the Muslims on one
point. Of course, to me, Allah is no better than Jehovah; and I don’t like the idea of
people killing themselves as they murder innocent people. But how else do you resist an
evil empire that far exceeds your military and economic abilities, and spreads its evil
agenda with deception and oppression, unhindered otherwise? I agree with the Arabs on
this point: Israel is the little Satan, and the United States is the big Satan. I am not
alone. Many Israeli Jewish people feel likewise. The Jews and Arabs had lived in peace
and harmony until the formation of the Jewish state. Israel does practice a form of
apartheid, and Jewish soldiers did evict Palestinians from their homes, putting them in
concentration (oops, I mean refugee) camps. And many people here in the United
States, especially Christians, are ignorant of the true situation, thanks to a media that
has no interest in giving the public any investigation of discerning truth from fiction. I
do not blame the people, but our leaders, who have deceived us and manipulated and
exploited the population. But I will say “shame on those soldiers who went to foreign
lands to murder citizens of other nations (also risking their own lives) without
researching carefully the real reasons for carnage and death. Are the lives of citizens of
other nations less valuable than those of America’s citizens, and do you kill for money
(especially the pittance given)? The real reason, if you do your research correctly, turns
out to be for the economic agenda of a few people who rule our world in truth, and they
are not ones who have our best interest in consideration.
First of all, I was told by my mother that in her late teens, she had been involved in the
Zionist movement to form a nation state of Israel. She had been quite involved until the
question was raised as to what would happen if the land turned out to not be large
enough to hold all the Jews. It was easily resolved, she recounted, that Israel would just
invade neighboring Arab nations to gain more land; and that was the end of her
relationship with the Zionists; bless her loyalty to what is right.
Nobody who knows what is true, denies that the Jews needed some place to live, they
had suffered greatly. But why didn’t the U.S. take them? Or other countries? They were
not wanted, so were given the Arab’s land, and justified it with the book I have proven to
be falsehoods. But the problem is not with Jewish people, it is with the leaders of Israel,
as with the leaders of just about every nation.
A certain Miko Peled revealed some history that has been misrepresented to the world.
His father was Matti Peled, a Jewish Israeli general who was one of the victorious
leaders of the Israeli military. We have all heard the story of how Israel was attacked,
resulting in the six-day war. But the Peleds tell a different story, one which is
corroborated by recorded history. The six-day war was a strategically planned military
gain as devised by Israeli military leadership. They were well aware, as was United
States military intelligence, that they had far superior ability to war at that time. It was
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all about opportunity, not threat. They were knowledgeable that the Egyptian army was
unprepared to wage a successful campaign against them, and they wanted Gaza, West
Bank, Golan Heights, and the Sinai Peninsula. The generals had no doubt that they
would win, and devised a plan to stage a “defensive” action to start a sure victory. When
the dust settled, as they foresaw, there were 15,000 dead Arabs, and 700 dead Israelis.
Matti Peled was one Jew who had some remorse and refused to hate the opponents that
they had defeated (murdered) for more land. He proposed that they offer the
Palestinians a state, and have peace. But instead, there was ethnic cleansing in the West
Bank, just as in 1948. The plan: conquer land, get rid of Arabs, rewrite history. From
1973 to 1993 Israel repeatedly ignored Palestinian willingness for peace treaties and
concessions, because they wanted, and knew they could get, all of it. After all, they have
as an ally, the United States. You can read more on this in writings by Noam Chomsky,
Chris Hedges, and William Blum; intellectual nonfiction journalists who reveal much
from research in government documents and from recollections of military personnel,
as well as some journals of war journalists who dared to tell the truth. There are also a
few videos on YouTube featuring Miko Peled. If I recall correctly, he was featured in a
documentary called “An Honest Israeli Tells the Truth.”
Many of you will now pull out the “anti-semitism card,” that response to anybody who
displays disagreement or anger at the policies of Israel as a nation. I will refute that in
two ways. First, let me remind you that I am Jewish. Second, let me make a statementthere is really not much of any true antisemitism going on in the world. Anti-Semitism is
really defined as: hatred of the Jewish people on the grounds of their birth, heritage, or
religion. Why is it that when anybody voices anger at the murder, displacement, and
maltreatment of Palestinians and others by Israel, or does not support American and
Israeli militaristic and imperialistic policies, they are anti-Semitic? Could it be that, as
usual, less than truthful retorts and defense is displayed by the forces of evil? For your
reference regarding the lack of any truly damaging anti-Semitism, I refer you to the
investigative documentary by Israeli Jewish man Yoav Shamir, called “DEFAMATION.”
Many high-profile Christian leaders encourage Christians to support Israel, quoting the
Bible, and saying that they have to support Israel. They always quote scriptures that say
such things as “god will bless those who bless Israel, and curse those who curse Israel.”
They also claim the scriptures that god gave the land of Canaan (then inhabited by
Canaanites (Arabs)) to Abraham. Somehow, they ignore all the scriptures prohibiting
killing and murder, commanding to love your neighbor, to show no partiality, to give to
those who have nothing, to treat others as they want to be treated, to love others as self,
to not steal, to not covet, to not change the borders of the land of widows, to protect
orphans and widows, to forgive, and many others. As so many Christian leaders have
done, they consider the bible to be about the people, and how they should be blessed;
rather than about god, or about proper belief, ethics, morals, attitudes, and behaviors. It
is all about self-interest, they want to be blessed. And who will bless them? The ones
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that they are supporting are the rulers of the world. Organizations such as Christians
United for Israel raise moneys to support Israel, much of which is used for lobbying.
The United States gives Israel alone about half of its total weapons donations or sales of
them, more than the rest of the entire world, and money allocations far more than all
other nations. Israel is far from impoverished to warrant such assistance. The money
does not go to the needy, but to a nation that uses its military (much as a branch of our
nation) to further the cause of our military industrial complex. Christians are told that
we need Israel as an ally in our fight against the evil Arabs and terrorists, they are our
only ally in the middle east, we are told. It may be true. Those “dam” Arabs are so poor
and destroyed because they are evil? If it makes sense to you that the oppressed are
hurting because it is their own fault, yes. Just like that kind of reasoning says that it is
the African’s fault that they were slaves, or the native American’s fault that they were
slaughtered and displaced. The Europeans have a habit it seems, of needing to conquer
and oppress other nations. Does that mean that they are superior? I beg to differ…. One
more thing. That certain Mr. Hagee with his Christians United for Israel. About his
reasoning and doctrine. For many years, he taught that the Jews did not need salvation
of belief in Jesus, that their birthright of being born Jewish gave them an entrance to
heaven, being the chosen people. Food for thought. I end this book with this idea:
Consider what you have read here, and the agenda of our leaders, some of whom you
may have been influenced by and whom you respect(ed). Are you as enraged about all
this as I am, upon realizing the manipulation, deception, and oppression that we have
all been exposed to and hurt by? Knowledge is power, but power is useless unless you
harness it and employ it for good use. The organization that I founded, TRUTHFORCE
INTERNATIONAL will use that power to alter the plans mapped out for us by the
people who have been weaving their web to control the planet with evil. I urge you to
research independently, and to keep an eye on this organization also, and to consider
participating in resistance to the evil world system.
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PART TWO
THE GATES OF HELL

You have now read the evidence for my claim that the bible is not only a book of
falsehoods, but that its authorship was motivated towards the enslavement of the
planet’s population. It can briefly be summarized as the Old Testament teaches us that
by obeying and worshiping god, you win wars, gain wealth, and acquire slaves. The New
Testament basically instructs Christians how to be good slaves. This disturbed me
greatly when I realized that. Further revelations are cause of even more concern. The
nature of that slavery, and its depravity, boggles the mind. Read on.
Please bear with this chapter, it opens with an allegory. When I was gathering
information for my book titled “EXPOSING THE MONEY MACHINE,” I came across
many documentaries on YouTube that described another race of humans on planet
earth that resembled reptilian characteristics. The topic fell under the “illuminati”
subject, and I dismissed this type of focus as an extremely unlikely description to be
scientifically legitimate. Thoughtful ponderance combined with supernatural visions,
educated observations, and logical reasoning, brought me to this conclusion: that there
are basically two types of people on the planet: natural humans and gods (better
described as humans who are part of the cosmic god consciousness existing in a
different realm of reality). Some of these god(s) are what the videos described as
“reptilians.” I know, everything I stated so far has been evidence-based logicallyreasoned, scientifically proven fact, and now I have hit you with this wild statement.
May I remind you again that to be informed and knowledgeable, people must research
all viewpoints that provide scientific and verifiable evidence, to discern truth. There is so
much deception, manipulation, and evil that we need to practice such analyzation to
make proper judgments. Let me state my case.
To begin with, I will make a strong claim. Brace yourself. Some people who call
themselves God, or a representative of him, are evil. In reality, they are the being that
our pastors call “Satan.” I have been teaching this for two years, and lightning has not
hit me. But I have been incarcerated for thirty months. I have not been thrown into hell
(permanently) yet. God is very real, and some masquerading in his name are very evil.
Now for the evidence.
First of all, what kind of entity creates hell, a place of no escape, where its residents
spend eternity in the most excruciating hopeless torment? Minute to minute, hour to
hour, day after day, month after month, year after year, centuries unfolding into
millennias, even eons. It is very real, and is no joke. According to the bible, it is the
destination of cowards, liars, those who have sex, murderers, etc.…
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•

Rev 21:8 CEV But I will tell you what will happen to cowards and to everyone
who is unfaithful or dirty-minded or who murders or is sexually immoral or uses
witchcraft or worships idols or tells lies. They will be thrown into that lake of fire
and burning sulfur. This is the second death.

Jesus (according to the gospels) describes it as a place of fire, weeping, gnashing of
teeth, darkness, a bottomless pit, smelling like sulfur (brimstone), and where the “the
worm does not die.” Its destined people enter (according to the bible) at the “end of the
age” when the “book of life” is opened, and those whose names are not written in it are
cast there.
•

Rev 20:11 ISV Then I saw a large, white throne and the one who was sitting on
it. The earth and the heavens fled from his presence, and no place was found for
them. Rev 20:12 I saw the dead, both unimportant and important, standing in
front of the throne, and books were open. Another book was opened—the Book of
Life. The dead were judged according to their actions, as recorded in the books.
Rev 20:13 The sea gave up the dead that were in it, and Death and Hades gave up
the dead that were in them, and all were judged according to their actions. Rev
20:14 Death and Hades were thrown into the lake of fire. (This is the second
death—the lake of fire.) Rev 20:15 Anyone whose name was not found written in
the Book of Life was thrown into the lake of fire.

Clearly, the one on the throne is god. There are other places in the bible that declare
god’s judgment, such as Matthew 25:40-46. Those are lies. Yes, deceiving, murder, and
selfishness are wrong acts to practice, and you should feed, clothe, and heal the poor and
sick; but in my humble opinion, don’t you think the punishment is extreme? But
don’t worry, the real things that get you into the hell realm are different.
The matrix is entered by sex-coitis, cunnilingus, and “fellatio” or by drugs, or by
“learning” symbolism and letting it occupy your mind, speaking in symbolic language as
well. Hell is also known as insanity, it is another realm that our “soul” inhabits, once a
soul is created in us. Belief in god, witchcraft, or the bible can expedite the journey. It is
not an inevitable destination, but who lives a life in this world without having sex?
I cannot offer any evidence regarding sex causing insanity, or that insanity is hell; but I
encourage you to consider the possibility; and to investigate on your own (of course I
warn you not to do that by experimenting with any of those avenues). Nobody that I
know of has expressed this so clearly and candidly, but sitcoms, movies, and music
express the vulgarity and foolishness of lust and romance. Anybody with an iota of sense
and righteousness cannot help but be disgusted by pornography, not aroused. Its
existence testifies to my words. Read on to get the whole big picture. About abstinence
being a passage to heaven, see Revelation 14:1-5.
Now any impressionable person who is exposed to fire and brimstone teaching can be a
victim as I was in 1980. At a coffeehouse that I attended the recitation of an old
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Jonathan Edwards sermon “Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God,” which described
mortals to be at the mercy of god, who is holding us over the flames of hell by a spider’s
thread, put the fear of god in me. Little did I take into consideration of the connection
between god and him being portrayed as a spider. Back then I was gullible and slow
thinking, even believing the media, police and other authority, everything claiming to be
fact. Yes, I put faith aside from 1982 until 2004, but when it revived, it grew strong.
How many vulnerable innocent youth are indoctrinated with the like? One way to
recruit sheep is by instilling fear.
•

Mat 10:28 And do not fear those who kill the body but cannot kill the soul.
Rather fear him who can destroy both soul and body in hell.

Time and again in the bible, it is stated that god is the one who judges and condemns to
hell. Why then, does scripture make this statement?
•

Heb 2:14 Therefore, since the children have flesh and blood, he himself also
shared the same things, so that by his death he might destroy the one who has the
power of death (that is, the devil)

Clearly, when the bible refers to death, it is referring to hell. Throughout the New and
Old Testaments, we are told that god resides in heaven. So who is ruling in the heavens?
 Eph 2:1 YLT Also you—being dead in the trespasses and the sins, Eph 2:2 in
which once ye did walk according to the age of this world, according to the ruler
of the authority of the air, of the spirit that is now working in the sons of
disobedience,
Okay, so two scriptures confirm my conclusion. More evidence is necessary, and I will
deliver that. Let us bring it on home. Take a look at what is happening all over the world.
War, poverty, crime, drugs, politicians, exploitations, even destruction of mother earth.
Evil people prosper, while good people perish. An all-good, all-loving, and all-powerful
god is in control of this mess? What kind of sleeping moron considers this to be logical?
Now an awake and alert citizen of any land can easily perceive that all world government
leaders are evil. So the following makes sense, put into accord with the previous
scriptures, the passages of Romans 13:1-7 and 1Peter 2:13-17, and the ability to add two
plus two.
•

Eph 6:12 For we do not wrestle against flesh and blood, but against the rulers,
against the authorities, against the cosmic powers over this present darkness,
against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly places.

There is no truer or clearer scripture in the bible. The context of this scripture includes
god’s armor to fight those powers. There is irony there. Ephesians 6:17 ends saying …
“...and the sword of the spirit, which is the word of god.”
Now consider Ephesians chapter two, the ruler of the air- the airwaves are where the
most deception has taken place- television and radio. Propaganda, false concepts, wrong
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values, and every mind-destroying manipulation mostly via diversion and subversion
has been used to encourage people to fall into error and sin.
So how do I defeat god/Jesus/Satan/Allah/hours? By using a piece of the armor that he
provides: his word. This book deals hard blows against his kingdom. I sent copies of this
book in progress attached to emails that went viral. Many people left the faith. The
scriptures in chapter 6 of Ephesians includes various armor to defeat good powers, but
can be used against evil also. The bible says: “a kingdom divided against itself cannot
stand.” Together that is confusing. But I will clear the fog by using an example outside
the bible.
The devil’s powerful tool, the United States government, the primary Christian nation,
uses god’s strategies. The 9-11 attack was in reality a demolition job (if you are still
believing what the government and mainstream media reported, read chapter 11 of
EXPOSING THE MONEY MACHINE). This was an example of what is now known as a
“false flag,” or Hegelian strategy. In other words, a calamity which is perpetrated by
somebody on himself or an ally, which he blames on another to further his own cause.
The US government demolished the twin towers using planted thermite, killing three
thousand of its people, blaming Arabs. US government leaders also sent tens of
thousands of its youths to their deaths in wars that were not necessary- such as Korea,
Vietnam, Iraq, Afghanistan, etc... The excuses for war that the government provided
were deceptions, and they were promoted by “respectable” politicians and Christian
leaders. Because many “representing” Jesus are liars, and the evil ones are the
manipulators of lies.
•

2Co 11:13 ISV Such people are false apostles, dishonest workers who are
masquerading as apostles of the Messiah. 2Co 11:14 And no wonder, since Satan
himself masquerades as an angel of light. 2Co 11:15 So it is not surprising if his
servants also masquerade as servants of righteousness. Their doom will match
their deeds!

And who is the sovereign lord, then? Will the real god stand up?!!
•

2Co 4:3 CEV If there is anything hidden about our message, it is hidden only to
someone who is lost. 2Co 4:4 The god who rules this world has blinded the
minds of unbelievers. They cannot see the light, which is the good news about our
glorious Christ, who shows what God is like.

Is “the god of this age” Jesus or Satan? Satan has clearly been gaining ground for eons.
But the Bible, steeped as it is in falsehoods and deceptions, does include some truths. Is
it possible that the evil kingdom will be taken down?
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THE COSMIC CONSCIOUSNESS OF GOD
The truth, once perceived, acknowledged, and understood, gets increasingly disturbing.
Not only is the bible and its god a liar, not only is the ruler of the Jews and Christians
(and of the world) really an evil being known as Satan; but some devout Christians, as
well as many that are not devout, are a manifestation of that being. God is one. Like one
bunch of grapes.
•

Gen 1:26 Then God said, “Let us make man in our image, after our likeness.
And let them have dominion over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the
heavens and over the livestock and over all the earth and over every creeping
thing that creeps on the earth.”

In the words of Jesus, he is the vine, Christians are the branches. Defying the true
definition of the original Greek and Hebrew words for Holy Spirit, as well as many
scriptures involving the spirit in action, the Christian church considers the “Holy Spirit”
to be a personhood of god, one of the trinity. Not only is that concept unbiblical, it is a
lie. Here is a scripture showing how the Holy Spirit lives in Christians, making them
heirs and children of god.
•

Rom 8:14 ISV For all who are led by God's Spirit are God's children. Rom
8:15 For you have not received a spirit of slavery that leads you into fear again.
Instead, you have received the Spirit of adoption by whom we cry out, "Abba!
Father!"Rom 8:16 The Spirit himself testifies with our spirit that we are God's
children. Rom 8:17 Now if we are children, we are heirs—heirs of God and coheirs with the Messiah—if, in fact, we share in his sufferings in order that we may
also share in his glory. Rom 8:29 For those whom he foreknew he also
predestined to be conformed to the image of his Son, in order that the Son might
be the firstborn among many brothers.
That scripture basically puts Christians on an equal level with Jesus; in other words,
they are gods. Christians are known as “the church.” “Church” does not always refer to a
building but is often defined as “the body of believers.” Here is why:• 1Co 3:16 Do you not know that you are God's temple and that God's Spirit
dwells in you? 1Co 3:17 If anyone destroys God's temple, God will destroy him.
For God's temple is holy, and you are that temple.
I am sure that many others have perceived and understood these scriptures, and were
tempted to go further, as the identity of being a “god” was attractive; I am sure it can be
seducing. Lure them into the trap. Here is more scripture describing Christians as being
children and heirs of god. Do you perceive the methods used to manipulate a youth who
yearns for power or freedom?
• Gal 4:1 CEV Children who are under age are no better off than slaves, even
though everything their parents own will someday be theirs. Gal 4:2 This is
because children are placed in the care of guardians and teachers until the time
their parents have set. Gal 4:3 That is how it was with us. We were like children
ruled by the powers of this world. Gal 4:4 But when the time was right, God sent
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his Son, and a woman gave birth to him. His Son obeyed the Law, Gal 4:5 so he
could set us free from the Law, and we could become God's children. Gal
4:6 Now that we are his children, God has sent the Spirit of his Son into our
hearts. And his Spirit tells us that God is our Father. Gal 4:7 You are no longer
slaves. You are God's children, and you will be given what he has promised.
Christians are taught that Jesus was (and is) god’s son. These scriptures state that
Christians are god’s sons (and daughters). Put two and two together. Christians are, as
Jesus is, -god. The spider spread his web of deceit for them all, as they do for others,
holding them over the flames, the destination for most. Have you never heard a
Christian (as I have) say something like: “I am a child of the king” when they want a
privilege or favor. As gods they expect the world to give them what they want. I would
not be surprised if this was a major reason for bigotry and slavery.
• 1Pe 2:9 But you are a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a people for
his own possession, that you may proclaim the excellencies of him who called you
out of darkness into his marvelous light.
Now back to the scriptures that explain that Christians are god’s temple, his body:• Eph 2:21 ISV In union with him the whole building is joined together and rises
into a holy sanctuary for the Lord. Eph 2:22 You, too, are being built in him,
along with the others, into a place for God's Spirit to dwell.
Are you getting this? I think it is very clear. Christians are equals to Christ, god. The
body of believers are in god. They are part of god. The next scripture states that concept
very clearly.
• Eph 4:6 one God and Father of all, who is over all and through all and in all.
Satan, Horus (the eye over the pyramid), rules over them all, and in a sense, they can be
“possessed” by satan. Even Gods, the good Christians, have to obey to a certain extent
their “master,” as much as they may hate evil and work towards good to the best of their
ability. Those who are “in Christ,” many Christians, understand this. It is not new to
them. Now let me make an observation and comparison between god and some women,
and indeed, god may very well be female. Both the bible’s portrayal of god and the
appearance and demeanor of many females, are soft, attractive, polite, warm, and kind.
Upon first impression, Jesus appears righteous, and the bible appears to have truth. But
then you get to know them better. You see the contradictions in the bible, the outright
lies, the manipulations, the wrong doctrines, the intentional misleading, the
intimidations, and the guile. The bible uses smooth jargon, “upright” teachings, and
strong commandments and rules. And many women, behind cosmetics, dyed and
conditioned hair, jewelry, low blouses and high skirts, smooth shapely legs, scented
perfume, manicured nails, lipo-suctioned and tucked skin, smiles and carefully executed
expressions; with the comforting ways and flattering words, we find a contradictory
character when we get to know them better. Soon we perceive the tricks, manipulations,
guile, jealousies, and moodiness. After marriage, you find out who is really in charge.
That is a symptom of much of Christianity, and the Christian nation that is widely
known to be plastic. But that is not an indication of evil in all Christians. Many would do
more good if hell was not so restrictive.
The marriage bed is a gateway to the matrix of an upside-down universe, also known as
hell. The phrase “the old ball and chain” is a gross understatement. Indeed, the words
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that the bible says that Jesus used to describe hell did not begin to address the true
horrors of that dimension. The realm of damnation is disguised to appear comfortable
and status quo. The most evil character appears as the best. So where does the bible
address the entrance to the matrix of hell?
• Eph 5:22 Wives, submit yourselves to your husbands as to the Lord. Eph
5:23 For the husband is the head of his wife as the Messiah is the head of the
church. It is he who is the Savior of the body. Eph 5:24 Indeed, just as the church
is submissive to the Messiah, so wives must be submissive to their husbands in
everything. Eph 5:25 Husbands, love your wives as the Messiah loved the church
and gave himself for it, Eph 5:26 so that he might make it holy by cleansing it,
washing it with water and the word, Eph 5:27 and might present the church to
himself in all its glory, without a spot or wrinkle or anything of the kind, but holy
and without fault. Eph 5:28 In the same way, husbands must love their wives as
they love their own bodies. A man who loves his wife loves himself. Eph 5:29 For
no one has ever hated his own body, but he nourishes and tenderly cares for it, as
the Messiah does the church. Eph 5:30 For we are parts of his body—of his flesh
and of his bones. Eph 5:31 "That is why a man will leave his father and mother
and be united with his wife, and the two will become one flesh." Eph 5:32 This is
a great secret, but I am talking about the Messiah and the church.
Sex and impregnation are addressed in biology class, and is not considered a mystery,
yet the creation of a new human being is not explained by known science to my
satisfaction. How does sex make two into one? Ask god, he is one, father, son, and ghost.
The bible gives many warnings within its pages, which I believe are placed only so that
the devil can, in his devious ways, claim that he played fairly, that it’s your fault that he
put you in hell; that he had warned you. While all around you, Christians, (in hell
inviting others in) are insisting that all singles should marry; and all the worldly media
(owned by the most powerful wealthy people connected to the Vatican) blatantly and/or
subliminally insert sex into every aspect of entertainment and advertising. But to be fair,
I will show you the warning given in the bible:
•

1Co 7:1 Now concerning the matters about which you wrote: “It is good for a
man not to have sexual relations with a woman.” 1Co 7:7 I wish that all were as I
myself am. But each has his own gift from God, one of one kind and one of
another. 1Co 7:8 To the unmarried and the widows I say that it is good for them
to remain single, as I am.
The character Paul in the bible was married, yet celibate, and separated from his wife.
Of course there are scriptures prohibiting sex outside of marriage, yet any kind of
fornication, including the marriage bed, leads to hell, if performed in the real act with a
god. In Genesis, the tree in the center of the garden, the tree of the knowledge of good
and evil, probably refers to the reproductive organs in the center (geographically) of the
garden(human body). This eating of, would be cunnilingus, or fellatio, and later sex is
worded throughout the bible as “knowing” –when sex is involved, often followed by a
“begat” (birthed). Talk about carnal knowledge. So why do so many pastors insist on
marriage?
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I do not know who, when, or where “seeds” of hell, the deceptions that lead to the hellish
realm originated, or the science of how they work, but I do know the results. The human
brain works in such a way that it is vulnerable to deceptions and propaganda, which is
basically a change in how we perceive things. My guess is that it started in Egypt with
the worship and rule of the god Horus (more on this later). When one concept is
replaced by another object in a symbolic representation, such as a lion for courage; and
repeatedly reinforced as such for years, thousands of times, the object replaces the
concept in your mind, such as actually seeing a lion when you perceive a person as being
courageous.
Furthermore, if you strongly believe something for years, no matter how false, it can
become a reality, at least as according to your sense of sight, hearing, taste, smell, or
touch. That is a source of hallucinations (insanity) and hell. Its origination of the Roman
Christian era is the bible, an evil book of mysticism and magic and sorcery. Using the
bible, the Romans have enslaved the world into subjugation, as I will explain in the
following chapters, and in “ANGRY, LOUD AND CLEAR TRUTH.” The bible subtly tells
us of the intentions of god-he wants to rule over humanity in hell.
• Eph 1:9 making known to us the mystery of his will, according to his purpose,
which he set forth in Christ Eph 1:10 as a plan for the fullness of time, to unite all
things in him, things in heaven and things on earth. Eph 1:21 far above all rule
and authority and power and dominion, and above every name that is named, not
only in this age but also in the one to come. Eph 1:22 And he put all things under
his feet and gave him as head over all things to the church, Eph 1:23 which is his
body, the fullness of him who fills all in all.
Evangelizing pastors are exceedingly evil liars-they plant demon seeds to bring converts
into the kingdom (hell), and Satan makes them wealthy as they do so. The following
words are credited to Jesus.
• Mat 23:15 ISV "How terrible it will be for you, scribes and Pharisees, you
hypocrites! You travel over land and sea to make a single convert, and when this
happens you make him twice as fit for hell as you are.
On the Christians gods’ intent to conquer the world, here is a quote from Christopher
Columbus’ journal from his voyage in 1492:-“Your highnesses, as Catholic Christians,
and princes who love and promote the Holy Christian faith, and are enemies of the
doctrines of Mohammet, and of all idolatry and heresy, determined to send me,
Christopher Columbus, to the above-mentioned countries of India, to see the said
princes, people, and territories, and to learn their disposition and the proper method of
converting them to our holy faith, and furthermore directed that I should not proceed by
land to the east, as is customary-….”-taken from “The World is Flat” by Thomas
Friedman page 3
If you want to dismiss the facts and believe that Christians spent all the money and
effort to find a quicker way to import cloves (spices) from India as our schoolbooks
teach, dream on, live in your gullible naïve sleep. I prefer to be awake, alert, and aware.
Obviously, the goal of Jehovah who ruled the Roman Empire, which is now manifested
by the imperialist and military bully of the world, the United States, has been working to
enslave all of humanity in hell, under the rule of the Vatican. There it is, Horus, or
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Saturn, or Satan, or Jesus, whatever you want to call him, is an evil entity, ruling over
the world in power. His weapons are deception, manipulation, intimidation, money,
bribery, sex, assault weapons, chemicals, guilt, and every underhanded way. He has to
follow no rules except those he creates. He rules in hell, and calls himself god. Many
Christians and Muslims are enslaved under him, and depending on their character,
work towards righteousness to the best of their ability, or are willing servants of evil,
acquiring wealth and power. The work towards righteousness of those who are in the
realm of hell usually lead to pain and trouble, but many of these people are sacrificially
working for good.
Not all those that he has subjugated have been totally turned to evil. Likewise, while god
in hell (the cosmic consciousness) has no hope, he/she has an overwhelming capacity to
love (that does not refer to romance), as love brings light to darkness; and that love
enables god to do his best to protect those humans that are still in “heaven” (Luke 17:2021), their natural state (no pain) from being dragged to hell. Due to oaths, curses, pain,
and threats; they have not previously had the opportunity to make the danger as clear as
I have in my writings. It is more than just chance or coincidence, nor is it totally to my
credit that I have learned all this, survived the gates of hell, and be able to have this
information distributed. Before my books, nobody had revealed mysteries and secrets so
simply, clearly, and frankly as to be so easily comprehended. In that aspect, we are a
privileged generation. But that privilege also carries the responsibility that we share in
protecting ourselves, other humans, our children, and future generations from god and
his hell. I believe that I have been given this responsibility and privilege for a reason,
and it is possible that the reason is that we are now approaching the ultimate
confrontation between evil and righteous people, a struggle for domination. Evil has
been in charge and advancing for a long time, but the righteous have many hopeful
factors. Even now, I perceive that my writings have had a huge effect on the perceptions
of American people, who are changing their attitudes and actions. People within the
military and legal system are adjusting towards more righteousness, and others are
waking up and being instruments of change.
While god(s) is immortal, and is reincarnated at death, he can be separated from future
generations by training future generations to protect themselves from the predatorial
advancement of hell’s “kingdom.” I am preparing you for the quickly approaching
confrontation between good and evil. You need to educate yourself and be aware of how
to engage in the battle, as knowledge is power. That is, knowledge of the truth.
Misinformation is worse than useless, it is misleading. To equip yourself properly, you
need to develop ability to analyze the reliability of information you receive as to its
validity. Proper discernment is vital. I have been straight forward in my writings. Gods
communicate cryptically, they are incapable of communicating much in plain language,
it suffocates them. But many reveal important truths in their own way, if you learn how
to interpret what they are imparting. Some understanding of symbolism is helpful, but
addiction to it is at least as harmful as street drugs. Actually, cocaine is a word replacing
“symbolism” in their language, and using it is addictive, and can lead to hell. It is a
helpful tool, but a cruel master. Be wise, be careful. If you learn symbolism, it is wise not
to speak it or dwell on it. Just be aware, as you are playing with fire (eternal hell).
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CHRISTIANITY RULES THE WORLD
Evidence points to Josephus as being the author of the New Testament. That
treacherous individual fabricated the work to be used as a tool to bring a slave mentality
to civilization, and an entrance to the hell that Satan rules over. The Roman Empire
included England, Spain, and France. After Rome dissolved, in later years, these
nations, as Christian entities, conquered North America, South America, India, Africa,
China, Australia, and the Arab lands. What resulted? In the Americas, genocide. British
ruled India. Africans were enslaved. China was penetrated by imposing opium on the
Chinese. Arabs were slaughtered. The Europeans imposed their language, culture, and
values on the conquered peoples; but worse, taught them Christianity. The naturally
mild-natured natives were indoctrinated to materialism, immediate gratification,
submissiveness, greed, and other European traits. These are not natural human
character, but are learned values.
Earlier, the Romans distributed the gospels and epistles to their populace, in the first
and second centuries, and persecution of the followers was initiated. The bible’s
indoctrination of the benefits of martyrdom and non-resistance was successful. Not only
had the teachings been convincing, the victims and martyrs where admired by many,
and the faith grew among the gullible and naïve. In the 11th century, the mercenaries
hired by the Catholic Church, the Knights Templar, were employed to slaughter
Muslims who had conquered Jerusalem. They were victorious, and called these wars the
“crusades;” but the death and carnage they wrought was not good publicity, so the
church leaders dismissed the Knights Templar in order to repair the church’s
reputation. The knights continued mercenary work for centuries, also increasing their
wealth by banking and loaning, while delving into mysticism and evil occult secrets.
They spread globally and their North American chapters followed suit soon later. In
1776, the Knights Templar changed their name to “The Freemasons” to start afresh in
the new world and elsewhere. While the Knights Templar had a tarnished reputation,
the freemasons are considered by many to be a positive organization. Chosen by
membership, new recruits are brought in by the lure of it being a positive asset to the
community, a club of do-gooders. If the truth was known about them, they would be
shunned and feared.
The popular teachings by those who inform us in the popular avenues (William Cooper,
author of “Ride a Pale Horse” who included UFOs as being real in that book) tell us that
there are thirty-three levels in freemasonry, and that has been accepted as knowledge.
Recently we have been shown that they worship Satan. What have I exposed in this
book? Satan rules as the god of this world, and of the Roman Catholic Church, including
all Christian denominations and faiths, and it is a powerhouse. Regarding the thirtythree levels, or degrees, that is another deception. Indeed, at the entrance to the
thirtieth degree, you understand that god is Satan, and you agree to submit to the devil,
and if you do, you thus enter hell (if not there already) under his rule, and your oaths to
serve and to be silent, take effect. In the possibility that you haven’t figured it out yet,
freemasonry is scholarly Christianity, at least of those who follow the worldly
principalities willingly for money and power. Regarding the degrees, just as we are
taught that the globe of the planet earth has three hundred and sixty degrees, my
research and the testimony of freemasons reveals that the levels of hell (freemasonry) go
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much deeper, to that of three hundred and sixty degrees. The mind reaches far into
dimensions incomprehensible. These degrees lead into increased intelligence, extreme
amplification of the five senses, confusion, and completely different realms of reality.
There are also hallucinations and horrific nightmares. It is an upside-down opposite
reality, a shadowy mirror, as the Rolling Stones’ song “Sympathy for the Devil” goes- the
cops are criminals and the sinners are saints.
Notice that both (actually one and the same) freemasonry and Catholicism recruit
converts by their reputation of prestige, that they have a reputation (untrue as it may be)
of providing goodwill service to the needy. The truth is that the leaders work for
themselves, not humanity. Politicians are ALL corrupt, filling their pockets as they
legislate for the purposes of the rich, powerful, and evil. Freemasons hold exceeding
much power and wealth. While serving as a devout Christian, I was offered a total of
thirty-three million dollars, and the Republican Party contacted me to work with them. I
rejected the republicans, and the money didn’t materialize, probably due to my
separating myself from the faith.
Pastors, famous and unknown alike, preach for the money and prestige, intentionally
ignoring the scriptures regarding “you cannot love both god and money” and “the love of
money is the root of all kinds of evil.” Rich and famous evangelists preach what people’s
itching ears want to hear, not the truth. Does that not remind you of politicians? Every
publicized world leader, and every very wealthy person, has been allowed such blessings
by proving their willingness to be bought and ruled by Satan.
The greater numbers of the levels of hell explains the amazing abilities that some people
have. Their intelligence increases daily, which explains inventions and discoveries of
note. It also is evidenced in entertainment and the dimensions of reality explored in
recent years. There are individuals who have developed incredible technological
inventions, who foresee future events, and who can “read your mind” (hear your
thoughts). It is curious that they can’t stop wars or end poverty. That realm is also the
source of unimaginable pain and torture, twisted minds causing such demented and
sinister actions as sexual and other forms of slavery, rape, sending multitudes to hell,
and other depraved behaviors. It is also true that in the midst of all this pain and evil,
that true love (that is definitely not referring to romance) brings light to a pitch
darkness, especially when such love inspires incredible sacrificial actions. Such actions
by some Christians have enabled me to pass through the uppermost portion of hell
unscathed to learn of deep secrets, and to expose them, which would be a death sentence
for anybody else. These Christians are workers of great good, and have enabled me to
learn some disturbing concepts as well as taught me that they are connected in
communication, ruling over the internet and television, and are able to promote their
agendas thusly.
Let me explain about fate. According to my mother, I have ancestry who were
revolutionaries in Russia, in 1905. They were called mensheviks, and rebelled against
the oppressive Czar, attempting to install a moderate socialism. They were defeated, and
my great grandfather escaped the Cossacks by slipping into Poland disguised as an old
woman driving a cart. A dozen years later, the Bolsheviks, the more extreme
communists, were successful in overturning the czar. As if that isn’t enough of a
coincidence (no such thing, this is in my blood), it was strangely hinted at how loved I
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was by my Christian family, some hinted at my destiny by referencing Daniel chapter 12.
There is the only true messianic prophecy, and it refers to “the noble prince Michael”.
Remember that pastors must attend seminary to be considered as qualified to lead. I
have been mentored by several pastors. They have all recommended that I not attend
seminary. One pastor said it would have done a good job of confusing my good doctrinal
foundation. Another told me, as he was attending seminary, that scholars have
concluded that the apostle John could not have authored all the books accredited to
him. Another one of my mentors explained that potential pastors are taught how to deal
with those who dissent as I have. In my own investigation of Bible colleges, those I
researched had classes on how to promote tithing.
By insisting on that seminary degree, that piece of paper, the church ensures that they
have conforming teachings, that nobody challenges the status quo. A true and authentic
man of god would preach the urban streets, or utilize a non-profit organization
providing social justice, incorporating evangelism. He would reach out to sinners,
prostitutes, and drug dealers and users, and to youth being indoctrinated to the evil
world money system. The bible portrays Jesus as saying that he came for the sick, and it
teaches to love your neighbor. Would not a true follower want to save sinners, rather
than have a prestigious leadership position? One reason I love the urban area city I live
in is that there are churches on almost every block. Not big beautiful buildings and
pastors in prestigious pomp, but men and women who really care for their people, some
serving food to homeless, and others giving out clothing. Some are Muslims in disguise.
But the phonies in our churches and on television are more interested in the prestige of
standing on a pulpit and looking down on their congregation and preaching what god
has to say to their audience. First and foremost, the beggars pass the plate for your
"donation:" they don’t have to be involved in the "petty" lives of their congregation, they
don't have to have "people skills," and most of all, they don't have to care (although they
should put on an appearance that they do). And these bums will be the first to oppose
"big government" and taxing of the wealthy. Such concern from the pulpit. They like it
nice and comfortable, not wanting to roll up their sleeves and put their heart into their
work. Indeed, very few are familiar with physical labor, or hard work of any kind. It does
not take more than twelve hours for an astute pastor to create a sermon, and many are
too lazy even for that, copying the works of others.
It is interesting that those who have loud voices (a large audience) in the media all focus
on the same priorities. It is of great distress that public prayer in schools is prohibited,
abortions are permitted, gay marriage legalized, and the Ten Commandments taken out
of courtrooms. They ignore that Jesus (in the gospels) prohibited prayer in public
(Matthew 6:5,6) commanding his followers to pray in secret. While pastors consider the
destruction of embryos to be murder, thus considered an abomination, they support
their country's military intervention in foreign wars, where their children and fellow
citizens may be killed as they murder foreigners for the politicians and corporate heads'
purposes and agendas. Gay marriage is highly offensive to them, (or so they say), but the
legislation cannot prevent what homosexuals can do, and do perform behind closed
doors. And why must they display the Ten Commandments in public? Not only are they
known by everybody anyway, they are the most basic tenets, and who, on the planet,
knowing them fully, has followed the commandment "do not covet" (besides me)? The
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Christian leaders like to promote publicly the sins that nobody can observe these leaders
doing.
"It is much easier and more convenient to focus on sins of which we are not known to be
guilty" --Jimmy Carter.
Do you ever hear of a pastor speaking on the scriptures from Matthew 23 regarding
pastors, or the love of money, or the multitude of scriptures encouraging the
chastisement of false teachers? Why not? Think on that.
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IN THE BEGINNING

Now regarding the true source of Christianity. Worship of one god appears to have been
initiated in Africa, specifically in Egypt, home of the legendary "mystery schools" whose
knowledge was recorded and kept in the "Kemmet," temple of the god "Aptah." The
twelfth Egyptian dynasty had monotheistic worship of Aten, a solar deity associated with
Rah. One basis of the mystery school of moral teaching is that it was taught through the
use of symbolism and allegory (parables). Plato is considered to have been an initiate of
the Eleusinian Mysteries, as clues to this exist in his works. The students of his academy
would have been exposed to the philosophies and ideals that were taught in the mystery
schools. One of his students, Aristotle, was the tutor of the Greek conqueror Alexander
the Great. Alexander's conquests are legendary, and his interest in conquering lands
that have the reputation of having birthed mystery traditions was made apparent. It is
not inconceivable that acquiring a storehouse of knowledge by military force was their
motivation to conquer Egypt. By the time that the Greeks conquered the Egyptians, they
had evolved to worshiping Horus, and his representation of the all-seeing eye.
A note: It is interesting that Socrates’ (tutor of Plato) teachings not only led to the
initiation of stoicism through his student Zeno, but also developed into opposite values
of hedonism through another of his student’s, Aristippus. This is of particular curiosity
in light of how the bible teaches the necessity of "taking the straight and narrow path,"
but whose result is almost always the worldliness of riches, sensual gratification,
luxuries, and hypocrisy. That may also be why those who teach others to love their
neighbors support military conquest.
Ptolemy Soter (367 BC-282 BC) was a general leading Alexander the Great's Greek army
in the middle- east. After conquering Egypt, Ptolemy ruled over it from 323BC to 285
BC, fusing Greek and Egyptian religions into the Serapis cult. The Romans conquered
the Greek empire in 30BC.
It is conceivable that the Romans, who had access to, and were probably influenced by
the mystery religions, engaged a certain Josephus to compose what is now known as the
New Testament. Born a Hebrew, Josephus was a scholar of the Torah. (May I remind
you that the composing of the first five books of the Old Testament, Genesis through
Deuteronomy, is attributed to Moses- He wrote that he was raised as an Egyptian
prince- possibly the only truism from those books). This is evidence that the origin of
the Hebrews may have been with Moses, not Abraham, who was probably a fabrication
by Moses. Josephus was involved in the Hebrew rebellion against Roman rule around
70 AD, which resulted in the destruction of the temple. When Josephus perceived the
inevitability of a Roman victory, he treacherously abandoned his leadership role of the
revolt, and fought on the side of the Romans. Later, he married a Roman aristocrat and
gained a degree of status as a Roman citizen. He is the author of the geographically and
historically accurate book called “The Antiquity of the Jews”. This included a few words
regarding Jesus. That is, curiously, the only reference to Jesus found anywhere by
anyone, other than the bible, in the first century (other than other "gospels" which have
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been discarded for inaccuracy). Why nobody in the time Jesus supposedly lived would
mention somebody with as much fame as Jesus supposedly had, in writing, is a
profound mystery, unless Jesus never existed, and his teachings were authored by
Josephus. That Jesus, who was a revolutionary, would not oppose slavery, and would
teach to pay taxes to both a tyrannical oppressive occupying power, and to false
teachers, is puzzling. In the rest of scriptures, Jesus is portrayed as being a courageous
man of integrity, who did not fear the Romans, so this was placed not as a ruse, but as
words encouraging payments. He called the temple "a den of thieves," so why now
encourage giving money to thieves?
 Mat 22:15 RV Then went the Pharisees, and took counsel how they might
ensnare him in his talk. Mat 22:16 And they send to him their disciples, with the
Herodians, saying, Master, we know that thou art true, and teachest the way of
God in truth, and carest not for any one: for thou regardest not the person of
men. Mat 22:17 Tell us therefore, What thinkest thou? Is it lawful to give tribute
unto Caesar, or not? Mat 22:18 But Jesus perceived their wickedness, and said,
Why tempt ye me, ye hypocrites? Mat 22:19 Shew me the tribute money. And
they brought unto him a penny. Mat 22:20 And he saith unto them, Whose is
this image and superscription?Mat 22:21 They say unto him, Caesar's. Then saith
he unto them, Render therefore unto Caesar the things that are Caesar's; and
unto God the things that are God's. Mat 22:22 And when they heard it, they
marveled, and left him, and went their way.
That the amazing miracles supposedly performed were not recorded elsewhere is telling.
The information in the preceding pages of this book prove the fallibility and error of the
bible, its contradictions, and faulty teachings; and the best answer as to who, why, and
how is herein. Would a good, loving, all-knowing god produce such corrupt teachings?
The Romans employed Josephus to produce documents to create a religion that not only
produced sheep-like submissiveness to their rule, but which also opened the door to the
realm of hell and spiritual slavery by the methods of the Egyptian mystery schools,
using symbolism and allegories (parables). Whereas the Egyptians and their god was
content to rule over the land, the Greeks, and later the Romans, sought to engage the
whole planet under them, as we see now being attempted by the United States role of
enabling the establishment of the New World Order.
We are aware that Christianity (Roman Catholicism) became the state religion under
Constantine. He was a Roman general who supposedly had a vision of the cross with the
words "in hoc signio vinces" -Greek words meaning "in this sign conquer" by "the prince
of peace." Do you believe that? He put the cross on his soldiers' shields and conquered
his rival for the throne. In 325 AD, Constantine called for the council of Nicea, where he
collected 318 bishops who almost unanimously (313) voted to adopt the concept of the
trinity, and to declare Jesus as god. A follower of the Iranian god of light, Mitras,
Constantine was not baptized until he was on his deathbed, probably just a gesture to
ensure the Roman peoples' bending the knee to Horus/Jehovah/ Jesus. As the emperor
was not a believer, but established Jesus as god, is this not a further indication of
strategic manipulation by the Roman leadership?
Of all the "original" documents of the New Testament that have survived to this day, the
earliest are scientifically established to have been written between 75 and 125 AD. This
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is forty-five years after Christ's supposed death. If Jesus really existed, and truthfully
wanted to establish a path to heaven, would he not have documented his teaching
himself, to assure the accuracy of the recording? And if not, why didn't his apostles do so
sooner? These documents were composed shortly (about five years onward) after
Josephus joined the Romans.
Thus we have an explanation for the centralized orderly governance of the Roman
Catholic Church. It was not initiated by the apostolic missionaries traveling around the
world as claimed in the NT, but was a fabricated intentional misguidance, a scheme by
the Romans, deliberately carried out as a plot to destroy humanity. Most people see
Christianity as moral, humble, and as do-gooders. For further insight, read the
politically and historically accurate description of how Christians have hijacked the
planet and created destructive powers and systems (principalities) in ANGRY, LOUD
AND CLEAR TRUTH. This chapter has now shown the source of symbolic imagery,
parables, and the reason for the direction Christianity has taken over the years.
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UNVEILING ROMAN CATHOLICISM

About the character of Roman Catholicism. Much of what I will soon reveal will be
highly volatile. To make it more palatable for you to receive, I will start with four
paragraphs excerpted from the introduction to the book "The Secret History of the
Jesuits," the introduction was penned by Dr. Alberto Rivero, a former Jesuit priest, for
the book by Edmond Paris. Rivero's words are:
"The most dangerous of men are those who appear very religious, especially when they
are organized and in a position of authority. They have the deep respect of the people
who are ignorant of their ungodly push for power behind the scenes.
These religious men, who pretend to love god, will resort to murder, incite revolution
and wars if necessary to help their cause. They are crafty, intelligent, smooth religious
politicians who live in a shadowy world of secrets, intrigue, and phony holiness......
....The bible puts the power of a local church into the hands of a godly pastor. But the
cunning Jesuits successfully managed over the years to remove that power into the
hands of denomination headquarters, and have now pushed almost all of the protestant
denominations into the arms of the Vatican.....
The penetration and infiltration of the Jesuits into the governments and nations of the
world to manipulate the course of history by setting up dictatorships, and weakening
democracies such as the United States of America, by paving the way for social, political,
moral, military, educational, and religious anarchy.
End Quote of Alberto Rivero
According to Roman Catholic doctrine, the pope is supposedly a descendant of the
Apostle Peter, and Vicar of Christ (substitute of god). He is said to be infallible. The
traditional method to enstate a new pope when one dies or retires is an election by
bishops (or cardinals). How a bunch of men (bishops) voting for somebody makes him a
descendant of a biblical character (who, by the way, never existed), is beyond me.
Furthermore, does a vote of his peers transform a fallible bishop into an infallible
substitute for god? But let us skip trivialities, they confuse the lies. Peter himself, as
depicted in the bible, was far from perfect. Let us take for instance, that he was a liar,
denying that he knew Jesus at the trial. Or let us consider that he was the only person
that it is recorded that Jesus called being Satan, right after Peter said that Jesus was the
messiah- and son of god- Matthew 16:21-23. Even after Jesus died, Peter was far from
perfect. Paul chastised Peter for being hypocritical in Galatians 2:11-14. Is a lying,
cowardly, hypocrite infallible? Yes, if he is the Catholic pope.
Now regarding the RC tradition of worshiping Mary as the "mother of god." Is it
biblical? Nowhere in the bible is she addressed thusly nor does anybody worship her
therein. The church leaders never seem to cease praises of her. Yet she was a poor
example of motherhood. In chapter 2 of Luke, verses 41 to 48, Jesus' parents leave
Jerusalem without the child messiah, not even noticing that he was not with them. They
forgot the son of god entrusted to them, and when they find him three days later, they
blame Jesus. Now, Jesus, supposedly being god, should be an exemplary son. How does
he respect his mother? He doesn’t call her mother, nor mom, not even ma'am. No, he
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curtly calls her "woman." This is in chapter two of John, when Mary overstepped her
authority and manipulated Jesus into performing the water-into-wine miracle. Jesus did
not love his mother more than the disciples, as evidenced in
 Mat 12:46 CEV While Jesus was still speaking to the crowds, his mother and
brothers came and stood outside because they wanted to talk with him. Mat
12:47 Someone told Jesus, "Your mother and brothers are standing outside and
want to talk with you." Mat 12:48 Jesus answered, "Who is my mother and who
are my brothers?" Mat 12:49 Then he pointed to his disciples and said, "These
are my mother and my brothers! Mat 12:50 Anyone who obeys my Father in
heaven is my brother or sister or mother."
Notice that his family, who, after all that they had experienced with him for thirty years,
considered him insane
 Mar 3:20 CEV Jesus went back home, and once again such a large crowd
gathered that there was no chance even to eat. Mar 3:21 When Jesus' family
heard what he was doing, they thought he was crazy and went to get him under
control.
Yet there are photographs of popes bowing down to and praying at statues of Mary. Idol
worship.
I studied Vatican council II, the documents that resulted from a deliberation of more
than 2,000 church leaders who collaborated 1962-1965 to produce documents laying
out Catholic Church policies and statements. The translation I read was about 700 pages
long, and I penned a twenty page criticism that addressed some of the error, fallacies,
hypocrisy, and downright evil deception therein. I will make that available.
I would like to display what was chanted by the pope on April 27th, 2014, at St. Peter's
square in the Vatican at a ceremony to induct the former popes as saints. In Latin, then
in English:
raina filia
flammus elus lucifer matutinus inveniat
ille, inuquam, lucifer, qui nescit occasum
christus filius tuus
qui, regressus ab inferis, humano ceneri serenus illuxit
et vivit et regnat in saecula saeculorum
May this flame be found still burning by Lucifer
The one Lucifer who never sets
Christ your son,
Who, coming back from deaths domain,
Has shed his peaceful light on humanity
and lives and reigns for ever and ever.
Lucifer is interpreted as "bright morning star, but here we see that Jesus is identified as
Lucifer.
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EXPOSING DECEPTIVE INFORMATION AND PROPHECIES

Not only is the bible an evil book of mysticism and magic filled with deceptions, spells,
and is leading into subversive values, it foretells a time of calamity, and that time is now.
The morning of May 23, 2018, I was splashed in the face with reality. I had been
incarcerated since July 7th of 2017, with a total of three hours on the internet in all that
time, my closest semblance to information of world events was the NY Times, and I am
fully aware of the quality of mainstream media’s information (garbage), having
informed myself for years via alternative media. That day’s Times showed a totally
decimated Damascus, evidence that the United States and its allies have utterly
destroyed another nation and annihilated its people. The caption read: “The Syrian
capital is free of Islamic state fighters for the first time in seven years, the country’s
government announced this week.” It was the first time that we saw the truth of US
military action, but minus the true reason.
My book (EXPOSING THE MONEY MACHINE) revealed our ruler’s plans for World
War III, the destruction of Arab lands (and Israel, but perhaps the plans have been
altered), and here it has come near to fruition. Iraq and Yemen have likewise been
flattened, and Afghanistan has been hit hard. Iran is next (if not already accomplished,
US has military bases surrounding Iran).
As I mentioned in “EXPOSING…,” ISIS is a US and Israeli operative. Al Baghdadi, its
leader, is an Israeli. He was trained in Camp Bucca, a US military prison camp in Iraq
where he was elevated to third in hierarchy of Arab resistance. The two above him were
murdered by United States military, but Al Baghdadi conveniently survived and was
released. If you are an alert observer of what is happening globally, you will perceive
that ISIS attacks Shi’ite nations, and European civilians, but not the United States, and
not Israel. Nor Sunni nations. But don’t be mistaken, this is not an indication of any
authentic Muslim leadership. The Quran teaches unity of Muslims. Yes, there are
doctrinal differences, but world leaders are well aware of the ability of well-worded
religious- oriented rhetoric to stir up fanatical violence. The Sunnis are those zealous
extreme Muslims who follow passionately what their leaders tell them to, not allowing
for analytical reasoning, not unlike devout Christians and Catholics, who have murdered
for our leaders. The strategy employed by ISIS has allegedly been to hide in civilian
neighborhoods and to attack Israeli and allied forces from behind women and children.
That gives the United States military (or Saudi or Israelis using US weapons)
justification to bomb the shit (actually the correct word is “lives”) out of the urban
civilian neighborhoods. Remember that the 9-11 disaster was a “false flag” operation, a
work of the US government (see chapter 11 of EXPOSING THE MONEY MACHINE) as
an excuse to put fear in the American people, so as to have an excuse for the creation of
Homeland Security, the Patriot Act, and the war on Iraq. For a deeper understanding of
the source of why we blamed Arabs, think on the modus operandi of the RC church, the
crusades, Spanish inquisition, and their attitudes towards people of other religions.
Consider how Christian media covers the middle-east, always favoring Israel.
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I would like to think that our boys and girls in uniform haven’t figured it out yet, that
there is some level of innocence in them. What they can’t help but acknowledge is that
the Arabs are equipped with primitive and limited weaponry, and are defending their
own lands. Yes, the US government used “Operation Liberate Iraq” rhetoric, and told
them that ISIS is freedom’s and Christianity’s nemesis. But how stupid and gullible are
those kids? Maybe they didn’t comprehend the real situation until after they had
“served” a year or two, and then it was too late. If they go AWOL, they go to prison. So
they continue the slaughter. They have to murder to avoid prison. Those brave soldiers.
But they aren’t the only ones to blame. How about the public-the American people. They
celebrate Memorial Day, and Veteran’s day. Glorify the killers, thank them for
murdering foreigners in their own lands to protect the American way of life (which of
course was never in any danger). I have spoken to some veterans, who have told me of
American war crimes and atrocities, but I have never seen any get out there in public
and tell it like it really is. They carry their shame quietly, and as a result, hundreds of
thousands of new recruits go off to kill for good ol’ USA. This is achieved by giving the
impression that military veterans are heroes, the American people encourages youth to
enlist.
Among the guiltiest, however, is the media. They are the ones who are all too willing to
tell the people what the government (and those above the government) want them to
know, and no more. These journalists are not stupid, they are bought. They are aware of
the fallacies of what they deliver as the “news.” They are knowledgeable that the
important issues are not those that they disclose. But they are not public servants. They
(TV and other media journalists reporting “news”) are employees of the entertainment
industry. Their jobs and freedom (many courageous journalists around the world are
murdered and/or imprisoned) are more important to them than keeping you aware.
Money trumps truth (pun intended). And true to this book, we must also thank the
wolves in sheep’s’ clothing, America’s pastors. They have chased after money and
prestige, fleecing the flock of their money for the opportunity to be lied to, and made
into sheep. They have been told to vote republican, that their wars are justified, that
global warming is a myth, that Israel is the good guys, to respect authority, and that
Muslims are animals. And they have officiated marriage. Let’s toast those hypocritical
deceptive manipulators and murderers for doing a great job at mind-fucking us all!
Thanks, guys! Happy Memorial Day, god bless our pastors, and let’s sit back and watch
the news. It is time to get down on our knees and pray….that we don’t get fooled again.
This chapter of this book will debunk the unbiblical doctrine of pretrib rapture (a
doctrine held by 95% of Christians that declares that Christians will be taken up to
heaven immediately before a time of calamity, called tribulation. The pastors promote it
as a means of enabling our destruction, the intentional misleading of the New
Testament, and the parts of what has already happened, and events that are currently
unfolding that are elements of that tribulation era. This will prove the duplicity of
today’s pastors. Keep in mind that they have all spent at least four years dedicated to
studying the book in a religious institution that is aligned with the world system (one of
the principalities mentioned in Ephesians six). My next book will address how the RC
church not only controls Christian religious institutions of all denominations, but also
how all principalities (world systems) are under Horus, and are all instrumental in the
control of, and destruction of humankind. Those same pastors are well aware of the
falsehood of their book which is the foundation and basis (supposedly) of their faith.
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They are all phonies pretending to care about you and me. Most pretend to be humble.
Remember the concept of wolves in sheep’s clothing. These are not authentic people.
Consider how many priests are pedophiles, and the lack of action on the part of the
church to correct their behavior. The only reason the pope addresses it at all is as
“damage control”- how it affects their reputation. In May 2018, an article in the NY
Times had a remark that reflects the sheepleness of Christians. Juan Carlos Cruz, a
citizen of Chile, was the subject. When he was a child, he was sexually abused by the
priest Father Kapadia, and had this to say regarding Pope Francis, who had covered up
the abuse: “I don’t want to be angry at him, and I understand that people make
mistakes. But this is the most informed man in the world. That is a question mark for
me. Why he didn’t act on it faster or understand the situation faster, and had to put
everybody through such pain.”
These are mild words, but what else is to be expected from people who are taught to be
sheep? Where is the righteous indignation? We are taught that anger is sin. People who
are angry are suspected of being evil. Instead of questioning why they are angry, we
question the angry person’s character. “Good Christians” are supposed to be gentle and
passive. But the article can be taken deeper. Who is more informed than god? The one
who predestined with foreknowledge is perhaps the one who should take some heat.
And his employees. Who is it that needs to confess and repent? Perhaps it is time for the
one(s) (and his lackeys) who rule the planet, the ones telling us to confess and to repent
and to fear, should be the ones on their knees. If they try pointing a finger at me, I will
point ten back at them. It is long past due time to force accountability on those who have
been in power. At this point, it is not only about justice for us, it is about survival. Read
on.
The pastors who preach pretrib rapture are deceiving you. We all would like to go up to
the clouds before evil and calamity strike the planet. A rare true teaching from Timothy:
 2Ti 4:2 BBE Be preaching the word at all times, in every place; make protests,
say sharp words, give comfort, with long waiting and teaching; 2Ti 4:3 For the
time will come when they will not take the true teaching; but, moved by their
desires, they will get for themselves a great number of teachers for the pleasure of
hearing them; 2Ti 4:4 And shutting their ears to what is true, will be turned away
to belief in foolish stories. 2Ti 4:5 But be self-controlled in all things, do without
comfort, go on preaching the good news, completing the work which has been
given you to do.
Unfortunately, virtually all pastors have been pandering to what people want to hear,
comforting them, appealing to their desires for acceptance, their greed, on their desire
to feel superior by condoning “sinners.” And about enduring hardship. Is there one
pastor on the planet who has gone against that Goliath, the RC church? (In as credible
and strong way as this, not just a few protesting words). Who have come against the
government, named people, quoted statements exposing evil powers above our
governments? Some courageous people have, but pastors have been quiet on that front.
How many have gone to prison for teaching truth? How many mingle with homeless
people and break bread with them, among the lowly? A certain street evangelist going by
the name Levi, has for years, but he publicized himself and has become a bit of a
sensation. He read this book in progress and yet did not change direction. He is aware of
the deceptions, yet continues to promote the faith. I am aware of no pastor who has my
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record of enduring service, integrity, courage, and scars of hardship. They all value
prestige, comfort, pleasure, and some seek riches; rather than truly being motivated to
truly (not in the Christian sense) “save” or “serve” anybody.
Almost all pastors teach pretrib rapture, quoting some scriptures from Revelation taken
out of context, and combine them with 1 Thessalonians 4:13-18 (the blessed hope, which
is just a wish) and a bit from 2 Thessalonians chapter two. There are other scriptures
that are taken out of context and contorted with all kinds of long-winded explanations
and “deep” symbolic connotations linking them with “profound” messages, intended to
be perceived by those who are “illuminated” by faith (superstitions). These teachings are
clearly and easily refuted by contradictions in the synoptic gospels: Matthew chapter 24,
Mark 13, and Luke 21, where all three make the same claims, using virtually the same
exact words as quotes from Jesus himself. I request that you investigate for yourself
these three bible accounts from the three synoptic gospels, all agreeing. They clearly
state that rapture occurs after tribulation. It is also free from the prolific use of fantastic
imagery as found in the book of revelation, so it is more credible sounding. Now if you
believe the bible, have studied it for years, are a professional on Jesus’ words and
practice, why would you teach contradictory to the words of a perfect, all-knowing
wisest god? There is practically no other teaching in the whole bible regarding the words
of god so distinctly and clearly agreeing in the witness of three apostles and companions
of Christ. But no, the teachers make assumptions based on vague imagery and unusual
symbolism from the book of revelation, and what musings have been published by
questionable authors in the past. Of course, there will be the usual arguments, defying
the clear and obvious. They will tell you: “One gospel is for Jews, another for the
Romans, those are parables,” etc... Then why is it written at the end of Mark’s end times
teaching:
 Mar 13:37 KJV And what I say unto you I say unto all, Watch.
Good advice. Some more good advice is: Read THE UNTOLD NATURE OF
CHRISTIANITY carefully, consider all the evidence, challenge the facts, come to a
conclusion, and spread the word. People need to know the truth.
The fact that the bible is misleading, is full of deceptions and manipulations, and that
the church’s representatives display like characteristics, does not negate the possibility
that there may be some truth there. The bible calls the word of god “a double edged
sword.” Yes, it has blades that cut (sometime fatally) both the opponent and the user,
but it does have a handle of truth to grasp it with. The god Horus is evil, can foresee the
future, and manipulates world events according to his desires. Josephus clearly put in
pieces of clues here and there to reveal what will happen; most seen by us is in
hindsight. But here are some events happening currently. As stated earlier, the head of
the RC church is the beast of revelation.
Global warming, denied by most pastors, is very real. I was raised in Northern New
Jersey from infancy, born in 1957. I experienced many cold winters in my youth, - and
until a decade ago. Every winter it snowed a substantial accumulation just about every
week. There were at least a half dozen snow falls over six inches deep, with at least one
over a foot every winter. It was exceedingly rare for any day in January or February to be
over forty degrees temperature. I still live in Jersey, and the weather has not been the
same for several years. EXPOSING THE MONEY MACHINE chapter 11 explains why,
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also making it clear how and why the planet’s weather changed, displaying evidence that
it was facilitated intentionally.
 Rev 16:8 YLT And the fourth messenger did pour out his vial upon the sun, and
there was given to him to scorch men with fire, Rev 16:9 and men were scorched
with great heat, and they did speak evil of the name of God, who hath authority
over these plagues, and they did not reform—to give to Him glory.
Have you been observant of world events and occurrences? These rivers turned blood
red in China: Jian-2011, Yangtze-2012, Wenzhou-2014, and Xiangbi-2019. In Russian,
the Daldykan river turned blood red in 2016, and in Malawi in 2018 a river turned
bloody. There are many other examples around the world in which it was reported, yet
no validated scientific explanation given for the reason for any of them in the media.
 Rev 8:8 CEV When the second angel blew his trumpet, something like a great
fiery mountain was thrown into the sea. A third of the sea turned to blood, Rev
8:9 a third of the living creatures in the sea died, and a third of the ships were
destroyed.
Have you been researching like I have? For many recent years, all around the world, fish
by the millions have been found floating on the seas and rivers dead. Whether the cause
is pollution, disease, or more deliberate intervention on the part of government, I don’t
know, but these words of the bible are indeed true, and are an understatement of the sad
truth. Probably less than half of the fish population remains.
The hurricanes, tornadoes, and earthquakes have also happened as predicted, also
caused by HAARP. If you don’t know what HAARP is, look on YouTube.
Regarding the mark of the beast, I was slightly misled earlier, when I reported in
EXPOSING THE MONEY MACHINE that the mark was the IRFD chip which has been,
and still is, being put in people’s hands. The unfortunate truth is that virtually everybody
in the planet’s advanced civilizations already has the mark. It has slipped in on us
unawares. Yes, the RFID (radio frequency identification) chip is the mark. That
component is in every mobile phone sold today. That is why, when you go to Dunkin
Donuts to purchase a coffee or donut, or to the grocery store, or any purchase of any
products or services, when they scan your phone, the money is deducted from your bank
account and placed in the vendor’s account. That same chip is in every debit card, every
credit card, driver’s license, insurance card, family first cards, etc... Soon, cash and
checks will be eliminated, so that you will have no choice but to use them (I do have
alternative solutions if I can get released from incarceration in time, and if I have
enough help). No buying or selling without them. Or medical care.
 Rev 13:16 YLT And it maketh all, the small, and the great, and the rich, and the
poor, and the freemen, and the servants, that it may give to them a mark upon
their right hand or upon their foreheads, Rev 13:17 and that no one may be able
to buy, or to sell, except he who is having the mark, or the name of the beast, or
the number of his name.
Of course, the misleading of the bible and the sources I had researched had been
misleading intentionally, and I fell for the guile in the previous book, it misled many
people into the trap. Now I am more capable of discerning truth and who to trust. Now
about this mark, the RFID chip. It is in the mobile phones. This is cause for concern,
actually calling for a whole new strategy because of the revelation of the implications.
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Have you noticed (how could you not?) how important mobile phones have evolved into
being, in less than two decades? Is this coincidence, or a result of calculated and
planned events? Obamaphones, free mobile phones, have been distributed to the poor
for free. A couple of years ago, (I have been incarcerated forty of the past forty-eight
months) I noticed government employees strolling by the entrance of an urban city hall
(the building including welfare services) offering free “Obama-phones” to everyone who
would accept them. They gave “hard sells;” they were obviously trained to give away as
many as possible, or their income was dependent on how many they distributed. If you
are astute, you know that the US government does nothing for the poor or underprivileged people unless there is a hidden agenda or some kind of benefit for the rich
and powerful. Why impose a “convenience” on people who aren’t seeking it?
Now, consider the mobile phones effect on people everywhere. Most people can’t resist
at least a quick look every hour. They are walking and texting, earphones in ears, they
chat, read, send selfies, watch videos, take pictures, research, entertain, purchase, date,
wakeup, have their pulse taken, measure walking strides, etc.. A recent survey found
that 90% of US citizens felt that they could not live without the apps on their mobile
phones. This was not about their phones, but solely of the apps. Of course, deprivation
of the apps would cause no fatalities. But the very real and serious fact is that people
have evolved into being exceedingly dependent on the technology. I am fortunate
enough to having been in prison. I am not dependent on a phone, I have lived without
one for years. I have also persisted in refusal to watch television since 2004, perceiving
its nature and how it affects people. For several years, I have been careful how I eat, and
have exercised regularly and vigorously. My brain functions better than most people’s,
and at age sixty-one, I have better health and more strength than some athletes half my
age. Is modern technology really a good thing? It certainly does make life easier, but that
it improves the quality of life is doubtful. Keep that in mind as you read my next book –
ANGRY LOUD AND CLEAR TRUTH.
Let me now start to put the picture together. To initiate your comprehension, let me
repeat some important and true scriptures.
 Rom 12:2 KJV And be not conformed to this world: but be ye transformed by
the renewing of your mind, that ye may prove what is that good, and acceptable,
and perfect,…remainder words not included, as they are misleading.
 Mat 7:13 CEV Go in through the narrow gate. The gate to destruction is wide,
and the road that leads there is easy to follow. A lot of people go through that
gate. Mat 7:14 But the gate to life is very narrow. The road that leads there is so
hard to follow that only a few people find it.
 Eph 6:12 YLT because we have not the wrestling with blood and flesh, but with
the principalities, with the authorities, with the world-rulers of the darkness of
this age, with the spiritual things of the evil in the heavenly places; Eph
6:14 Stand, therefore, having your loins girt about in truth, and having put on the
breastplate of the righteousness,
I think that we can glean the nature of the beast. The Romans have conquered the world,
and have imposed their languages, cultures and values, and religion on us all. The
leadership, using military power, deception, manipulation, oppression, and exploitation,
have established a power-house of authority and rule over the planet. It is an evil
conglomeration of sex, greed, sensual gratification, drugs, desire for prestige, racism,
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appearances over substance, might makes right, selfishness, and every wrong value
imaginable. These values have been imposed on us via the media, religion, and the
education system. Every principality (world system) is participating in this evil, and the
authority above all is the Vatican, and the Jesuit general also known as the “black pope”
(black refers to the color of his garb, not to his race), who is the real power over the
Vatican; the more visible pope is mostly a figurehead. The church, in appearance of
goodness and purity, has deceived the people, and its priests and pastors, wolves in
sheep’s clothing, have rendered the planet to be submissive to evil, and easy to enslave
and victimize. Yes, the bible is evil sorcery, but the pastors also deviate from it, fusing it
with secular symbolism. The results make Christianity all about forgiveness of sins,
grace, comfort, a path to riches, even gifts, elves, rabbits laying eggs, and blood covering
us for protection. Excuse me, but do you not get troubled about the implications of that
alone? And the best part is….. IT’S ALL TRUE!! The bible says so….SWEAR TO GOD!!
In court, you assured the judge of your truthfulness by putting your hand on the bible
(or just in the air) and swearing to tell the truth (so help you god). This is too dangerous
to dismiss, as not worth paying attention to. Now let me clue you to some verses in the
bible that were obviously included to mislead readers of the current era.
Now let us go to the synoptic gospels. In Luke it is slightly different than the other two
which put the following scripture after making a cryptic reference to “the abomination
of desolation,” if it has any significance,
 Luk 21:20 YLT 'And when ye may see Jerusalem surrounded by encampments,
then know that come nigh did her desolation; Luk 21:21 then those in Judea, let
them flee to the mountains; and those in her midst, let them depart out; and
those in the countries, let them not come in to her; Luk 21:22 because these are
days of vengeance, to fulfil all things that have been written. Luk 21:23 'And woe
to those with child, and to those giving suck, in those days; for there shall be
great distress on the land, and wrath on this people;
Now this mentions wrath against the inhabitants of cities. The abomination of
desolation is clearly the controlling powers. My “…TRUTH” book will spell out the evil
in those powers, and some of their plans. They have no reason for wrath. The cities are
where the poor gather to have access to affordable housing, public transportation, and
to be with likeminded people. It is primarily where people go who haven’t bought into
the “American Dream” of a big house, grass lawn, and new car in a suburban
neighborhood achieved by attending college and working for boss man who manipulates
you into exploiting and cheating your employees and customers. Many inhabitants of
the cities refuse to bow down to the Baal (the god of prosperity and virility- money and
sex), the system. They are often imprisoned (a good portion of them unjustly), are
usually impoverished, and victimized for not conforming. Many are unschooled, which
does not mean that they are not intelligent; no, it just means that they are not gullible,
nor submissive, and often does mean that they have principles and vertebrae. Indeed,
the day of wrath is approaching, but the wrath is of many in the city, and is focused on
the sins of those who have furthered the ways of Rome and its values, and is against the
powers who rule in evil. But the powers will be attacking those in the cities, and these
verses were placed there to convince believers to avoid uniting with those in the city and
to flee; as united we stand, and divided we fall.
Another ambiguous scripture lies in Matthew 24:33-34, in the midst of the end-times
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prophecy:
 Mat 24:33 So when you see all these things happening, you will know that the
time has almost come. Mat 24:34 I can promise you that some of the people of
this generation will still be alive when all this happens. Mat 24:35 The sky and
the earth won't last forever, but my words will.
Why was that placed there? The words were written two thousand years ago, how many
generations have passed? Anybody with half a brain seeing these scriptures would
wonder why something so obviously untrue was put there. Did the author really believe
that? Having read this book, you are aware that the bible is a book of deception and
sorcery. I think that this verse was included to weed out those who think a little and who
challenge authority and books, because evil power thrives on obedience without
thinking. The author put that in, I think, to weed out all but the most gullible followers.
And the last verse? Wait to see just how true that is not, after this book is published.
These are examples of strategically placed misleading concepts. But they also expose the
possibility of victory over the powerful enemy. More prophecies in the Old Testament
(and New) never happened. Furthermore, one can question why the enemy had the need
to place those misleading scriptures. Is fate really set in stone, or are happenings and
events occurring as the powers manipulate and rethink strategy like a game of chess,
changing plans and as participants make new moves of circumstance? After some
careful consideration, my theory goes with the “chessboard.” Why else would there be
need to mislead future generations? If victory over the entire planet and the
introduction of the new world order was assured fact, such misleading would not be
necessary. So put on some hope, equip yourself with weapons both carnal and spiritual
(get packin’ and studying) and be ready for battle, soldiers.
Remember that the bible employs methods of deception, propaganda, manipulation,
and promotes fear. It is best to ignore it all, as exposure to it has no benefit. Its “moral”
lessons are misleading and tend towards skewed values, and its “higher power” is in
truth an evil entity that should not be obeyed nor worshipped. I highly recommend that
you not try to interpret the symbolic deceptions, as they lead to hell.
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CHRISTIANS PROGRAMMED TO CONFORMITY

So now we perceive the lies in the bible, and its purposes. This book proves that the
bible is not qualified to be a moral standard, nor a shaper of desirable character traits.
Furthermore, the clergy, who represent god and who guide congregations, are at best
hypocritical liars who accumulate wealth for themselves as they knowingly and willingly
deceive their followers. This chapter will take a step farther and reveal a pattern of
development within Christianity which is very disturbing.
As I mentioned, the pastors tell the flock how to act, how to live, and assume moral
authority over the flock, assuming superiority, as if going to seminary makes them holy
representatives of a divine spiritual entity of good.
Today’s Christian media, including the 700 club, TBN (trinity broadcasting network),
and the radio, as well as its influence on Fox news, speaks for, and influences tens of
millions of Americans, and many people in other lands. The “National Religious
Broadcasters Union, has brought together 5500 radio and television broadcasters, who
claim an audience of 41 million American listeners and viewers. Paul and Jan Crouch,
the founders and owners of TBN, have created a dynasty. They run programming from
two dozen satellites, and thousands of cable and terrestrial channels in about 75 nations.
About six thousand stations in the USA, plus internet networks provide platforms for
religious entertainment, children’s programming, music, lifestyle shows, health and
beauty advice, prosperity and financial tips, news and current events, faith
documentaries and films, educational programs, and worship services from
megachurches. The teachings and doctrines vary from southern Baptist to traditional
Catholicism, to prosperity teachers, to those who are moving to create a theocratic
America (Dr. James Kennedy). TBN dubs its programs in eleven languages, is watched
in five million US households every week, and millions more worldwide, generating
$170 million a year in revenue, the viewers contributing two thirds of that. The couple
collects nearly a million dollars a year in salaries, and have the use of thirty luxurious
homes owned by the ministry, travel in a seven million dollar turbojet, drive luxury cars,
and charge everything from dinners to furniture on company credit cards. According to
many prosperity teachings of many lying teachers, their wealth is a sign of god’s
blessings. That thought is contradicted in the bible, which says that the love of money is
the root of all kinds of evil, that you cannot love both god and money, that the rich
oppress the poor, and that it is more difficult for a rich man to enter heaven than a
camel to go through the eye of a needle. Do you think that they put faith in the words of
the bible themselves? Do pastors?
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There is a current movement among Christians, called dominionism, which teaches that
American Christians have been mandated by god to make America a Christian state,
seeking to politicize faith. They portray all intellectual and political opponents as agents
of Satan. One thing that strikes me as particularly disturbing is the similarity between
extreme Christians and radical Islam, and their shared obsessions. Neither accurately
reflect their holy book, but are promoted by charismatic overbearing leaders who voice
hate with empty rhetoric. They seek to subvert or silence the media. Both promote
oppression of women (Rush Lumbaugh said the pro-choice movement’s true purpose is
to usurp men’s power). Neither tolerate other beliefs nor unbelief. Both are willing to
impose their agenda through violence. This is pervasive in the traditional
denominations, but lately, the majority of the zealous popular leaders at least don’t
oppose them, and at worst embrace their teachings. There seems to be an understanding
amongst clergy. I won’t call attention to your lies, if you won’t publicize mine. Because
the bible is full of contradictions and evil teachings, it is impossible for a bible teacher to
be legitimate and truthful. Because they have taken college loans, make their income by
its deceptions, and because of fear of the power of the Vatican, the wolves run in packs
and rarely have infighting as they prey on the sheep.
Regarding “salvation”: Many preachers do the “evangelizing” themselves, and a number
of others teach their flock how to bring more into the flock. They are trained how to give
testimonies, how to relate their own personal tale of their own conversion, how to
manipulate their own experience into a tool of conversion. Those “lay” evangelists are
instructed to create “friendships” for the purpose of converting those new “friends” into
Christianity. If you have been befriended by a Christian, it may have as a foundation the
desire to convert you. “A friend of the devil is a friend of mine” takes on a whole new
meaning. What is stressed more than anything else is to relate to either personal sin,
struggles with distress, or fear of death; that the victim (the one they are trying to
convert) will most identify with. The general message is that everyone sins, which
causes distress and ensures that you will go to hell. The message of the cross can be
summed up thusly: You have sinned. God, who is just, must punish sin. Hell is the
punishment for sinners. By giving your life to Jesus, your sins will be forgiven, and you
go to heaven. Freedom from fear, especially the fear of death, is what they are selling.
Deception. How many Christians do you see as heroes? As an atheist, I never feared
death. I believed that it would be the end of my consciousness. As a Christian who
believed the bible, I had the fear of hell instilled in me. The really ironic part is, that they
are selling the faith on the premise that their loving god sends people who are products
of their environment (tv, parents, teachers, neighborhood, peers, etc.) and who are
supposedly made in his image and are his creation whom he loves, to hell for being
human and lying, or being cowardly, or the like. Before salvation, their destination was
no such place, but they have a very good chance of ending up there now. Those
evangelists are the most evil creatures alive. They fit the description “the walking dead.”
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They consume you and destroy you if you let them, they have no love, but are far more
dangerous than what you see the walking dead on TV, because as actors and deceivers,
they fool the naïve with their guile, which they have made into a fine art of deception for
centuries. They are talented at deceiving and destroying. If you point out their evil to
them, and even if it is blatant and obvious to all, they will point their fingers at
somebody else and accuse them of the same, stating how evil that person(s) is. But they
never repent, never show or feel remorse, never admit to wrongdoing, and never commit
to real and significant restitution. It may mean giving a significant portion of their
wealth, which is what is truly most important to them.
Christians are “sanctified,” they are pure and holy if they are truly saved. So the myth
goes. And as a new believer, if you notice that you aren’t perfect, that is an indication
that you are not saved. This is a good ruse to ensure that all new believers do not
question the other believers who never admit to imperfection (of course they will all tell
you that they aren’t perfect {the obvious}, but will never confess or admit to any
particular sin that you don’t see for yourself) so the unbeliever will not come forth with
any confessions, as he doesn’t want to appear as if not “saved.” As a Christian (and
before and after I was one), I was damn good. I didn’t lie, I was kind and generous, and I
was humble (that is far gone). I loved my neighbor in action, I didn’t have vices, and I
was not offensive. However, like just about everyone on the planet, I thought about sex
sometimes, and had erections that I didn’t want (and sometimes did).
In our prayer circles, I would pray about this often, aloud, as the lust greatly disturbed
me. I thought I was the worst sinner in the church, because none of the others
mentioned any sins that they might have had. This creates internal conflict. Christians
are afraid to share knowledge that they have sinned in any way, but it is not just an
admission of “lack of faith.” It is not merely that they are afraid of being “found out.”
That is just most new believers. This is a calculated method of recruiting and ensuring
the entrance to the “kingdom of god,” for new believers, an initiation to hell. This system
enforces a feeling of inadequacy, self-doubt, guilt, and insecurity. I even broadcast my
sin on the internet, asking others to pray for my sin to be removed by god. Finally, my
church “family” told me to stop the prayer requests. They owned up to the fact that they
were full of sins themselves, that my humility and willingness to publically confess my
sins and shortcomings was embarrassing to worse sinners who would not admit to it (all
of them). It took several years of my confessions before they “manned up.”
Here is a typical salvation prayer that an evangelist will recite, expecting the new
convert to pray along with him: Lord Jesus, I confess that I am a sinner. I believe that
you died so that my sins can be forgiven. I will now turn away from my sins and make
you Lord of my life. I will no longer follow the ways of the world or my sinful desires, but
put my trust in you. Amen.
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You are then told to find a good “bible church” (in truth there is really no such thing)
and to become a participating member of it, to go to services, and to fellowship.
Now many people here in USA feel powerless. Their lives are not what they want them
to be. They see crime on television, and are told the usual myths by the Christian media.
This is what is portrayed by the media celebrities like Rush Lumbaugh: Blacks and
others in the cities are primal drug fiends lurking behind every lamp post ready to rob
them, taking the Christian’s hard earned money on top of their generous welfare checks,
driving new cars, living lives of leisure and inebriation, the cities are full of rapists, drug
addicts, pedophiles, welfare mothers, deadbeat dads, and all living high and in comfort
thanks to the socialist intellectual liberals who sit in their high towers unaware of the
reality. They hate on politicians who promise to “get tough on crime” with absolutely no
clue to any facts on crime or prisons and their efficacy. These are myths. I was a resident
of white suburbia almost my entire life. After being in prison, my first extended
exposure to authentic black culture, I moved to the city (Newark), as I preferred their
way of life. It is more authentic, more comradely, and is not as portrayed on tv. I have
yet to hear a real gunshot, which were common to hear in my youth in a much more
affluent area.
The lives of the new (and all other) Christians often includes divorce, debt, and other
problems common among all peoples. Despair fuels their moves, and they share a
common feeling of loss, of abandonment, of deep pessimism about the future. When
despair is profound, desperate people seek miracles. It is convenient to look for hope in
the possibilities promised by “prosperity,” “deliverance,” and other pie-in-the-sky
preachers. It is easier to believe that destiny has been pre-ordained and that the faithful
will be blessed, even if they have to go through hard times.
In this movement which promotes “family values,” friends and family members are
divided into groups of “saved” and “unsaved,” imposing division. New recruits are
increasingly involved in the community of church members, cutting off ties with their
previous circles, luring them away from safety. The members submit to leadership,
abandon critical thought, and adopt religious jargon identifying them as “believers.”
Believers are stripped of individual initiative, surrendering personal power in exchange
for joining the collective, the mass of “warrior sheep,” who are willing to resort to
violence for their leaders’ causes, following blindly. After all, their leaders are men of
god, they could not be misguiding them. Considering themselves as the spiritual elite,
they feel superior to all other avenues of being and believing. Believers are surrounded
and enclosed in the church community, careful not to be “infected” by allowing exposure
to “sinful” input of unapproved media, be it tv, radio, internet, or print. They value
personal experience over reason, also rejecting logic. Destructive to independence and
nonconformity, their ideology gives the believers a cause, a sense of purpose, feelings of
superiority, and the believer develops hatred, given justifications and sanctifications for
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these prejudices. Submission is the cost for the rewards of repaired self-esteem, and
joining a “blessed elite.” That is how they define and identify themselves. Without
critically analyzing their leaders and the doctrine that they profess, they blindly accept a
“holy” cause. Many people yearn to be given rules to live by, they feel a need for
direction, not having confidence to be independent thinkers and doers. In a way, they
gladly find themselves to be back in the womb, given direction and the “safe protection”
of god. The leaders invariably have impeccable appearances, putting on airs of
importance, purity, and wisdom; while in reality they are lacking substance in all those
areas, but are talented at deception and acting.
To incite more zeal, the idea that Christians are being persecuted is promoted. Their
minds are fertilized with reports of Christians being killed or imprisoned for their faith
in foreign lands; and when they are fed stories of statues or crosses on public land being
prohibited, or praying being prohibited in school, their righteous indignation is
enflamed, and they are encouraged to respond in rage. Those who do so are considered
heroes, and entrepreneurial lawyers get rich fighting for Christian causes like that.
Chris Hedges states it plainly and simply in his book “American Fascists” where I quote
parts of pages 89-93, where some words are those of Roberta Rughe: “.…they want to
have one nation under god…they have networks. They are deeply connecting with
people who have lots of money and lots of power, and these people are very smart and
savvy. They know how to put forward a public front that hides the private agenda… they
offer people a sense of belonging and connection….. there is no extended family, so the
church is providing it for the people. Their ticket to power is family values….with this
church family comes the imposition of an extreme male power structure. They use this
power structure to control the family, then the church, and finally the nation.”….end
quote.
Now from Hedges: “The use of control and force is also designed to raise obedient,
unquestioning and fearful children, children who as adults will not be tempted to
challenge powerful male figures. These children are conditioned to rely on external
authority for moral choice. They obey out of fear…as adults. Refusal to submit to
authority is heresy....taught to see the world as one where the possibility of attack and
danger lurks behind every crevice, the child learns to distrust outsiders. The benign and
trivial take on satanic proportions….there is no safety….enemies…must be defeated to
establish a world, ushered in by Christ’s return, where no one will be able to do them
harm,…and the binary lines of right and wrong are enforced by a Christian government.
Only then will believers be safe….
….the conditioning of children to fear nonconformity and blindly obey ensures
continued obedience as adults…..learning how to make moral choices… accept personal
responsibility, and how to deal with the chaos of human life is handed over to god-like
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authority figures. The process makes possible a perpetuation of childhood…bask in the
warm glow and magic of divine protection……those who adopt the belief system, who
find in the dictates of the church and its leaders a binary world of right and wrong….that
subtly or overtly shuns and condemns the “unsaved.” People are no longer judged by
their actions or capacity for self-sacrifice and compassion, but by the rigidity of
obedience. This defines the good and bad, the Christian and the infidel….and while they
speak often about love, as they do about family, it is the cohesive bonds created by
family and love that they war against….”
(Here Hedges quotes Joost A M Meerloo from his book “The Rape of the Mind: the
Psychology of Thought Control, Menticide, and Brainwashing”): “it is important for us
to realize that emphasis on conformity and the fear of spontaneous living can have an
effect almost as devastating as the totalitarian’s deliberate assault on the mind…trained
into conformity the child may well grow up into an adult who welcomes with relief the
authoritarian demands of the totalitarian leader.”
Back to Hedges: “In the megachurches, the pastor, nearly always male, is obeyed by the
congregation. It is the pastor who interprets the word of god…governs through a divine
mandate. A mandate cannot be challenged since it comes from god….do not permit
revolt, discussion, or dissent. And once women buy into this message, one that…makes...
….themselves into good Christian women, they cede personal, political, and economic
power. Those who are weak or different, those who do not conform to the rigid
stereotype, those who have other ways of being, must be forced by the stern father to
conform or obey.”
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CHRISTIAN MESSAGES AS DIVERSIONS

Have you ever heard any life-changing sermons? Other than ones which capture a naïve
person into belief so that he becomes a Christian, there are likely no words coming from
any pulpit that will truly open your mind and alter your way of thinking. I hope my
books do have that result. I have found that pastors’ sermons are mostly feel-good
messages or motivational encouragement for the most part. 9-11 was not a feel-good
event. Many pastors took advantage of the opportunity to tell their warrior sheep that
the disaster had been “allowed” by god as a result of him removing his “divine covering”
over America due to the country’s sin, which was portrayed as abortion and
homosexuality; not greed, deception, oppression, selfishness, and the like. My previous
book proved that 9-11 was clearly a demolition job, to allow the formation of homeland
security, the Patriot Act, and the war on Iraq without vast dissent. Now I will show how
it was also initiated to incite hatred of Muslims. I delve into this and other aspects of the
9-11 plot much deeper in my next book, which will be published around July 2019.
My previous pastor, Jonathan Cahn, did vast research for his book and film “The
Harbinger,” in which he links the 9-11 event with biblical prophecy from the book of
Isaiah, chapter nine verse ten. Isa 9:10 RV The bricks are fallen, but we will build with
hewn stone: the sycamores are cut down, but we will change them into cedars.- His
revelations were astounding, as he revealed amazing otherwise unseen details. But that
he couldn’t perceive that it was a demolition is unbelievable. Why was he stifling the
truth? When he read my first two books, along with praise, his only other comment was
a suggestion that I should leave out the portions dealing with conspiracy “theories”
(more accurately called “conspiracy facts”). I later read an article from “Chosen People”
magazine, a publication by the denomination that the church functioned under, quoting
instructions from a member of the Council of Foreign Relations, an entity of the most
powerful people in the world, regarding the communications that Christians should
have with Jews. It also mentioned positive words concerning a Jesuit priest by the name
of Father Coughlin who had been a voice of Nazi rage against Jews during World War II,
a contributing factor that the US did not get involved in the war until the Pearl Harbor
devastation.
The same pastor Jonathan Cahn was chosen to have the “honor” of addressing congress
during Obama’s 2013 inauguration (not to be confused with the pastor who officiated
the president himself). Cahn stressed strongly that he would not be “politically correct,”
buzzwords of the Christian and political conservatives. He then gave a speech bland of
substance, but overflowing with eloquent rhetoric, at its most extreme, condemning
abortion. His speech was met with enthusiastic approval, a standing ovation by some of
the most wicked people in the world. This “politically incorrect” speech was loved by the
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politicians. If the devil loves you, how righteous are you really? I would have taken a
wonderful opportunity like that to lambast those evil motherfuckers and throw in their
faces the evil that I am aware that they do, demanding their repentance. But in his
wisdom, Pastor Jonathan agreed with them. That is why he is rich and comfortable, and
I am incarcerated. Jonathan Cahn is not uninformed, he is well aware of political
developments. He is complicit in our ignorance, as are all popular and vocal leaders in
the evangelical community.
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CURRENT DIABOLICAL DEVELOPMENTS

In a previous chapter, I explained how Christians are taught to be suspicious of other
peoples, to view themselves as persecuted, and to be obedient. The true motivations of
their leaders, as well as their actions, are kept in secrecy. The conservative Christian
movement, led by the southern Baptists, aligned itself with Ronald Reagan, helping him
to get elected. That was the beginning of the pact and connection between the Christian
right and the Republican Party. It was initiated and developed as follows.
Paul Weyrich and multi-millionaire Coors (of brewery fame) founded the Heritage
Foundation in 1973, then Weyrich also founded the Free Congress Foundation in 1974,
creating a plan to ensure that the Christian right takes control of American culture. In
1979, the Moral Majority was also started by Weyrich and Coors, and Jerry Falwell was
placed as its president. Here is a quote from Falwell: “Reagan is a fine man, he believes
what the Moral Majority believes, what God tells us.” We are aware of Reagan’s “trickledown theory” (but in reality, the poor don’t get a drop). He also tried to eliminate
welfare, social security, and Medicaid. Real Christian character.
In May of 1981, the Council for National (CNP) was formed, bringing together Jerry
Falwell and Pat Robertson, with right wing industrialists willing to fund them. In other
words, it was a power house of religion, capitalists, and government. The CNPs first
executive director, Woody Jenkins, told a “Newsweek” reporter: “One day before the end
of this century, the council will be so influential, that no president, regardless of party or
philosophy, will be able to ignore us or our concerns or shut us out of the highest levels
of government.” Texas governor George W Bush addressed a secret meeting of the group
in 1999, making promises to them, and during his presidency, Dick Cheney and Donald
Rumsfeld attended CNP meetings. Coors also funded CNP, and it was soon considered
as being designed to “counter” the Council of Foreign Relations,” which was the
“Goliath” against the “David” of the CNP (but with no stone to defeat the CFR). Tim
LaHaye was president of the CNP, and he later wrote the “Left Behind” series, books and
movies which portrayed depictions of “pretrib rapture,” misleading tens of millions of
readers. Was his depiction of “end times” intended to mislead? Or was he truly ignorant
of what the bible teaches? Remember that he was a political shaker, a man behind the
scenes of power in America. Reagan and Bush introduced the concept of the Soviet
Union as the “evil empire” with “Gog” of the bible being a reference to Russia. These
presidents brought the idea that America fights for god, and that its enemies are
representatives of Satan. This book gives that concept a whole new perspective.
My previous publication “Exposing…” and my next one clearly prove that 9-11 was a
demolition job, and that Bush and all of DC were complicit to it. On October 11, 2001, he
said about the hijackers: “were instruments of evil”…that backing them was “a cult of
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evil”…and “it is enough to know that evil, like goodness, exists. And in the terrorists, evil
has found a willing servant.” That was an interesting observation from a person in
power who belongs to the cult “skull and bones.” And the war against terrorism was
initiated. Talk about false flags. The white house basically removed the stars and stripes
and replaced it with the Jolly Roger, laughing at the gullible citizens who let them get
away with it. It is also interesting that ISIS suddenly appeared as a face of Muslim evil.
All this Muslim evil suddenly appeared out of nowhere and everybody bought into it.
Now let us put the evidence together and see what should now be beginning to be clear
to you.
US leaders sacrificed three thousand of their own civilians in 9-11 demolition job to
facilitate involvement in the war on terrorism (in other words, terrorism as a weapon to
facilitate the slaughter of Arabs). Does not ISIS leader being Israeli, a US ally, makes it
fairly obvious that the real purpose for 9-11, and for the existence of ISIS, is to give an
excuse to annihilate Arabs? Why would our leaders want to do that? Could it be because
Arabs challenge the rule of the west and Christianity? We are told that the US are the
good guys and that Arabs are evil and the bad guys. We are also told that Jesus is allgood and loving, and all-powerful. Do you not yet see through the bullshit? I cannot
speak for the character of Muslims, but I can say a little about our leaders. Just read my
books. Is Christianity really a “good” religion? Is Judaism? A review of Islam is near the
end of this book. For now, let it suffice that they worship the same god under another
name and another doctrine. Are our leaders pillars of integrity? Are US government,
capitalist, and religious leaders paragons of virtue? Or are they wolves in shepherds’
clothing? A letter written by a world leader (Albert Pike: illuminati, freemason, and KKK
cofounder) in 1871 (shown in my other books) forecast the world powers’ plans to enable
World War I, WW II, then WW III and WW IV. The third world war is being carried out
now; in our ignorance it is even happening as I write. As I illustrated in EXPOSING THE
MONEY MACHINE in 2016, the Arabs and Israel were supposedly going to destroy each
other. As I have stated before, the plans for the future sometimes deviate due to
circumstances and changed strategies. The destruction of the Arab peoples is the true
motivation and strategy of the world powers. Why? As I have made clear before, the
rulers plan a world population goal of 500 million by 2025. There are a thousand
recently constructed internment camps across the United States. A million and a half
blacks were reported missing in the April 20th 2015th issue of the NY Times. A few years
ago, it was all over the conspiracy internet channels that the first ones to be in the camps
would be rebels, then blacks, then Latinos, etc... So what is the agenda? Kill off the most
dangerous first, those who never bowed down to the Baal of the Christian establishment
and the materialistic Roman Empire. The most dangerous to the power is to be taken
down first, then by the time people wake up, it will be too late, the new world order is a
given easy thing to put in place.
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But it doesn’t stop there. It only gets more devious. The next page or two reflects what is
written on pages 134-140 of Michael Baigent’s book “Racing towards Armageddon.” His
sources are well-documented, and my skeptical analyzation leads me to come to an
acknowledgement of its truth, the validity of what he records speaks for itself. However,
my conclusions as to the motivations behind the actions of what he states is my own.
In his book, Mr. Baigent gives a description of Lieutenant General William Boykin’s
history of service to the United States. At age 29 Boykin joined the special operations
group, Delta Force. In 1980 he participated in Delta Force’s unsuccessful attempt to free
US embassy hostages in Iran. In 1983 he was wounded invading Grenada. In 1989 he
served in Panama in an operation to capture President Noriega. As a colonel in 1993 he
chased cocaine kingpin Pablo Escabar, and later that year, was an adviser in the famous
confrontation in Waco, Texas. Finally, in October 1993, he commanded the Delta Force
group during the battle of Magadisu, the battle that was the subject of the famous book
and film “Black Hawk Down.” After recovering from wounds, he was appointed head of
special operations divisions at the Pentagon, then he was transferred to be deputy
director of Special Activities of the CIA. From 1998-2003, he was first general in charge
of United States Army Forces Special Command based in Fort Bragg, North Carolina,
the head of the John F Kennedy Special Warfare Center. From 2003-2004 he was
assigned to introduce methods of interrogation (torture) as practiced in Guantanamo
Bay Prison in Cuba to be used at Abu Ghraib prison in Baghdad.
In early 2003, General Boykin arranged for his close friend Reverend Bobby Welch to
send letters inviting church pastors to attend training sessions at Fort Bragg. Take note
that Rev. Welch was elected president of the Southern Baptist convention in 2004. The
letter included these words: “We must find a group of men who are warriors of faith,
pastors who have the guts to lead this nation to Christ and revival.” The author of this
book that you are now reading, would like to remind you now that these men have gone
to seminary and are aware of the Bible’s deceptions, and that like virtually all pastors,
are aware that god is evil, and that they are all lying hypocrites. Boykin is not religiously
trained, he is an experienced seasoned killer, who has devised methods of torture.
The training was an intensive two-day session, part of a scheme called the “faith force
multiplier.” The department of defense defines the “faith force multiplier” as an addition
to any combat force that significantly increases its fighting capacity, and so its chance of
success. Lieutenant Tim Carlson, military chaplain for US army corps of engineers,
explained: “I suggest that the greatest force multiplier known to the world is faith.”
Along with the concept of “faith force multiplier” take into consideration how military
forces are indoctrinated to follow their “superiors” orders, and how not doing so is
treason, and is punished. Soldiers are indoctrinated to follow orders blindly, to trust
that those at “headquarters” are well informed, highly competent, and on the side of
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righteousness. Christians and soldiers don’t ask questions. They might find out
something.
We can glean from a presentation that Boykin gave in a 2003 at a church in Oregon at
an annual service to honor church members who were serving, or had served in the
military; what his modus operandi was. At that point, Lieutenant general Boykin had
recently been appointed deputy under-secretary of defense for intelligence. He
presented himself in full uniform (combat gear) as fully official with the authority of his
new position. He gave a well-scripted audio-visual presentation including some
anecdotes about his military service, some images of the destruction of the twin towers,
then a photograph of George W Bush Jr... “Why is this man in the white house?” He
asks, then answers his own question: “God put him there to lead not only this nation,
but to lead the world.” (Not mentioned was skull and bones).
Then he showed photographs of Sadam Hussein, Osama bin Laden, and others. He then
stated as fact, in his authority as senior position in military intelligence- that the enemy
that the United States faced was not those people to be focused on. (Yet Sadam was
hunted down to his tunnel hiding cave). Boykin stated boldly: “The enemy is a spiritual
enemy” “it’s called the principality of darkness” “we…. are in a spiritual battle, not a
physical battle…the battle this nation is in is a spiritual battle, it’s a battle for our soul.
And the enemy is a guy called Satan….Satan wants to destroy this nation” The United
States military is in the process of “recruiting a spiritual army that will draw strength
from a greater power to defeat its enemy.” In that church (and others) “to recruit you to
be warriors of god’s kingdom.” It is reported that Boykin of US intelligence explained
that opponents of the United States would “only be defeated if we come against them in
the name of Jesus.”
I have studied the bible deeply, and nowhere and at no time did Jesus ask for anybody to
kill in his name. He did say “he who lives by the sword will die by the sword.”
Furthermore, at the end of tribulation, neither humans nor angels kill anyone, but
Jesus’ tongue destroys the nations. The US military is not involved. This is all bullshit.
That is unless Boykin was enlisting some people that he knew were hypocritical liars
who manipulated the masses to spread propaganda. He is not a fool. Recall how
seasoned Boykin was his field experience, and the responsible positions that he has held.
And he is not a lone eccentric fanatic, he is a trained warrior. The sentiments he
expressed is widespread in at least some sections of the military. In 2004, Lieutenant
Colonel Garth Brandl led his men on an assault on Falluja, in central Iraq. He inspired
them by his words: “the enemy has got a face. He’s called Satan. And we’re going to
destroy him.” This is a simplicity. Or is it a good way to have your men forget that they
are invading a smaller nation without solid evidence of any aggression against the
United States, and that the enemy are far less equipped men who have wives and
children. The language that the military uses is not spiritual, nor is it inspirational. It is
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not of a true Christian’s nature, it is meant to be “demonizing,” a “good vs. evil” nature
with no strong evidence of reason or logic to support it. It was psychological rhetoric. It
was psyops.
What is psyops? Psychological Operations was defined by general William Donovan of
the OSS in the World War II era as: “Psychological warfare is the coordination of and
use of all means, including…psychological exploitation of the recognized military
actions- which tend to deprive the will of the enemy to support, assistance, or sympathy
of his allies or associates or of neutrals, or to prevent his acquisition of such support,
assistance, or sympathy; or which tends to create, maintain, or increase the will to
victory of our own people or allies, and to acquire, maintain, or to increase the support
assistance, and sympathy of neutrals.”
What methods of Psyops does the United States use? The Soviet Union used this
description in 1980: “Unpardonable methods of ideological sabotage, including not just
flagrant lies, slander and disinformation, but also political blackmail, provocation, and
terror.” May I remind you that the United States is a Christian nation whose foundation
is the bible? Psyops go by the premise that wars are fought and won or lost not on
battlefields, but in the minds of men. In the US war in Vietnam, the United States huge
and powerful military wasn’t defeated in the jungles of Vietnam, but in the streets of
American cities and in informed colleges.
Before attacking Iraq, the US citizens were told that the Arabs were jealous of their
freedoms, that they had killed three thousand of their people, and that not only were
their boys protecting them from terrorism, but that they were liberating Iraqis from
Sadam. The Soviet description of American psyops is damn accurate. Iraq had no
chance against the wrath of far superior weaponry, drone warfare, and soldiers intent on
destroying evil killers who mercilessly decapitate innocent victims. (or so they were told
and believed).
Boykin was enlisting the use of propaganda from the pulpits. He wasn’t asking for
prayers or recruiting soldiers. He wanted pastors to do what they do best. He wanted
them to spread lies about what was happening in Iraq, Syria, Palestine, etc... United
States pastors told unchallenging American warrior sheep that Muslims are told to kill
Christians and Jews in the Koran, and other lies, as well as promoting deception about
Israel and Palestine. Few, if any, Christians bothered to read the Koran for themselves to
see if it was so. Do you recall much talk of Muslim terrorism or evil before 2011?
To take down the evil, deceptive, and oppressive enemy, we can expose enemy
propaganda, explain to the people the motivations and strategies of evil enemies, and
emphasize the rationale for resistance and revolution. I, Michael Kahn, and Truthforce
International, will not deceive anyone, as deception is a tool that evil powers use, and
strategy that they often exercise. Our strategy will be to cut through the bullshit. My
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theory and hope is that righteous indignation fueled by the discovery of having been
duped by evil intelligence is a force multiplier more powerful than faith. And how much
more-so upon discovery that the war being waged is to literally save future generations
from eternal hell and a world fascist police state. Fight desperately, fellow soldiers, our
enemy is ruthless evil incarnate.
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MOST RECENT EFFECTS

Evidently, the Christian right is attempting to not only hijack American culture and
politics, but also annihilate people of different religions. The book that I am authoring
simultaneously with this one exposes the arm of the RC church called the Jesuits,
illustrating ruthless acts of deception and strategies of control, with their attitude that
peoples outside the Catholic faith deserve death. My research covers many evidences
that this is not only their agenda, but that it is happening now.
Erik Prince is the founder of the private “security contractors” (mercenaries) called
“Blackwater.” Because of their bad publicity due to murderous incidents (such as the
infamous incident in September 2007 in Nisour Square in Baghdad, where four
armored vehicles with mounted machine guns opened fire on civilians, killing seventeen
and injuring many others), their name was changed to “Xe,” then to “Acadamie.”
Prince’s family is a wealthy pillar of the Reformed Church, and major funders of the
Family Research Council, with ties to the Council for National Policy (CNP), which
Erik’s sister’s father-in-law DeVos (founder of Amway) was president of the CNP from
1990 to 1993. This sister of Erik Prince, Betsy, served as head of the Michigan
Republican Party, and is now Secretary of Education under Donald Trump. Erik Prince
has been a faithful donor to the Republican Party for almost three decades, and has been
a devout supporter and advisor to Trump, during his campaign, and since.
Now a devout and conservative Catholic, he was an intern at the Family Research
Council, and worked in the Bush Sr. white house, which he considered to be too liberal.
An article in “The Economist” made these statements: “In an affidavit ledged with a
court in Virginia, one of the witnesses said that Mr. Prince “views himself as a Christian
crusader tasked with eliminating Muslims and the Islamic faith from the globe. To that
end, Mr. Prince intentionally deployed to Iraq men who shared his vision of Christian
supremacy, knowing and wanting these men to take every available opportunity to
murder Iraqis. Many of these men used call signs based on the Knights of Templar, the
warriors who fought the crusades….going to Iraq to shoot and kill Iraqis was viewed as a
sport or game.”
According to Chris Hedges’ book “American Fascists,” pages 24-30, there were tens of
thousands of “security contractors” in Iraq by 2006, and they are protected from civilian
and military law by a 2004 edict passed by American occupation authorities that
immunizes all civilian contractors in Iraq from prosecution. Blackwater was awarded a
billion dollars in contracts by the US government. Representative Jan Schakowsky (D.
Illinois) of the House Intelligence Committee estimated over ten years ago that forty
cents of every dollar spent on the occupation had gone to war contractors. Blackwater
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had the world’s largest private military facility, located in North Carolina. After
hurricane Katrina, heavily armed Blackwater soldiers patrolled the streets of New
Orleans in their black garb, wrap around shades, and in vehicles without license plates.
Unlike police officers and military troops, they have no system of accountability within
or outside their organization. Furthermore, they are not trained in protecting
constitutional rights. At this point we need to remember that there are a thousand
recently constructed internment camps all across the United States, that martial law
legislation has been established, and that police have become increasingly bold in their
disregard for following constitutional restrictions, and in shooting to kill upon the least
provocation.
That Trump was placed in power as president of the United States is more testimony
supporting the statement that conservative evangelical Christian leaders are putting the
politicians who they want in charge. Stephen Strang, founder and CEO of Charisma
magazine and Charisma media, which is viewed on internet and paper by hundreds of
thousands or more of Christians, said on CNN on Resurrection day (Easter) 2018 that
Trump was watching evangelical television programs in the early part of the twenty-first
century, and that he asked for forgiveness through Jesus, and that it changed his life.
Strang is supportive of Trump and had great respect for Bush. The evidence by Strang
that Trump is Christian convinces many Christians to support him. For evangelical
Christians, a politician’s faith is the deciding factor for votes, not his character or
policies.
Sean Hannity has over three million viewers, and he totally supports Trump, and even
uses the same lawyer (Cohen) as Trump. “Focus on the Family,” whose growth is
credited to Dr. James Dobson, broadcasts radio programs to thirty-eight million
listeners. “Focus” is a Christian organization that promotes conservative views on
matters of public and family policies. Dr. Dobson combines psychology and Christianity,
a curious combination. I say curious because they have opposing views of mankind at
their foundation. Christianity is based on the premise that mankind’s innate nature is
evil, that everybody is a sinner. The term used by Christian teachers is “depraved.”
Psychology, on the other hand, is based on the premise that mankind is innately good,
but can be affected adversely by the people and world around him. Dr. Dobson walked a
shaky path when he attempted to combine both doctrines. The only reasons that I can
conceive that someone would incorporate contradictory and conflicting ideologies is
that he wanted to be considered as being enlightened and holy, and accepted by people
in both camps, as well as to lure unbelievers into the faith camp.
During the 2016 presidential campaign, the “Faith and Freedom Coalition” held a “Road
to Majority” conference, where its chairman Ralph Reed spoke. This conference was
designed to bring politicians together with the religious right. Reed promised to
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distribute thirty-five million voter guides throughout American churches to help bring
voters to the polls. Immediately after Reed left the podium, Trump stepped up.
Stephen Bannon of Breitbart News was well known as Trump’s campaign CEO, but how
many people are aware of Trump’s evangelical campaign council headed by Jerry
Falwell Jr.? It is curious that the same council that helped Trump get elected did not
criticize his pardoning of bigoted criminal sheriff Arpaio, it did not criticize him when he
called white supremacists “very fine people,” they did not criticize Trump when he
raised the nuclear arsenal funding by a trillion dollars, the council did not object when
Trump told the police to “rough up” suspects when they were arrested, nor when he gave
urban police forces heavy artillery, grenade launchers and tanks, (as if we need them for
floods as it was explained to us- BULLSHIT!). Why were there no protests by the
evangelical council as any of these highly volatile policies were enacted? Could it be that
Trump was simply doing as he was instructed to do by his council, who are tools of the
Vatican?
Trump told us that he was going to make America great again. The United States has
never been great. But the best era of the country was, in my opinion, the 1960s and
1970s. That was the time that the people of America were aware of what their leaders
were doing, and they cared enough to protest, to boycott, and to participate in civil
disobedience. There was a large anti-establishment movement among the people back
then. Perhaps Trump’s actions were false flags, Hagelian principles. Perhaps he is doing
what he thinks is best, but most likely he is doing what he is being told to and paid to.
Whatever the motivation, he is succeeding at making America great again. The people
are aware (to a limited extent) and they are angry. A new wave of protest has begun. But
the people must be careful, because martial law is imminent. More powerful and
effective tools are boycotts and unions, because struggle for survival must be done
strategically and wisely, as the outcome is imperative to be successful. The destiny of
eternal damnation or survival for the planet rests in this confrontational six years ahead.
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DEFINITION OF A CHRISTIAN

What really is a Christian? The word “Christ” is an Anglicized pronunciation of the
Greek word “cristo,” which means “oil.” “Christis” was chosen when the author of the
New Testament to find a Greek translation for the Hebrew word “meshiach” (anglicized
into messiah), which is correctly defined as “deliverer.” Moses was considered a messiah
for delivering the Hebrews from slavery in Egypt. So how do we get “Cristo”? Those
who were also considered deliverers, such as Sampson, David, and Elijah were anointed
with oil as they were assigned to be somebody great. There was no Greek equivalent for
messiah, nor for “anointed one.” The closest that Josephus could get was “oil.”
So the definition, or concept, of a “Christian,” at its heart, (as a little Christ, or imitation
of Christ) basically is somebody imitating or showing the character of a deliverer.
Unfortunately, in many places, especially in America, it has come to be associated with
somebody who follows mean-spirited teachings unquestioningly like a sheep. Christians
in America and in Europe follow and agree with their leaders who condemn gays,
oppose abortion, fight for public prayer in school, hate communism, mistrust Muslims,
support Israel, uphold the military, and love the piece of real estate they are situated in,
above other peoples. They give their pastors total trust, as being wise, moral, and
honest, and in the Christian media for truth.
Many Christians in the west have lost their “salt,” and are no longer shine a light. Their
vision is not single, is not sound. They have become mean-spirited and now deny giving
the poor crumbs that fall from their tables, loving Reagan’s trickle-down theory. Rather
than protesting about tax shelters for billionaires, they complain over pennies given to
the poor.
 Jas 2:6 CEV You mistreat the poor. But isn't it the rich who boss you around
and drag you off to court?
 Jas 2:15 CEV If you know someone who doesn't have any clothes or food, Jas
2:16 you shouldn't just say, "I hope all goes well for you. I hope you will be warm
and have plenty to eat." What good is it to say this, unless you do something to
help?
In chapter 25 of Matthew, Jesus clearly condemns and will send to hell anybody who
doesn’t clothe the naked, heal the sick, feed the hungry, and visit those who are in
prison. According to the bible, where is your deserved abode?
A true man of righteousness is led by the spirit. The Holy Spirit is not one of the trinity,
is not a person. The Hebrew words translated to “Holy Spirit” are “rouach hakodesh”
Kodesh is defined as “outside of worldliness,” and can mean being unselfish, not chasing
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sensual desires, not involved in worldly or materialistic desires. It is called in English“holy.” “Rouach” is defined as “breath” or “wind.” In other words, Holy Spirit is that
enthusiastic force within some people that drives them to strive against worldly
materialistic sensual temptations and selfish motivations.
In the Old Testament, Moses fought against oppressive slave masters, Sampson slew a
thousand oppressive Philistines with the jawbone of a donkey, when the spirit came
upon him. David killed Goliath. In 1 Kings chapter 18, Elijah called fire down from
heaven and slaughtered 450 prophets of Baal. In 2Kings chapters nine and ten, the
prophet Elisha anointed Jehu with oil, who killed all the Baal worshippers in Israel. In
the OT, the spirit was responsible for enabling prophets, kings, and others to have the
incentive, drive, courage, and strength to successfully oppose the powerful evil entities
against all odds.
But in the New Testament, while the spirit did oppose the flesh, it was tamed and
disarmed. The fruits of the spirit are described in Galatians chapter five as love, peace,
forbearance, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, and self-control. That
scripture is followed by the statement: against those there is no law. So be overcome by
evil powers, because you don’t want to break any laws those powers made. Funny (not
really, a better word is “suspicious”) how the same book that tells you to be a good
slave, to obey your government, to be a sheep, to turn the other cheek, to love your
enemies, and bless those who curse you, to rejoice when being persecuted, that
weakness is strength, to not trust your own wisdom, to pay taxes and tithes, and to
return goodness to evil, has now declared that the spirit of the righteous warrior should
be replaced with gentleness, restraint, and patience. It excludes from the list of positive
qualities such characteristics as integrity, courage, and wisdom. Does that not raise
some red flags??? Is this realization not alarming?? What have we been taught? Why??
What is their motivation?!! Seems to me that they want to strip us of what a man really
is, to make sure that nobody attempts to break free of slavery.
Now some of you think that you are not slaves, that you have freedom. Not according to
Jesus.
 Joh 8:31 CEV Jesus told the people who had faith in him, "If you keep on
obeying what I have said, you truly are my disciples. Joh 8:32 You will know the
truth, and the truth will set you free." Joh 8:33 They answered, "We are
Abraham's children! We have never been anyone's slaves. How can you say we
will be set free?" Joh 8:34 Jesus replied: I tell you for certain that anyone who
sins is a slave of sin!
Now about those Jews who had never been slaves. Biblically, Egypt enslaved the
Hebrews, who were later overcome by Babylon, Syria, the Greeks, and at the time that
Jesus supposedly was teaching them, Roman soldiers were probably in the vicinity, as
Rome occupied Israel. So who has enslaved you? Is it sex? Drugs? Perhaps your material
possessions or the love of money? The desire to be entertained? Are you enslaved to
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your mobile phone (can you do without it?)? Has your job, boss, or spouse hold you in
captivity? Has your inability to have full integrity trapped you? Has the legal system, the
government, your inability to think outside the box, or your religion enslaved you? Most
blacks would not make a statement like the Jews in scripture, they feel much oppressed.
If you feel free, you are deceived. The truth is actually, “most, if not all of the
aforementioned,” but the ultimate reality is that god Horus (Jesus, Allah) has ruled over
all peoples with his evil, and rebellion from his tyranny is long overdue. The truth is
actually your only possible ticket to freedom. At this point, it will have to be followed
with decisive action in sacrificial and courageous struggle against oppressive
principalities of this dark age.
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ODDS, AND HOPES OF PROPHECIES

The Christian establishment has had a destructive influence on humanity for centuries.
The lies, phony appearances, and its poisonous doctrines have given us all wrong values.
What else could be the result of a religion that states that its basic foundation rests on
mercy and grace? While these two concepts are not stressed in the bible-in it, Jesus
preached to encourage loving righteousness, there is some mention of them in there. But
let us briefly define these two words. Mercy- you don’t get the punishment that you
deserve. That is good- if you like doing wrong and getting away with it. And grace? That
is defined as “unmerited favor,” in other words, getting blessings come to you even
though you don’t deserve them. America and other Christian nations are full of people
who live by the code of the attitude that it is right to not be punished for transgressions,
and that they should be blessed for their beliefs, instead of for doing righteousness. Now
we can perceive how our morals have deteriorated. And the pastors will tell us that
criminals need Jesus in their lives. Most prisoners are Christian, and the worst criminals
(other than those who wear blue), are the corporate heads who pull the strings of the
politicians (who are the worst dregs of humanity) and who pollute the planet, murder
citizens of other lands, poison us with GMOs and harmful pharmaceuticals, and who
exploit and oppress the people. They don’t get punished, instead they are made wealthy.
And those television evangelists promoting that Jesus makes you wealthy, or the faith
healers, or those who, like Billy Graham, make converts- have been made rich
motherfuckers. Do they use their wealth to help those who are in need? Look at their
houses and autos, at their lifestyles. One source in my research stated that Billy Graham
was worth $25 million at his death. He was advisor to all presidents from Harry Truman
to Bush Jr... These presidents waged war against Korea, Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos,
Afghanistan, Syria, Iraq, and many other nations; and Graham’s good buddy Nixon
(whom Graham supported through his impeachment) also initiated the petrodollar and
began legislation allowing for national martial law.
Regarding that era. The 1960s was full of turmoil. Youth had awakened and aware of evil
in how world affairs were shaped. They rebelled against formal education, military,
materialism, the institution of marriage, segregation, and the like. The whole world
could have been redirected to righteousness, but the establishment took measures to
block the “hippy” movement. They did so by assassinating popular politicians and civil
rights leaders; by introducing drugs to youth, and by promoting youth to “have a
personal relationship with Jesus”-the Jesus movement that neutralized the social justice
revolutionary, Billy Graham carries much responsibility for it. Frustrated at their lack of
success, the hippies joined the establishment, and black panthers languished in
maximum security prisons for decades, falsely charged with crimes.
Here is the deception-we are taught that freemasons worship Satan, that they have
infiltrated the government, and that most leaders are freemasons. I just blew apart the
deception by showing that freemasonry is simply devout scholarly Christianity
awakened. The bible’s god is Satan, and freemasonry has been hiding in plain sight. A
pretty appearance hiding evil that will reveal itself very soon. But it isn’t Christianity
that is the evil, it is falling for wrong motivations and values, allowing self to seek
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money, fame, or other wrong motivations, rather than the few righteous teachings in the
bible which are stifled by worldly people (including pastors).
Christians are taught that the Roman Catholic Church is evil. That is true. But let us see
what is hiding in plain sight. An associate pastor in the church that I attended was asked
to go to a meeting of pastors, in substitution for the pastor that usually went, who was
sick. I was told by him that it was ecumenical, with catholic leadership presiding. The
church that I belonged to was under the “Chosen People” denomination, kind of like
“Jews for Jesus” by nature. There was no love for Catholicism there, but the pastor
preached a message in 2013 regarding “proper” teaching of the true nature of Peter
being the rock of the church and given the keys to heaven. Matthew 16:13-20.
Traditionally Protestants have taught that this passage was interpreted that the rock
foundation of the church was the concept of Jesus being the son of god, the messiah. It
is also notable that a message later that year by the pastor, Jonathan Cahn, laid
reference to Christians being god, somewhat along the lines of this book. I was told this
by another member that night, as I had been extremely exhausted and could not pay
close attention; but I do remember Jonathan spreading his arms like Jesus on the cross
to emphasize his teaching that evening. I also found evidence in a “chosen people”
magazine that the leadership of that denomination received direction from the Council
of Foreign Relations, a body of illuminati that was founded by David Rockefeller Jr...
Another piece of the puzzle is as follows: Ronald Reagan was sworn into office on the
opposite side of the white house than all preceding presidents. This is said to have been
a sign that the Catholic Church had conquered America. It is curious that Reagan was
the first president elected as a result of conservative evangelical Christians, with the
base of southern Baptists, forty million American members strong, started at that time
to align with the Republican Party. In addition, around that time, when the pope landed
on a flight to the US, he kissed the ground upon exiting the plane. It is a traditional
gesture of popes to do so when they have conquered a land.
I have authored three previous books. The first two “WE THE PEOPLE FOR THE
PEOPLE” and “THE TRUTH WILL MAKE YOU FREE” were authentically Christian,
promoted fresh original ideas, quoted scripture, were interesting, and well written. Why
did I have to self-publish? They were non-conformist, revolutionary, and free-thinking.
People woke up when they read the books. If they had been advertised, they would have
made the publishers money. They were not published by the establishment because they
challenged that establishment, and were potentially dangerous to the status quo. It is
curious that since I have been writing these controversial fresh perspectives, I have
spent (so far) forty months incarcerated in the past four years. Before that, I had spent
two months in jail back in 1982. I have done nothing immoral (unless you call
threatening your sister’s property with good reason under duress, as immoral) since that
time. But I have made many powerful people embarrassed and have awakened millions
of minds. Just think of the impact I would have made if I was free. Perhaps one of the
reasons that I am still here (this was written while incarcerated) is that the powers are
wondering the same thing. (I am now wondering the same thing now that I am free-why
am I alive and still communicating?)
Again, Ephesians six, verse twelve: Eph 6:12 KJV For we wrestle not against flesh and
blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of
this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places.
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My struggle is against the rulers and authorities, the powerful people and the
worldviews, mindsets, and values that they have imposed on the people of the planet. It
should be your struggle also. Soon, and in some ways, has already begun, the
confrontation between good and evil will be initiated. The Christians call it apocalypse,
and think it will be Christians (or more Biblically, Jesus coming from heaven on a horse
with his robe dipped in blood) against nonbelievers. The truth is that it will be people
who are righteous and who are aware of the truth, being attacked by evil money-andpower-hungry lying murderers. People who have been deceived but who have right
hearts will be confused as to whose side to take. This book, and the other two major
works of mine, must reach those people- the more of those that we have as warriors for
truth and righteousness, the better the chance there is for survival. But confusion and
delusions await those who do not perceive the truth.
 2Th 2:3 KJV Let no man deceive you by any means: for that day shall not come,
except there come a falling away first, and that man of sin be revealed, the son of
perdition; 2Th 2:4 Who opposeth and exalteth himself above all that is called
God, or that is worshipped; so that he as God sitteth in the temple of God,
shewing himself that he is God. 2Th 2:5 Remember ye not, that, when I was yet
with you, I told you these things? 2Th 2:6 And now ye know what withholdeth
that he might be revealed in his time. 2Th 2:7 For the mystery of iniquity doth
already work: only he who now letteth will let, until he be taken out of the
way. 2Th 2:8 And then shall that Wicked be revealed, whom the Lord shall
consume with the spirit of his mouth, and shall destroy with the brightness of his
coming: 2Th 2:9 Even him, whose coming is after the working of Satan with all
power and signs and lying wonders, 2Th 2:10 And with all deceivableness of
unrighteousness in them that perish; because they received not the love of the
truth, that they might be saved. 2Th 2:11 And for this cause God shall send them
strong delusion, that they should believe a lie: 2Th 2:12 That they all might be
damned who believed not the truth, but had pleasure in unrighteousness.
Basically, that scripture speaks on Christians and others who consider themselves as
god, and the lies that they have believed and permitted to deceive them because they
loved those lies. Marx called religion the opiate of the people. People who hate the
religions but have sat by will no longer “let” now, but will take action against the evil and
lies. Those who have been deceived will be more confused at the will of their “loving”
god.
Now I will use some paper and ink to reveal some information giving evidence that even
some people who are evil can possibly have some good in them. Josephus is the
treacherous Hebrew who betrayed his people, joined Rome, and penned the most
destructive book of sorcery in history. However, inside that masterpiece are pieces of
encouragement and knowledge that could only be found by Hebrews who knew Old
Testament scriptures well, or by intrepid scholars like myself.
Pentecost is a Christian holiday that celebrates the apostles receiving the holy spirit as
described in Acts chapter two, where it is stated that a gust of wind, and then flames of
fire manifested by the disciples. Wind represents the spirit, and fire represents anger.
Pentecost falls, not coincidently, on the same day as the Hebrew holiday Shavuot, which
is a remembrance of the day that Moses came down from Mt. Sinai, saw a mass of
Hebrews worshiping and dancing around an idol of Baal, the golden calf of prosperity
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and virility. Moses then threw down the stone tablets inscribed with the Ten
Commandments in his wrath, and ordered the Levites to kill three thousand of the
apostates. I want to remind you that Simon Peter “saved” three thousand people he
made converts at that same date.
In chapter two of Acts, the Pentecost story is told, and in verses 17 to 21, the apostle
Peter quotes the prophet Joel (of the OT) verses 2:28-32. Verse 32 is the last verse of
that chapter of Joel’s prophecy. It includes a prophecy of the last days, when people are
filled with the spirit, dreaming dreams, and having visions. I have had the mentioned,
and it is contagious. Immediately after the quoted chapter from Joel, chapter three
describes the Lord gathering armies of Hebrews and their allies from all nations:
 Joe 3:2 BBE I will get together all the nations, and make them come down into
the valley of Jehoshaphat; and there I will take up with them the cause of my
people and of my heritage Israel, whom they have sent wandering among the
nations, and of my land which has been parted by them. Joe 3:3 And they have
put the fate of my people to the decision of chance: giving a boy for the price of a
loose woman and a girl for a drink of wine. Joe 3:4 And further, what are you to
me, O Tyre and Zidon and all the circle of Philistia? will you give me back any
payment? and if you do, quickly and suddenly I will send it back on your
head, Joe 3:5 For you have taken my silver and my gold, putting in the houses of
your gods my beautiful and pleasing things. Joe 3:6 And the children of Judah
and the children of Jerusalem you have given for a price to the sons of the Greeks,
to send them far away from their land: Joe 3:7 See, I will have them moved from
the place where you have sent them, and will let what you have done come back
on your head; Joe 3:8 I will give your sons and your daughters into the hands of
the children of Judah for a price, and they will give them for a price to the men of
Sheba, a nation far off: for the Lord has said it. Joe 3:9 Give this out among the
nations; make ready for war: get the strong men awake; let all the men of war
come near, let them come up. Joe 3:10 Get your plough-blades hammered into
swords, and your vine-knives into spears: let the feeble say, I am strong. Joe
3:11 Come quickly, all you nations round about, and get yourselves together
there: make your strong ones come down, O Lord. Joe 3:12 Let the nations be
awake, and come to the valley of Jehoshaphat: for there I will be seated as judge
of all the nations round about.
War is imminent, and the Old Testament goes on to say in Joel:
 Joe 3:19 BBE Egypt will be a waste and Edom a land of destruction, because of
the evil done to the children of Judah, because they have let blood be drained out
in their land without cause. Joe 3:20 But Judah will be peopled for ever, and
Jerusalem from generation to generation. Joe 3:21 And I will send punishment
for their blood, for which punishment has not been sent, for the Lord is living in
Zion
My analyzation is not complicated, it is simple and clear. Egypt is the USA- as I have
stated before in my earlier books, the USA is like Egypt- the cosmetics, slavery, and gods
of virility and prosperity, being an advanced civilization with great power. But let us take
it deeper and bring it on home about Egypt. On the back of your one dollar bill is the
seal of the United States. It shows a pyramid; like I claimed, land of slavery. Above the
pyramid is an eye, and it is not just any eye, it is the eye of Horus, also of Satan. Look it
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up. One nation under god- the US motto. And under the pyramid are the words “Novus
ordo seclorum”- in Latin, language of the Roman Catholic church- “new world order.”
Enough said. But what is Edom representing? The original peoples who inhabited the
land we now call Israel were Phillistines and other Semitic tribes and nations, not the
original Hebrews, who are black. Those who occupy the piece of real estate called Israel
now, are mostly Ashkenazi Jews, like me. They were originally called Khazars (ancient
Turks), and adopted the religion and culture which they envied and/or allied themselves
with for ulterior motives. If you bother to research this carefully, you will find that their
origination was in Edom. The Jews who occupy the land Israel now are Edomites. I have
not researched this carefully, but somebody said: “the Hebrews left Israel black and
returned white.” I have seen some very scientific-appearing explanations debunking the
idea of this source of modern Jewry, but they cannot come against this strong
foundation, and I take a simple statement like that over complicated explanations that
involve analyzing ancient languages, DNA which proves all people come from the same
source (doesn’t really inform), or other questionable and remote ideas that the authors
state “proves” their point. And the motivations of these establishment Jews and scholars
is also to be challenged. My conclusion is that the Edom, in this prophecy, represents
Israel of today.
Acts 2:34-35 quotes psalm 110, which continues a few verses after the quote by
announcing in psalms how the Hebrews will crush kings and rulers of all nations. Acts
2:43-47 and 4:32-37 sound like a common man’s movement for equality and
righteousness.
 Act 4:32 CEV The group of followers all felt the same way about everything.
None of them claimed that their possessions were their own, and they shared
everything they had with each other. Act 4:33 In a powerful way the apostles told
everyone that the Lord Jesus was now alive. God greatly blessed his followers, Act
4:34 and no one went in need of anything. Everyone who owned land or houses
would sell them and bring the money Act 4:35 the apostles. Then they would give
the money to anyone who needed it.
But do not heed any words of any part of the bible with any trust, it is a book of sorcery,
deceptive and misleading in every way, although it strategically incorporates pieces of
truth carefully.
Now for a few Old Testament prophecies for you to consider. Remember these words
from the New Testament: “Jesus, the same, yesterday, to today, and tomorrow.” Let us
see how they like to have some scriptures poked into their faces. Regarding our faith
leadership having followers: from Micah:
 Mic 2:11 CEV The only prophet you want is a liar who will say, "Drink and get
drunk!"
All of Micah chapter three applies to the religious and governing rulers of every nation,
no exceptions. I will choose the best scriptures, but this whole prophetic chapter is
accurate.
 Mic 3:1 Listen to me, you rulers of Israel! You know right from wrong, Mic
3:2 but you prefer to do evil instead of what is right. You skin my people alive.
You strip off their flesh, Mic 3:5 You lying prophets promise security for anyone
who gives you food, but disaster for anyone who refuses to feed you. Here is what
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the LORD says to you prophets: Mic 3:9 So listen to my message, you rulers of
Israel! You hate justice and twist the truth. Mic 3:10 You make cruelty and
murder a way of life in Jerusalem. Mic 3:11 You leaders accept bribes for
dishonest decisions. You priests and prophets teach and preach, but only for
money. Then you say, "The LORD is on our side. No harm will come to us."
Now Isaiah was a major prophet. This prophecy is unusual, the only one in the entire
bible stating the word “conspiracy.” Why was that placed immediately before a scripture
telling the reader to not just fear god, but to dread him? And then, in the chapter
immediately following that, is an Old Testament prophecy referenced in the New
Testament to refer to Jesus. Does a good being want to be dreaded?
 Isa 8:12 ASV Say ye not, A conspiracy, concerning all whereof this people shall
say, A conspiracy; neither fear ye their fear, nor be in dread thereof. Isa
8:13 Jehovah of hosts, him shall ye sanctify; and let him be your fear, and let him
be your dread.Isa 8:14 And he shall be for a sanctuary; but for a stone of
stumbling and for a rock of offence to both the houses of Israel, for a gin and for a
snare to the inhabitants of Jerusalem.
God, Jesus, is a snare, He is a stone that people stumble over. How true.
 Isa 8:15 ASV And many shall stumble thereon, and fall, and be broken, and be
snared, and be taken.
Question: What do you call somebody who has fallen or been captured? Answer: A
Christian. Let us review and think. The religions are stories that were fabricated for the
purpose of imposing wrong, faulty, and downright harmful, mindsets, values, and
attitudes, with a further motive of enslaving people in hell. Political, religious, and rich
leaders using misleading rhetoric have gathered followers to destruction, using god’s
name. I have a good word to say.
Come out of her, my people. It is time to leave the church.
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DOCTRINES OF THE QURAN
If you are, or were, a Christian, after reading this book, you might have an inclination to
explore and/or pursue Islam. I am including this chapter to address that possibility.
This is also to warn curious readers or those Muslims who have not totally submitted to
Allah. You have finished reading a total debunking of both the Old and New Testaments,
proving that the doctrines, values, and words are not only untrue, but also are malicious
manipulative deceptions imposed with the intent to destroy and enslave those whom it
fools. Its god is an evil motherfucker, who is soon going to attempt to annihilate and
enslave the planet’s populace. Muslims worship the same god under a different name.
Muslims are not stupid. To mislead the people, the imams claim that the Bible has been
tampered with and altered, to compensate for the differences between the Quran and
the Bible. The research for this chapter was my former knowledge of Islam and the
reading in its entirety twice a translation of the Quran by Indians Maulana Wahiduddin
Khan and professor Farida Khanam. I hope it is an accurate translation. I had studied
another translation two years previously, but remembrance of any differences escapes
me, except that in the previous version, I recall that there was a serah commanding to
“slaughter the oppressors” which was absent in this translation.
Have you heard of the “Dead Sea Scrolls?” These are documents found in the Qumram
Caves in the west bank, a mile from the Dead Sea, discovered in 1946-1959, which
turned out to be well-preserved portions of the Old Testament books of Isaiah and
Leviticus, exactly identical to today’s version of the books. These are scientifically dated
(using carbon dating) to have been penned between eight and eleven centuries before
the Common Era. The Hebrew scribes were trained to copy their religious texts
meticulously accurately to pass on the information correctly for future generations. The
original Christian codexes are not so accurate, having slight doctrinal differences to
accommodate the Roman decrees. For example, the original words attributed to Christ
on the cross were “forgive them not, father, for they know what they do,” which of
course, makes more sense than the modern version of lies. In addition, the story of
Jesus forgiving the adulteress was not included in the earlier versions.
Josephus was well educated in the Hebrew scholarly texts, and able to manipulate
scriptures skillfully. Mohammed, on the other hand, had no formal schooling. His words
referring to the Old Testament differed from the original, not because of either being
altered, but as a result of the practice of the Roman Catholic Church. Let me explain. It
is told that Mohammed was given words of the Quran by the angel Gabriel while he was
meditating in a cave. The tale goes that at first Mohammed was nauseas and trembling
in fear, thinking that “Gabriel” was a demon. When he went home and told his wife
Khadijah about it, a relative of hers(who was not there) told him that he had not seen an
evil angel, that it was Gabriel. It could be that “Gabriel” was a demon, or that
Mohammed composed it himself. Khadijah was a Catholic. At that time it was not
permitted for lay Catholics to have a copy of the Bible, only clergy had access to them.
The only knowledge of the bible scriptures that Catholics had was that which they could
remember from whatever the priests taught them. It is very likely that Mohammed’s
versions were different from the Bible was because his only source of information of the
bible was his wife’s recounting of her limited exposure to lessons from the RC Church.
Unlike Josephus, Mohammed did not hide his god’s character with fictional traits of
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mercy, grace, forgiveness, or passive acceptance of persecution or oppression. The
Quran does have an "attitude" of defiance. Moses’ confrontation of pharaoh is recounted
multiple times, with the Hebrews’ victory over Egypt highlighted. Not many Old
Testament heroes are mentioned. Those that are, include Abraham, Lot, Noah, and Job.
Mohammed encouraged faith in Allah by employing threats of beatings, loss of property,
destruction by warfare, and by threat of painful eternal damnation to hell. As with
Christianity, faith is of utmost importance. Once you believe the bullshit, you are subject
to its influence, and after believing and obeying long enough, your reality is altered, and
your character conforms to the will of Allah (Horus). Many times in the Quran, unbelief
and the preventing of others from turning to Islam is not only condemned, but is
threatened with death and hell. If I believed that, this chapter would not be included. I
am well aware of the ire this will raise with Muslims. But I value the sanity of Arabs and
others enough to risk my life in saving their eternity. If Islam was truth and
righteousness, Muslims would not have to resort to violence or threats to prove their
own goodness. I employ facts and reason with all my communications, and earnestly
and strongly urge you to investigate thoroughly all factors before you make any
conclusions regarding religion. Your eternal future does indeed depend on your
decision.
When I was a Christian, I was informed about Islam by the Christian evangelists. They
told us of the Quran’s serahs which instructed Muslims to kill Christians and Jews.
Those were lies, as were stories regarding Israel being oppressed by Arabs. We are all
reminded of Al Qaeda, Boko Haram, Muslim Brotherhood, Osama bin Laden,
Hezbollah, and ISIS, and other Muslim factions. They are feared and condemned. But
let us look at the situation objectively. Jews were given Arab lands by the United Nations
by the influence of Britain and the US. Tens of thousands of Arabs were displaced, their
properties confiscated by Jews. Israel prospers as Arabs live in extreme poverty. The
United States supports Israel. Arabs watch, feeling helpless, while the United States
controls the oil industry, manipulating Arabs militarily. Yes, Islam had a warring and
conquering past, but that was centuries ago. Recent developments are a reaction to
realities not revealed by western media. The United States, Europe, and Israel have been
manipulating and oppressing Araba and other populations.
As I pen these words, the United States and its allies are annihilating Arabs in Iraq,
Syria, Yemen, and Afghanistan. Saudi Arabia, using American military aircraft and
ammunition, is slaughtering Yemen’s citizens, including tens of thousands of innocent
children, causing a terrible humanitarian crisis. ISIS has a cloud of fear covering it. I
mentioned in a previous chapter that ISIS is an Israeli and US operative. That explains
why US and Israeli military have not been able to defeat ISIS. But Hezbollah and Russia
have. By the way, not only are Hezbollah courageous warriors, they also provide social
services, and medical aid. They are funded by Iran, who are opposed by the US, not
because of being a nuclear threat as alleged, but because they are the only nation in the
world whose federal bank is not controlled by the Rothschilds (who are connected to the
Vatican). Do you get the picture? To get a clear vision of world events as they really
happen, and why; you need to study the RC Church and all that is connected to it, as
well as its history. ANGRY LOUD AND CLEAR TRUTH will explain more.
Let us return to the words of the Quran. The word “Islam” is an Arabic word which
means “submit.” In the Quran, serah 3:19 says: “The only true religion in God’s sight is
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complete submission to God.” The Quran was reportedly quoted from the mouth of
God’s prophet Mohammed. It teaches that Muslims should not make alliances with
Jews or Christians, as the Muslim might convert (5:51). In 9:16 the Quran instructs
Muslims to depend on God and other Muslims only, for their protection. 9:23 states
“Believers, do not take your fathers and your brothers for allies if they choose denial of
truth in preference to faith. Those among you who ally themselves with them are
wrongdoers.”
It is my experience that most correctly informed people will support a good cause
without regard to differences of race or religion. But when they are misled, misguided
(and this is done intentionally), and lied to by their leaders who use deceiving rhetoric,
and are misinformed by the media (and not given adversary’s views) owned by the
wealthy and powerful to veil the truth; the people can become agents of destruction
against righteous causes, instead of for them. The rhetoric and conjured indignation
inciting wrath against different people, be it political, religion or national differences, is
what causes hate and violence. The leaders of Muslims, Christians, of Americans, and
others, have intentionally caused malice towards those that they have targeted. Related
to the hierarchy of manipulating power along the lines of freemasonry is the “Order of
the Eastern Star,” “Fruits if Islam,” the “Ismailis,” “Fatamites,” “Kharmathits,” “Druses,”
and the “Assassins.” Those are the “societies” that correspond to “Knights of Columbus,”
“Ku Klux Klan,” “Opus Dei,” “Prince of Hall,” “Order of Malta,” and are also related to
“B’nai Brith.” These organizations and others like them have been used by Horus to
influence, through propaganda, the peoples to hate one another. Divide and conquer.
Religion, with its highly volatile emotional adrenaline of righteous indignation that it
can spark, is a means to destroy mankind, and to transform naturally loving good people
into hating tools of evil works. Do not allow yourself to be manipulated.
In a later chapter of the Quran, Mohammed makes a different turn 42:13 is as follows:
“God has ordained for you the same religion which he enjoined on Noah, and which we
have revealed to you, and which we enjoined on Abraham and Moses and Jesus, so that
you should remain steadfast in religion and not become divided in it.” First of all, think.
The books gave the three religions different doctrines and even different names for god,
but no division was intended? So it says that Islam, Judaism, and Christianity are the
same religion. Muslims I have known claim to worship the same god as the other two
faiths, but none have acknowledged it as the same religion. Indeed, if I was Muslim, I
would not want to be associated with them either. But I have no religion, and while I
pity followers of God, I do not align myself with them. And I disdain clergy of all
religions. Serah 42:15: “There is no contention between us and you” refers to peaceful
intent with “people of the book”- Christians and Jews.
The vast majority of Muslims had a peaceful mindset regarding “people of the book”
until the US and Israel started stealing their lands, stealing oil, and militarily
intimidating them. Then came 9-11 demolition job blamed on Muslims, and the US
invasion following that. Is it the Arabs religion which is really at fault? Or can we blame
America for the “war on terror” it conjured up?
We are all aware of the opposing factors within Islam, primarily Sunnis and Shi’ites. At
times they even war against each other, the violent actions encouraged and initiated by
religious zealots. Or are they evil people using volatile rhetoric for their own purposes,
deceiving the ignorant who don’t study the holy book? 23:52-“Your religion is but one
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religion, and I am your only Lord, therefore, fear me 23:53- yet they divided themselves
into factions….-throughout history, men posing as religious leaders zealous for god,
have incited followers to killing in the name of god for their own evil hidden agendas.
Invariably, they have employed picked scriptures that defy the main message of their
holy book, and used it to justify their cause in deceiving rhetoric. Religion has been a
useful tool of ambitious power-hungry liars in advanced civilizations to promote hate
and killing for many centuries. Who could be wrong with god on their side?
Islam (submission) is the tool of evil Horus to rule with complete power over his Arab
(and other) subjects. This is made clear in a couple of serahs=7:204-“When the Quran is
read, listen to it with attention, and hold your peace, so that you may receive mercy 205in all humility and awe, without raising your voice…do not be…heedless-the ones who
live in the presence of your lord are not too proud to worship him….and prostrate
themselves before him.” 30:53-“….those who are willing to believe our revelations, and
thus surrender themselves to us and are submissive to our will”
One would be wise to research and investigate the character of a leader before following
him. Where is he guiding you to? What kind of entity tells you to worship him alone, to
not question him, and to submit; then threaten you with everlasting torture if you don’t?
Let us explore these threats, as well as Allah’s true character.
Would not a good and powerful god make all his people obedient, and have them live in
paradise? The bible blames man’s problematic condition on Satan and Adam, but the
Quran puts it a bit differently. 13:31 “….surely all things are subject to God’s will, are the
faithful unaware of that, had he pleased, God could have guided all mankind? Calamity
shall not cease to strike those who deny the truth because of their misdeeds or to strike
near their homes until God’s promise be fulfilled.” This tempts me to ask the obvious
question: “So why doesn’t he just guide mankind and thus none go to hell? According to
the Quran, Allah creates mankind, but has this to say: 16:61- “If God were to take people
to task for their wrongdoing, He would not leave even one living creature on earth” So
everybody deserves hell. We all deserve everlasting excruciating torment. Because Allah
says so. 17:97- “…and for them he lets go astray you will find no helper besides him, on
the day of judgement, we shall gather them together…their abode shall be hell. Every
time the fire dies down, we will make it blaze up again for them.” So Allah intentionally
neglects guiding billions to do good, but puts them in hell, and makes sure that it is
exceedingly painful. 18:17- “….he whom God guides is rightly guided; but for him whom
he lets go astray, you will find no helper or guide.” Now regarding the Muslim leaders,
those who teach to fight against Muslims who have different doctrines, or who use
rhetoric to promote killing of “people of the book,” or who teach wrongly, or who
promote “do as I say, not as I do,” who encourage suicide fighters, but hide from
danger? 9:67- “…the hypocrites are the disobedient ones 68-God has promised the
hypocrites, both men and women, those who deny truth, the fire of hell. They shall abide
in it forever.”
And about those who were misled and in hell as a result, the Quran has a serah
addressing the imams and other leaders 33:67 “…we paid heed to our leaders our elders,
but they led us away from the right path” As the bible has many scriptures addressing
the false teachers, that serah was clearly a warning. There is more of its own evil
exposed in the Quran 7:179- “We created many of the Jinn and mankind for hell”
Now if you are a Muslim, or more importantly, for those of you who are considering
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becoming one, how can you respect and worship and willingly obey and submit to an
entity that created human beings for hell, and who says they deserve hell, who
commands people to prostrate themselves before him, and who commands you not to
associate with family members who do not also worship him? Is this a righteous
religion? There is more…..much more.
The next few paragraphs display that Islam is a trap for gullible cowardly thinking. First,
a clear warning regarding who Allah really is=8:48- “Satan made their deeds seem fair
to them and said, “none of the people shall prevail against you this day; I shall be your
protector”….Does that not sound like Allah’s words, and that serah continues to show
the foolishness of believing gullibly. 38:25- “…God was enough to protect the believer in
battle. God is strong and all-powerful. 33:26- He brought down from their stronghold
those people of the book who supported the aggressors and filled their hearts with
terror…” 7:196- “My protector is God who sent down the book, for it is he who protects
the righteous.” 48:20- “…He has restrained the hands of men from harming you, so that
it may be a sign for the believers, and so that he may guide you to a straight path.” The
teaching continues 48:22- “If those who deny the truth were to fight you, they would
certainly turn their backs, then they would find neither protector nor helper.” 47:11“…God is the protectors of the believers.” 8:64- “Oh prophet! God is sufficient for you
and the believers who follow you.” 8:65- “Prophet, urge the believers to fight, if there are
twenty of you who are steadfast, they will overcome two hundred, and if there are a
hundred of you, they will overcome a thousand of those who deny the truth….”
The words in the Quran were put there to bring “courage” to believers who submit and
cower to Allah, doing his will, his dirty work. So he attempts to convince those kind of
recruits by appealing to their fears and who believe bullshit without questioning:
Promise them that if they rely on him, they will not be killed in battle. This is not
contradictory to Old Testament principles. The warrior king David was called “a man
after God’s own heart” because he relied on God for his every move (so goes the story in
the OT), every victory was won at God’s direction. There are no defeats of David
recorded in the Old Testament. Indeed David was punished near the end of his reign for
taking a census of his warriors, because that action implied that he trusted his army for
victory, rather than trusting in God to provide it. The message that the believer is
supposed to understand is: do what god tells you to, do not trust in your own wisdom
and strength, but rely on God to instruct you and lead you. Think of the implications. An
Evil god, and evil people who represent him, command armies to do their will without
questioning, without considering that they could be sacrificial pawns losing their lives
for evil purposes. Unfortunately, this does not apply to any one religion, but to all of
them. Do you need more evidence? Take a look at what is transpiring now. Are Muslims
victorious? Or do you see Muslims deceived (as are the enemy’s soldiers) and
slaughtered by enemies with more technology and greater resources? It is not because of
sin or unbelief on the Arab’s part, but is because of the purposes of those in power that
have planned such.
Many Christian leaders have promoted the concept called “dominionism” which
basically says that the planet and its occupants and resources were created for man’s
pleasure and is under his rule. In some aspects, the Christian bullshit agrees with the
Quran 14:32- “…He…has subjected the rulers to you 14:33- “he has also subjected to you
the sun and the moon, both steadfastly pursuing their courses. He has subjected to you
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the night as well as the day;” if you want to believe that, or as the Bible says (switching
to the New Testament now) 1 Peter 2:9- RV But ye are an elect race, a royal priesthood, a
holy nation, a people for God's own possession, that ye may shew forth the excellencies
of him who called you out of darkness into his marvelous light: 2:10 which in time past
were no people, but now are the people of God: which had not obtained mercy, but now
have obtained mercy.
Could all this not lead to feelings of superiority, entitlement, as if you deserve more than
others? But the danger comes when you believe things because you want them to be so.
That is called by psychologists “magical thinking.” Following is first a serah on totally
insane thinking; then about where your mind goes into believing when you buy into the
bullshit. Serah 67:15- “It is he who made the earth subservient to you, so traverse its
regions and eat its provisions…67:16- “Do you feel secure that the one in heaven will not
cause the earth to sink beneath you and then begin to quake?” 67:17- “Do you feel secure
that the one in heaven will not send against you a whirlwind to pelt you with stones, so
that you will know how true my warning was?” We see here that although less often than
the Bible, the Quran goes into fairy tales of occult to instill fears.
Now regarding the mindset that the Quran attracts and promotes. This reward in
heaven, does it sound righteous and pleasant to you? 18:31- “They shall dwell in gardens
of eternity where rivers flow at their feet. Reclining upon raised couches, they will be
adorned with bracelets of gold, and will wear green robes of fine silk and heavy brocade.
An excellent reward and an excellent resting place!” 37:41- “Shall have a known
provision” 37:42- “Fruits of various kind, and they shall be honored” 37:43 “In the
gardens of bliss” 37:44- “Seated on couches facing one another” 37:45- “A drink will be
passed round among them from a flowing spring” 37:46- “White and delicious to those
who drink it” 37:48- “With them will be spouses- modest of gaze and beautiful of eye”
37:49- “Like closely guarded pearls” 43:70- “Enter the garden rejoicing, both you and
your spouses!” 43:71- “Dishes and goblets of gold will be passed around them with all
their soul’s desire and their eyes delight in. There you will remain forever.” 43:73- “And
there is abundant fruit for you to eat” 44:51- “But those mindful of God will be in a safe
place” 44:52- “Dressed in fine silk and rich brocade, and they will face each other”
44:54- “So it will be, we shall wed them to maidens with large dark eyes” 44:55- “They
will call therein for every kind of fruit in peace and security”
You get the picture. A safe “perfect” eternity. But let us take a closer look. Consider what
is important to Mohammed and to whom this seems idyllic. First, it’s all about
appearances, the clothing, jewelry, and the appearances of spouses being more
important than their character, which is not even mentioned. The plates and cups,
everything looks perfect. No work! Nothing to accomplish! Nothing challenging!
Nothing to care for in others! Nothing sacrificial! Just sit on your asses all day, every
day, for eternity. This is ideal for those who don’t think deeply, or who are superficial.
Or it is what wealthy people consider desirable. Or is it a fantasy of a poor man who is
envious of rich living? Whatever the mindset of the author, to me, this heaven sucks. My
life has abundant adversity, struggle, hard work, sacrifice, Spartan living, and I have
accomplished much. I enjoy my life, and don’t want that kind of heaven. I enjoy purpose
and challenge, and don’t want to live without it. This kind of heaven is for lazy and
mindless people. Do Muslims really desire this? Furthermore, the Quran does as the
bible does- it bribes with heaven to encourage good behavior, and has the threat of hell
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for disobedience (or unbelief); instead of encouraging righteousness for righteousness
sake.
A few more points to make. According to the Quran, God’s promise of heaven was
“payment” for the lives of Muslims. 9:111 “God has bought from the believers their lives
and wealth in return for the garden. They fight for the cause of God and they kill and are
killed. It is a promise binding on Him in the Torah, the gospel, and the Quran, and who
is truer to his promise than God? Rejoice then in the bargain you have made, that is the
“supreme achievement.”” I know many intelligent Muslims who are more
knowledgeable than seminary professors. So why and how did they let themselves be
deceived? First of all, they willingly agree to murder people for a lying promise. If they
had read the Torah, and the rest of the Old Testament, they would realize that heaven
isn’t mentioned there. This book has exposed the “truth” of God, and his “holy books,”
and his character. If you believe any of God’s books, or the words of any of his
representatives; then in the end, your rejoicing of this “bargain” will be gnashing of your
teeth in hell. It is the worst decision you could possibly make.
There are some more ridiculous teachings. 8:11- “He brought drowsiness upon you to
give you his reassurance and sent down water from the sky upon you so that he might
thereby purify you and remove Satan’s pollution from you, and make your hearts strong
and your feet firm.” Can you tell me how evil is removed by rain?
And another example of questionable (actually, it is closer to deceptive) character and
words of Allah. 26:4- “But if we had so willed, we could have sent down to them a sign
from the heavens so that their heads would be bowed down before it in utter humility” If
Allah really wants people to follow him, why doesn’t he do that, then?
Now for the worst sin. 32:22- “Who does greater wrong than someone who, when
revelations of his Lord are recited to him, turns away from them? We shall inflict
retribution on the guilty” I can think of a few worse things than unbelief. Try rape,
murder, or how about pedophilia? Or perhaps misleading multitudes into the realm of
hell, or deceiving them into submission or spiritual or sexual slavery. Allah finds
unbelief a heinous sin. His wrath is unleashed at those who decline the offer to have a
god to bow down to and prostrate themselves to. The worst crime is to not submit (at
least that is terrible in Allah’s view).
Finally, let us look at authenticity and Islam’s deviation from it. 34:17- “We requited
them in that way because of their ingratitude. We requite no one in that way but the
ungrateful.” 34:19- “…we made them bygone tales and scattered them throughout the
land. There are certainly signs in that for anyone who is steadfast and thankful.” Is
somebody who shows gratitude in order to avoid punishment truly thankful? You will
never know who is authentic with such a book.
Regarding the hadiths. Those are instructions for behavior collected by Mohammed’s
companions as exemplified by the prophet’s own life as a moral standard, and
interpreted by those men from Mohammed’s statements. They are to be followed to the
letter by extremists. For those who are curious if they should obey those precepts, here
is a word from me. The Hadiths (I read about a thousand of them) are instructions on
how to perform every possible function of your life. If you need and want to know how
to pray, how to wash your hands and face (and arms and nose, etc.), and how to
prostrate yourself before Allah, how to donate to charity, what to eat and when it is
permissible, how to shake hands, who to marry, how to address strangers, even how to
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urinate, crap, and pass gas (there really are instructions on these); then read and obey.
In that case, you obviously need to be supervised and adopted, because you are
incapable of independent living, and need to be guided in every way. Or you can take the
final step and climb back into your mother’s womb.
A good piece of advice about doing some research and challenging what you told. This
world is full of charlatans and evil schemers. If you want to join a group, or invest in an
enterprise, or practice a doctrine, or make any major decision on who or what to
associate with, here is a little wisdom. Investigate those people who lead or initiated it.
What is their character? Is it full of integrity and is it beneficial to humanity? Have they
shown wisdom and good character in other areas of their life? Are they motivated by
money and power, or by more profound reasons? Has their product or idea been
beneficial, has mankind improved from it in the short and/or long term range? What is
the character of his affiliations? Let us review the life and character of Mohammed and
see if he is really worth following.
Mohammed, born around 570 AD to a wealthy family, was orphaned at an early age and
raised by grandfather and uncle, and knew poverty during his childhood. He
apprenticed as a merchant with his uncle, and the Muslims tell us that he had a
reputation for honesty. A wealthy woman aged forty years hired Mohammed as a
merchant when he was twenty five years old, and they married shortly later. What do
you think of young men marrying into wealth and age? To further tarnish his image,
Mohammed spent many days and hours in a cave “meditating.” That does not seem so
much like a diligent worker to me. It is there that the story goes that Mohammed was
approached by an angel and told him to recite prayers. Few people bought Mohammed’s
story, and the faith spread slowly due to his preaching, but later grew more quickly due
to military battles fought against unapproving tribes. According to Islamic teachings,
these were fought in defense of their faith against attacking armies, but later the
Muslims attacked Mecca with a large force, and after defeating it, the whole city was
converted. Sounds to me like conversion by force, which is denied by Islamic historians.
The followers had centuries of warring history, and as I have before illustrated, we
cannot trust any accounts by any sources. They do seem to have been confirmed by
many different historians, however. We should take note that the teachings of Islam
include laws on the distribution of the spoils of warfare- the Quran promotes profiting
from warfare. We should take particular note that Mohammed was engaged to a six
year-old, whom he later married when she was nine. As much praise as he is given by
Muslims, Mohammed’s character is to be judged not by praise, but by its fruit. The
religion, while more believable than the bible, has been characterized with warfare, as
has the Judaic-Christian history, and I place all three religions in the same light of
character. I strongly recommend to all people, removing any affiliation with these
instruments of subversion
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CONCLUSION
We can come to the obvious conclusion that an all-good, all-loving and powerful God
did not author the Bible or Quran. If one had, it would not have the lies, contradictions,
or faulty teachings promoting wrong values. This leads us to perceive that Jesus never
existed. With this book, I think we can state that now as being a proven fact. The
implications of that fact are monumental. The laws of nations that are based on religion
are therefore negated, and those who rule nations based on the religious standing, no
longer carry legitimate authority. All Christian, Jewish, and Muslim nations’ basic tenets
are founded on falsehood and intentional deception. We can now rid ourselves of
leaders who are supported by religious organizations and institutions and religious
leaders. My next book, ANGRY LOUD AND CLEAR TRUTH, will show the error in the
Declaration of Independence and of the Constitution, and more. It will explain how we
have been brought to the brink of destruction. Further, it will illustrate how every
system (principality) was designed to take us down, and keep us there. By promoting the
whole world into functioning through the use of money, and by promoting the idea that
we need all kinds of material possessions, the evil powers have held us in a vice grip.
As I have clearly illustrated and proven with a multitude of scriptures and facts, using
logic and reason, the leaders of Christianity are misleading the people intentionally, and
the religions are based on lies intended to destroy the planet’s peoples. The God Horus
is also known as Satan, and has also used the names Jehovah, Jesus, and Allah. The
Vatican is the force creating most of the world’s evils, as I will further illustrate in
ANGRY, LOUD AND CLEAR TRUTH. Every establishment leader is corrupt and evil, as
the Vatican doles out the influential positions and resources to those who further it’s
agenda. The world’s mainstream media, religions, and government, as well as education
systems, are based on deceptions, and have deceived the masses. One can only live
comfortably by conforming to the system established by evil power. Most people have
chosen the easy way, or have been deceived into being a willing cog. While all those who
further this evil’s agenda are doing as told to by their master, there are those within
every religion who are working for righteousness. Evil and righteousness are not defined
by one’s race or religion, it is revealed by one’s character, if one has chosen the right
path. A bad start does not always mean a bad finish. While there are consequences to
making bad decisions, and many last forever; one can still choose to work for
righteousness no matter what evil done earlier. Those who have been deceived can be
awakened to truth, and correct themselves. The powers that be deceive us and promote
bad values, then when we are fooled, and follow them; should the people be to blame, or
those who deceived them? Yet what excuse is there for not ensuring that we don’t
commit grievance error? We must be diligent to make sure we are not deceived. The
worst enemies of righteousness are the love of money; and the ability to deceive, and to
be deceived; as well as the desire for power and to lord over others.
As stated before, we are presently on the precipice of a confrontation between forces of
good and evil. Of course it will not be the apocalypse as described in the Bible, with
Jesus coming charging from heaven on a horse. The real battle will be carried out by
military and police forces equipped with carnal weapons of destruction. The good news
is that not all military troops will kill for the establishment. In 2017, four battleships and
aircraft carriers collided with oil tankers in the open seas. They didn’t see them? Just a
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couple of months after EXPOSING THE MONEY MACHINE was published, I saw an
open letter on the internet stating that 60,000 men in green were ready to fight for “the
people.” There are many strategies and methods to employ to defend ourselves.
However, a world-wide struggle is not only imminent, it is unavoidable. But it may end
on a positive note. I am now going to propose a new way of life that would be beneficial
to humanity. I am convinced that victory for either side is not certain, and that not only
survival, but the destiny of all future generations is dependent on this struggle. Your
contribution to victory is imperative, and I am not referring only to monetary assistance.
We need the masses to dedicate sacrificial involvement, or we are all doomed to both
eternity in hell and physical enslavement, if we survive in bodily form.
For those of you whom may be reading this book in future generations, and for those
readers who (feel the) need to be given structural guidelines for behavior, I include here
S.H.A.R.E.S.. Most people in past eras sought religion because they lack confidence. I
state that because many people claim to believe in a “higher power” whom they seek for
wisdom and to provide rules for behavior, as if their conscience is not strong enough.
Many people, upon being “saved,” first ask what rules they must follow. Certainly it is
true that the so-called “holy” books do give some instructions on behavior.
The media, the government, and the education system; as well as other “environmental”
factors have indoctrinated the planet’s citizens into being followers. The main problem
with being a follower is that most followers do not correctly assess those whom they are
following; and the result is that, like lemmings following the pied piper, they are led to
destruction. Most people think they need leaders, which is the way it always has been, so
they think that is the way it always has to be. People feel the need to idolize and admire
those whom have been elevated as being “great.” There are statues, biographies, movies,
and streets named to honor those who have been popularized.
The result is that people who want to achieve “greatness,” really want to achieve fame
and fortune, to be admired. And with few exceptions, they climb the ladder to success by
taking the steps that their heroes did. They thus have perpetuated the errors of the
system. Instead of evaluating and challenging the foundations, which are weak, they
have built on the straw supporting those methods. True greatness has nothing to do with
prosperity or accolades. It is measured in excellence of character, in the character of
your works, and in the motivations of your actions.
The predicament of today’s civilization is the result of people seeking wealth, worldly
success, and popularity. We are deceived and misled in a quagmire of exploitation,
poverty, drugs, materialism, corruption, apathy and complacency, selfishness, pollution,
and people living for the moment, seeking immediate gratification of sensual desires.
The Band-Aid solutions as routinely proposed, are all variations of the limited boxes of
thinking as has already been proposed. Individuals of character who think outside the
boxes, who forge the roads yet untraveled are rare indeed. Here is a novel approach, an
original idea to go along with my solution to the evils of the establishment; the concept
of self-sustaining agricultural communities, is what I call a new “religion.” It is only
categorized as a religion because most people feel the need to have one. In reality, this is
a code of ethics, a way of life. It does not include a god to worship.
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S.H.A.R.E.S.
SPARTAN HUMANITARIAN AUTONOMOUS RELIGIOUS ETHICAL SOCIETY
Spartan-Spartans were an ancient Greek peoples who practiced Greek mythology, an
aspect not to be adopted. They had a warrior mentality, but that is not what I want to
stress, although I do think it is important to be capable of protecting your life and that of
your community. The aspects of the Spartans to be valued are: A great measure of selfdiscipline, which is employed to develop a strong mind and a strong body. These can be
accomplished by strenuous and vigorous exercise of each of these aspects. Vigorous
physical work-outs and training your mind through analytical exercises and training it
in assessment and discernment learning abilities. Instead of youth being promoted to
play and watch television, living leisurely lives filled with entertainment (this has
spawned lazy, stupid, and clueless adults); from youth onward, people should be
involved in learning and physical training. In addition, the Spartans had another
positive aspect to their lifestyle. They lived a very basic life, they did not desire nor
accumulate material possessions; part of their strength derived from that. Instead of
basing our pride in prestigious positions, or on personal wealth; our accomplishments,
earned abilities, capacity for compassion, and service to others should be on what
esteem should rest. This will result in better health and functioning for the human race,
and will deter bad habits and destructive tendencies.
Humanitarian- We are humans. Instead of worshiping an invisible being that many
can’t relate to, and who always disappoints, and is basically a disingenuous concept, (or
praising ourselves (constantly patting selves on the back gets a little overplayed and less
convincing); let us concentrate on the human race, and on contributing what we can for
the well-being of other members of our race, that is, the human race. If everybody took
their mind off their sole involvement of concentrating on the well-being of number one,
and begin to think of others as being equally worthy, much improvement in everybody’s
well-being would result. We are told that we must love ourselves before we can love
others. Bullshit! I have found great pride and confidence in myself as a result of
devoting myself to helping mankind for thirty years, and in the fruits of putting that
resolve into action. We are also told that we cannot help others until we help ourselves
first. Again, bullshit. People who are mainly interested in helping themselves foremost
are never satisfied with their lot, there always seems to be some more profit or
improvement necessary. It is in everybody’s best interest to improve their personal lot,
and that of others, simultaneously. “Love your neighbor as yourself,” words attributed to
Jesus, are some of the very few good words in the New Testament. Love is a verb, not a
feeling. We are told, and often feel ourselves, that this is a noble yet unattainable goal,
so most people don’t take the effort to attempt to accomplish it. This is understandable,
taking into account that very few people behave thusly, least of all religious leaders. Of
course you will not succeed if you don’t put real effort into your goals. If only people
would put exertion into the practice of loving people as a verb. Athletes strain for years
to run marathons, running tens of miles daily, practicing a restrictive diet, deny
themselves pleasures of social and recreation as they discipline themselves to perform in
the Olympics. Many people run for the prize, only a few will achieve it, yet they persist.
All for a shiny piece of metal on a ribbon, and temporary fame. Much more-so should we
all struggle for excellence in all our lives for a utopia for all, not just for a token of
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prestige. Of course the inner confidence born of excellence is the greater prize, not the
external accolades. Olympic champions are not born winners, and I was not born
intelligent, righteous, or courageous. Athletic ability, and genuine and incredible
accomplishments are achieved from one percent inspiration and ninety-nine percent
perspiration. In the Olympics, one person at a tine gets the gold. In SHARES,
competition’s purpose is to encourage excellence in all of us, and the entire community
benefits from that excellence.
Autonomous- As addicts are such because they crave physical sensations, and wealthy
people love money, most people in positions of power are there because that is what
they crave, they want control over others. Look at those who hold those positions, in
today’s society. Most bosses are more concerned with your performance and ability to
provide a profit over your well-being. Most cops are more interested in making charges
that lead to convictions, and less interested in protecting the rights of the innocent.
Politicians have absolutely no concern for their constituents, their prime interest is in
being elected and in collecting money from the rich and powerful who use them to
legislate for their benefit. Obeying people who hold positions of authority has almost
always led people to slavery and destruction. Autonomous is defined simply as
“beholden to none” or “no authority ruling over.” In an autonomous society, everything
is done by mutual beneficial agreement. Nobody orders anybody else around. Yes, this
utopia can be achieved by excelling societal and individual development. While crime
still exists, punishment shall be assigned and agreed to by peers, with restitution
replacing imprisonment. This will benefit the victim, the criminal, and society. Laws are
in place for people with bad character, and character is learned and developed. While
imprisonment can deter crime by use of fear, it rarely changes character, and inhibits
restoration to society, as employment is next to impossible to attain for the ex-con. In an
autonomous planet, no military is necessary, no need to conquer other peoples, as
domination and exploitation are not practiced, nor is forced relinquishing of wealth or
resources. Nobody is “lorded over.”
Religious- In the New Testament, the book attributed to James describes “true religion”
as “being unsoiled by worldliness and helping the orphan and widow.” It can be
rephrased as “avoiding succumbing to physical temptations and not practicing
selfishness, as well as helping those in need.” These have already been addressed in
shares, but let me add a further explanation. Helping others consists of more than giving
a dollar, more than providing food and clothing, even more than providing housing. We
bear responsibility to members of our family of mankind to help them develop proper
work ethics, form a disciplined character that refuses unhealthy foods and practices,
make a skeptical and analytic mind that challenges all information input, habits that
control tongue and temperament, create the willingness to share with others, and instill
a discerning sense of conditional forgiveness. This is not a complete list, but I am just
imparting a sample to taste what we should be assisting each other to develop and excel
in.
Ethical- That has also already been addressed, but again, here is more. Christianity
teaches us to do good to get to heaven, and to resist doing evil so that you don’t go to
hell. Not only does this assume that people must be bribed or threatened as motivations
to do right, it also encourages that kind of mindset. It is curious that the Christian
nation, the United States, is the world’s leader in rate of incarceration; in actuality, it
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has double the average of the rest of the world’s nations’ rates of incarceration. We also
have a high rate of murder, a good portion of exceedingly wealthy people, a people
belligerent to pay taxes or to welcome immigrants, and a high drug abuse rate. Could we
possibly come to the conclusion that bribery and threats don’t work, and neither does
Christianity? Try doing righteousness for righteousness’ sake. Works for me. Of course,
Christians always say that criminals need Jesus- almost all had him. We need Jesus like
we need insanity.
Society- Humans are social animals, not meant to be isolated. Whereas many people are
annoying, almost all are selfish, and few take real effort to help others (without being
paid to), man is not born being evil. Children in impoverished “undeveloped” nations
behave differently than those in sophisticated nations such as in Europe and the United
States. Natives of Africa and India have been observed having different traits than what
is seen in prosperous lands which claim to be the results of “progress.” In experiments
involving the more “primitive” children, a pile of gifts were presented to a classroom of
youth who had never been blessed with such possessions. Without being given any
instructions to do so, they gathered in a circle, holding hands, and approached the
treasure in unison, distributing the gifts to whosoever needed or wanted those most.
This type of behavior was observed in experiments in both India and Africa. Do
capitalist Christian western children behave in such manner? The answer is obvious,
and should lead to some introspection, and to some questioning as to how and why
modern-day affluent progressive civilization has the quality and substance (or rather,
lack of) and character that it does. The book you have just read provides such answers to
those questions, and shares provides some solutions. LOUD CLEAR AND ANGRY
TRUTH reveals much more along these themes. Now it is up to all of us to enable
survival, and to participate in correcting a world gone very wrong.
A quote from Voltaire- Men will not be free until the last king is strangled with the
entrails of the last priest.
 Micah 3:8 CEV But the LORD has filled me with power and his Spirit. I have
been given the courage to speak about justice and to tell you people of Israel that
you have sinned. Mic 3:9 So listen to my message, you rulers of Israel! You hate
justice and twist the truth. Mic 3:10 You make cruelty and murder a way of life in
Jerusalem. Mic 3:11 You leaders accept bribes for dishonest decisions. You
priests and prophets teach and preach, but only for money. Then you say, "The
LORD is on our side. No harm will come to us."
 Jeremiah 8:8 CEV You say, "We are wise because we have the teachings and
laws of the LORD." But I say that your teachers have turned my words into
lies! Jer 8:9 Your wise men have rejected what I say, and so they have no
wisdom. Now they will be trapped and put to shame; they won't know what to
do.
 Jer 23:1 CEV You leaders of my people are like shepherds that kill and scatter
the sheep. Jer 23:2 You were supposed to take care of my people, but instead you
chased them away. So now I'll really take care of you, and believe me, you will pay
for your crimes! Jer 23:3 I will bring the rest of my people home from the lands
where I have scattered them, and they will grow into a mighty nation.
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 Jer 23:29 CEV My words are a powerful fire; they are a hammer that shatters
rocks.
 Hab 2:4 BBE As for the man of pride, my soul has no pleasure in him; but the
upright man will have life through his good faith. Hab 2:5 A curse on the cruel
and false one! the man full of pride, who never has enough; who makes his
desires wide as the underworld! he is like death; he is never full, but he makes all
nations come to him, getting all peoples together to himself. Hab 2:6 Will not all
these take up a word of shame against him and a bitter saying against him, and
say, A curse on him who goes on taking what is not his and is weighted down with
the property of debtors!Hab 2:7 Will not your creditors suddenly be moved
against you, and your troublers get up from their sleep, and you will be to them
like goods taken in war?Hab 2:8 Because you have taken their goods from great
nations, all the rest of the peoples will take your goods from you; because of
men's blood and violent acts against the land and the town and all who are living
in it. Hab 2:9 A curse on him who gets evil profits for his family, so that he may
put his resting-place on high and be safe from the hand of the wrongdoer! Hab
2:10 You have been a cause of shame to your house by cutting off a number of
peoples, and sinning against your soul. Hab 2:11 For the stone will give a cry out
of the wall, and it will be answered by the board out of the woodwork.Hab 2:12 A
curse on him who is building a place with blood, and basing a town on evildoing!Hab 2:13 See, is it not the pleasure of the Lord of armies that the peoples
are working for the fire and using themselves up for nothing? Hab 2:14 For the
earth will be full of the knowledge of the glory of the Lord as the sea is covered by
the waters.
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